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E VOLUTION
When Madrigal Audio Laboratories introduced the Mark Levinson No.38 preamplifier in 1993 and the No.38S
ayear later, they built in alevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading- edge technology of the day.
The Madrigal design team listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development.
The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognised for their outstanding performance and craftsmanship
with numerous awards world-wide, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then Madrigal have identified many new devices, using previously unavailable technologies.
Armed with these powerful new technologies Madrigal decided to re-evaluate both preamplifiers.
A careful design review revealed that while the basic topology of the original preamplifiers was still the most desirable,
these designs could significantly benefit from ahost of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the No.38 and 106 to
the No.38S result in sonic improvements that effect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson No.380 and
No.380S preamplifiers will reveal improved low end authority and impact, cleaner, more natural high frequency
performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imaging focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the No.38 and No.38S through authorised Mark Levinson dealers.
Visit one soon and discover how aMark Levinson preamplifier can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.
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High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
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Hi-Fi Show 98
Exhibitors
confirmed as
we go to press
include:
Absolute Sounds,
Acoustic Enern,
Arcaydis, Asti
Design, ATD,
Au&ofreaks, Audio
Synthesis, Audusa &
Co, B&W
Loudspeakers (UK)
Ltd, Cairn (France),
Castle Acoustics,
Celef Audio
International,
Celestion
International Ltd,
Chesky Records,
Chord Electronics
Ltd, CR
Developments Ltd,
Densen Audio
Technologies, DNA
Marketing, DPA
Digital Ltd,
EARIYoshtno Ltd,
Exposure Electronics,
Fase (Italy),
Goldnng Products,
GT Audio, Henley
Designs, JPW
Loudspeakers Lui,
KEF Audio (UK),
Govan Industries
(Malaysia), Monitor
Audio Lui, Musical
Fidelity Ltd, Mytyad
Systems Ltd,
cum
Audio Ltd, Neat
Acoustics, New
Audio Frontiers,
Nottingham
Analogue, Path
Premier, Pioneer
HiFi (GB) Ltd,
PM Components
Ltd, RATA, RT
Services, Ruark
Acoustics Ltd,
Sambell Engineering
Ltd, Sony United
Kingdom Ltd,
Stands Unique,
System Audio, TAG
McLaren, TDL
Electronics Ltd,
Thomas Transducers,
Thule Audio, Trilogy
Audio Systems,
UKD, van den Hui,
Vinyl Demand,
Vivante London,
Wilson Benesch,
WoUaton Audio

sampling-rate audio years before
t is possible that 1998 will be
remembered as the year when, after
anyone else!), and so if you want some
endless waiting and speculation, a real hands-on acquaintance with the
whole
bunch
of
new
home
very latest and greatest in digital
entertainment technologies actually
technology, be there. But this is an
began to arrive.
event which caters for all schools of
We now really have DVDs, we have
hi-fi thought. If you're more interested
digital video cameras, we have
in hi-fi that glows, and gets the sound
projection systems of astonishing
to come out of the loudspeakers by
quality, we (almost) have plasmausing acouple of triodes rather than
screen TV, and this autumn will see
thousands of semiconductor junctions,
the launch of digital television. On the
you too will find what you're looking
audio side, we have 24-bit 96kHz
for at The HiFi Show.
audio and we ( nearly) have the
Philips/Sony Super Audio CD, we
have write-once and rewritable CD
CDRAND COPYRIGHT
recorders, we can download music
Among the correspondence which
from the Internet, we have real flat
followed our original review of Philips'
panel speakers, we have a digital
CDR 870 recorder [January] was a
amplifier, we have digital roomcomplaint [`Views', April] from Hilary
correction that seems to work, we have
Calvert, about the unfairness of a
effective surround sound formats, we
'copyright levy' on blank CD-R media.
have (if we could only receive it)
This month ['Views', page 7], the BPI
digital audio broadcasting. And most
points out that in the UK, no levy is
of these developments are to be seen.
actually collected. Barry Fox has also
heard and discussed at the 16th annual
explained [The Disc Dilemma', June]
HiFi Show this September.
that the levies imposed by other
Upgraded further and renamed the
European governments are very far
Renaissance, our familiar hotel venue
from standardised. So, if we are not
(known until this year as the Ramada,
really paying alevy, why, you might
and remembered from earlier days as
well ask, does a ' music' CD- R cost
the Penta) served the show well for a more than acomputer (data) CD-R
decade and ahalf. But in 1997, demand
blank? The shocking truth is that, at
for exhibition space was such that the
least in part, the higher price has just
Show finally outgrew the facilities
meant more margin for the retailer.
offered, and expanded into
Back in the late 1980s,
THE
an additional venue, the
the
record
industry
nearby Excelsior Hotel.
IL
T_T
opposed the introduction
For 1998, though, the
of digital audio tape
__L. _L.
_.1.
Show will be even bigger,
recorders which could
and will make far more
produce 'perfect' digital
use of the excellent large
copies
of
CDs;
conference rooms and
manufacturers
who
bedrooms available at the
wanted to market DAT
Excelsior, with some major
recorders naturally took a
exhibitors and launches
contrary view. Then carne
there now confirmed
the 'Athens agreement',
Renaissance and Excelsior Hotels
Among these is what may
when, to summarise
Heathrow, London, LIK.
17-20 September 1998
be the most spectacular
crudely, record companies
Trade Only 17-18 September 1998
product launch of 1998,
accepted that consumers
the entry of McLaren into the audio
could make digital copies strictly for
market. Since its acquisition of Audiolab
their own use, provided it was made
late last
year, the company that
impossible to 'copy acopy' digitally; the
currently dominates Formula One
hardware manufacturers also agreed not
motor racing has shown that its
to oppose the future introduction of
intentions in the audio field are very
levies on blank tapes, which would
serious indeed. Other Excelsior
compensate copyright owners for this
attractions will range from Absolute
consumer copying. Basically, the tenets
Sounds, again taking avery large room
of this agreement have held good for
for its home cinema demonstrations, to
DAT, MD and now consumer CD-R
some HFNIRR special events, including
but, in the UK, a 'tape levy' has yet to
Q&A sessions with Ken Kessler. The
be imposed.
Excelsior will provide adedicated Show
Hence the legal position as set out
entrance where visitors will find all
by the BPI in ` Views'. But whether
registration and enquiry facilities
anyone is actually likely in practice to
conveniently on arrival. There will be a be prosecuted as aresult of making
continuous courtesy bus service between
copies for his/her own use is perhaps
the Excelsior and the Renaissance.
another question. The anomaly here is
Among other key exhibitors whose
really just one item among the tangled
presence is certain to be truly highmass of intellectual property issues
tech are Sony, with no fewer than four
which, thanks to the amazing advances
rooms, and Pioneer (who, it should be
in consumer digital technology, the
remembered, demonstrated 96kHz
media industries must try to resolve. 4-
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going active

with Nains Credo
speakers: we start
passive, then build up
to TM Full Monty

32

better than before? Can the Philips CDR 880

recorder improve on the original 870 model?

18

WIN these

superb Italian
products, worth
more that £1800

equipment
24 ATC 150 POWER
AMPLIFIER
monitor speaker manufacturer
ATC has launched a separate
200W/ch power amplifier
Peter J Comeau

28 NAIM CREDO ACTIVE
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
upgrading the Naim way.
Starting with a basic system,
we add more electronics to
explore the active system
options possible with the Credo
loudspeaker
Martin Colloms

32 PHILIPS CDR 880
RECORDER
does Philips' new CD-R/
CD-RW recorder, the CDR
880, answer the criticism we
made of the original CDR 870?
Martin Colloms
and Paul Miller

34 SUGDEN A21A
AMPLIFIER
real Class A amplification, with
heritage: 30 years since the
launch of the original A21, this
is Sugden's current version
Ken Kessler

36 PANASONIC DVD-A350

93

a second-generation DVD
offers better picture quality...
but what about the sound?
Alvin Gold

38 SONUS FABER MUSICA
AMPLIFIER
Italy's master speaker-stylists
offer an amplifier to match
Ken Kessler

40 TACT ROOM
CORRECTOR
room acoustics are the final
frontier of hi-fi: digital
processing can break through!
David Berriman

44 AUDIO SYNTHESIS
DIGITAL SYSTEM
Transcend CD transport, DAX
Decade D/A converter and
Desire Decade power amplifier
Martin Colloms

Concepts, worth
over £1000

features
18 WIN! ITALIAN HI-FI!
Audio Analogue amplification/
Opera speakers worth £ 1800

56 A TOUCH OF TILT
a DIY tone control circuit on
the lines of Quad's famous ' tilt'
John Crabbe

93 WIN! £ 1000 OF
DSA HI-FI SUPPORTS
win DSA Concepts' innovative
Force 10 and Force 6
equipment support systems

47 BENZ MICRO GLIDER
CARTRIDGE
a moving-coil cartridge of
impeccable pedigree at an
(almost) affordable price
James M Hughes

48 RUARK EXCALIBUR
most upscale speaker yet from
this successful UK maker
Alvin Gold

51 KELLY KT2
the high-efficiency KT2
even beats its big brother
Steve Harris

48

The

Excalibur
from Ruark:
aflagship
floorstander

36

WIN hi-fi

racks front DSA

Panasonic's

new-generation DVD
MY 1998

34 Sugden's A2I a integrated amp:
Class A with a 30-year pedigree

64 REVIEWS INDEX
65 MUSIC
Idil Biret talks to Joanne Talbot; Emmanuel
Pahud talks to Andrew Achenbach

69 RECORD OF THE
MONTH
Three symphonies by
Jan Vanhal: Matthias

38 Sonus Faber's long-awaiwd Musica amplifier

Banzert conducts the
40 ATC's

London Mozart Players

new power amp

69 CLASSICAL
REVIEWS

Matthias Bamen: page 69

this month's reviews
include Bniten's Billy Budd, Mussorgsky's
Pictures', some vintage Parbirolli ?Tissues

84 JAZZ

regulars

will a reissue roundup

87 ROCK AND POP

3 COMMENT

Pulp's controversially-advertised Harricore is th c
is

the Hi -Fi Show ' 98
Steve Harris

93 BOOKS
holiday reading: a new blues
encyclopedia and a 01' Blue
Eyes biography
Ken Kessler

7 VIEWS
readers' letters

11 NEWS
round-up of new products,
innovations and coming events

21 TECHNOLOGY

month's album in focus

91 ROCK REISSUES
reviews by Ken Kessler

94 ACCESSORES CLUB
reader offers: thi month's
special is Shure's stylus balance

Pulp: see
page 87

at last, news of the DVD Audio
standard, with ` Smart Content'
Barry Fox

53 BLACK BOX
the true nature of 'phase'
Ben Duncan

95 CD SERVIICE
save time and money when you
order Compact Discs by mail

97 SUBSCRIPTIONS
subscribe now and save money!

100 SPECIALIST GUIDE

55 RADIO
more on the sound of DAB:
compression and user choice
John Nelson

county-by-county guide to
specialist hi-fi retailers

103 READER SALES & WANTS
find the best hi-fi bargains here

61 HEADROOM
a bargain for vinyl users?
NAD's PP-1 phono pre-amp
Ken Kessler

63 SIDELINES
reflections on the 40th
anniversary of the stereo LP
John Crabbe

121 NEXT MONTH
what's in the August issue

122 FINALE
do the weekly pop charts
(or Millennium ones) still
really mean anything?
Johnny Black

CONTRIBUTORS
HiFi: Eric Braithwaite, Martin Colloms, Peter j Comeau, john Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Barry
Fox, Alvin Gold, james M Hughes, Ken Kessler, Paul Miller, John Nelson
aassical Music: Andrew Achenbach, Nalen Anthoni, Peter Branscombe, Christopher
Breunig, Robert Cowan, Jahn Crabbe, Robert Deciding, George Hall, Julian Haylock, Antony
Hodgson, james M Hughes, John Kersey, Calum MacDonald, Bill Newman, David Nice
Rock & Pop: Johnny Black, Fred Dellar, Ken Kessler, Valerie Potter Jazz: Ben Watson
III-Ft NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

new recordings and historic transfers, together

47 Benz Micro
Glider moving-coil

JAY 119

Gomez:
page 89

o
Paul Lamb and The King Snakes (below, left)
and new songstress Rebekah (
right)
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remarkable loudspeaker'. He
praised the '
exquisitely refined
and articulate midband before
concluding '
listening through the
Concerto was like listening
through an open window. Music
sounds completely unmanipulated
and utterly clear with asweetness,
purity and asense of
presence... all sense of artifice
simply vanished'.
Jason Kennedy ( Hi Fi Choice
4/97) simply said '
an admirable
design that achieves its sonic
goals and looks beautiful'.

Sonus Faber loudspeakers are

After many successful years the

worked with the old world

popular Electa Amator is

craftsmanship of the musical

revised and appears in Mk11 form

instrument maker.

with arevolutionary new cabinet.

Ultimate expression of this craft

As exciting comes the news of a

is the fabled Guarneri

Sonus Faber integrated amplifier

Homage, aunique lute-shaped

— the Musica — so you can now

speaker with the strong tonal

hear how the Sonus Faber

personality of aGuarneri violin.

designers listen to their own

Guarneri was a17th century
Cremonese master violin maker
whose instruments were intensely
sculpted acoustic masterpieces

1
Concert
lia Ili

— afull bodied,

products.

loudspeaker capable

Sonus Faber has also introduced

of recreating the subtleties

afloor-standing speaker the

and hush of real music

Concerto Grand piano —

characterised by aunique ability

indeed it has all the physical and

to combine tonal strength and full

musical presence of aconcert

bodied sound with sweetness.

grand. Ken Kessler ( HFN&RR

This overriding passion for tonal

5/97) found it '
an odd but

character and dynamic range is a

delightful blend, asmall speaker's

feature of all Sonus Faber

energy and vim with alarge

speakers. To this musical passion

speaker's authority'. He even

is brought modern materials

christened it '
aperfect rock

technology and alistening room

Concerto Grand piano — a

'laboratory' to create afamily of

speaker of real la lure with

products true to amusical
heritage yet based in today's

eurtuled bass and presence.
finished in ,1

gpiano

main e,

speaker for the headbanger who
want the energy and levels the
music demands, minus any rough
edges'.

science.

Which just goes to

Baby of this family is the

show that what can

Concertino. Its cabinet with

recreate the sound of a

solid walnut sides, insulated

Guarneri can recreate

with non- resonant material brings

the sound of aGibson!

new meaning to the expression

Please contact

'substantial'. Ken Kessler

Absolute Sounds for

reviewing the Concertino

full details of the

(FIFN&RR 3/96) referred to it as

Smuts Faber range

'a small speaker for grown-ups'

and adealer referral

and concluded that '
it's one of the

where you can

least expensive introductions yet to

discover the truth and

the joys of "real hi-fi".

beauty of areal

What Hi Fi (8/96) wrote of the

musical instruments.

Concertino: '
considering their size
they deliver bass of stupendous
power, speed and accuracy'.
The bigger Concerto two-way
was described by Alvin Gold
(11FIN&HR 4/97) as '
atruly

lbsolule Sounds
Durham Road • London S{120 1111E
Telephone
OIN1-917 5017
Facsimile
OIS I -S79 7962
Email 73061.17111@compuserce.com
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You have,
tantil now,
studiou sly
ignored the
audio
possibdities
available
to those
who use a
computer
at home,
whether for
recording
music or
sinply for
playing it'

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

CD-ROM CHAWOME...
Dear Sir, You must have many
readers who, like myself, own a
computer, and who have noted with
interest not only the existence of
CD-ROM recorders which can
make audio CDs, but also their
quantifiable advamages over audioonly recorders. Iam surely not the
only person who would dearly like
to read something about the pros
and cons of using such hardware as
an audio recorder, including, of
course, the potential sound quality
on offer.
Iam writing, therefore, to express
my extreme irritation at the
sweeping dismissal of computerbased ROM recorders by Barry Fox
in the April 'Technology', solely
because of difficulties he
experienced in installing one such
drive. The specific problems he
experienced related to the
installation of an internal drive in a
Windows-based PC. There are,
though, many external drives on the
market, for which the hardware side
of the installation, at least, ought to
be agood deal simpler.
As aMacintosh PowerBook user
Ifeel obliged to make the point that
the problems he experienced
wouldn't necessarily occur on a
Mac. I'm not saying categorically
that the problems won't occur; but
unless Barry Fox has tried asimilar
installation in aMac, he shouldn't
assume that they will. It's not fair to
lump all computers together just
because aWindows-based system
proved awkward Ix> use or to
dismiss all CD-ROM recorders
because of problems experienced
with one type of computer and
drive.
This is particularly irritating since
you have, until now, studiously
ignored the audio possibilities
available to those who use a
computer at home, whether for
recording music or simply for
playing it.
Isuspect that the underlying
reason for your disinterest in
computer-based audio hardware is
AlLy 1918

ablanket assumption that it does
not offer genuine audio quality.
Most of us who suffer from the
audio compulsion have come to
believe that if you want good sound
from CD, you need aplayer which
has been engineered carefully with
regard to awhole host of technical
issues affecting sound quality. If
this were not so, there would be a
plentiful supply of cheap massmarket players delivering the
'perfect' sound which was originally
promised. Fifteen years' experience
of CD has taught us, though, that
good CD sound is not universally
available, but is, rather, extremely
elusive, and generally does not
come cheaply.
Few of us, therefore, are inclined
to take seriously the idea that the
cheap CD-ROM drives and
associated hardware bundled with
home computers might actually
yield good sound. Were this to be
so, it would be extremely
threatening, not just to
manufacturers of specialist audio,
but to us unhappy consumers who
find the whole business confusing
enough at the best of times. It
would challenge most of the
assumptions we've learned, and
have often had confirmed by
experience. Much better, then, to
continue to believe that the sound
quality available from CD-ROM
drives falls well short of genuine
audio standards.
As Iwrite this, my PowerBook is
not only processing my words, it is
playing aCD, feeding my 'real'
audio hardware via its sound-out
port. Iam utterly at aloss to
explain why, but it is, in fact,
enabling more realistic music to be
made than almost any conventional
CD player Ihave used. For several
weeks now, since Ifirst thought to
try out the sound of the CD-ROM
drive via my stereo, Ihave been
wondering how what is effectively a
free CD player can sound so
ridiculously good. A bonus,
incidentally, is that the ergonomics
are superb. The 'Apple CD audio
player' software is ajoy, simple to
use and with features I've never
seen on a `real' CD player. There
is, obviously, no remote control,
but that hardly matters if the
computer is sitting on the desk in
front of you. The PowerBook is also
very quiet, and does not suffer the
drawback which adesktop
computer would have of placing a
large object between the listening
position and the soundstage.
Iurge you to take computerbased audio hardware more
seriously. A good way to start
would be with aserious look at CDROM recorders. Or, if it's not too

ridiculous an idea, how about
including aPowerBook in ablind
test of up-market CD players? The
results might well be worth reading!
Ian Boyd, Glasgow
—DON'T BE FOXED
Dear Sir, Iam writing to correct
Barry Fox's assertion that it is
difficult to record audio CD-ROMs
on personal computers. Whilst I
usually appreciate the accuracy of
Barry's writing, this is one point I'm
not sure he has covered completely.
Whilst his experiences are not
untypical of those of Windows
users, there are avery large number
of Macintosh users who are burning
audio CDs with tremendous ease.
Connecting aCD-ROM burner
to aMacintosh involves applying
power to the CD unit, and
connecting asingle SCSI lead
between this and the Macintosh.
Double-click to install the software,
restart and you're off.
No masters, slaves (or other SM
practices!), no ribbon leads, no
BIOS and no perilous protruding
delicate pins to break and scupper
your motherboard forever. Oh —
also no complete reinstallation of
the Operating System (probably not
for the first time...) and no longdistance support telephone calls are
usually required.
There is alot to be said for using
aCD-ROM burner to create Red
Book CDs: primarily the
dramatically lower cost that was
mentioned by Barry, and which, it
occurs to me, is lower than adecent
chrome tape, minute for minute.
Also to consider is the greater
availability of media, lack of backdoor record industry levy, and
greater editing flexibility available in
software.
The first people using CD-ROM
burners for Red Book CDs are
musicians themselves, frequently
for the purpose of creating demos
and masters — but there are an
ever-increasing number of us who
compile CDs for our own listening
purposes, as well as for archiving.
Ido not think that your readers
should be put-off by Barry's
catalogue of disasters, especially
those who own aMacintosh, and
for those who don't, another good
reason to avoid the clutches of the
Gatesian empire — cheaper CDs!
Sheldon King, Audio T, Essex
HOME TAPING
Dear Sir, Irefer to Hilary Calvert's
letter published in the April
HFNIRR regarding the Philips CDR 870 machine. In fact, there is an
error in the manufacturer's
brochure as far as the UK is
concerned, which Iunderstand has
7

conrad- johnsqn
for the LOV
cf music
Valve and solid state
technology applied h1
a manner others can
only seek to achieve.
The last of the big
names to remain
dedicated to pure
valve circuits.
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READERS'
LEITERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

now been corrected. There is no
'blank tape levy' in the UK. Home
taping is and remains illegal (unless
you can benefit from one of the
exceptions under the copyright
rules). CD- R discs bought in the
UK do not carry any royalty for
home taping. In those countries
where there is ahome taping levy,
the fee is allocated amongst the
rights holders concerned.
Helen Smith, British
Phonographic Industry
See this month's `Comment', page 3 - Ed.
SATELLffE REQUIREMENTS
Dear Sir, Iwas pleased to read that
Reg Williamson will be covering
satellite broadcasting on the ' Radio'
page, and would like to ask a
question or two — hope I'm not
too previous!
A few years ago Iwas on the
verge of obtaining aDSR satellite
tuner which had good reviews and
used asmall aerial sited on a
window sill. Suddenly, the
transmitting satellite was made
redundant.
Now, Iread that quality sound is
available from the ASTRA
satellites, and realise an external
dish aerial is necessary. But what
tuner is available to receive
transmissions? (Ido not have aTV
satellite receiver, or acomputer.
Just the usual pre-/power
amplifiers.)
'Radio' is too excellent for words,
but it needs to be longer, with more
readers' comments about reception,
etc, since radio reception, aerials,
etc are of variable quality.
John Hone, Epsom
DAVID BERRIMAN TO THE RESCUE
Dear Su-, I'm arecent convert to
proper hi-fi, thanks largely to your
magazine. My old Philips CD 303
packed up and Iwas looking for a
replacement. Mistakenly believing
that the difference between a £200
CD player and one of £600 was so
small that Iwould neither hear nor
appreciate the difference, Itook
your oft' said advice and went to a
proper hi-fi dealer and laid down
the challenge. The result? Well, to
keep it simple, Iwas staggered! I
really had no idea what aworld of
difference there would be. Iwalked
out with aMarantz 63 Mk2 KI and
even my wife appreciated the
improvement.
Of course my worn-out (though
improved with baffling and titanium
tweeters) Wharfedale Laser 8s
would have to go, and having
already overspent the family music
budget Iwas needing an alternative
way of procuring speakers to do the
front end justice. Theft seemed like
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agood plan until, once again, you
came to the rescue with the
published DBS7 cabinet plans.
Ibuilt the cabinets first, leaving
off the driver surrounds and trim
and purchased the kit afew months
later, thus enabling me to spread
the cost and preventing arush job
with the carpentry
Ichanged the front design
slightly, just to give it my own style,
using corner section ramin and
rebating it into the sides to fit flush
with the light oak veneer. Dave
[Berriman] was very helpful with
additional advice when Iconsidered
putting the ports on the front, and
he even supplied me with gold
binding posts.
They were finished off with floor
spikes, and the front grille was given
aslight curve across the bottom for
abit of added style.
To say I'm impressed with the
sound of these speakers would be a
bit of an understatement. All my
music, CD or otherwise, has
enjoyed anew lease of life. Bass
doesn't boom without detail, and I
can hear breath being drawn and
the full flavour and texture of piano
strings... Icould go on! A
neighbour of mine who is an
audiophile of the 'not on this
planet' type, has apair of ESL63s
and apair of dipole subwoofers the
size of basket balls. He was dead
impressed with the detail and
midrange of the kit. So there you
have it! Happy and penniless, I'm
saving for anew amplifier to replace
my old NEC 520A.
D Murray, Sutton
PRIVATE EYE GLASS NEEDED!
Dear Sir, Iwrite concerning the size
of print in the Specialist Guide's
`For sale - Private, Trade and
Wanted' section. Over recent
editions this section has become a
real test of my eyesight. Is it really
necessary to have the print so small?
If so, perhaps the Accessories Club
could offer aBen Duncan kit for a
magnifying glass? Or perhaps afree
CD, with the contents read out by
one of your distinguished reviewers,
with technical comment by Martin
Colloms or Paul Miller. On the
Colloms scale, I'd give the current
section about 0.5 for reader
friendliness, with asimilar score for
layout.
Barry Revell, Kent
OK We've fixed it now - Ed.
BETTER THAN FULL FRONTAL
Dear Sir, Still more confusion is
coming with the announcement of
the 24-bit 96kHz Digital Audio disc
format, while we wait to hear the
outcome of the DVD and DVD

Audio standard.
Ihave been impressed by various
demonstrations, but like Phil Tyler
in the March 'Views', Iwould be
concerned about the practicality in
the home of five, six or seven
speakers, and also the cost involved,
especially in active systems.
My main interest is in the
reproduction of realistic or
entertaining performances of music
only, and this means better than
frontal stereo. Itried the Haflertype quadraphonic synthesiser by
QED in the 1970s but this caused
other problems.
What happened to ' Q' sound
produced CDs? Roger Water's
Amused to Death gives an apparent
180° performance. Anything played
after this is just ordinary front
stereo. The only other ' Q' sound
disc Ihave come across is by (also
ex-Pink Floyd member) Rick
Wright and Broken China. The
content and engineering quality is
not as good on this one.
No extra speakers, no extra cost.
Are there any more ' Q' sound discs
out there?
D M Back, Southampton
GOOD SOUND PRINCIPLES
Dear Sir, Having juseupdated my
equipment for the first time since
CDs appeared, Inow find that the
discs themselves are very much the
weakest link in the chain, the
Cambridge Singers' Fauré Requiem
being one of the few bright spots in
an otherwise relative desert.
Iwould like to throw them all
away and start again, to provide a
collection of all the major works
from all the major composers, but
restricting myself to your review
category of Al: I. Irealise that in
many people's eyes this may make
me aphilistine; my response being
that, having created the basic highquality recording library, Ican later
add performances which may be
better, even if the sound is not.
My problem is, where do Ilook
for this comprehensive list of
recordings? The catalogues/books I
have consulted (
Gramophone,
Penguin Guide), seem to add
comments about sound quality
almost as an afterthought. Poring
over ten years' worth of back copies
of HFNIRR doesn't seem to me to
be areasonable alternative. What
should Ido?
P R Martin, Norwich
PS. Is Christopher Breunig's ` Silver
Treasury' from May 1993, all you
have to offer?
'Fraid so — and even the `Highlights on
Silver' and 'Silver Treasury' (midpriced)
selections in that issue were performancerather than engineering-based - Mus Ed.
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CEDIA'S VISION OF THE FUTURE
Doubled in size compared with last year's event, CEDIA UK's second annual trade conference and
exhibition pointed the way ahead for install home entertainment and home automation
SOME hi-fi purists may look back,
misty- eyed, to a golden age of stereo,
gloriously unencumbered by other
media. But at CEDIA UK's Expo 98
everyone was pressing the fast- forward
button, sharing their vision of the future.
DVD is just the tip of the iceberg. Here was
asnapshot of the integrated computerised,
automated, multi-TV, multi-room hi-fi home
of tomorrow. And a healthy number of
enthusiastic trade delegates had paid
hundreds of pounds to be blasted straight
into the next millennium. Those who
attended the courses were bombarded with
digital dream scenarios, interspersed with
well-signposted warnings of pitfalls and
dangers for consumer, retailer and supplier.
Capturing the unmistakeable spirit of a
burgeoning industry, the courses ranged from
'Installing Telephone and Data Systems' to
'Screen
Technologies',
and ` Time
Management'. Trade delegates participated
in intensive bouts of troubleshooting at these
seminars. One example, entitled 'The New
Technology Update: Selling Through The
Smoke and Mirrors' tackled the complexities,
contradictions and challenges of the emerging
multimedia melée. Two courses sum up the

EIKOS SPEAKER
SUPPLIER
Last month's
review of the
Eikos FR1
loudspeaker
omitted to
give supplier
contact details. These are:
Acoustic Precision Ltd,
01483 267516. e-mail:
acousticprecision.com.uk.

by

JONATHAN

KETTLE

best of what was on offer. First, in an
overview of ` Multi-room Audio/Video
Distribution Systems', David Graham
highlighted the strengths and potential pitfalls
of different types of system installation. His
advice emphasised the need for plenty of
spare cable capacity, the importance of not
skimping on roof aerials, and the risks
inherent in RF systems compared with cablebased alternatives. As adirector of Grahams
Hi-Fi, the presenter was able to share a
decade's worth of multi-room hi-fi troubleshooting experience. He highlighted the pros
and cons of proprietary systems, including
Audio Access, B&O Beolink, B&W Casa,
Linn Knekt, Meridian Digital and Analogue,
Mission, and QED's options, and suggested
plenty of tips to obviate common difficulties.
But even the newly elected chairman of
CEDIA (UK) couldn't quite match Michael
Heiss's high-velocity 'Glimpse of the Future'.
In this fitting finale to Expo 98, Heiss shed
light on the lunacy of DVD regional coding;
why over-the-top copyright protection may
scupper Divx; why DBS has been ` the fastest

Consumer Electronics Product Adoption
ever', why DAB is stymied by the absence
of a US market to command scaled up
production and drive down prices; how DVHS, PC-TV, Microsoft, cable browsers and
a string of high tech video playback
technologies are jockeying for our attention.
Heiss's sharp wit and incisive insights painted
amultiplicity of digital scenarios. How will
we keep pace with it all?
• CEDIA, the Custom Electronic Design and
Installation Association (UK), 01462 627377.

PORTABLE DVD FROM PANASONIC
PANASONIC claims a world first with its DVD-Ll 0 portable DVD player
(£999.95), which can also be used with home cinema system set-ups. The
280,000- pixel 145mm V LCD screen displays of 500 line horizontal resolution
images, further enhanced by a 10-bit video DIA converter. In 16:9 widescreen
format, it can also display 4:3 images and it has zoom, normal and fullscreen controls. With the screen section folds down, the DVD-L10 measures
160 x43x160 mm (whd); it weighs under lkg. Linear KM 24- bit sound with
96kHz sampling is possible and there are two built-in speakers. Digital output
for Dolby Digital or MPEG-2 sound is provided, and NTSC playback on a
PAL ( UK) television is standard. Mains or battery operated, the DVD-L10 gives
up to two hours playing time from its rechargeable batteries. It cornes complete
with its own remote control. Panasonic UK, 0990 357357.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
From 21 APRIL on: 200
'Millennium Products' on display,
including B&W's £30,000 Nautilus
loudspeaker. Science Museum,
Exhibition Road, London SW7 2DD.
Contact 0171 938 8000.
8 JUNE Overture Hi-Fi's Arcam/
Mission Musical evening, Whatley
Hall Hotel, Banbury. Contact Overture
Hi Fi on 01295 272158.
10-14 JUNE The Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show, Los Angeles
Airport Hotel, sponsored by
Stereophile magazine. Contact + 1
914 476 3157.
15-18 AUGUST Hi-Tech Consumer
Electronics Show, Hong Kong.
Contact + 852 2591 9823.
17-20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi
Show, The Excelsior and Renaissance
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Honte cinema at CEDIA: Seleco was just one of the
host of leading projectors featured in demonstrations
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Hotels, Heathrow, London ( 17- 18th,
trade only), sponsored by HFN/RR.
Contact the show organiser, Janet
Belton on 0181 686 2599.
22-26 SEPTEMBER CEM Consumer
Electronics, Moscow, Russia. Contact
+001 ( 203) 8341122
24-27 SEPTEMBER LIVE 98, Earls
Court, London. Contact 0181 296 1951
13-16 OCTOBER Hong Kong
Electronics Fair. Call 0171 828 1661
5-7 NOVEMBER Top Audio
Prague, Hotel Panorama, Prague,
Czech Republic. Contact Ivo Vitek,
+420 602 374 222/fax + 420 224
256 844/website
www.topaudio.cz.
7-19 JANUARY 1999 Winter
Consumer Electronics Show, Las Vegas,
USA Contact + 1 ( 703) 907 7600.

TANNOY'S NEW ' BUDGET
IN RED'
TANNOY'S redfinished Reveal
loudspeaker
(£229/pair) is a
brand new two-way
`nearfield monitor'
model, aimed at
pro/home studio
users. It will operate
happily at ' continuous high signal levels'. Both the
drivers are Tannoy's own: along-throw 6.5in bass unit
and 1in soft-dome tweeter. With a40mm-thick curved
front baffle, the bass-reflex enclosure has an internal
volume of 12 litres. It is magnetically shielded for A/V
use. Sensitivity is quoted at 90dB/W at lm, frequency
response 65Hz-20kHz and amplifier suitability 50150W. Along with other Tannoy studio monitors, the
Tannoy Reveal is distributed in the UK by TASCAM.
Contact 01923 819630.
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PRIMARE
True differential
Fully balanced
Dual mono
Superb build
Affordable
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Primare 30.1 True differential, fully balanced integrated amplifier. Dual mono
construction, balanced or unbalanced inputs, 2by 100 watts (8ohms).
Primare 30.2 CD player with twin 20 bit Burr Brown dacs per channel, opperating
in differential mode driving full ballanced analogue output stages.

Sole UK distributor-.
The Musical Design Co l--l-cl,
P.O. Box 414e, Epping, Essex.

Chile 6HJ.

Tel; Olee2 573030, Fax; 0192 574030.
e-mail; mdc.hifievirgin.net

news

QUICK-CHANGE
TECHNICS
MULTI-PLAYER
TWO new Technics five- disc Cl) rotary changers
both offer a special ' Quick Disc Change' feature:
while one disc is playing, you can remove and change
over any of the other four.
You can also programme up to 32 tracks in any order
from disc to disc, or choose from three different random
play modes for varied background music.
The SL-PD888 (£ 159.95) comes with remote control
and additional ID Scan track preview and edit guide
features. The SL-PD688 (£ 139.95) is remote capable but
is supplied without handset. Call Technics on 0990
357357, website http://www.panasonic.co.uk.

SHARP COMBINES MD AND
CD CHANGER
SHARP'S new combination MiniDisc recorder and three-drawer CD changer
makes for easy compilation recordings. With Sharp's MD-R3H (£349.99),
the changer can be loaded with CDs, then programmed to record selected
tracks. Alternatively, the user can skim through the albums with the ` Intro
Scan Record' feature, to find and mark tracks to be recorded. Digital editing
functions include the ability to move, divide, combine and erase tracks, and
MDs may be programmed with artist/content information ( up to 100
characters per track) using the built-in title generator, while the Date and
Time Stamping function can be used to permanently record when it was
produced. A sample rate converter (48/44.1/32kHz) allows the MD-R3H
to record from DAT, DAB and satellite broadcasts and the Internet, as well
as CD. Analogue line inputs are also provided. Facilities include variable
recording level, mono recording (extending MD playing time from 74 minutes
to 148 minutes), clock/timer and full remote control. Call Sharp Electronics
(UK) Ltd, 0161 204 2644.

LAURIE FINCHAM TO HEAD THX R&D

SEE-THROUGH WIND-UP
In blue, red, green or clear jelly mould' cases, Freeplay 'stranslucent
wind-up radios also have a solar panel which (after 25 seconds of
winding the built-in Freeplay generator) extends playing time from
up to one hour to as long as the sun shines. Call BayGen Freeplay
on freephone 0800 7313052.

EXTENDED BASS FROM TDL
A FLOOR- STANDING bass- reflex
(ported) design, TDL's Nucleus 3
is designed to give extended
bass despite its low retail price
of £ 199.95. The Nucleus 3's
750 x 202 x 21mm ( hwd)
enclosure includes a separate
lower chamber, which may be
loaded with lead shot or dry
sand to give stability and even
more bass power. Bass unit is a
130mm doped paper cone,
while the tweeter is a 19mm
soft- dome type with Ferrofluid
damping. Impedance is quoted
as 4-8 ohms nominal, sensitivity
89dB/W at 1m, suiting
amplifiers from 15W to
60W/ch. Finishes available
include a choice of black ash,
rosewood or cherry effect. To be
released later is Nucleus 2, the
smaller design on which the '
3
design is actually based. Call
TDL Electronics, 01628 850111.
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BRITISH loudspeaker engineer Laurie
Fincham has been appointed director
of research and development at
Lucasfilm's THX Division, located in
San Rafael, California. He will oversee
the R&D department and engineering
activities for THX Theatres, Home THX
and for the THX Digital Mastering
programmes, reporting to the division
general
manager,
Monica
L
Dashwood. Laurie Fincham brings with
him nearly 40 years' experience in

both professional and consumer
loudspeaker system design. Most
recently, he held the post of senior
vice president (
engineering) at Infinity
Systems, also in California, but before
moving to the USA he spent many
years with KEF, where he was

instrumental in pioneering the use of
computers
for
loudspeaker
performance test and measurement.
Prior to that, he held the position of
chief engineer at Celestion.

AUDIOFREAKS
ADDS BRANDS
IMPORTER Audiofreaks has
added three more brands to its
portfolio. First is the nearlegendary maker of
ultra-high-quality FM tuners,
Magnum Dynalab: current
models range from the FT- 11
(£495) up to the flagship
tube-hybrid MD108 (£4950),
while the best-known models
are probably the FT- 101A
(£849) and its speciallyuprated big brother, the ETUDE
(£1249), both available in arange
of front-panel colours/sizes. Also
from Magnum Dynalab is the Signal
Sleuth FM amplifier (£295) and
ST-2indoor/outdoor half-wave
antenna (£ 50). Next comes Combak
Corporation, the Japanese source of
Harmonix 'resonance tuning'
components, which according to the
new importer will now be selling at
much lower UK prices than

previously: Audiofreaks will supply a
catalogue on request. Finally,
Audiofreaks can now supply the
Pagode rage of audio furniture from
Finite Elemente of Germany. With
three levels of quality, rigidity and
performance, the units offer shelves
made from glass, MDF or maple
wood, supported by an aluminium
frame. Prices start at £450. For
further details contact Audiofreaks,
0181 948 4153.
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When one of the best loudspeaker

From bookshelf to 3- way floorstander,

engineering teams in the world advances its

the entire range is magnetically shielded

state-of-the-art technology, you'd expect

for Home Theatre

the result to outperform the competition.

aesthetics are integral to good design,

use. And because

It does.

the

KEF's new Q Series, with its distinctive

KEF's new ' racetrack' bass unit. With

clear cone Uni Q® drivers, delivers amore

the performance of an 8 inch driver in
the space of a 6 inch, it

listening

preserves the slim, elegant

than

any

conventional loudspeaker can.
This latest advance in KEF's
patented

technology delivers

simply stunning.

wore greeter by
speaker company.

Q Series design.
With

the

ç
SERIES

new

Q Series, the competition
have been decisively out-

even smoother midrange
response and clarity that's

19911KEF's sakes
velue then any other

two largest models incorporate

precise stereo image, over a wider
area,

*According to
Ileums foiJiinuary

II

classed.
The difference is clear.

The experience
of sound

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE 0 SERIES COMPRISING THE 015, 035, 055. 065, 075 AND 095C. REF AND UNI.0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, UNID IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236939. U.S. PAT NO. 5,548,657.WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING,
FOR DETAILS ON REF 0 SERIES PLEASE CONTACT, KEF AUDIO ( UK) LIMITED, DEPT HFN18, FREEPOST MA 1332, ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6BR. TELEPHONE (01822) 872261. WEBSITE http://wme.kel.com
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DENON ' BATTLESHIP'
AMP AND TUNER
TWO more new remote- control
separates from Denon match the
DCD-1550R CD player [ reviewed
last month by Paul Miller], with
'battleship'
construction and
advanced features.
Using technology developed for
Denon's SI0series, the PMA-1500R
amplifier (£499.99) is built in ' Dual
Mono' configuration with twin
transformers in aspecial flux leakagecancelling arrangement. It also uses
Denon's ' Signal Level Divided
Construction' where high- and lowlevel signals are separated on two
different boards to minimise crossinterference. The PMA-150OR's
high-current MOS output devices
produce arated 70W/ch R/vIS into 8
ohms ( 140W/ch into 4ohms). As well

as an array of line level inputs for CD,
tuner, DVD and tape, there is a builtin phono stage for both m-m and m-c
cartridges. The TU-1500RD tuner
(£249.99)
has
many
advanced
functions, such as programmable and
switchable IF bandwidth and RF
attenuation,
for
versatility
in
`difficulereception areas. There are 40
presets altogether, with full auto tuning
on FM. A large display makes for
'exceptionally legible' Radio Text and
RDS information. RDS functions
include PS (programme name) and
PTY (programme type), allowing auto
search by programme type; clock time;
TA/IT traffic service with auto tune for
traffic information; and full RDS EON
facilities. Call UK distributor Hayden
Laboratories Ltd, 01753 888447.

'USER-FRIENDLY OTL' FROM GRAAF
A true OTLIOCL design created
by GRAAF founder Giovanni
Mariani, the GRAAF GM20
power amplifier uses four 6C33C
triodes to give an output of
25W/ch. By dispensing with both
output transformers and
capacitors, the
GM20 circuit
is said to give
a sound alive
with detail,
transparency
and dynamic
capability, while
maintaining the
natural ease of
presentation
associated with
well- executed
triode design.
Automatic bias and impedance
matching make the GM20 amp

fuss-free and user-friendly —
unlike OTL designs of the past.
Construction, _finish and styling
meet the exceptional standards
now associated with GRAAF.
Call GRAAF's UK distributor,
UKD, on 01753 652669.

132- BIT'

HDCD FROM ANALOG
DEVICES IS 'WORLD FIRST'
ANALOG DEVICES has licensed Pacific Microsonics' HDCD
decoding and HDCD precision filtering for its ADSP-21061
SHARC 32- bit audio DSP chip, resulting in the industry's first
32- bit HDCD decoder. Processing up to 150 million operations
per second, the new chip is fully programmable, enabling 32point precision using fixed-point math; for floating-point
math, 32-/40-bit precision is supported. The ADSP-21061 DSPbased HDCD decoder supports from 32kbps to 640kbps bit
rates to handle data rates from single mono channel to sixchannel content. It supports sampling frequencies of 32, 44.1
and 48kHz and in addition to HDCD, decodes Dolby Digital,
DTS, THX, MPEG and Pro Logic. Audio Analogue is the
second major semiconductor company to license HDCD:
earlier this year, Motorola announced it would include HDCD
decoding in its new 56362 DSP chip.
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JVC UNVEILS FIRST
SINGLE-SLOT CAR MD/CD
JVC says its 1DIN-size MiniDisc/CD car
player/receiver KD-MX3000 will be the world's first
product using a single-slot MD/CD mechanism to
'handle diversified car audio media and address
space saving trends'. The KD-MX3000 includes
AM/FM reception and 4 x 40W amplification and will
play MDs, standard CDs and 8cm CDs. It goes on
sale in Japarr ( at Y78,000) in June, along with a
matching DSP cassette deck, KS-DC3000 ( Y42,000).
In July, JVC will launch a 12-disc car CD changer
with 12-second shockproof memory, the CH-X1200
(Y35,000).

MORE STRAIGHT WIRE
AMERICAN cable
specialist Straight
_
Wire has added new
high-end and AV
interconnects and
speaker cables to
the range offered in
this country. From
the top (all prices
for stereo 1metre
pairs), the new
interconnects are: Crescendo, an ultra-low resistance
'advanced helix' copper design (£700); and three new
'Level 4' types, Virtuoso Platinum and Virtuoso Gold
(both £449.99) and Solo (£319.99), all with certified
coated silver/copper conductors arranged co-axially and
terminated with locking gold/Teflon RCA (phono)
plugs. Co-axial digital interconnects are Infolink (£300)
and Megalink (£ 130) while aToslink optical connector
costs £50. Speaker cables range in price per metre,
again from top down, between the Stage, using eight
18-gauge OFHC conductors (£9.99) to the Waveguide
3.0 (£2.99) and Waveguide 1.5 (£ 1.75), using four and
two 16-gauge OFC conductors respectively. For more
information on Straight Wire call CSE, 01423 359054.
Linn, Meridan, Tannoy and Pioneer winners
Results of our most recent competitions are now to hand. Winner of
our fabulous Linn competition, and now the lucky owner of a Linn
Sondek LPI2 Anniversary record player, is Andrew Swift of Stoke
on Trent. Winner of the Meridian 508 24-bit CD player in our
January issue competition was Mr John Turner of Somerset, while
the lucky winner of apair of Tannoy D500 speakers in our
February competition was Mr S Turner of Tunbridge Wells. Winners
of the Pioneer competition (March issue) were: First Prize, C
Angell of Wiltshire (winning the superb Pioneer Pioneer PDR-05 CD
recorder plus 10 discs); Second Prize, I Watson of Huddersfield
(Pioneer PDR-04 recorder plus 10 discs); and Third Prize, P Dzeux
of London (Pioneer PDS-705 CD player). Readers (and especially
Mr B Taylor from Bristol, who sent in seven entries for the March
competition) are reminded that only one entry per reader can be
considered and that multiple entries will be discounted!
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Turntables at Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street • COVENT GARDEN • London WC2H 9HB. Tel: 0171 497 1346 • Fax: 0171 497 9205

WILSON BENESCH CIRCLE £795 (Excluding arm)
Ithink Ihave just spotted one of next years
award winners. Ken Kessler

LINN SONDEK LP 12 WITH VALNALLA POWER SUPPLY
£1200 (Excluding arm). Has provided excellent test results
for rumble, wow and torque. Martin Colloms

ROKSAN RADIUS 3
£470 (Excluding arm and power supply)

ROKSAN XERXES 10
£1295 (Excluding arm and power supply)
Icannot recommend it too highly. Alvin Gold

MICHELL GYRO £960 (Excluding arm)
One of the biggest bargains in HiFi. Ken Kessler

MICHELL ORBE£1995 (Excluding arm)
A tirntable to be proud of. Highly
recommended. p.1. Comeau

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR VAST CHOICE
BRANCHES ALSO AT:
45 High Street, HOUNDSLOW, Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802 Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, EDGWARE, Middlesex HA8 7JX. Tel: 0181 9.52 5535 Fax: 0181 951 5864
126 High Street, BECKENHAM, Kent BR3 1ED Tel: 0181 663 3777 Fax 0181 663 3555
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EMI SHARES RISE ON TAKEOVER RUMOUR
EMI GROUP plc, the UK-based record and entertainmert giant, has
received an approach which could lead to an offer being made to
acquire the company.
Although
EMI
has
told
its
Seagrams, the huge Canadian film
shareholders not to asmame that an
and drinks company, mentioned in
offer will result, the latest round of
recent press coverage, would not
speculation has led to a20% rise in
comment, but has not denied that it
EMI's share price. Not long ago, Jim
could be behind the move. Other
Fifield, former EMI head of music,
companies mentioned as potential
received a £ 12 million golden
deal-makers include Dream Works.
handshake, described at the time as
Ever since EMI's 1996 split from
unusually high by UK, but not US
Thorn, the rental group, rumours of
standards.
an impending deal have been rife.

"SMALLEST 24- BIT DAC"

GLL GETS REAL WOOD
REAL wood veneers meet Inductive Coupling
Technology drive units in GLL's latest trio of hi-fi
loudspeakers, the lmagio series. Top of the
range is the floorstanding 1C34811, whose builtin, rear-vented, quarter wave, transmission line
subwoofers supplement the main, forwardfacing, twin ported, bass reflex output from a
165mm drive unit featuring integral, timealigned 25mm aluminium dome ICT tweeter.
Price per pair is £550. The smaller standmounted IC318, essentially the same design
minus built-in subwoofers, retails for £260 per pair. An even more affordable
model is scheduled to join the line-up later this year. Further detailore
available from Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd, 01705 492777.

CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR has launched the industry's
lowest cost, smallest D/A converter providing CD quality
sound'. The 8-pin, small-outline C54334 is anew mixedsignal chip which supports sample rates of up ta 96kHz
to comply witn DVD specifications and is said to be the
industry's smollest delta- sigma DAC. Applications are
expected to include set-top boxes, PC audio, automotive
audio, DVD, ivliniDisc and portable CD products
CS4334 offers an on-chip voltage reference and is
designed to require fewer external parts, further
reducing design costs. For example, apower transient
control circuit eliminates the need for external mote
circuitry to cut out clicks and pops on power- up or
power-down. Crystal Semiconductor (adivision of Cirrus
Logic Inc), + 1 (512) 912-3113.

SONIC FRONTIERS ACQUIRED BY LENBROOK GROUP

ELEMENTAL
STANDS
IN the May issue [' Briefing',
p11], we inadvertently
miscaptioned the picture of
Elemental Audio's top- of-therange Reference loudspeaker
stand. The Reference equipment
support range extends up to
£2350, higher than indicated in
the same news story. For further
information on Elemental Audio
products call 01480 211045.

CANADIAN electronics specialist Sonic Frontiers
has been acquired by the Lenbrook Group of
Pickering, Ontario. -Sonic Frontiers' founding
partners Chris Johnson and Chris Jensen will
head anew company, Sonic Frontiers
International, withir the Lenbrook Group, while
a new division, Lenbridge fechnologies, will
market Sonic Frontiers and eventually additional
high-end brands to high-end dealers in the USA
and Canada.
Sonic Frontiers sales manager Maria
DiTomaso is to continue her role in this new
division. Established 10 years ago, Sonic

Frontiers manufactures Sonic Frontiers and
Anthem products at its 23,000 sq facility in
Oakville, Ontario. The Lenbrook Group has
interests in audio-video, wireless
communications, solar power and telephones. It
owns PSB loudspeakers and is North American
marketing partner for NAD Electronics also
representing Bang & Olufsen and Marantz in
the Canadian market.
The Lenbrook America subsidiary also controfs
home integration products supplier Home
Systems Plus of Baltimore, MD. Sonic Frontiers,
+1 905 829 3838.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
DMP, the Connecticut- based
digital recording company, which
made its first commercial DSD
(Direct Stream Digital) recording
last year, has installed DSD D/A
and D/A converters specially
designed by Ed Meitner. Coming
soon is aJobim tribute recording
by Brazilian pianist Manfred°
Fest. Contact + 1 ( 203) 327 3800.
DOLBY Surround sound will
feature in the BBC Scotland/Sc Fi Channel
interplanetary thriller Invasion Earth, to be
broadcast this autumn. Also in Dolby surround
this year: ITV's new Lynda La Plante
thrillerKillernet, not to mention The Simpsons
and Sky sport.
NCT, Noise Cancellation Technologies ( Europe)
Ltd, has moved to Unit 3, Munro House,
Trafalgar Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8SQ.
Tel 01954 205502, fax 205503.
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TCK's range of MiniDisc
recordable blank media now
indudes MD-RXG ( in 60- and 74minute versions), and MD-Colour
(7h minutes only), with shells in c
choice of five transparent colours
'cool' ( smoked grey), red, green,
yellow and blue.
TEAC's latest budget cassette
deck, the three-head V-1050
(£179.95) features Dolby HX-Pro,
Dolby B/C noise reduction, fine bias control,
timer record/play capability. Remote control is
possible via the optional RC- 393 unit.

UNIQUE CYCLONE
CYLINDER SPEAKER
Handcrafted from solid hardwoods, the
Cyclone 34 is aunique cylindrical
speaker design from The Audio
Workshop. The compact, 270nmt
diameter main enclosure is ported, via
the tubular leg' stand. A two-way
system, the speaker uses a
Morel 144 shielded doublemagnet bass/mid unit and
Morel MDT 39 28min softdoute tweeter with vented
neodymium magnet system
The complete system stands
915men high including floor
spikes. Finishes are oak,
cherry, mahogany, with others
available on request. Retail
price is ,C2000/pair. Contact
The Audio Workshop on
01375 379032.
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Audio Analogue and Opera Hi -Fi
worth more than £ 1800
`KK's Italian favourites from UKD'
Italian hi-fi? The country's had a indigenous audio industry for many decades, but in the
last ten years the specialist hi-fi sector has blossomed. Regular readers will know that KK
has long been in love with all things Italian (apart from grand opera). And if Ken's campaign
to make the world take notice of Italian hi-fi needs justification, the current crop of wellbuilt, attractive and good-value Italian components provides it. For this month's main prize
competition, thanks to importer UKD, we're delighted to be able to offer an Italian
amplifier/speaker combination which drew rave reviews from KK earlier this year.

THE QUESTIONS

THE PRIZE
Based in Tuscany, Audio Analogue has arange of affordable solid-state amplifiers, named (to KK's
dismay) after great opera composers, combining excellent build quality with a
neutral, transparent sound. Our prize combination includes the
Audio Analogue Bellini pre-amplifier (£475) and Donizetti
power amplifier (£ 575), reviewed by KK in January ' 98. The
Bellini offers dual-mono construction, six inputs, including an
internally-switchable moving-coil/moving-magnet phono stage,
separate record-out selector and two sets of stereo outputs for bi-

1. How does the Audio
Analogue Bellini cater for
LP disc users?
a) add-on phono stage
b) built-in m-m only
stage
c) built-in m-conly
stage
d) built-in m-m/m-c
options

amping or multi-room use. Also of dual-mono construction, the
60W/ch Donizetti has independent toroidal transformers for each
channel (totalling 400VA) with athird transformer for other
circuit functions.
To complete this exciting prize line-up are the Opera speakers
which KK called ` the absolute perfect match' for the Audio
Analogue electronics: the Opera Platea, reviewed in February
'98. In stunning solid real wood cabinets (not just veneered), these
900mm two-way floorstanders feature acustom SEAS 19mm silkdome tweeter and an ATD 130mm bass/mid unit.
As KK put it, ' Feed the Plateas adiet of music with high
emotional content and they almost glow.' These speakers offer an
amp-friendly 89/dB sensitivity with a6 ohm nominal impedance.
Retailing at £795/pair, the Plateas bring the value of this
mouthwatering prize to more than £ 1800. Don't miss your
chance... enter now!

2. How many mains
transformers are found in
the 'dual mono' Donizetti
power amp?
a) one
b) three
c) two
d) none
3. In what material is
the Opera Platea speaker
constructed?
a) solid real wood
b) wood veneered
MDF
c) vinyl wrap MDF
d) double-veneered
MDF

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form by answering the three questions, and send it to: Italian Competition,
Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, to arrive before the closing
date of Friday, 10

July,

1998.
-I

Italian Competition

Name
Address

1

THE ANSWERS
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• If you would prefer NOT to
.direct mail, please tick this box
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RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry form are acceptable, but only one
aury per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be
disqualified). No other correspondence should be enclosed with
the entry foins. 2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to
th, prizes offered. Winner(s) trill be the first correct entries
opened. 3) Employees of Link House Magazines or of Audio
Analogue, Opera or their agents will not be eligible to enter. 4)
Entries must be received by first post on Friday, 10 July 1998.
The Editor's decision
be final and binding. No
correspondence will be entered into regarding the competition.
5) Prizewinner(s) will be notified by post, the results will be
published in the HF," ER, September 1998. 6) Entry forms
received become the property of Link House Magazines Ltd.
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TAWIcLaren Group Company

PERFORMANCE IS OUR BUSINESS
NOW MAKE IT YOURS....
TAG McLaren's long term commitment to

We a-e looking for highly committed and motivated peop.e of all experience

the

levels, ranging from julior positions to the rmost senior management roles. Audio

world

of

audio

engineering

is

demonstrated by our decision to construct
a purpose
built
development
and
production facility in Hurtingdon to meet
our expansion requirements. However, the
best facilities are worthless without the
people to utilise them.

If you want to

participate from the outset in a challenging
and exciting expansion programme, with all
the opportunities this wiU bring, then you
should apply now.
Our company relies on the TOM approach
which results in flat organisational Struck res
and self contained all- encompassing platform
teams. This rests in fast decision taking
with all team members having a high
degree of ..esponsibility and involvement.

Experience is advantageous, but not essential.

Analog, Digital and RF Engineers
Developing

advanced audio visual

prod Jcts,

including

but nct limited to

"traditional" audio eqwipment, multi room, AV, DVD, DAB and digita satellite.

Software Engineers
Producing the product and system control software which realiy brings products to life.

Industrial Designers / Mechanical Engineers
Designing objects of tesire that are also functional and cost effective.

Production and Test Engineers
Selecting and optimising manufacturing systems, equipment anc methods.

Sales and Marketing
Defining the brand and product strategies ard achieving the sales to sustain otur growth

Other Positions
There are many other opportunities within o:ur rapidly growing activity, let's see if
we can match your fu:ure career plans.
Mrs Cate Judson. PA to the CEO, Cambridge Systems Techroogy Ltc, SoIfire Close,
Ermine Butsiness Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE18 6XY
or email us at Cate.Judsonetagelectronics.:•otuk

The Philosophy of Excellence
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High performance multiroom system.
Up to 9fully remote control zones.
Simple and non-disruptive installation.
Very easy to operate.
Prices from under £ 5,000.
(System plus 2zones, excluding installation.)

Sole UK distributor-.
The Musical Design Co Ltd,
P.O. Box 414, Epping, Essex.
Tel;

01.e2

573030, Fax;

e- moil; mdc.nifi@virgin.net
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The
profusion of
forthcoming
DVDs and
players is
enough to
make
any Dne's
eyes glaze
over

T

he DVD Forum has now
published Version 0.9 of the
DVD-Audio standard. The
final Version 1.0 should be ready in
June. Details are already being
leaked. Here is aquick rundown on
what to expect.
As well as music, the disc will
have Smart (' system managed audio
resource') Content. Coded instructions will tell the player how to
recreate the natural acoustic of the
concert hall, club or arena in which
the original recording was made.
Digital signal processing circuitry
in the player adds delays, echoes and
phase shifts to the sound before it is
fed to the loudspeakers. This can
make asmall living room sound like
alarge hall. DSP doctoring has so
far been ahit-and-miss affair because
different manufacturers use different
circuitry, and different listeners, pick
different settings from afixed menu
of generic acoustics such as concert
hall, church, cathederal, jazz club or
stadium.
Smart Content lets the recording
engineer analyse the natural acoustic
of the recording venue, and store it
as coded data on the disc along with
the music. When the disc is played,
the data automatically sets the DSP
circuitry to an exact match. Peohaps
future systems will analyse the
listening room acoustic, with white
or pink noise, and subtract it from
the hall acoustic.
More important to the mass
market, Smart Content gives rack
system manufacturers the chance to
add yet more flashing lights and
LCD screens. The DSP can tell
where the music was
recorded,

what its acoustics were and how it
is being played back. Six companies,
NC, Panasonic, Pioneer, Samsung,
Toshiba and Warner, have already
said they want to launch players in
1999.
Philips and Sony hope to have
DSD Super Audio CD by then, with
hybrid discs which play either on a
CD player or Super Audio CD
player. ( I am still waiting for a
sample hybrid disc promised by
Philips and Sony two months ago.)
It is still unclear whether DVDAudio players will from Day One
play DSD Super Audio CDs, and
whether future DVD Video players
will be able to play DSD Super
Audio Discs as well as PCM audio
discs. The basic 'pure audio' or ' Adisc' will have a playback time
ranging from one to two hours per
side, depending on the sound quality
and number of surround channels.
These times can be doubled to
between two or four hours, by using
dual-layer discs. But it is unclear
how this can gel with the Philips/
Sony plan to use dual layering for
hybrid CD/Super-CD discs.
There is a bewildering range of
around 20 PCM options, from
stereo to six-channel surround, some
of which use different coding
standards for the front and rear
channels. So the player will have to
recognise the standard used on each
disc, and decode accordingly. The
disc can also hold compressed audio,
eg, AC- 3, DTS, MPEG, or
bitstream recordings (Sony/Philips
DSD). It is unclear whether first
generation DVD-Audio players will
cope with all these future options.
The Pure Audio A-disc will also
be able to deliver still pictures on a
TV screen, and text either on aTV
screen or player display. There will
also be 8cm discs for portables. So
far there is no sign of a Talking
Book option, with the high capacity
of the disc used to store many hours
of CD- or FM-quality speech, rather
than superfi surround.
There will also be a DVD
Audio+Video or ' AV- disc' which
delivers super-hi-fi, with some video
as well — probably of shorter
running time or lower picture quality
than conventional DVD-Video.
Then there is the DVD Video+
Audio Navigation or ' VAN-disc',
which seems likely to be some form
of interactive mix of
audio

and video. And there will still be the
V- Disc, which is the plain ornery
DVD Video disc already on sale —
but which can also play PCM or
compressed audio on aDVD Video
player.
A new DVD-Audio player will
play back the audio content of audio,
AV or VAN discs; anew Universal
player will play audio, V-video, AV
or VAN discs. Future DVD-Video
players will supposedly play video
from V-video, AV and VAN discs.
But it is unclear whether existing
DVD players will work with the new
discs, or can be modified. The whole
thing is a MEGO (' m), eyes glaze
over') which belongs in the crazy
world of computing, not music
listening. Doubtless this is why the
final standard looks likely to include
afeature like Smart Content which
might give DVD-Audio some appeal
to the wider market.

ONE HAND CLAPPING?
A few days before Britain's Cleo
Laine and John Dankworth gave a
$75 per seat concert in New York
City's Town Hall, they played on
the pier at Worthing for a £ 10 entry.
Lesser performers might have treated
it casually, as apaid rehearsal. But
Laine/Dankworth gave it the full
treatment. That's professionalism.
Cleo Laine told a lovely story
about going to a party given by
Marlene Dietrich: ' Zis is the
applause Igot in London. Zis is the
applause Igot in Rome. Zis is the
applause Igot in Boston', she told
the guests while playing them tapes
of people clapping her. No music,
just applause tapes. La Dietrich had
got her sound engineer to capture
the ambience of the hall at the end
of each performance. What a pity
she didn't live to see the launch of
Smart Content DVD-Audio!

BLOWING YOUR OWN
TRUMPET
Rack systems already have akaraoke
switch that cancels the voice to let
amateur singers perform with a
professional
accompaniment.
Modern electronics help the singer
stay in tune and mimic Elvis. Now
Matsushita, Panasonic's parent, has
developed the Brass Simulator, a
karaoke system that lets a singer
sound like atrumpet.
The Simulator senses what note
the singer is trying to hit and
converts it into the sound of a
trumpet. Panasonic is already
working
on
trombone
synthesis, and will move on to
sax, flute or clarinet. The
synthesiser
is
already
integrated into a single chip.
So expect the ' air trumpet'
feature soon.
Barry Fox
21

Heathrow, Lo
Public days 19th- 20th September,
Trade only 17th- 18th September, 10a
The Ramada Hotel

The HiFi Company - now the West End
comes to the Eastern Counties
If you're interested in serious

range of legitimate hi-fi in the

expect to find in specialist shops

hi-fi, take atrip to Peterborough

region and, better still, we can

like

where you'll discover that The

also demonstrate the type of

renowned ' high-end' branch

HiFi Company offers the widest

equipment you normally only

located in central London.
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West One, our world
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DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
We've also afabulous range of true
'high-end: equipment that can be
made available for demonstration

WILSON BENESCH FULL CIRCLE
PROAC STUDIO 2.5
CHORD CPA1800/SPM400
And to make things even more
interesting, our Trading Station
branch, which offers the largest

with only aday's notice. Just take a
look at our advert for tg West One
in this magazine and you'll see

UNISON SIMPLE 845
CD MUSICAL FIDELITY ECD2
LIVING VOICE AUDITORIUM
range of quality used hi-fi in the
country, is just across the road!
So, for ' serious' sound quality

THE HI-FI COMPANY 42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH PEI 112

what agreat range of serious hi-fi
we can bring to enthusiasts in the
Eastern Counties.

IETA PEARL/PROGENY
HARBETH HL-P3ES
WILSON BENESCH ACT 1
there's no better place, with Partexchange, Interest Free Credit and
awhole world of hi-fi just waiting!

TEL: (01733) 341755

FAX: (01733) 358141
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wo
years
ago,
monitor
loudspeaker company ATC
introduced the SCA2 preamplifier to partner its active
speakers. This still left users of
passive ATCs high and dry, forced to
adopt other manufacturers' power
amplifiers despite the existence of a
perfectly good range of ATCdesigned amplification married to
the active speakers. But now ATC
has rectified the anomaly with the
introduction of the SPA2-150 power
amplifier.
The amp is finished in the same
light grey and satin aluminium as the
pre-amp, the front dominated by a
black perspex panel with just a
standby/reset button and an LED
status window to relieve it. At the
back are balanced XLR and
unbalanced phono inputs, switched
by arecessed toggle, and asingle pair
of massive WBT speaker terminals
which take 4mm plugs, bare wire or
pin connections (the polycarbonate
insulation
prohibits
spade
connectors).
Inside, ATC has stuck to the triedand- tested topology of the power
amplifiers used in its active
loudspeakers — arobust and reliable
circuit that withstands the rigours of
professional use. Protection for the
amplifier is managed by a
microprocessor which monitors DC
levels, looks for radio- frequency
interference and undesirable signals
entering the amplifier from the
loudspeaker leads, and checks
internal temperature.
In the case of a non-destructive
fault condition, the amplifier keeps
on working but shows an error
number on the front panel numeric

display. For example, as the
amplifier is DC- coupled, any
injection of DC into the input will
give a DC offset on the output,
shown as error number 2. In
addition, the lighting of bottom and
side segments of the display shows
which channel is clipping.
As the clipping point is reached,
the microprocessor lowers the input
gain to avoid deliberate abuse, with
the time constant before recovery to
full output dependent on the level of
overdriving. Transient signals are
passed with just amomentary blip in
gain to avoid clipping, while higher
levels of overdriving cause a longer
wait before normal transmission is
restored. When all the protection
factors are taken into account, ATC
reckons that any loudspeaker capable
of absorbing 200W cannot be
damaged by abuse of the amplifier —
as might happen at aparty.
Driver stages are based upon the
discrete component gain block used
in the SCA2 pre-amplifier, as is the
input buffer, which offers balanced
and unbalanced inputs without using
an IC Op Amp. In the output stages
[see box] three pairs of MOSFET
devices are used for each channel to
achieve peak current outputs in
excess of 25A, and run in Class A up
to about 35W output.
Construction is ' twin mono' with
separate 500VA high capacity mains
transformers for each channel and
10,0001.1F reservoir capacitance for
each voltage rail. A rack- mounted
version is available for studio and
multi- room installation, this being
fitted
with
slightly
smaller
transformers and giving lower power
and current delivery.

SOUND QUALITY
Hitched to an SCA2 pre- amp
and apair of ATC SCM2OTSI
C1
floorstanders, the SPA2
proved
an
unsurprising I uj
perfect match, retaining the
warmth and smoothness of the
p
'20s, while providing excellent
V
drive capabilities that made the
most of classical music's dynamic
range.
Here there was no evidence of
that often-encountered MOSFET
bright treble character, the
SPA2 proving so smooth that
older recordings
could
occasionally sound dull and
overwarm. However, moving
the speakers further away
from the rear wall restored
the overall balance and let
treble detail shine once
more.
A
stiffer
test
was
prompted by the arrival of a
pair of the very large ProAc
Response Five loudspeakers,
sporting
a drive- unit
complement that would tax
the mightiest of power
amps. These speakers
utilise
the
large
ATC
midrange dome too, so it was felt
that they would stand agood chance
of revealing the character of the In the output
SPA2 in a mode for which it was
stages, three
designed.
pairs of
Here the treble performance
MOSFET
appeared more incisive but with a devices are
touch of electronic ` haze'; and a used for each
change of speaker cables was channel to
required to produce the cleanest achieve peak
output from the SPA2/ProAc current
combination. Once this was settled outputs in
[see Tot Pourri' item], the SPA2
excess of 25A

Primarily intended for ATC speaker owners, the
new 200W ATC SPA2-150 also happens to be a
world- class 'muscle' amplifier in its own right
by PETER 1 COMEAU
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entranced with arevelation ut fine
detail, astunning stereo image, and
powerful and incisive transient
attack.
The aspect that made the
combination really come alive,
however, was that elusive element of
musical involvement. To a large
extent the easy delivery of recorded

detail was responsible
for this, plus the ability to
focus at will on any of the players
in agroup or chamber orchestra.
The old cliché ' Ihaven't heard
that before' on well-worn
recordings can easily apply to the
SPA2. It is not that the ATC
power amp has u forward or

bright presentation which
forces musical detail out of
Hitched to an
the speakers, rather that it presents
SCA2 pre-amp
detail in arelaxed yet precise way,
and SCM2OTSIs, so you don't have to do any work to
the SPA2
pick it up.
proved an
Combine this with a stereo
unsurprising
soundstage of remarkable accuracy,
perfect match
and you can easily hear how a

ATC'S GROUNDED SOURCE OUTPUT STAGE
ONE UNUSUAL FEATURE of the ATC SPA2-150
power amplifier circuit is the position cé the
loudspeakei iii the current drive arrangement.
It is generally recogrrsed that, with any amplifier, the
speaker is really drven ay the power supply — the
output devices just act as switches for the current
delivery ATC has applied some lateral thinking here,
and has coruiected the speaker output directly to the
centre point of the power supply transformer and
capacitors. The NIOSFETs then push and pull current to
earth from the power supply, and therefcre through the
loudspeaker , in omode that ATC calls 'grounded
source output stage'.
Token in kobtion, there is little difference in actual
operation compered to aconventional output arrongement, but the
ATC design can daim considerable advantages in layout and power
supply design FET devices change characteristic aEcording to
temperature, making heotsinking of primory importance. Thanks to
the grounded source design, the cases of the output devices can be
connected directly to the heatsink without the need for in.iulating
washers or other impediments to the flow of heat.
Conventional FET output stages require voltage drive in excess cl
the main supply voltage, such thct raising the driver voltage leaves it
susceptible ta perturbations in the main power supply when driving
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the speakers heavily. However, ATC's grounded source output is a
transconductance stage, requiring only modest voltage swings from a
precision drive amplifier fed from aseparate, regulated supply
ensuring low harmonic distortion.
It is also noted that, when balanced inputs are used for common mode noise rejection, the speaker is perfectly balanced with respect to
earth, being connected to the common centre of the power supply. In
pradce, the improvement can be seen in the elimination of LF
modulation, thanks to the superior power supply layout, areduction
in output device temperature cycling, and the clean signal ground.

CHARIO

Home Theatre Speaker System
Syntar T. Five way speaker system based
around Syntar 100 Towers removing the need
for aseparate sub-woofer. System only £ 699.99.
Syntar S. Full six way system using compact stand mount
front speakers and aseparate subwoofer you can place
virtually anywhere. System only £749.99.
Hiper S. Full six way system designed around the modular centre
channel and subwoofer setup. System only £1259.99.
Illustration shows Hiper Scentre channel, sub and front speakers.

More
information
from

Sole UK distributor.
The Musical Design
P.O. Box 414e, Epping, Essex.
Tel;

02

o Ltd,
Ch-11e el-I.J.

573030, Fax; 012 574030.

e-mail; mdc.nifievirgin.net

AMPLIFIERS
recording has been made or mixed.
Mono sources are locked in an
absolute position fixed between the
speakers, making pan-potting easy
to follow. Stereo sources exhibit as
much depth as was captured in the
original recording — in the case of
naturally spacious venues the
soundstage is deep and fully
revealing of the captured ambience.
This is abundantly evident in the
new Charlie Haden album None But
The Lonely Heart [
Naim cd022].
Chris
Anderson's
piano
on
`Nobody's Heart' is captured with a
relatively close microphone position
to give the immediacy and forward
sound necessary for jazz, but still the
distant rumble of traffic and the
hard, reverberant surfaces of the
Cami Hall in New York come
through, to give a real sense of
transforming the acoustic of the
listening room to that of the original
venue. By the way, Haden's acoustic
bass on other tracks is rendered with
power, richness and phenomenal
extension by the SPA2.
ATC's new amplifier even came
up trumps on Lighthouse Family's
otherwise dull mix, rendering the
soulful ' Sun in the Night' with an
emotional expression that managed
to stop it sounding as repetitious as
usual. The more catchy rhythms on
'High' showed the SPA's ability to
drive dance- like structures along
with plenty of bounce, and of course
it revealed the dreadful equalisation
applied to the electric drum in all its
glory!
A classic try-out for the mettle of
the SPA2 was the Technicssponsored recording of Panufnik's
Concertino for timpani, percussion and
strings [
Conifer CDCF 217]: a disc
of extreme dynamic range and
displaying superb transient forces.
Whether listening with the ATC

20TSl or the ProAc Response Five
loudspeakers, the SPA2 acquitted
itself well, delivering both the
delicacy of the string scoring and the
attack of the timpani with realism.
Particularly noteworthy was the
even-handed character of the power
delivery over the range required by
this recording. There was no sense
of the amplifier sounding ' loud' or
`shouty'
through
increased
distortion at higher levels. Indeed,
one had to keep an eye on a sound
pressure level meter and the front
panel display of the SPA2 in order
to note when one's ears, and the
amplifier, began to shut down. A
brief flash on the LED display of the
SPA2 occurred (when listening at an
average SPL of 98dB at 3 metres
from the ProAcs) to show that the
protection
system
was
just
activating, but there was no audible
evidence of clipping or compression.

ATC SPA2- 150

Fig I.
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CONCLUSION
At long last, then, apartner for the
SCA2 pre- amp and for ATC's
passive speakers has arrived, and it
has been well worth the wait. The
SPA2 fulfils the requirements both
of accuracy and power delivery, for
studio and domestic use alike.
Unbustable but inaudible protection
allows the use of high listening levels
with security, whilst there is no
change of character or performance
for lower level, more relaxed,
listening too.
But it is the musical attributes of
the SPA2 which really capture the
imagination, scoring highly in the
delivery of detail, the unravelling of
orchestral and synthesiser textures
and the accuracy of timbre. Simply
superb in every respect.

ATC SPA2-150: distortion spectrum at full power
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Fig 2. ATC SPA2-150: intermodulation distortion from
19kHz120kHz tones at full power

LAB REPORT
Rated power
output into 8
ohms was easily
met, the power
delivery into
lower impedances
being limited by
the output
protection but still
providing
substantial drive
for good speaker
control and
relative immunity
to speaker
impedance
variation. The
instantaneous
peak current of
25A was only
available for short
bursts under

2mS to avoid the
protection cutting
in, but this should
be enough for
musical transient
current peaks.
Distortion traces
show that all
harmonics fall
below 96dB
reference the full
output, and
intermodulation is
kept to just the
smallest trace of
difference tone.
The distortion is
limited to small
amounts of higher
order harmonics
just revealed above
the background
noise.
Test results

SUPPLIER
/ITC
Loudspeakers
Technology Ltd,
Gypsy Lane,
Aston Down,
Stroud,
Glos GL6 8HR.
Tel: 01285
760561

ATC SPA2-150

Rated Power 8 ohms

200W;23BW.

Measured power
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One chwnel, 8ohms 23.3d6W Both channels (hen 4ohms 25.3d6W Instantaneous peak current + 25A/-25A
Frequency response
For -0.5dB
4Hz-25kHz
For -3dB
1.5Hz-44Hz
Harmonic distortion (dB)
Aux/CD input, THD at rated power -96
Noise (
dB)
Aux/CD input (
IHF,CCIR weighted - 102
Channel separation (dB)
Aux/CD input
89
DC offset at ouput
OmV
Input sensitivity/impedance ( maker's spec)
Balanced ( XLR)
1V, 10k ohms
Unbalanced ( phono)
1V, 4.7k ohms
Dimensions (whd)
442 x145 x445mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£2699
where OdBW 4.83V,
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Starting with apair of Credo speakers,
you can upgrade in stages to
Naim's most elaborate active combination.
Here's how the system works

JULY 1998
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ACTIVE SPEAKERS

A

speakers
are
a
THE ACTIVE ARGUMENT
comparative rarity, their
omplexity demanding extra
!Designers are certainly aware that passive
Instead, in an ' active' design, aseparate
crossovers have significant if tolerable losses of
time and skill on the part of an
power amplifier is allocated, directly coupled, to
audio store demonstrator, while for
power, and do affect sound quality. These
each loudspeaker drive unit. The crossover or
the consumer, active drive does
factors are part and parcel of the concept,
frequency- range division function is
often seem to involve undue
however, and with good design need not unduly
accomplished in ahigh quality 'active' or
affect the outcome.
paraphernalia
and
expense.
electronic filter circuit, asort of ' pre- amp' unit
However, with any given system
For those new to the idea, an 'active' speaker
placed between the pre- and power sections of
lacks the usual ' passive' or high- power
there may be several approaches to
the amplifier chain. In theory, if well executed,
crossover network which divides the audio
improving sound quality, and the
this combination promises tighter and faster
power in the frequency range and directs it to
active option is one where the
bass, greater mid and treble dynamics, awider
improvements compared with the
the relevant drivers, low frequencies to the bass
dynamic range and better stereo than the
passive case are far from subtle.
and mid section, and high frequencies to the
passive case. There may also be areduction in
tweeter.
Naim supplied us with the Credo
distortion, coupled with greater clarity.
in both active and passive forms,
allowing relatively easy comparison
of the two approaches. The passive
astable platform for the treble unit, THE SYSTEMS
In essence,
version was assessed in its first there is a
so minimising mechanical jitter at The passive Credo, typically used
production form by PJC [
HFNIRR,
this critical juncture. The larger, with NAC72 pre-amp and NAP140
series of active
Feb ' 97]. The present review
lower enclosure needs a port or its power amp, retails for a total,
speakers
envisages the Credo as a ' system'
equivalent in order to reflex- tune speaker inclusive price of £ 2605
based on the
loudspeaker, by which Imean the
the volume defined by the coupled
(plus
signal
sources).
This
Credo.
speaker itself constitutes the raw
main enclosure, and this is achieved compares with the first active Credo
Following
bones of several active systems,
via the radial slot formed by two system, comprising two NAP 90
Maim's usual
combinations of speaker and
cabinet sections and the precision
power amps, aslim line IXO active
practice,
spacers which separate them.
electronics, which considerably Credo comes
crossover and pre- amp, totalling
stretch the performance boundaries.
Carrying the bass/mid unit, the
£2970 ( plus £ 180 for pre- amp
with an
In essence, there is a series of external,
strong upper cabinet, which may be
remote control). For this test, the
active speakers based on the Credo.
readily detached, is located via
arrangement also included a 3.5
detachable and
Following Naim's usual practice,
three semi-resilient polymer spacers
CD player, offered both in standard
modestlyCredo comes with an external,
by gravity alone, so realising an form and augmented with a Flat
priced passive
energy dissipating interface.
detachable and modestly- priced
Cap power supply (£ 1050 and
crossover,
passive crossover, making the
Checked by mechanical impulse £1400 respectively).
making the
upgrade to active forms fairly easy.
testing, this decoupled enclosure
upgrade to
To recap, in passive form the
technique performed exactly as SOUND QUALITY
active forms
Credo is a two-way floor standing fairly easy
claimed, despite its much simpler There's no simple story here. An
speaker
priced
at £ 1090,
construction and set-up compared experienced Naim dealer would be
distinguished from its similar
with the established SBL model,
the person best qualified to advise
looking and less expensive brother
with its internal framing. It is one of on the many combinations of Naim
the Intro (£ 680) by its superior
those supremely elegant solutions audio components that work
cabinet build, real veneer exterior
which prompts you to say, ' Now together to create distinct sound
and higher tolerance components
why didn't Ithink of that?!'
systems. But even that's not
for the main driver,
The tweeter is Naim's favourite, straightforward — for example, how
including
machine
the now almost legendary to choose between an active Credo
turned magnet poles. It
20mm Scan soft dome,
driven by a NAP140 or NAP180
is much cheaper than
while the 210mm bass/mid power amps and say apassive SBL
the next model up, the
driver is Naim's own sourced from the superior NAP250
SBL (£2030, passive).
design, using a heavily amplifiers?
As
regard
the
doped pulp fibre cone of
However, it was clear that with
specification, sensitivity
classic flared profile built the basic ` slimline' electronics
is
approximately
on a custom diecast
system, when properly ' activated',
88dB/W, 8 ohms, with
chassis. An open, phase- provided immediate benefits for the
a nominal frequency
correcting nacelle is fitted
Credo. Iwas in broad agreement
range of 40Hz to
to this driver, which also with PJC over the sound of the
20kHz and a 100W
has a high-performance passive case, though Ifelt that the
power handling. There
magnet and pole system.
current version handled the
is some significant
Spiked directly to the midrange better, if still sounding
subtlety involved in its
floor, the cabinet also similarly ' dry' in the lower reaches,
build, which features
incorporates a ' suspension while showing a well judged
elements of Naim's
arm' to partially decouple blending of the mid and treble. One
separated
box
the rear spikes from the of Naim's smoothest-sounding yet,
technology. Here the
floor and so reduce the
the passive Credo is definitely a
design aim may be
coupled vibration signature.
good speaker, distinguished by fine
defined
as
the
minimisation
of
vibration coupling and
BASIC SYSTEM
the
consequential
Naim
3.5 CD player £ 1050
resonance
of the
Naim 92 pre- amplifier £470
largest part of the
Naim NAP 90 power amplifier £460
enclosure,
whose
Naim Credo loudspeakers £ 1090
clean
acoustic
signature also provides
c
ctive
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ACTIVE SYSTEM
1st STAGE
Noim 3.5 CD player £ 1050
Naim Flat Cap power supply ( For 3.5 CD) £ 350
Naim 92 pre amplifier ( r/cl £650
Naim Ix° Active Crossover unit £500
2Naim NAP 90 power amplifiers £920
Nairn Credo loudspeakers £ 1090

to excessive driving. The Naim
system hallmark, coherence, was
clear enough even at this modest
expenditure. An indication of its
ability
was
the
dramatic
improvement which was audible
when Iadded the Flat Cap to the
CD3.5. The impressive gains in
clarity and speed were amply
revealed by the active Credo.

FURTHER UPGRADES

dynamics, ` good plus' timing, good
transparency and a particularly
accurate treble. The bass was pretty
tight, tuneful and articulate,
extending cleanly and with to 35Hz
under room loaded conditions. In
common with many Naim systems
I've heard, hard driving brought out
the hest in it. But Ialso found that
classical and rock programme was
reproduced equally well.
Going active immediately gave
that unmistakable lift in clarity, in
focus and in grip. The technique
has the ability to make the passive
form sound slightly blurred, soft,
and slower. There was no musically
significant shift in frequency
response or tonal balance, yet it
sounded more coherent, more
dynamic, more expressive and was
hard to put aside once heard.
Even with these smallest Naim
amplifiers the system could play
pretty loud, proving most tolerant

Temporarily
mastering
the
intricacies of the Naim signal path,
Imanaged to strip down the first
arrangement and install the upgrade
comprising the augmented CD3.5,
the NAC102 pre, two Hi Caps and
Snaxo 2-4 active crossover leading
to apair of NAP 180 power amps.
Give or take a few hundred
pounds this effectively doubles the
price of the previous active system.
In context the benefit was
undeniably substantial, lending a
greater sense of authority and scale
to the Credo and providing greater
bass extension and slam, coupled
with
enhanced
clarity
and
articulation at low frequencies. The
mid sounded crisper with more
expressively natural transients while
the treble had more ' air'. The
sound stage was expanded,
presented on a larger scale. Image
focus was also substantially
improved. The desired increase in
dynamic headroom was confirmed
with the larger power amplifiers .
The Credo had move up agear up
into a larger sounding and still
more credible loudspeaker system.
There's also no question that the
Naim hierachy worked consistently,

ACTIVE SYSTEM
2nd STAGE
Nairn 3.5 CD player £ 1050
Nairn Flat Cap power supply ( for
3.5 CD) £ 350
Nom 102 pe-cmplifier £ 1080
Naim Snaxo 2-4 Active Crossover
unit £770
2Naim Hi- Cap power supplies
£1540
2Naim NAP 180 power amplifiers
£2 80
Nairn Credo loudspeakers £ 1090
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ACTIVE SPEAKERS
The tweeter
is Naim's
favourite, the

delivering increased performance
on all fronts as promised.

now almost

passive

legendary

electronics and including a remote
control pre- amp costs around

20mm Scan
soft dome,
while the
210mm
bass/mid
driver is
Naim's own
design, using
a heavily
doped pulp
fibre cone of
classic flared

Concerning system price, the
Credo

with

slimline

£2000 ( excluding source). Go
active with these building blocks
and you spend around £ 1000 extra.
Doubling the power and improving
all elements in the chain requires a
significant outlay of £4890 on top
of the basic system price. But if the

€111=E=111
LAB REPORT

some rising power

Reflecting the
performance of
current

in the upper mid, a
mild plateau of
+2dB or so from

production, the
following may be
regarded as an

500Hz to 1.5kHz,
which gave the

adjunct to PIC's

speaker that mid
forward `projected'

original February

quality, ameliorated

Fig 1.Naim

1997 review.

by moderate

frequency response

With the

power amplifiers were the only

relatively low

upgrade involved, an additional
£1720 would have sufficed.

tweeter placement,
correct results are
obtained for a

At this point you might also

profile built

consider an alternative, similar

normally seated

on a custom
diecast
chassis

system costing £ 6400 to partner a
pair of passive Naim SBLs, though
in all likelihood an upgrade to

listener and the
frequency response

interferences were
present between the
port output, the

characteristic
midrange.
In Fig 2, the

CONCLUSION

`length mode'

impedances of the

resonances in the

individual active

enclosure and the

drivers were

it

is

the

detail

Fig 2.Naim Credo: impedances of individual
drive units ( mid dashed, treble dotted lines),
compared with passive ensemble (solid line)

primary driver

compared with the

Fig 3.Naim Credo: MLSSA waterfall of

a different listening room, or the

output causing
some ripple

passive ensemble.
The port resonance

energy decay, (5dBldiv). See text

between 200Hz
and 1kHz. Little

may be observed at
40Hz together
with some length

for me than for PJC, though
elements of a fundamental if
moderate mid forward character
proved to be a common factor in
both our reviews. Iwas impressed
by the fine build quality and the
ingenious execution of a new form

or no adverse effect
was apparent in
the listening tests.
Sensitivity was
as claimed,
88189dB per watt,

modes in the
enclosure at
180Hz and
320Hz.
Iwas

Fig 4.Naim Credo: MLSSA waterfall of

still higher when
driven active,

particularly

energy decay, (10dBldiv). See text

while the load

snappy-sounding

more frequency-

resonances can be

transient resolution
of the Credo, and

conscious analysis

seen to

with the slim line Naim electronics,

impedance was
very

obtained using the

this

straightforward at

examined the the
5dBldiv waterfall
for decay response

10dB 1
division
waterfall graph

decay picture; abit
of coloration

of the separate box principle. I
heard clear improvements with
active drive and enjoyed even the
most economical implementation
system

for

me

an

easy

recommendation for Naim novices.
The higher profile electronics
delivered

as

claimed,

an easy 8ohms
with aminimum

small feet which

also

space it from the
lower section, the

confirming the uplift of the active
Credo into a new price and

Both axial and
room-averaged

small gap providing

performance

a slit-like 'port'

responses suggested

systems were characterised by a
coherent, unified presentation,

category.

These

and a dynamic, highly focused,
musically communicative
but,
at
times,
uncompromising
sound, allied to grip,
fine

timing

and

an

absence of distracting,
extraneous, out- of-band
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as extended as this
might indicate. The

improvements since first launch, or

drive, the Credo performed better

Naim Audio,
Southampton
Road,
Salisbury,
Wilts,
SP1
Te1: 01722
112'266

it didn't sound quite

active Credo system, which clearly
occupies an important position in
the Naim hierarchy.

demonstrated potential for active

SUPPLIER

output could be seen
to extend to 30Hz
at good level though

expensive than those of our second

Whether

enclosure sits on

From the room
response [Fig 1] the

treble was notably
sweet and smooth,
slightly dulled
compared with that

NAP250/NAC82 amplification

Credo's upper

boundary lift from
anearby wall.

in the crossover
region dipped
substantially for
ears placed above
the design axis.
Some minor

would be required to achieve aclear
win for the SBL, though these
amplifiers
are £ 1360
more

Credo: axial room-averaged

noises.
The Credo now stands as
a cornerstone of Naim's
middle priced audio systems.
The passive and active
alternatives certainly get my
vote of approval, especially the
active versions.

MY MIS

value of 6ohms.

impressed by the
murhil#

the

perhaps, but not

for this speaker
with some interest.

[Fig 4], the overall
axial frequency
response is visible

Here [Fig 3] a
very rapid decay is
seen with Z9tS of

at the back of the
graph from 250Hz
to 20 kHz.

was considered to
be very good, while
the grille did little
damage aside from

white space and

Some standing
wave and
midrange cone

amild 0.5 to 0.8
dB of attenuation
in the treble range.

this confirmed the
fine transient
response. With the

Test results

too much.
Pair matching

Nairn Active Credo

Dimensions ( hwd. mm)
875x240x270
Minimum amplifier power
per channel
30+30/100+100W
Recommended placement
on floor spikes, moderate spacing from wall
Frequency response
see text
Bass frequency rolloff (- 6c18) at 1m
48Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
35Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m ( passive)
88/89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m) typical passive
103d8A
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6 ohms/8 ohms/very good
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £1090
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Recording anomalies
revealed by our Januaryissue test on Philips' first
CD-RW recorder, the
CDR 870, are addressed
in the replacement
CDR 880 model
by MARTIN COLLOMS

W

hile the Philips CDR 870
set anew low price point
for CDR machines, our
review sample [
HFNIRR, Jan 1998],
exhibited a shortfall in recorded
quality.
Sideband noise and
distortion measurements Imade
using my Audio Precision AP- 2 test
set, and independent jitter test results
produced by Paul Miller confirmed
that there was aproblem.
While technical purists might well
be disappointed by the CDR 870 test
results, broadly speaking the machine
performed as it should. So, keeping
the anomalies in context, there were
no grounds for this Philips CD- R not
to receive qualified approval. The
slight flaw in recording only became
audible when using a high quality
system and a more expensive CD
player to replay CD-Rs made on the
870. To my knowledge, no other
reviewer in Europe has either heard
the shortfall or seen fit to measure it.
The Philips design engineer
confirmed that the company's usual
evaluation procedures were followed
when developing the ' 870. At the
time of our review he expressed
confidence that some low-level jitter
from the sample rate converter
arriving at the CD- R recording stage
would not in fact present an audible
problem. ' You British expect so
much quality from inexpensive
equipment!' he commented. He
explained that the tremendous sales
of CD- R hardware, in the form of the
'870 and related computer drives,
had freed up money to invest in

Iv I:

X80 (3)1? repl,m

level, from CDR
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research, and to make production
changes that materially reduce the
jitter detected. By spring 1998,
annual production of the CD-RW
mechanism used in the 870 has risen
to an astonishing 15 million units,
produced by half a dozen factories
worldwide.
In brief, budget has been found te
reconfigure the digital input stage to
identify standard CD and equivalent
sources recorded at a 44.1kHz
sample rate, within a generous
±150ppm clock accuracy, and then
'hot wire' them to the recording
encoder for atrue bit-by-bit copy at
the full 22kHz allowable bandwidth.
Interface jitter is minimised by the
addition of aVXCO, a controllable
crystal oscillator, with a 50Hz
bandwidth; the jitter frequencies
above this range are rejected by this
narrow-band crystal filter.
Philips has now relaunched the
machine for the new season, at na
extra cost, as the Philips CDR 880.
Using wide dynamic range, sideband
distortion analysis, I detected
changes in spurious and sideband
noise, some litter-related and some
not. Clearly Philips has dealt with the

pol

hg 2: Philip, 880 (:1)1? Replay , p
full level from Al'

Using wide
dynamic range
side band
distortion
analysis,
Idetected
changes in
spurious and
sideband
noise, some
jitter-related
and some
not. Clearly
Philips has
dealt with
the problem

174,I,

problem previously measured, as
further tests finally confirmed.

TEST NOTES
In my IkHz high resolution anatysis
of the original CDR 870 [Jan ' 98. Fig
7], Inoted the appearance of spectral
components and acertain broadness
of the central spectral line. Applying
the same test to the ' 880 revealed a
narrower, clearer fundamental line
(lower jitter levels) and the absence
of some spuriae [Fig 1].
Analysing a 10.05kHz analogue
replay marker for the new CDR 880
over a 6kHz bandwidth showed
reduction in symmetric sidebands
overall, pointing to greater spectral
purity together with ahalving of the
spread bandwidth [ Fig 2].
On the other hand, some
systematic side bands are little
altered when replayed via the CDR
880. The player itself is thus
unexceptional, though assessment on
a clean CD player showed a much
greater improvement in CD- R
recorded quality.

SOUND QUALITY

I(1.0:1k11Z

Playing conventional CDs, Ifound
the CDR 880 sounded broadly
similar to the CDR 870, though
perhaps on average there was ashade
more clarity in the midrange.
Like its predecessor, the CDR 880
exhibited little difference in replay
quality between source CDs and its
self-generated CDR-W, CDR copies.
So Imade some test recordings on
the CDR 880 for replay monitoring
in aKrell KPS 20i, ahighly analytical
test, using my primary replay system

JULY 1998
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JITTER FROM CD- R COPIE: MADE FROM CDR- 8

& CDR 880

Fig 2. Philip CDR 880: jitter spectra for CD-R copies
made from CD880 (black) and CDR 870 (red area)

(Wilson WFTT 2 speakers, Krell
PPB600 amplifiers).
Comparing a recording made on
the CDR 870 with one from an ' 880
was illuminating. For a start, the
recording made on the CDR 880
resembled the original disc far more
than the CDR 870 copy did. The
CDR 8-70 recording had slightly

Fig I. Philips CDR 88(,: dstortun ., putme
from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB (two views)

te suiting

flattened perspectives, impaired low
level detail, showed slight image
defocusing and added aglazed sheen
ta the upper register, which was
perceptibly bright.
Intriguingly, the CDR 880
recording sounded atad sweeter than
the original CD, a subjective trait
shared with older. high-cost semi-pro
CD recording decks. Much of the
overall quality of the master CD was
now

retained,

including

fine

transparency, depth, focus and
general tonal balance. Although it
sounded a little cleaner than the
source CD, there was amild shortfall
in dynamics and rhythm, something
we have also observed in the Pioneer
CD- R decks, and not a feature of the
older pro- audio recorders. Some
costly jitter-busters also sound this
way, trading a reduction in high
frequency grain and Toughness for a
marginally slower, less upbeat sound.

CONCLUSION
These ultra- critical niceties aside,
Philips appears to have successfully
addressed amoderate shortcoming in
CD- R recording in the 870 deck.
The CDR 880 produces digital CDRs which are close copies of the
originak and which now sound better
than those made via the analogue
interface, as indeed they should.
No significant criticism can be
levelled at the competitively priced
CDR

880,

which

can

be

recommended confidently, purely as
an audio- dedicated digital disc
recorder/player. But the special
appeal of the CDR 880, it must not
be forgotten, is in new technology
`RW' erasable disc capability.
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If the launch of Philips' CDR 870 was marred by an
unforeseen compromise in CDR recording
performance [HFNIRR, jan 98j, then at least
Philips' engineers have risen to the challenge with
pleasing swiftness. Hence the CDR 880, developed
directly from the CDR 870 rather than aftesh
schematic from the drawing board. Performance as a
CD player remains broadly unchanged, dominated by
Philips' choice of its hybrid TDA'1305 DAC. This
mix of bitsueam and 'Continuous Calibration'
(multibit) technologies yields minimal +91-1.0dB
errors in low-level linearity over a 100dB range, with
a 103dB A-wtd signal-to-noise ratio. On the other
hand, noise-modulation is relatively high at
+10.5dB, while distortion (1) increases to 0.0130.04% at -30dB. Digital stopband images (2.) are
suppressed he 62dB, but the player is clearly infested
with amultitude of interference tones. marry of which
are linked to 22.05kHz (3) and sub-multiples of the
4times oversampling frequency at 58kHz and
116kHz (4). While these patterns may give rise to
unpredictable IM distortions with different amplifiers,
at least the audio band (5) is initially free cif any
obvious digital artifice.
Other players using this DAC technology include
Mission, Cambridge, Rotel and Roksan, none -of
which suffers this interference. Their inherent
playback jitter levels are also lower than the
750picoseconds and 864picoseconds displayed by the
CDR 880 when playing back CD-R and CD-RW
software, respectively. As aCD player, the CDR 880
is readily outperformed by many leading budget
machines in addition to those named above.
But it is the CDR 880's recording capability that
will attract most attention, and here Philips has
craftily revised the CDR 870 in several ways.
Importantly, the sample rate converter, blamedfor
the high incidence of record jitter, á now bypas.‘eil,
permitting bit-for-bit copies over apotential
0-22.05kHz frequency range — provided the
inherent clock accuracy of the 44.1kliz digital source
falls within + 150ppm. Digital sources sampled at
32kHz or 48kHz, and those at 44.1k-Hz drat _fall
outside the + 150ppm window, will be channelled
through the sample-rate converter and. therefore,

suffer the same jittery indignity of the CDR 870.
Furthermore, if adigital source already lying close to
the + 150ppm limits drifts over the margin during
recording (as the unit warnsup, perhaps), the
sample-rate converter will be automaticaly re-instated
kir the duration of that session. (My CD player
reviews have routinely included ameasurement of
crystal clock accuracy, sa refer to back-issues for
information on specific models. There are exceptions,
but the digital outputs ofmost modern players typically
show aclock error no greater than + 100ppm.)
The success of Philips' beass' technique is
illustrated most graphically by the comparative plot
(Fig 21. Here we see the jitter spectrum of CD-R copies
made on the original CDR 870 (red trace) and new
CDR 880 recorder (black trace), both replayed using
the lowjitter Sony CDP-71.5 CD player. Compare
this plot with that on page 41, HFNIRR jan '98.
Quite clearly, the swathes of noise-like jitter (6) and
discrete, correlated patterns (7) that amounted to
1600ps with copies made on the CDR 870 are
eliminated with copies made on the CDR 880. The
latter shows asharp, textbook central peak (8), an
`unknown' jitter peak at 159Hz (9) and ahint of
data-induced jitter (10) from the Sony CDP-715
playback machine. The inherent jitter level of the
GDP- 715 is 141ps which-is increased to just 151ps
with copies made on the CDR 8801
The fact that Philips' CDR 880 has evolved from
running production changes made on the compromised
CDR 870, makes its SUCCas all the more remarkable.
Although this machine is a 'patch' and not aredesign, Philips' digital band-aid is sufficiently effective
not only to ensure that CD-R recordings suffer less
jitter than before, but also less jitter than any
competing domestic CD-R machine. So digital CD-R
copies are now typically indistinguishable from the
original. Quite aturnaround'
Paul Miller
Test results
Channel balance ( dB)
Channel separation ( dB)
Frequency response ( dB)
Distortion (
THD vs level, d8):
At OdB
At -30dB
At -60dB
At -80dB
At -90dB ( dithered)
At -100dB ( dithered)
At - 110d8 ( dithered)
Resolution (
linearity error. de):
Error at -60dB
Error at -80dB
Error at . 90dB
Error at 100dB
Peak output level L/R
Relative output level ref 2V ( c18)
Output impedance L/R
Intermodulation. CCIR. OdB ( dBStopband image suppression «dB.
11.1, noise modulation ( dB)
Signal-to-noise ( Awtd. cIB:
OLSB/lLSB
Total correlated jitter, CD-RICD-RW
Digital output
Crystal clock accuracy
Track access time to track 99 ,
Typical price
VAT)

Philips CDR 880
20Hz

lkHz

95
-0.3

120

-91
-78
-60
-53
-15

-91
-76
-56
-31
-20
-15

o

o
o

O
O

20kHz
0.1
108
±0.2
-79
-69
-45
-24
-15

o

-06
-0.2
1
-0.4
1.903/1.897V
-0.45
210ohms
-89
61.8
+10.5
102.9/103.2
750/864 picoseconds
optical and coaxial
+33ppm
2.5 seconds
£499
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Most agree that Class-A
amplification is A Good Thing, but the
Sugden A21 has been doing it for three
decades. So why don't we hear more
about Sugden's current A2la?
by KEN KESSLER

C

ertain manufacturers have
promoted Class-A operation as
if they invented the technology,
so it's easy to forget that nearlyforgotten British brands went to
market with Class-A designs 30 years
ago. As this isn't our Classic HiFi
supplement and I'm not at present in
aposition to determine exactly which
brand was the first in the world to
issue ashop-ready Class-A amplifier,
it's enough to point out that the
Sugden (or, more precisely, Richard
Allan)
nameplate
graced
a
commercially- available product
nearly adecade-and-a-half before any
of the current practitioners.
This very magazine published
James E Sugden's seminal articles as
far back as November 1967, and his
10W/ch Richard Allan A21 appeared
that year, at £ 52. By 1969, for a
princely £56 (about £630 in today's
money), one could purchase an
updated, renamed version called the
Sugden A21 Series Two, one of
which the current Sugden firm
loaned me for the purpose of putting
the latest version into context. Rated
at 10W/ch and running as hot as
you'd expect, the A21 Series Two
provided aprescient taste of high-end
audio in the 1980s and 1990s.
While the Forces of Darkness
preferred Class- B or Class- AB,
Sugden defended Class-A operation
and its total avoidance of switching
distortion. As we now know, after a
decade-plus of high-end pure ClassA solid-state amplifiers from the
USA and elsewhere, Class-A costs
more, is less efficient and generates
copious amounts of heat, but sounds
ahelluva lot better.
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As it was succinctl
described by Gordon
King in the now-defunc
Hi Fi
Sound,
'
Classworking is achieved by biasin
the push-pull output transistors to
the middle of their working
characteristics, so that the collector
current remains virtually the same
whether signal is being handled or
not.' King points out that the
development of the A21 was made
possible
because
germanium
transistors, which couldn't handle the
heat, were being replaced by far more
suitable silicon types.
If the anachrophilic tone of this
piece is starting to grate, note that it
is appropriate. What Ihave before
me is a made-in- 1998 JE Sugden
A2la integrated amplifier, a direct
descendant of the A21 Series Two,
still manufactured in West Yorkshire
and still as unrelentingly British as
you would want it to be. Better yet, I
just learned that this amplifier has
been around virtually unchanged for
nine years. Which just might be ( 1)
the longest we've waited between
launch and review (although fellow
HFNIRR
contributor
Eric
Braithwaite reviewed it seven or eight
years ago for another magazine), and
(2) it's enough to mark the A2 la as
probably the ' oldest' integrated
amplifier in continuous production.
But it sure doesn't sound that way.
Unlike its large, funky, trad
predecessor, the A2 1a is a svelte
430x72x360mm (whd), including
knobs, terminals and substantial
heat-sinkery. Those dimensions are
what you'd allow for aconventional,
cool-running, minimalist solid-state

This very
magazine
published
James E
Sugden's
seminal
articles as far
back as
November
1967, and his
10W/ch
Richard Allan
A21 appeared
that year at
£52. By 1969,
for aprincely
£56 (about
£630 in
today's
money), one
could purchase
an updated,
renamed
version called
the Sugden
A21 Series
Two...

integrated, and
40,' yet the A2la lacks
' no functions; it offers
' four line inputs and a
proper phono stage. Across its
ont are a rotary source selector,
buttons for tape monitoring and
mono operation (yippee!), and apair
of rotaries for balance and volume.
At the far right are ayellow LED and
power- on
button.
My
only
ergonomic grumble? No centre
detent for the balance setting. At the
back are an IEC mains inlet, multiway binding posts for asingle pair of
speakers, gold-plated phono sockets
and an earthing post.
Inside, it's dual-mono for the amp
sections, each channel residing on a
vertically- mounted PCB fixed
directly to the heat-sinks. The preamp stage has its own PCB running
the depth of the cabinet, with the
optional phono section consisting of
adaughter-board factory-fitted at the
rear of the main PCB. And smack in
the middle, accounting for the unit's
substantial weight of 9kg, is the heart
of the power supply, a massive
toroidal with separate windings for
each channel. Parts quality is
top-rate, the A2la filled
with capacitors, resistors
and switches I've seen in
far- costlier designs, and
the finish and build are
confidence-inspiring.
A word of caution: an
ostensibly clean and
handsome design, the
L
SIM»
A2 la is available in silver
or black, but JE Sugden
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will finish it in other colours if your
taste is of the non-existent variety.
Whatever your own proclivities, try
to resist the temptation to opt for
what the company calls ' gold', the
finish as seen on the review sample
and one conceived for shops, hi-fi
shows and, as Sugden's Tony Miller
put it, ` Christmas.' Gold? Ithink not.
Rather, it calls to mind the words
'vial' and ` specimen'.
Rated at a modest 25W/ch, the
A2la acts like a 75-watter — hardly
what Iexpected of an amplifier with
the built-in power restrictions caused
by opting for Class-A circuitry. Any
experience with other 'baby' Class-A
amps will not prepare you for the
sheer driving force the A2la
possess... within reason, that is. But
the A2 la is merely reflecting acouple
of decades' worth of transistor
evolution since the A21 Series Two,
which it substantially outperforms as
far as sheer grunt is concerned.
Sugden has employed what it
describes as ' the latest multi-emitter
bi-polar devices with low internal
resistance, high gain and speed
characteristics.' Other changes from
old to new include gain stages in
cascode configuration, increasing the
bandwidth and minimising phase
shift. And as much as the antique
collector in me wants to play Luddite
and claim that the old A21 is the one
to own, the A2 la is faster, more
detailed, smoother and much more
transparent. Hell, the only arguments
Ican still produce in favour of the
oldie are almost entirely based on the
look of the faceplate.
With the two Sugdens sandwiched
in turns in-between a pair of New
Audio Frontiers Reference speakers
and sources including the Krell
KAV-300cd and a Basis 2000
turntable with Rega arm and Grado
Prestige cartridge, I set about
assessing
old- vs- new
before
attempting to position the A2la in
the current market. Anachrophiles
will be both pleased and dismayed,
the latter response being elicited by
the aforementioned list of gains. But
pleasure comes when you discover
just how commanding the oldster
remains, even surrounded by modern
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ancillaries and digital sources. Yes,
the A2 la's extra headroom, courtesy
of another 15W/ch, is substantial, but
the oldie still drives some ornery
speakers like Quad ESLs and
LS3/5As with ease; the New Audio
Frontiers speakers are so sensitive
that the elder amp's volume control
never strayed past 11 o'clock. So
'loud' just ain't an issue. But what
the Sugden A21 Series Two had,
which will keep lucky owners from
ever letting go of this thirtysomething
is a sort of gentility, a
breeding, a type of politesse
which isn't just apart of
the original 1967 design;
it's redolent of the era.
Not to say that the
A2la could ever be brash
or rude or vulgar. Quite
simply, it's modern. Which is
acouple of characters too long
to be afour-letter word. In this
sense it means ' analytical', ' matterof-face — almost cold-blooded. And
that's as it should be, if we're true to
the goals of accuracy, low-coloration
and an absence of distortion. The
A2 la, nostalgia and valve prejudices
and high-end leanings be damned, is
absolutely faithful to its cause célebre.
At the risk of incurring a wave of
wrath from across the pond from
which Imight never recover, Ihave
to say that the A2 la made me think
continually of... Krell.
It possesses, on afar smaller scale,
of course, the kind of virtues which
make Krells the choice for a large
number of high-end customers of the
solid-state persuasion. The Sugden's
sound is detailed, coherent, top-tobottom consistent and cut into the
air with a precision that suggests
keyhole surgery. Even with bassheavy recordings, and while driving
massive towers like the References,
the bass never flubbed, never
exhibited ateensy trace of overhang.
Treble attack was ideal for listening
to flurries of fast trumpet and guitar
work, especially if coming from a
system which made it impossible to
separate the notes. And the A2la
understands three-dimensional
soundstages.
Of course, the Sugden lacks the

Rated at a
modest
25W/ch, the
A2la acts like
a75-wailer —
hardly what I
expected of an
amp with the
built-in power
restrictions
caused by
opting for
Class-A

Sugden's 1969 All
Series Two (above) is
the ancestor of
today's A2 la
(below). The gold
finish and indeed
other colours are
available w special
order; the amplifier
comes as standard in
achoice of silver or
black finish
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slam of a £3000-plus powerhouse. It
will not crack plaster, though it will
produce levels to earn you aplace on
Neighbours From Hell if you own highsensitivity speakers. Sorry, but serious
headbanging costs loadsamoney. The
Sugden is like Goldilocks' preferred
porridge.
Oops, there's that
subliminal gold message...
Sonically, then, there's no
downside unless you swear by singleended triodes or push-pull EL34s, in
which case any Class-A solid state
amp would prove to be an
anathema. Rather, the A2 la
is a delightful steppingstone toward Krell and the
like, for those wa-a-ay
short of the requisite dosh.
At £749 in line level form,
its
adjusted- for- 1998
ricing means that inflation has
touched Sugden only a bit; the
company
says
that
working
backwards, £749 is the equivalent of
£72.50 circa 1967.
Then there's the m-m/m-c phono
stage for another £ 70. Alas, I
preferred the smoother, quieter NAD
PP -1 at £ 39.95, but that lacks
moving coil suitability. A Sugden
dealer, however, should allow you to
hear aphonoequipped A2la against
an A2la with an outboard phono
section of your own choice.
But don't let the question of the
phono stage distract you. The
Sugden A2la is the only choice if you
want affordable Class-A. Phrased
that way, you might think I'm
describing avictory by default. Not
so: the Sugden has few rivals at or
near its price; my personal shortlist
adds only Audio Analogue's Puccini
SE and the Musical Fidelity X-Al.
Remember: we're talking about an
amp made by salt- of- the -earth
Yorkshiremen who can't be bothered
with the nonsense attached to
'specialty audio'. They'll never shout
about the A2 la, any more than they
boasted about their own pioneering
efforts in making Class-A technology
available to the masses. And this is
behaviour which makes the Sugden
A2la amplifier the bestkept secret in
British hi-fi.
Bar none.

D

VD is the story of the
moment, not just as a
prospective high grade digital
replacement for LaserDisc, and
ultimately perhaps even VHS tape,
but also for its potential to
revolutionise the reproduction of
sound in the home.
Of the players available so far, the
£699 Panasonic DVD-A350 has
particularly attractive specifications.
It comes on like an ordinary CD
player, only with a more complex
display panel, but it has integral
MPEG-2 Audio and Dolby Digital
decoders, with 5.1 channel analogue
audio outputs. Of greater interest to
audiophiles, it also boasts a 24
bit/96kHz D/A converter, suitable for
high resolution PCM audio. A word
of warning here; ' 24-bit' here should
be taken to be synonymous with
'capable of reproducing...', as real
24-bit D/A converters are difficult to
build and extremely costly. Chances
are that the resolving power of the
DAC is around 20-21-bits level, but
even this is impressive compared with
the 16-bit CD standard.
First impressions of this or any
other DVD player is the rich
environment they provide for disc

replay. The Panasonic plays DVDs,
CDs and Video CDs, with or without
CD control, the only important
omission being CD- R discs, whose
reflectivity is too low for current
hardware. The DVD-A350 can
output sound in two or 5.1 channel
format from its integral Dolby Digital
AC- 3and MPEG-2 audio processors,
and all this is accompanied by a
comprehensive on-screen display and
control system, which is especially
comprehensive in the case of DVDs,
which support alternative audio and
subtitle languages, alternative camera
angles for some scenes,a variety of
trick, repeat and programme play
modes, even switchable sharpness;
and akind of video tone control. The
only slight disappointment was ajerky
video cue/review.
Istarted this test playing some
DVDs. Well, just the discs supplied

Idid feel that
picture quality
was
significantly
better than
Panasonic's
earlier DVDA100.
Perusing the
specifications,
the reason
became clear...

Panasonic's latest DVD player could
be your source for movies, CD and for
high- resolution 96kHz audio
by ALVIN GOLD

with the player — A Close Shave from
Wallace & Gromit and Queen's
Greatest Flix & II — plus Jerry
McGuire, kindly donated by Sony at a
recent press conference. Let's write
the double- sided Queen out of the
equation straight away: This geriatric
old pomp-rock has dated badly, and
is an improbable candidate for
leading the world into the DVD era,
despite some inventive videos. As a
flagship for MPEG-2 sound, it is a
dead loss, and to add insult to injury,
picture quality was rarely less than
grim, with grainy film stock, alack of
fine detail, and often anaemic colour.
Having antagonised any Queen
fans reading this, Iam happy to
report that the remaining discs
worked much better. Video CDs
performed well, but in case there is
any doubt, native DVD video mode is
in a completely different league.
Picture quality is essentially
indistinguishable from the best off-air
signals at the test site, with the
solitary caveat that there are
significant losses if composite video
link is used to link the player and TV,
and that RGB, or S-Video should be
used instead. The player can be
programmed at initial setup to deliver
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RGB or S-Video from one of its two
SCART outputs, and there is also a
hard- wired 4- pin S- Video Y/C
connector of the type often fitted to
the camcorder ( front) input on
modern TVs. Jerry McGuire is
encoded in MPEG and Dolby
Digital, but Idid not notice any
consistent difference in sound
between the two. Idid feel, however,
that picture quality was significantly
better than Panasonic's earlier DVDA100. Perusing the specifications, the
reason became clear: where the
DVD-A100 uses a 9-bit video DAC,
the ' 350 employs a new- generation
10-bit part.
For fun, Iwas even able to play the
film in English with Ivrit ( Hebrew)
subtitles, but it could have been
Cantonese, Greek or one of five other
languages, including English. There
were no alternative audio languages
on Jerry Mcguire, although there's
room for several, and the Wallace &
*Gromit and Queen discs lacked the
front-end menu system from which
language and subtitle selection is
accessed. Clearly not all discs will
support all possible language or
sound options, and some of the
packaging makes it difficult to tell
what's going on, asituation that must
improve as DVD is rolled out.
The major limitation of this or any
UK-market DVD player player lies in
its legal status: it is compatible with
Area Code 2 discs and all-area discs
only, and will reject Area Code 1
discs, the US standard. It's worth
repeating again here that this has
nothing to do with the NTSC or PAL
broadcast standards (Japan, another
Code 2 country, is NTSC), which
should not be a problem with any
vaguely contemporary TV receiver.
Regional
coding
is
included
supposedly to allow different regions
to maintain local censorship rules
(the problem with this argument is
that most regions cover many
countries), and to allow film
companies to control the distribution
of their copyright material. ( Music
CD, by contrast, is aworld standard.)
The problem, of course, is that the
range of DVD discs available in the
UK is virtually zilch, and it will be the
end of this year before there is
anything like a reasonable selection.
(nevitably, serious videophiles are
importing US (Area Code 1) players
and discs, or converting UK (Area
Code 2) players, a service which is
now widely available, though not
universal successful.
Recently, intriguing rumours have
been circulating in the industry to the
effect that DVD players replay CDs
better than conventional players. It is
not clear why: perhaps the wide
digital and analogue bandwidth of
DVD players has implications for the
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accuracy with which they deal with
limited-bandwidth compact disc. In
any event, testing this hypothesis was
a priority. Another was to test its
performance with audio 24-bit/96kHz
recordings. Thanks to Pioneer's John
Bamford and Classic Records Iwas
able to assemble abunch of Classic
Records and Pioneer titles, each
featuring DVD-Video compliant 24bit/96kHz PCM audio. All titles
included limited video data, largely
scenic wallpaper (roughly MPEG-1
or Video CD standard, complete with
occasional pixelation) or data related
to the audio recordings.
Musically, the Classic Records
titles were the strongest, but this
wasn't the complete story. They were
mostly made from half-track 15ips
analogue tapes, so the experience was
akin to arehash of the HDCD story
in the sense that asupposedly high
resolution source and replay system
was compromised by alow resolution
and somewhat noisy input filter,
namely the analogue tape itself.
Nevertheless, some of these titles
sounded strikingly good, especially a
1983 recording of an exotic
percussion piece called Double Music
from John Cage and Low Harrison;
and Evidence from Art Davis, Herbie
Hancock and others in a 1995
recording, this being the only one
made at 30ips. Though fine
sounding, it was perhaps not as
impressively tactile as the Cage.
Comparison with a parallel CD
release ( 16-bit/44.1kHz) sampler
available, it was clear that the DVD
issues really did sound better, with a
more fluid, organic feel, and subtler
and more vivid instrumental colour.
The CDs generally sounded drier and
less distinctive with sharper- etched
leading edges. It was also clear that
the DVD sound was superior whether
the Panasonic or a CD player was
used to replay the CD sampler ( I
used two tasty players: aKrell KAV300cd and a24-bit Meridian 508).
Technically, the Pioneer discs
(illustrated) were more interesting.
They are digital recordings, made to
the full resolution that 24 bits and a
bandwidth approaching 48kHz
can muster. What is
more, these titles have
been available to
Japanese audiophiles
for around a year,
which shows what a
backwater the UK h.i ,
become as far as the major
multinationals are concerned I
borrowed five of these titles, . 111
vaguely classical in orientation ( if .oti
count Oskar Strauss and other low rent
Danube- flavoured
waltz
merchants as classical), including
some Schubert, Smetana and Dvorak
songs, Mozart piano sonatas and the
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KV452 Piano Quintet, using period
instruments. No CD equivalents were
available, and Iadmit to being rather
underwhelmed by the performances,
which are undistinguished at best, but
they did sound open and natural,
with life-like and life-size ambience.
There was some suggestion that they
sounded better than CD, but perhaps
not by avery convincing margin.
Playing compact discs though the
DVD player and the two CD players
was an intriguing exercise, and a
useful one given the current paucity
and limited musical quality of native
24-bit audio recordings. Establishing
aranking order, however, was no easy
matter .
The
Panasonic
was
characteristically refined, detailed and
alittle distant, with astrong sense of
ambience and space, but the CD
players had their own strengths, the
Krell being palpably more forceful
and dynamic, and the Meridian
sounding even more limpid and
organic. In the end, Ifelt that these
two high-quality CD players had clear
advantages in presentation, though
not necessarily in the amount of
detail resolved. This was still agood
reflection on the Panasonic, though,
since it costs only £ 700 and plays
both CDs and DVDs.
There is no definitive bottom line
here: the capabilities of DVD as an
audio medium can only be hinted at
since no-one knows how it will
improve when fully matured and
properly supported by the software
industry. The provisional prognosis,
however, must be an enthusiastic ` this
is the way to go'. The DVD-A350
augers well for what promises to be
an exciting future, and the time
is surely fast approaching
when it will no longer
make sense to buy a
mid- or high- price
disc
spinner
that doesn't
play DVD.
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t's easy to forget that, once upon
a time, the doyen of Italian
speaker manufacture made
amplifiers. They were mainly
valved, oozed the sort of woodcraft
found in the company's speakers
and sported daft names like Quid'*.
They were not as successful as they
deserved to be, but since then, hey,
the company has more than made
up for it with adecade-and-a-halt's
worth of stupendous loudspeakers.
Now, for whatever reasons might
motivate a manufacturer to stray
from its traditional (or return to a
previous) path, Sonus Faber has
produced its first new amplifier in
more than a decade. And it was
worth the wait.
The name ` Musica' tells us that
the firm learned a lot about
nomenclature in the intervening
years, and this compact integrated
amplifier looks as if it could only
have been created by the souls who
gave us such exquisite, trend-setting
aesthetic triumphs as the Electa
Amator,Concertino and Guarneri.
It's as heavily wooded as you'd
expect, though this biodegradable,
Mother Nature-sourced, material is
confined to the front panel.
Once you get past — if you can
— the glorious, curved- andgrooved, solid-walnut fascia, with its
slim, gold, inset panel housing the
on/off, source select and level
rotaries, you see a completely
perforated metal lid finished in a
textured black paint. OK, so the
holes imply ventilation and
therefore either pure Class A or
tube circuitry, but within lurks
neither. Rather, the orifices allow
you to see the four red LEDs which
indicate the safe operation of the
various stages.
You might argue that this is
unnecessary, given that a sexy blue
LED on the front panel tells you
that the power has been switched
on. But you can forget any
installation which limits the view of

Musica to its front panel. So
sublimely attractive are even the top
and sides that you won't want to site
aMusica anywhere other than on an
open shelf or table, just so you can
gaze on all its surfaces. Like other
deceptively simple devices which
continue to fascinate with slowlyrevealed details — fine pens and
wristwatches spring to mind —
Musica doesn't shout out its stylistic
fillips. You have to look for them.
You want frinstances? OK: The
cage is held in place by four thumb
screws so you can remove the lid
with ease, either to drool all over the
innards or for access to the fuses in
the power supply. They also proved
useful when Itried the NAD PP- 1
phono pre- amplifier and couldn't
find an earthing post on the back of
Musica; hooking the PP- 1's earth
lead to one of the thumb screws
worked perfectly. Next, there's a
35mm diameter gold disc on the top
of the cage with the unit's serial
number engraved in 6mm tall digits;
not for Sonus Faber amere etching
on a sticker at the back. ( In case
you're wondering, the review
sample was No 049.) And when you
do take off the lid, you notice other
heart-warming touches like strips of
felt on every surface where the cage
makes contact with the chassis, to
deaden it and prevent vibration.
Now I'm not saying that this is
the only amplifier which appears to
have been designed without asingle

nose with
their ears to
the ground
know that
Sonus Faber
sent a lot of
tine tuning
Musica, and
that some of
Europe's most
refined golden
ears were
revolved in the
listening
sessions. And
two of those
whom Iknow
were part of
he team are
among the
most learned,
experienced
and estimable
listeners I've
had the
pleasure to

know

Now the firm which could easily
claim to be the world's most stylish
speaker brand, has astunning,
woodfaced amplifier to match:
the Sonus Faber Musica
by KEN KESSLER

detail omission, but — turntable
earthing post aside — Ican't find
one unattended tweak concern...
even underneath the unit. Musica
sports not four but three feet for
levelling on even rough surfaces, a
trio of large copper cones plated in
gold. And they're not sharpened to
furniture-damaging points. Instead,
they terminate in lOmm 'flats'.
At the back, as you'd expect given
the rest of the unit's gilding, Musica
has substantial gold-plated phono
sockets for all inputs and a single
pair for the buffered tape outputs.
For CE compliance, the amp is
fitted with multi-way WBT binding
posts, gold-plated but sheathed in
clear plastic. AC power reaches
Musica through a three-pin IEC
socket.

SUBSTANTIAL
Inside are more clues to athorough
development program. The main
circuitry resides on a large, thick
PCB, fitted to posts which raise it
around 25rnm above the case. The
power supply at the extreme left is
assembled on acompletely separate
PCB, also well-isolated from the
enclosure. The PCB is left/right
symmetrical, with extensive use of
surface-mount technology with an
eye, er, ear to short signal paths.
Input is via dual-differential JFET,
while the output stage is ' errorcorrected' MOSFET. Protection
covers DC, short circuit and
thermal, with easily-accessible fuses
on the power supply PCB.
Users gain access to the device's
half-dozen line-level inputs through
amechanical selector with switched
`ground line', while level is adjusted
through acustom-made conductiveplastic volume potentiometer. The
on- off
rotary
completes
a
symmetrical line-up, the switch
positioned to the left, directly in
front of the power supply. And the
power supply is the heart of Musica.
At its core is a large toroidal
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transformer, abrace of ' customised'
15000pF
main
capacitors,
independent supplies and ultra
high-speed ' Schottky'
diode
rectifiers
in
double
bridge
configuration for the input gain
stages and output stages, and
discrete voltage regulators for the
input gain stage.
Which seems like overkill for a
rating of only 50W/ch RMS into 8
ohms. Low power is Musica's most
intriguing puzzle when you factor in
its size and price as well. At
425x335x155mm (hwd) and with a
weight of 16kg, Musica is no
lightweight. And a price tag of
£2490 means that it must compete
with some seriously heavy-hitters,
not counting the myriad separate
pre/power combinations available at
the price.
For the sake of brevity, can we
accept one minor marketing
concession? Is it all right if, from
this point on, we assume that — like
valves tes transistors — customers
want either integrated amps or
pre/power combinations? Otherwise
we could be here for months, setting
up face-offs between integrateds and
like-priced pre/power pairings. OK
with you? Fine: that means you
need only think of Musica as
battling the Krell KAV300i, the
Classé CAP- 100 and other ' highend,
entry-level, solid-state'
integrated amps. Besides, we all
know that a separate pre/power
combination remains the committed
audiophile's choice, if only because
it ensures an extra power supply...
Iknow what you're thinking:
Musica was made to drive Sonus
Faber speakers, so you're expecting
a litany of incestuous pairings.
Wrong. You can assume correctly
that the Musica was voiced to work
with everything from Concertino on
up, though the power limitations
preclude satisfactory use with the
now- departed Extrema, and the
Guarneri demands the sort of
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amplification which knows no
SUPPLIER
limits, including cost-based. So let's
Absolute Si,,unds,
dispense with the blood ties first: I 5à Durham Rd,
Landon
have now heard Musica with
S1720 ODE.
Concertino, Concerto, Concerto
Tel 0181-97Y
Grand Piano and Minima Arnator,
3909
and there are no signs whatsoever of
internecine warfare. Anyone with
Sonus Faber speakers who's in the
market for a sub-£ 2500 integrated
amp must add Musica to the
shopping list. And it would be
bizarre if this amp didn't work
perfectly with its own kind. Far
more revealing, then, are the other,
non-Sonus Faber pairings Itried.
.
1_ u 4s41.4,
What you must understand /
from the outset is that ( like
-4‘‘
/ ZGuarneri Homage), Musica is Jw
all about subtlety and finesse,
with sheer power almost an
afterthought. As such, Musica
is not even in the running if you
want brute force, and the likes of
the Krell KAV300i or Classé CAP100 with slaughter it in the muscle
stakes. So, with this in mind, Iused
Musica with speakers which would
wallow in its virtues, like LS3/5As,
old Quad ESLs and the highsensitivity New Audio Frontiers
Reference. And it was playback
through the old Quads which made
me realise that Iwas in the presence
of avery special amplifier indeed.
Using sources which included the
Krell KAV-300cd and the Basis
2000/Rega RB300/Grado Prestige
analogue front-end with NAD
phono
stage,
Transparent
interconnects and A.R.T. speaker
cable, Iassembled systems not that
*Yes, 1know that the
farfetched in terms of relative costs.
definition ef der Latin
What I did not expect was a 'quid' differs _from its
UK slang meaning,
combination of transparency, and
liquidity which can only be but imagine selling an
described as valve- like, floating amplifier with a
name that -could be
above bass which demonstrates all
misconstrued as its
the
control
of
solid-state
price. Imean. would
amplification and none of the you expect Audio
aggression. At the risk of sounding Research or Cello to
like a recent MOSFET convert, I name an amp the
have to say that this is the sweetest, Dollar?

mast relaxing, most seductive nonvalve'd amplifier I've heard since
the original Primare.
Those with their ears to the
ground know that Sonus Faber
spent s lot of time tuning Musica,
and that some of Europe's most
refined golden ears were involved in
the listening sessions. And two of
those whom Iknow were part of the
team are among the most learned,
experienced and estimable listeners
I've had the pleasure to know.

TEAMWORK
As sresult of this teamwork, Musica
has been honed to display uncanny
precision, especially in image
positioning, retrieval of fine detail
and transient attack The mid-band
is so exquisitely lifelike that vocals
possess both the texture and the air
which are required to make you
think the singers are in the room.
But it's the character of the treble
which defines the Musica.
Think bells or chimes, running
water, anything which tinkles
without clatter. Dig out arecording
with loads of glossy, glassy upperoctave information. Xylophone,
castrati, triangles, Guy Mitchell
whistling — doesn't matter. Just
play it and listen to the way the
upper frequencies shimmer. It's
spine-tingling. It will have you lock
an Iris Dement CD -on repeat. And
it's enough to make me want a
Musica.
But nothing is perfect. I'd like to
see a CD player in the same cabinet
so as not to spoil the eye- candy
effect; Musica is mo pretty to place
next to anything else. I'd like remote
volume control. And a price just
south of £ 2000 would make it a
more sensible choice for owners of
Concerto, Concertino and Minima
Amator — especially now that the
lire sits at 3060 to the pound. But
maybe I'm just being unrealistic. Or
selfish. Because Musica, as it
stands, is agift.
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he ' Holy Grail' of truly effective
room equalisation has been
sought for many years, but why
should this have proved so elusive?
Rooms introduce all manner of
reflections, which reinforce sound
pressure at the listening position at
some frequencies and yet weaken it
at others. In recording studios,
playback rooms and mixing suites,
vast sums are expended to avoid the
worst of these problems by building
the monitoring loudspeakers flush
into the rear wall, shaping reflecting
surfaces and using ' five- end deadend' techniques.
In domestic situations, these
options are not available. With freestanding speakers, as found in most
home listening rooms, the strongest
reflections reaching the listening
position are most likely to be those
from the rear wall, floor, ceiling and
side
walls
if close
to
the
loudspeakers.
At frequencies where the path
length difference between the direct
and reflected waves is half a
wavelength ( or multiples of half a
wavelength) there will be areduction
in sound level, while at frequencies
where the path difference is awhole
wavelength ( or multiples thereof)
there will be reinforcement of sound
pressure. The stronger the reflection,
the greater the cancellation or
reinforcement. In this way, aseries of
peaks and troughs occurs across the
whole frequency scale, weakened
only by absorbing materials in the
room. The multiplicity of surfaces
and routes for reflections, particularly
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between parallel walls, provides
many paths, producing a complex
pattern of peaks and troughs.
Fortunately, as frequency increases
above about 300Hz—lkHz, the peaks
and troughs become so densely
packed and ( usually) minimised by
absorption that we cease to hear
them individually but more as a
broad trend. The reflections also
have the effect of trapping energy
within the room and therefore raising
the overall sound pressure level.
Rectangular rooms also encourage
eigentones, or standing waves, which
cause areas of high and low pressure
at certain frequencies. With hard,
undamped parallel walls ` flutter
echo' and coloration can occur, while
in domestic rooms, soft furnishings,
bookcases and carpets can help.
Below about 300Hz to lkHz, the
measured results are very different.
At low frequencies deviations can be
much larger and much wider. Huge
variations of ± 25dB, covering an
octave or two, are common [see Fig
la). Thus an expensive loudspeaker's
otherwise flat response can be ruined

Rooms
introduce all
manner of
reflections,
which
reinforce
sound pressure
at the listening
position at
some
frequencies
and yet
weaken it at
others...
in most home
listening
rooms, the
strongest
reflections
reaching the
listening
position are
most likely to
be those from
the rear wall,
floor, ceiling
and any side
walls close to
the speakers

Digital processing now makes it
possible to 'correct' listening- room
acoustics: TACT'S 2.2 seems to come
closer than previous attempts

by

DAVID

BERRIMAN

by the room. Unfortunately, room
absorption is poor here, and often the
most that you can do is to move the
speakers about until a minimum
number of peaks or troughs coincide.
Despite severe room effects, the
sound never seems quite so bad as
the measured responses suggest,
partly due to the ear's uncanny
ability to focus on wanted information and suppress the spurious. But
room aberrations are audible;
removing or reducing them gives the
ear/brain less processing to do.
To complicate matters further, the
ear responds differently to early and
late sound arrivals. The ear and brain
lock on to the early, direct, sound
and give later sounds ( reflections)
much less influence. So, human
hearing is ' weighted' naturally in
favour of first arrivals, known as the
precedence effect.
If diffuse ( spread- out in time),
reflections boost the sound level and
influence overall tonal balance (as in
awarm-sounding concert hall), they
can actually be beneficial. If
reflections arrive late enough as a
tight ' packet' of information, they
will of course be heard as an echo,
and if multiple reflections occur
between parallel walls they can create
a distinctive flutter echo. The ear's
weighting towards early arrivals
means that (apart from echoes) it is
strong, early reflections from surfaces
near the sound source which have the
greatest impact on sound quality,
rather than later, weaker ones.
The precedence effect explains
why the unskilled use of graphic
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equalisers to correct for room
reflections is invariably a disaster.
The reason often given is that with
the usual third-of-an-octave divisions
the resolution is simply too coarse to
correct for narrower dips and peaks.
This is true, but the main limitation
is that a third- octave analyser, in
measuring the total sound level in a
given frequency band, cannot
differentiate between early and late
reflections, and nor can a graphic
equaliser. Correcting to a ' flat' third
octave curve using a pink- noise
source equalises both sets of
reflections together and totally upsets
the subjective balance. Also, more
seriously, boosting energy to fill a
hole strengthens the reflection too!
Clearly a much finer scalpel is
essential to perform the microsurgery required. To be effective,
narrow bands of frequencies must be
correctable. What is needed is atool
able to correct the aberration as it
happens, and able to differentiate
between times of arrival.

THE DIGITAL SOLUTION

Room reflections: the

listener does not only
As if you hadn't guessed already,
receive direct sound
digital processing is the only effective
from the speakers.
way to tackle the problem head on.
Heishe also receives
As far as I am aware, Acoustic
the weaker, delayed
Research was the first company to
reflections of the same
succeed, using these techniques, in
same sound from
the early 1980s. Much work was
sound from hard
done and a working prototype
surfaces in the room,
including walls, floor
demonstrated at a London press
conference, but the cost of and ceiling.
sufficiently powerful processors made
the selling price prohibitive at that
time, and sadly it was dropped.
It has taken TACT to pick up the
baton dropped by AR and develop
the technology far beyond AR's
original. TACT's 2.2 is built as a
sleek silver-fronted professional rackmount unit which connects to a
computer via an RS232 link. It
measures the impulse response of the
whole room and loudspeaker either
at a single microphone position or a
number of positions around the
listening area. The measured impulse
response is then used to calculate
loudspeaker/room time-domain and
frequency responses which can be
displayed on the computer screen in
dual-domain mode.
As with the AR room corrector, it
is the time data which is the key. By
correcting in the time domain, the
2.2 injects a reverse signal which
cancels errors as they occur. Because
the time waveform contains all the
frequency information, the unit
equalises the frequency response at
the listening position. With rather
clever algorithms, the TACT 2.2
treats first and early arrivals
differently from later reflections,
though the user has no control over
the process — it's built in. This
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should permit powerful correction of
the most subjectively harmful
reflections, while not screwing up in
the way a third-octave analyser and
graphic equaliser treatment would.
With so many closely- spaced
reflections at mid to high frequencies
(which move about violently with
small changes of listening position) I
was initially concerned that the
TACT 2.2 correction would only
hold true if one had one's head in a
clamp! With computing power so
much faster and cheaper than in the
1980s, it is now technically possible
to correct for every narrow peak and
trough — only to find the pattern
totally altered with a change in
microphone (or head) position of just
a few centimetres. The corrected
curve at the new position would be
quite wrong, and end up even worse
than the non-corrected one! At least
one other digital corrector has
suffered from this kind of overzealous correction. Not surprisingly,
TACT's designers have thought of
this, and it treats the mid- to-highfrequency corrections progressively
quite differently from those at low
frequencies.

domain ' picture', not only of the
room, but also of the speaker
(including any internal energy
storage due to cabinet coloration, air
and driver resonances, port
resonances and so on). If you have
sub-woofers the TACT can measure
them too.
The next step is to design your
intended target frequency response
on screen by moving the points on a
curve. Once you've decided on low
and high-frequency roll-offs and the
response in-between, this is saved as
a target response (or responses). It's
rather like designing your own
loudspeaker while using a highly
flexible tone control at the same
time.
For instance, if your
loudspeaker output drops off below
40Hz and you would like it to extend
gently down to 20Hz, the TACT 2.2
will equalise it for you to the new
lower frequency, with a differentlytailored roll-off. Just remember that
this will compromise the power
handling and use up extra amplifier
power.
By clicking on the correction
button, the required algorithms ta
correct the room and loudspeakers ta
your chosen target are automatically
TIIE TACT 2.2
calculated. It only takes a few
TACT recommends aminimum of a minutes with aPentium. This is then
Pentium PC with Windows 95
downloaded into the main unit's
software, under which the 2.2
memory via the RS232 link. From
software runs. To use this, you then on the 2.2 may be operated
merely set up the microphone, without the computer, via its front
initiate the room measuring sequence panel or remote- handset, or be
(which generates a rather loud controlled directly via the computer's
pulsing noise from each working mouse. The stored correction filters
speaker in turn) and exit the room
(up to 12 plus the flat Bypass
until it has finished. After this position) may be recalled from
procedure, the computer has a memory and used to correct to your
complete time-domain and frequency chosen target curve. You can do the
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Avantgarde Horn Loudspeakers:- Not only are these
horn loudspeakers very visual, they also produce sound
of the highest quality. They have all the great attributes of horn loudspeakers and due to their perfectly
formed spherical horns, they have none of the
coloration normally associated with horns. What
more could you ask, "Horns without coloration"! To
quote Paul Messenger from the May issue of Hi Fi
Choice "I'd planned to try valve amps with the
Avantgarde Duo and they didn't come through in time.
Such a combination would be nigh on unbeatable with
acoustic music, Ireckon." Prices start from £4500.
The Platine Verdier Turntable has just arrived in the UK. This
turntable not only has world wide acclaim, it has also developed
acult status among audiophiles in the USA and after evaluating
it we can now see why. You will be astonished at what this
turntable can achieve with your record collection. If you are
looking for your last Hi End turntable purchase then this has to
be at the top of your list. More on this next month including
photographs.
Audio Analogue Paganini CD player is now available. At 24
bit spec it really does live up to the performance of the Puccini,
Bellini and Donizetti amplifiers. A truly wonderful sounding CD
player for less than £700. Audio Analogue have done it again!

New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple ( list £3,400) POA
Audio Physic Tempo 1loudspeakers, black and cherry ( list £ 1,999) £ 1,500
Audio Physic Step loudspeakers, black & Cherry ( list £ 1,299) £975
Marantz CD17 CD player, avery nice sounding player, boxed ( list £800) £450
Nottingham Analogue Annalog Reference Turntable, ( list £5,500) £2,500
ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair, ( list £650) £495

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale
Klipsch Chorus MkII Horn loudspeakers, Oak finish, 4years old, (list £ 1950), £ 1000
Nottingham Analogue Space Deck, (
list £750) £400
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Arm, (
list £8013) £450
Leak TL12.1 (
matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard, £ 1600
SME 3009 Tone Arm, excellent condition, original packing and box. £60
QUAD II's, with 22 preamp, New Original KT 66's, manuals, great sound and in wonderful condition, abargain at £650
Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE,
GM Audio, GRAAF, Immedia Turntables & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, Monrio,
Nottingham Analogue, Platine Verdier Turntables, Posselt, SME, Solidsteel Tables, TRON, UKD Opera,
Unison Research & Yamamura Churchill Millennium Cables.
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available
VISA

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 ( M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station.
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same for a set-up including pair of
subwoofers ( or a mono subwoofer
with amono-ing amp — the TACT
does not have a mono subwoofer
output). The TACT will measure
and correct for the subwoofer's time
delay and seamlessly integrate it with
the main system via low-pass and
high-pass filters ranging from second
to tenth order at from 60Hz to 85Hz.

CORRECTION ASSESSED
After running the measurement
sequence, Ifirst tried one of the prestored targets, which introduced an
upward lift below 300Hz; this
sounded far too warm. With the
target re- set to essentially flat, the
overall sound, compared to the
`original' uncorrected bypass, had
enhanced lower- mid warmth but
lacked deep bass roundness and
midrange sparkle. It also seemed a
trifle cold in character. The TACT
2.2 had eliminated a severe hole at
around 125Hz-250Hz [see Figs la
and lb] and taken down some large
peaks at 40Hz and 60Hz. Though
improving lower- mid body, the
removal of the 40Hz and 60Hz peaks
had left the bass lacking in fullness.
Re-jigging the target with a mild
lift at around 30Hz and a flat
response elsewhere ( apart from a
gentle high-frequency roll-off) was
rather more successful [see Figs 2a,
with an MLS signal, and 2b with
pink noise]. .1was encouraged to see
that, despite the essentially flat target,
the TACT 2.2 had not attempted to
totally level out the frequency
response; yet below about lkHz the
measured improvement was quite
dramatic, even showing the bass lift
around 30Hz and the intended
extension to 20Hz as dictated by my
target curve. The differences between
these and the uncorrected curves
could not have been more dramatic.
Of course there are an infinite
number of variations which one can
make: the original loudspeakers and
room are virtually overwritten by
another set at your whim.
The sonic improvements from the
flattened curve were not quite so
dramatic as they would appear from
the measurements. The sound was

After running
the
measurement
sequence, I
first tried
one of the
pre- stored
targets, which
introduced an
upward lift
below 300Hz;
this sounded
far too warm.
With the
target re- set
to essentially
flat, the overall
sound,
compared to
the ' original'
uncorrected
bypass, had
enhanced
lower- mid
warmth
but lacked
deep bass
roundness
and midrange
sparkle

warmer and fuller, it was subtly more
natural with more tonal richness
from, for example, double-basses and
voices. But the extreme bass hadn't
quite the same foundation as before;
no doubt Iwas missing some of that
bloom previously added by the room.
Also, the overall presentation lost a
touch of its apparent sparkle and
transparency — though Iwas not
quite certain whether this was real,
due to interference with the original
pure signal caused by time-domain
corrections, or an illusion, due to the
fillingin of missing lower midrange
energy altering the tonal balance.
After much playing of different
pieces of music of different genres I
felt the corrected sound was an
overall improvement, but it was not
the night- and- day effect I had
perhaps been anticipating. The
correction also worked just as well
when listening in different positions
— even along way from the original
microphone location. So the benefits
were audible over a very wide
listening area, confirming TACT's
claims about focusing on correcting
early reflections and ignoring
individual
higher- frequency
fluctuations. As amatter of interest,
if one compares Fig la and 2a it is
obvious that the TACT 2.2 has made
some changes above lIcHz.
Ialso added a mono subwoofer
with amono amp, summing left and
right channels. The TACT managed
a virtually perfect integration. So
close was it that, at moderate powers,
Icould hardly tell whether it was the
sub-woofer-inclusive system or the
main pair working alone at full
bandwidth. This is an amazing result;
you can normally hear subwoofers
woofing away unless installation has
been extremely skilful. It's almost
worth buying the TACT 2.2 for just
this ability alone!
Used in bypass mode and fed with
adigital SPDIF source direct from a
CD player, the TACT 2.2 seemed to
be avery good DAC. Ididn't really
audition it in anger against known
references, but it was very
transparent and neutral, with agood
sense of rhythm and timing. It never
drew attention to itself and didn't

impose its own sonic signature,
which about the best thing one can
say. If reviewed just as ahigh-quality
DAC, Ithink the TACT 2.2 would
do very well indeed.
The TACT 2.2's main application
will, Iam sure, be for professional
applications where it's important to
correct for room anomalies between
channels which can play havoc with
stereo imagery — not to mention
sound balance. One might argue that
professional playback should be in
expensively designed and therefore
acoustically ideal areas; yet this is not
always the case and this unit could
'rescue' some situations. It would
also be possible (in theory anyway) to
equalise any playback situation to the
same curve, providing consistency
between different locations.
With its programmable digital
volume
control,
sub- woofer
integration and infinitely flexible
correction facilities, the TACT 2.2
could be viewed as aversatile oneinput digital hi-fi pre- amp with
awesome capabilities. At an equally
inspiring price of around £ 5000. It
would be pointless to even think of
using the TACT 2.2 in inexpensive
systems. Ironically, though, it is with
cheaper, coloured speakers having
resonant cabinets and placed in badsounding rooms that the TACT 2.2
will provide most benefit.
The more expensive the system
and the better the acoustics, the less
the benefit. In addition, again
something of an irony, the TACT
2.2 will replace your loudspeakers
with another pair — and not the ones
you paid handsomely for. The very
imperfections which influenced your
purchase will be skilfully removed,
and, unless Imissed something in the
manual, you can't prevent the TACT
from doing this. It is programmed to
give perfection and jolly well does so.
Isuppose it would be asking too
much to be able to leave the first
arrivals completely alone and thus
correct only the room, but this would
be the one improvement Iwould
make. That aside, the TACT 2.2 has
been intelligently designed and does
exactly what it's claimed to. It's a
milestone in room correction.

TACT 2.2 DIGITAL ROOM CORRECTION

IIi“,••••me

Fig la. TACT 2.2: in-mom response of

Fig lb. TACT 2.2: in-room response of

Fig 2a. TACT 2.2: in-room response of

aloudspeaker at the listening position

uncorrected loudspeaker, as Fig la, but

same loudspeaker as Fig 1measured at

oudspeaker with TACT correction

without correction, as measured with

measured with pink-noise input and

the listening position with MIS

applied, but measured with pink-noise

third-octave analysis

impulse, with TACT correction applied

input and thirdoctave analysis
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Fig 2b. TACT 2.2: as Fig 2a,
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or one particular small British
hi-fi company, the true path
has become a quest for
transparency via a minimalistic
approach to design. Careful
listening led to active pre- amp
stages being abandoned, likewise
'ordinary' continuous track volume
controls and indeed anything else
that which could get in the way of
optimal resolution.
As
audio
technology
has
advanced new opportunities have
arisen and in recent years it's
become possible to compare the
sound quality of digital and
analogue volume controls in some
audio
systems.
For,
Audio
Synthesis the pendulum has swung
towards the digital form, allowing
its integration with a new digital
decoder
and
the
complete
elimination of the analogue volume
control unit, passive or otherwise
including the required connectors,
cables and switches.
We recently [
HFNIRR, May]
covered the company's new DAX
Decade decoder in its standard
universal form, and mentioned that
there was also an advanced,
specialised version, adapted for
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specific direct connection to a
matching version of the Desire
Decade power amplifier. Due to its
dedicated nature, a formal review
was deemed inappropriate for this
highly- tuned Audio Synthesis
combination.
However,
the
implications and sound quality
results for this chosen technique
will be covered; and in any case, the
general technical performance
closely mirrors that given in the
recent DAX review.
Chief engineer David Heaton
finds himself inexorably driven
down the path to continuing
simplification. Given the assured
control of both the volumecontrollable DAX and the matching
power amplifiers, the integration

SUPPLIER
.1 4dro
Syntheri
PO Box SO,
Nottingham,
11bG9 1
DZ.
Tel: 9//59
224 i38
• Transcend
Decade CD
transport £ 3295
• DAX Decade
£2795 (
balanced
option £795
extra)
• Desire Decode
power amplifier
£2495

With its own 'N- Code' interface, Audio
Synthesis creates apurer source- tospeaker terminals signal path in its
transport, DAC and power amplifier
by MARTIN COLLOMS

process was continued.
The characteristics of the power
amplifier were adapted to take on
some of the circuit responsibilities
previously found in the DAC; for
example, additional gain and the
alias filtering.
Remarkably the Desire power
amplifier may be opened out to a
high 43dB of gain, with just 260mV
needed for a full power output of
175W. This is to match the special
DAX unit, whose output buffer and
gain filter stages have been thrown
away to allow the DAC chip itself
to speak directly to the power
amplifier, at around 350mV output
for peak modulation.
Passive input and passband
filtering takes care of the fine print,
especially with the cleaner- thanusual audio signal which is achieved
by synchronised jitter- reducing
'gating' at the DAC output.
As described in the DAX Decade
review, ' N Code' is a proprietary
Audio Synthesis digital interface
with minimised data induced jitter.
When these special versions of the
Decade DAX and Desire are
partnered with fine interconnect
cable plus the matching 'N Code'-
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compatible
Audio
Synthesis
transport, this sonic recipe reached
new height of aural palatability. If
you're an Audio Synthesis fan, and
Iknow there are quite a number,
then you'll be in no doubt that this
is the way for you to go.
Fine as the individual stand-alone
audio components are, this
completed digital audio replay
chain is an undeniable advance for
the brand.

SOUND QUALITY
In context, the quality gain is so
significant that it would be easy to
give the wrong idea, even seeming
to denigrate the quality of the
standard
Audio
Synthesis
components in the light of the
special dedicated arrangement.
Audio Synthesis will have to carry
that risk, since it ventured the
project in the first place!
For monitoring Iused the WITT
II, referenced to the standard DAX
Decade driving the Krell FPB-600,
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade or
Cary 572 ( single- ended triode)
power amplifiers.
Ican easily empathise with Dave
Heaton
and
his
infectious
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enthusiasm for this short path audio
system. In context, the sound
quality of the ' system' replay chain
is advanced by something like 10
points, using my usual listening-test
scoring. While it would be unfair to
separate the hot-wired DAX from
the system, this is performance is
equivalent to an intrinsic 54 points
on my scale, a commercial class
record for 16-bit 44.1kHz replay.
You can imagine how a source of
this quality juices up the Desire
Decade power amp.
In combination, the lowerfeedback Desire Decade swings
more sweetly with the matched
DAX, delivering a remarkable
advance in transparency and
perspective. The whole presentation
was more relaxed, more musical,
more elegant, more resolved. It
sounded as if treble jitter had been
abolished, sibilants were very pure,
perfectly registered in the balance
and placement of the vocal sections.
The added quality of the ' N'
code
digital
interface
was
abundantly obvious with this
perfectionist system, reaching
beyond the ordinary SPDIF
interface results in jitter terms even

Addendum: the
DAX Decade in
balanced form
Since the Dax
Decade review
[May], Audio
Synthesis has
been able to
supply the fully
balanced version
(also including
unbalanced
outputs) of the
universal highoutput model and
Iwas able to
check its
performance. I
can verify that
this meets the
high standard
already set for the
'normal' version,
with the
advantage of still
better sound
(approximately
plus 2marks)
when driving
fully balanced
amplifiers such as
the Krell FPB
series. So this
version is also
recommended.

with the support of precision re
clocking. Finally, this sound quality
standard must also rest on the fine
performance achieved for the CD
transport. Of basically good rhythm
and timing, it has excellent bass,
fluid, powerful and open, with a
high resolution, naturally balanced
mid range . The treble is virtually
grainless.

CONCLUSION
From the test report for the DAX
Decade [
HFNIRR, May; see also
June, p431 we know already that the
technical performance is first rate,
for example distortion , low level
resolution and general accuracy.
However such tests do not reveal
the important difference between
the ' direct coupled' version and the
standard unit yet in combination
with amatched Desire it is trivially
easy to identify them by ear.
At present only for ' locked in'
Audio Synthesis customers the
company has once again shown
how the purist approach can be
made to deliver aworthwhile audio
payoff. The faithful system builder
will find this special combination
hard to resist.

The largest selection of valve amplification in the UK. All purchases are installed by us. Specialists in vinyl replay systems.
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lider: what agood name for
acartridge! It evokes images
of floating free from
constraint.., silently, effortlessly,
borne aloft by the wind. Fanciful
perhaps, yet it points to that
combination of freedom and ease
which characterises the highest
quality sound — freedom from tor
strain, freedom from struggle. And
despite the sterling qualities of
compact disc, it's still the good old
LP ( at its best) which gets
closest to this ideal. But of
course, you need a good phono
cartridge to retrieve the full
splendour and magic locked in the
grooves.
The Benz Glider (£ 650 inc.
VAT) impressed even before it was
fully run-in — about 40 hours,
although Ifelt it was
still improving even
after a reasonable
amount of use. Big,
weighty, dynamic, its
sound had drive,
lustre and tonal
brilliance. Installed
in a Kuzma Stogi
arm, fitted to the
Stabi turntable, it
produced anear ideal
combination
of
contrasting virtues:
outstanding presence
and dynamics, along with subtlety
and finesse. And it tracked well too.
Tonal balance was sharp and
detailed, with rich glowing tonecolours and plenty of contrast. In
short: vivid, detailed, and focused,
solid, and secure.
Many top moving-coil cartridges
have a very low output, with coil
windings deliberately minimised in
order to reduce moving mass and
thereby maximise mechanical
responsiveness. If the output is
excessively low — and some
cartridges have offered as little as 50
microvolts — great demands are
placed on the phono stage, exposing
noise and poor resolution. The
Glider's extremely generous output
(around lmV at lkHz/5cm/s
velocity) is therefore a big plus
point, and there seem to be no
adverse side-effects — the sound has
immediacy and presence, yet is
subtle and agile into the bargain.
The high output offered lends
weight and purpose to the music,
making sure the amplifier's m- c
phono input is driven hard. In
theory you could even feed the
Glider into atypical m-m input, but
then the sound would lose some
brilliance and attack, giving a
blander,
more
generalised
presentation. With Audiolab's
800OPPA phono stage, which offers
two sensitivities for m-cpickups plus
NM NEVIS é RECORD REVIEW
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A high- output moving- coil
cartridge which makes even the
worst of LPs sound better...

by JAMES MI HUGHES
m-m, the increase in vividness and
resolution was very noticeable when
using the most sensitive input.
Tracking performance proved
excellent, though you need to use
the Glider at about 2g or slightly
higher Emaximum downforce is
2.5g) to achieve total security.
Stereo separaran is outstanding too,
and this coupled with vivid
dynamics recreates the music with
3D soundstaging. Naturally, the
Glider showed its paces on wellrecorded/pressed LPs. But perhaps a
truer indication of its qualities
showed when Itried a mediocre
TV- advertised ' Greatest Hits'
compilation LP by The Walker
Brothers — 18 tracks crammed on
two sides, cut at an absurdly low
level, and heavily compressed: not

The Glider's
extremely
generous
output is a
big plus point,
and there
seem to be
no adverse
side-effects

SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
Ham,
Surrey T11710
7QT.
Tel: 0181 948
4153

an easy disc to reproduce. Indeed,
the grooves are so shallow I've had
pickups skate across the surface
unable to settle in!
Other pickups may have
failed to get to grips with this
disc, but not the Glider. It
produced asound that had
real body and depth, with
clear placement of voices
and instruments in the stereo
soundstage and excellent presence.
Moreover, there was no discernible
deterioration towards side-ends.
Great care needs to be taken
when installing the Glider. The
generator is not enclosed, leaving the
coils open. There's no stylus guard,
and the solid boron cantilever,
wickedly long and exposed, is just
0.28mm in diameter. Because the
cantilever is so long, the cartridge
body sits two or three mm further
back in the headshell than usual.
Benz Micro suggests a slightly
negative VTA ( tonearm tilting
down towards the back) to keep
the extreme treble smooth. The
Glider is fairly light at 6.5gm,
and its low dynamic compliance
of 15µm/mN ensures
excellent mechanical
stability when playing
warped LPs.
As it breaks in, the
Glider's sound grows
smoother and richer,
with greater security
and refinement. That
fresh, tactile quality
noticeable
when
brand-new remains, but with
increased ease and solidity.
Setting the Glider against my
£1000 Transfiguration Spirit, the
former displayed greater drive,
thanks to its higher output, sounding
especially impressive on pop and
rock. The Spirit just nudged ahead
of the Glider in terms of subtlety
and delicacy. With the Spirit there's
asense of complete transparency, as
though you didn't have a cartridge
in the system at all. This is how it
should be given the price differential
between the two. The Glider isn't
quite as ' invisible', but it almost is.
Indeed, the more I listened in
isolation, the better the Glider
seemed to sound — sometimes so
good, I felt it could hardly be
improved on. And to be satisfying
on its own terms is the most
important thing, not comparison to
some hypothetical reference.
Benz
Micro
has
a little
masterpiece in the Glider: assertive,
dynamic, sweet and, above all,
musical, it brings out the colour and
flavour of even the most pallid disc,
resulting in positive involvement. At
the price it's an absolute bargain.
Strongly recommended!
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clean-sheet design, but with
a number of familiar Ruark
attributes, the Excalibur is
some piece of work. Wide (300mm),
tall ( 1250mm), and enormously
deep (525mm), each speaker weighs
in at 80kg, and can cope with
nominal inputs of up to 300 watts.
A three-way, five- driver system,
the Excalibur is constructed as two
separate sub-enclosures, separated
by four elastomer ( rubber bung)
supports, said to prevent structural
vibrations from the bass enclosure
reaching the mid/top section and
thus intermodulating with the
mid/treble output.
The lower (bass) sub- enclosure
accounts for about two-thirds of the
enclosed air volume, and houses two
Vifa 225mm bass units with
magnesium diecast chassis, fourlayer 50mm voice coils, and air-dried
and surface- treated pulp cone
drivers with large diameter, inverted
rigid dust caps. These drivers are
reflex-loaded by a slot-shaped port
in front, placed between the twin
bass drivers with a suficiently large
area to operate as atrue port — not
just a leak in abox — even at high
sound pressure levels.
The top section is a sealed box
housing three drivers. Two identical
75mm Dynaudio treated- fabric
domes with vented centre magnets
flank the tweeter in a D'Appolito
configuration, for good vertical
dispersion, efficiency and power
handling. The tweeter is a brandnew 28mm hand-treated silk/textile
dome from Audax, with dualchamber acoustic loading to lower
the fundamental resonance.
Low dynamic compression and
high detail levels are the design
priorities, and are addressed with a
novel magnetic circuit with an
unusually flat impedance curve, a
low-pressure rear loading chamber
design and the deletion of the
traditional ferrofluid damping. The
drive units are positioned off the
speaker centre line, and mirrorimaged on the two loudspeakers:
tweeters inwards, midrange units
outwards is the favoured orientation.
This upper enclosure also houses
the 15-element crossover, which is
thus kept well away from the ' dirty'
electrical
and
mechanical
environment of the bass units. The
low-frequency signal is sent through

It remains
true that a
speaker with
an extended,
but poorlydefined or
controlled
bass is the
most
objectionable
type of
loudspeaker
of them all.
Sooner a
limited, wellbehaved
loudspeaker
than a less
limited one
that doesn't
know its lines
properly, but
throwing the
baby out with
the bathwater
is never the
optimum
solution.
Happily, this
is not the
case here

a wire link with custom bayonet
plugs and sockets on the back
panels. Crossover points are set at
600Hz and 41cHz, so that the critical
midband is handled entirely by the
75mm drivers. All crossover slopes
are acoustically third-order, which
equates electrically to 18dB/octave
networks for the midrange units, and
12dB/octave low- and high-pass on
the
bass
and
treble
units
respectively. The crossover is
hardwired, and constructed in part
from Ruark-specified polypropylene
caps and air-cored coils. Single, biand triwiring options are provided.
Much of the rest of the Excalibur
tory is concerned with control over
resonances, which is achieved with a
combination of mass, damping,
rigidity and decoupling. The basic
structure is 30mm MDF, but the
massive side panels are of dual-layer,
damped construction, the second,
outer layer being torqued up from
inside, sandwiching an absorbent
polyurethane foam layer, the total
wall thickness being over 40mm.
The two sub- enclosures are
extensively braced and lined with
acoustic foam damping, said to be
optimised to the frequency coverage
in each case, and external finishing
is to the very highest standards.
Cabinet finish is in a choice of
S ''t
/N walnut, natural cherry or
black ash.
The problem with large,
wide-bandwidth loudspeakers
is easily stated, if not easily
resolved. In adding the octave
missing from ' normal' speakers,
most large, wide bandwidth speakers
tend to lose something: agility,
precision, the ability to respond
quickly to initial transient waveforms
and liveliness. In short, big speakers
often sound clumsy, slow or heavyhanded. Some of the causes are

Ruark's £ 7000 flagship joins that
select group of monster speakers
designed to validate their respective
producers' high- end credentials.
Does this one prove the point?

by

ALVIN

GOLD

LOUDSPEAKERS
supposed to be doing at the time —
assessing some other equipment —
and the session was abandoned for
the rest of the day.
I accept that this is a highly
subjective account of a particular
listening experience, but it is one
that was consistent with other
listening during the ( nearly) two
months
I spent
with
this
loudspeaker. Ishould add that the
Excalibur co-existed with two other
comparably large, wide bandwidth
designs, the KEF Reference Four
and the Tannoy D900. Of the two,
only the Tannoy came close in its
low frequency capabilities, the KEF
sounding severely band-limited by
comparison.
It wasn't just an unusually grownup bass that the Excalibur
contributed
to
the
musical
proceedings. This speaker is also a
remarkably dynamic tool throughout
the audio frequency band; when the
volume was set during a quiet
passage, it consistently went louder
than expected during the loud ones,
which is a measure of the overall
envelope compression that occurs
through normal speakers.
This added dynamic range led to
unusually powerful and unrestrained
orchestral and choral tutti. This
effect could be quite disconcerting at
first, but there is no question that in
this respect the Excalibur brings
music reproduction closer to the
genuine article, while reminding us
that music is sometimes meant to be
raw and uncomfortable.
The midrange and treble are wellbehaved, and largely ' in tune' with
the bass. However, one guest listener
complained of alack of output in the
lower midband, and Iconsistently
found myself setting the volume level
higher than intended, and this was
not entirely because its dynamic
capabilities are so strong, but
apparently because some of the
speaker's tonal cues encourage such
missetting. Adjusting the position of
the speakers with respect to walls has
some effect on this perception, but
not agreat one, and in any case the
system begins to sound unbalanced
in the bass if the speakers are stood
too close to walls or corners.
Naturally, some effort went into
exploring
the
Excalibur's
compatibility
with
different
amplifiers, with a much better
outcome than expected. The
maker's spec figures tell some of the
story. The Excalibur is a4ohm load,
a loudspeaker that likes a healthy
current supply, but the 90dB/W
sensitivity means it can cope with
reasonably modestly specified
amplifiers. This said, the prodigious
power handling afforded by the
doubled- up bass and midrange
N141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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drivers and the high-power tweeter
that only cuts in at 4kHz, means that
it is more than ordinarily capable of
staying in control when driven very
hard, for example by Meridian 557
power amplifiers (rated power into 4
ohms: 300W/channel) and by Mark
Levinson equipment, with which I
spent ablissful week. But they also
worked well with good but much less
powerful integrated amplifiers,
including a Classé CAP- 100 ( 100
W/ch) and even the valve ConradJohnson CAV-50 (45W/ch).
Like any loudspeaker, and in
particular like any large loudspeaker,
the Excalibur is the result of many
compromises, and there is no perfect
model to work to. That mythical
'acoustically perfect' loudspeaker

„UPPI.IER
Ruark
Acoustics Ltd
59 Taylors Court,
Temple Farm
Industrial Escue,
Southend-On-sea
Essex,
SS2 5TH.
Tel: 01702
601410

would be untenable physically and
perhaps electrically, and would
probably not work anyway in the
type of acoustic provided by
domestic living rooms, which are
very different from the type of
acoustic used during the original
recording. Somehow the speaker has
to mould itself to domestic
surroundings, whilst preserving the
spirit of the original, and not
diminishing its scale and impact, and
it is in precisely these areas that the
Excalibur excels. Put at its simplest,
this is a truly grown-up high- end
loudspeaker, and a more than
worthy flagship for Ruark which
should be considered by anyone with
the budget, a sufficiently serious
intent and alarge room.
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peaks in the room. And crucially, this
assumes that the speaker can actually
handle that much power. In many
cases, it won't be able to deliver such
peak levels cleanly, however much
power you feed into it. But if the
sensitivity is 95dB, then a 50W
amplifier is enough: 95+17=112dBA.
So how did the Kelly KT3, and
now the £699 KT2, manage 95dB?
Some lateral thinking was used to
take full advantage of existing,
highish-sensitivity commercial drive
units. The tweeter is a popular
25mm Vifa unit, its sensitivity
enhanced by athe slight ` horn' flare
to the front plate. The 170mm bassmid units ( active diameter about
120mm) are AeroGel-cone types
loudspeaker is abetter loudspeaker.
You could go further, and say that a from Son Audax. The AeroGel cone
speaker has to have high sensitivity to material is much lighter ( hence
produce a realistic dynamic range `faster') than the usual plastic, but
and hence realistic sound. Musical without the colorations of paper.
Most designs lose some sensitivity
peaks can easily be 20dB higher than
the average sound level of the music; in the process of matching the output
so the Kelly contention is that if you of two drive units to produce aflat

tanley Kelly, one of the great
British audio engineers ( and a
founding father of this
magazine) is the originator of the
famous high-sensitivity Kelly Ribbon
tweeter. When, last year, Stanley
signed the deal which enabled
Antony Michaelson of Musical
Fidelity to relaunch the Kelly name
as ahi-fi brand, one intention was to
develop a modern ribbon speaker.
But the immediate result was ahighsensitivity design using conventional
drive- units. ` Kelly transducers',
claimed the KT3 blurb, ' turn a
weedy system into awinner.'
All else being equal ( and it often
isn't in real life), a more sensitive

oà,

4/41a

Kelly's KT2 is a lower- cost follow-up
to the innovative, high- efficiency KT3
by STEVE HARRIS
frequency response. One
driver has to be attenuated to
match the other. In the
Kellys, bass/mid output is
brought up to match the level
of the tweeter by the
expedient of using apair of
the AeroGel units wired in
loudspeaker from an input of 2.83V parallel, but each separately
loaded by its own enclosure
(which amounts to 1watt, provided
the speaker load impedance is 8 volume and port. A diagonal
ohms) at alistening distance of one partition divides the cabinet
metre. Most hi-fi speakers today equally; one port is near the
manage 87 to 89dBA. Amplifier bottom of the front baffle, the
other near the top at the back.
power ratings are usually given in
Finished in a convincing
watts; but translate these into `dBW',
where OdBW = 2.83V into 8 ohms, wood-effect vinyl, the 18mm
and you can immediately see how thick KT2 cabinet is 890 x
loud an amplifier will really go. For 230 x 330mm (hwd) against
the real-wood-finish, 25mm
example, a 50W ( into 8 ohms)
amplifier is 17dBW. Connected to thick KT3's 970 x 250 x
your ' 89dB/1W/lm' speakers, it 367mm. The KT2 bass/mid
should be able to achieve apeak level units have plastic moulded
of 89+17= 106dBA. Double the chassis; the KT3's are metal.
Otherwise, the KT2 is the
power with a 100W amp, 20dBW,
same as the ' 3, as reviewed by
and you have 89+20=109dBA.
Ken Kessler [ Oct ' 97] and
From this, obviously, a 200W/8
Peter J Comeau [ Nov ' 97].
ohms or 23dBW amplifier will be
Surprisingly, perhaps, it is in my
needed to produce those 112dB

want a realistic dynamic range at
normal listening levels, you need to
be able to produce peak levels of
112dB in the listening-room. And
most systems can't really do this. The
argument goes like this.
Sensitivity is usually defined as the
sound pressure level raised by the
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view abetter loudspeaker than the ' 3.
The KT3 proved the point about
dynamic range, with a sound that
had life, immediacy, punch and
genuine realism akin to that achieved
by horn-loaded designs. The KT2
has all that, but it no longer has
theoverblown bass, criticised by PJC.
Bass from the KT2 is not particularly
well- extended, and is still rather
'soft', but it doesn't let the rest of the
range down. At the top end, though,
there is still an 'edge', which intrudes
on certain recordings.
But on a good classical CD, the
sound can be sparkling, effortlessly
involving, allowing the music to carry
you away in adelightful and perhaps
unexpected way. Instruments and
voices seem to be bursting with life,
solidly and unambiguously placed in
the soundstage, with almost tangible
depth and stability. The stereo
produced by many other speakers
can seem wraith-like, insubstantial
and distant by comparison.
The KT2's mid, alive and exciting
though it is, could not quite match
that of the horn- loaded ( 99dB/W)
midrange driver in the Avant Garde
Uno. As the Uno is around five times
the price, even to stand comparison
is agreat achievement. The KT2 can
refresh the sound from some old
'golden age' LPs, opening up the
dynamics and breathing new life into
previously boxy or dead- sounding
balances. On the other hand, it
isn't forgiving of discs with
muddled
or
coarsesounding climaxes. So do
the Kellys live up 'to the
slogan? As PJC noted
when testing the KT3,
despite the 6 ohm nominal
(average) impedance, the
two drivers in parallel bring
this down to 4 ohms in the
bass/midrange area; here,
although you get 95dB
sound level out for 2.83V
in, the amplifier actually has
to deliver twice the current
(hence twice the power) that
would be needed if the load
was 8ohms. In other words,
the sensitivity is really 95dB
for 2W at lm! Now, this
doesn't matter so long as
your amplifier is really happy
driving 4 ohm loads, yet it
does mean that the KT2
really isn't the answer for
'weedy' single-figure-wattage
triode amplifiers. Old or
4\6_ feeble ' 8 ohms only'
solid-state designs
..4s‘'4..
will not cope either.
But
given
an
amplifier which has
guts and isn't overbright, the KT2
delivers the goods. +
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Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772
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Ir'ha se
relations
recapped:
the nature
of phase as
it affects
signal paths
ani, in turn,
sound
reproduction
accuracy
and quality

ir

he nature of phase relations in
an audio path, not to mention
their significance vis-à-vis
sonics, are areas frequently resulting
:n deep confusion if not outright
mystery, even amongst pros who
should know better. One reason Ibr
this situation — which Imentioned
in an earlier ' Black Box'l — is that
the Phase' word has many meanings.
In
the
amplifier/loudspeaker
interface, or in power engineering
,
where, recall, ideally there is ajust
asingle, national power frequency),
the timing or ' phase' difference
between wave forms that matters is
that between the co
813- Sit-1 . 412 7
existing voltage and
current waves.
By contrast, the kind
-7. 50
of ' phase'
that is
015
relevant to the audio
100
signal path, which is
SCAN=
potentially
passing
many decades' worth of
frequencies at once,
and is comprised of
individual items or
combinations of sound
equipment, is usually
the phase difference
between the input voltage wave and
the output voltage wave', viz:
4e
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1P11 (Vont)

l(Ph(Vin) }•

This equation says ' take the phase
;Ph) of the signal voltage (V) at the
output [
out], and subtract from it
(-) the phase (Ph) of the voltage (V)
at the input [
inr.
It is common and valuable for the
phase values arrived at from the
above to be plotted against frequency
as agraph. It is important to subtract
any
phase
shift
caused
by
independent signal delay from this.
This overall kind of delay that affects
all frequencies equally — eg, whether
you play a record now or in ten
hours time — has no effect on sound
quality 2.It is, anyway, the whole
point of sound recording!
We phase, there has to be apoint
of reference. As. we saw in the
preceding equation, this is usually
the phase of the signal at the input
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of the device under test, which is
'normalized' ie, taken to be at 0° at
this point at all frequencies. While
true in regard to the device under
test (it could be any analogue device
or transducer in the record/replay
chain), this condition is at the same
time gravely misleading when it
comes to representing the cumulative
damage. As we shall see, this will
comprise the sum total of all 'excess'
phase shifts (other than phase shifts
associated with harmless absolute
delays and harmless linear, ' non
excess' phase deviations) in the
record/replay chain, up to that point.
On this basis, all hi-fi reproduction
systems would start with their ' taximeters' pre-charged with tens of
milliseconds of delay, representing
excess phase deviation 3.
Meanwhile, in nearly all technical
communications,
such
fiddly
qualifications have been largely
omitted, hence at best, we see graphs
labelled simply ` phase vs. frequency'.
Such graphs in turn may be called a
`phase response'. It is this level of
abbreviation that causes much
`phasal' confusion — even in
engineers' own minds.
Recapping again, the sort of phase
shift that matters amounts to akind
7

box

a ' low pass' response. It is worth
reiterating that all physical systems
in our local universe ultimately
exhibit alow pass response!
Most hi-fi systems and nearly all
recording equipment paths also have
low frequency limits, leading to
rolloffs at low frequencies also. In
turn, the addition of this ' high pass'
response to the low pass response
means that all reproduced music is
heard through a `bandpass' response.
A generic example of such aresponse
is shown in Fig 1, upper pane1 4.
Here, the bass end is - 3dB down at
100Hz, while the treble rolls off
similarly at 10kHz. This rather
narrow response is typical of aSET
or other primitive audio signal path,
and also representative of most
transducers. At the same time, there
is only one -6dB/octave (alias !single
order') rolloff, so it represents the
shortest conceivable signal path, ie,
`things can only get worse'.
In Fig 1 ' slower panel, the phase
response, ie, phase ` shift', at LF and
HF, is clearly shown, deviating from
the 0° reference line, up to + 44° at
LF, and to some -43° at HF. The
fact that the low and high frequency
phase responses are near identical
mirror images of one another, while
the frequency response is
07,0490 21 55 02
also
symmetrical (in
another sense) about lkilz
and at the frequency
limits, is a clue that,

fundamentally, the phase
response shown here is
illicroCAP -V simulation
Froquiliney In Hz
another kind of map of the
frequency response.
It is a common misunderstanding that ' phase
shift' is abad thing, and
that somehow, in good
equipment, there is less
phase shift. This is true in
one sense but not another. It is
that causes afrequency- dependent
possible for alarger amount of phase
timing difference. That goes on to
shift to be of the harmless kind, and
cause ' complex' signal delay that
a lesser amount of subtly different
smears the music. Recapping now on
type of phase shift to cause music
a more basic level, phase shift
smearing. Another common mishappens when frequency response
understanding that follows on is that
(strictly ` amplitude vs. freq. resp.')
the phase response is ' non-linear'
is perturbed — also called a nonbecause the phase- shift plot has a
'flat' magnitude response. This is the
curvature. Such curvature is, however,
condition of most earthly sound
strictly non- determinable with the
systems. Yet it is worth reiterating
usual logarithmic frequency scale, that
that for phase alone, an ideal hi-fi
may be psychoacoustically valid for
response would be perfectly ' flat'
frequency response assessment but is
miles either side of the range
not for phase!
required for audio.
Ben Duncan
One reason this isn't allowed is
that it's a facet of nature that
For information on bound reprints of
bandwidth, like real estate, is finite.
some of Ben Duncan 'smany past
And it costs — in various ways. One
investigative articles — 'Audio Quality
is that 'other things happen' at other
Investigations, vols 1 & 2' and
frequencies, ie, RFI and thermal
'Audio/Studio mains supplies', vols I &
2', please send SAE or 2IRCs to the
noise have to be defended against.
author, do HFNIRR.
In turn, all hi-fi systems have
The author can be E-mailed at:
somewhere, ultimately to have ahigh
BDR-UK(a)dial.pipex.com
frequency roll-off. This is also called
tis
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Walrus Systems
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Audio Systems Ltd
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A musically astounding partnership
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„
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•
•
•
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Provides the most accurate iistrunental timbres
Fast, Dynamic Transients.
Ultra Low distortion.
Provides elite informatior without etched brightness

The new

GRAHAM Mk 10

tonearm

The next step forward
from the award winning
1.5 with increased dynamics,
bass extension, solidity
and soundstaging.

Covergent Audio Technology
The new C.A.T. SU Signature
Mk Ill prearnp has arrived.
With a line stage offering a S/N
ratio of 112db making it possibly
the quietest preamp available with
adramatic sonic improvement.
For further details contact:

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB Fto B 33 7dB L 74

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D IN. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a9"x4" SAE with first clasi stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just alist of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 BAO
IMPORT & DISTRIBUTION
Distributors of:
Magnum Dynalab Tuners
Unit 8Erterprise Park, Slyfield Industrial Estate, Guldford, Surrey GIJ1 1RB
01483-575344

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays

5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMF.ND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.
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Compression
may make a
radio
transmission
seem louder,
but given
its effect on
quality, why
not make
this a
receiver
option?

E - MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail john_nelson@
compuserve.corn

implement the changes outlined
above.'
The idea of compression is not so
much to reduce the dynamic range
of the transmitted material — that
is of course the second-order effect
— as to increase the overall loudness
by artificially raising the volume of
quiet passages. As Mr Fox correctly
states, this process is particularly
beneficial
when the
listening
environment is noisy. Simple
compressors which merely act as
variable-gain stages are less common
nowadays than units such as the
dreaded ` Optimod', so beloved of
Radio 3 listeners, which are
considerably more sophisticated.
n interesting e-mail from
reader Tom Fox raised
Pop stations all over the world use
several
issues
around
a combination of high levels of
compression — that hardy perennial
compression with quite hard limiting
— which seemed worth bringing to
to maximise the subjective 'loudness'
awider audience_ He wrote ' As a of the station in comparison with the
regular radio listener (in the car), I competition. The results are usually
feel that there is quite a lot of
fairly horrible to those interested in
compression applied to music,
quality — quite why my local
Beacon Radio has to use such a
especially " pop"
music,
by
commercial radio stations. Inase
gruesome
combination
of
from letters in all dle hi-fi magazines
compression,
limiting,
sharp
that this observation applies in the
`ducking' and response- shaping is
beyond my comprehension — but
UK and presumably throughout the
presumably that is secondary to
world. There is quite a case for
compression, especially when one
maximising the audience and thereby
considers the radio equipment that
keeping the advertising revenue
people use to listen to. The
coming in.
"Walkman"-type radio with tiny inear earphones needs a compressed
DAB AND DYNAMIC RANGE
Various attempts have been made
signal as it is incapable of
reproducing the dynamics of music
over the years to build decompression into receivers, or to
faithfully. Motor cars are getting
make them do the compression in
quieter every year, but car audio
the first place. Usually the results
systems also need a compressed
signal to compensate for the high
have varied between indifferent and
foul, chiefly because no two
noise floor in the car.
'What
I find
difficult
to
broadcasters
use
comparable
understand
is:
why
is
the
compression techniques or levels.
compression
applied
at
the
There is a music/speech switch
transmitter stage and not at the
facility in RDS, but Iknow of no
European broadcaster who uses it.
receiving appliance? It seems sensible
However, DAB has afacility known
to me that a listener to a radio
as ' Dynamic Range Control' (DRC)
station using ahi-fi tuner will receive
the signal more or less as it comes
whereby the broadcaster transmits a
off the CD or LP, while a jogger
control signal in parallel with the
programme material which is
with their [
sic] "Walkman" will hear
designed to operate acompressor in
the same signal suitably compressed
the receiver circuitry. In fact,
and more in keeping with apair of
earphones. The manufacturer of the
according to the BBC's literature,
receiving device can tailor the
'because the broadcaster derives the
control information to provide the
compression level to maximise the
sound quality of the device.
compression in a subjectively
'Of course for such a change to
acceptable fashion, the receiver only
requires a simple audio signal level
take place, it requires acomplete rethink on how we do things. CDs
control'. However, in the course of
listening tests with DAB receivers, I
and LPs could then be produced
with an ear to sound quality and not
can't say that I've been particularly
tailored for the "Walkman" market.
aware of a wider transmitted
dynamic range; indeed, A/B tests
Such changes are best carried out
when new technology is introduced.
against off-air Band II transmissions
And new technology is about to
have rather tended to suggest similar
be introduced in the very near
programme dynamics overall.
On the subject of DAB, awellfuture. Digital radio and TV, also
the new high-spec replacement for
known
and
much- respected
the CD: all could be used to
gentleman who recently departed

A
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from the BBC in circumstances
reflecting very little credit on the
Corporation's senior management
wrote: ' Ifound the letters in Ariel
very amusing, especially since I
happen to know that in blind tests
conducted recently at Kingswood,
comparing DAB with FM sound,
there was universal preference for
FM. Of course DAB is more robust
— that's what should be promoted,
not contentious statements alluding
to CD quality. But the piece in Ariel
that most amused me was the report
of the National Economic Research
Association commissioned by the
Independent Radio Association,
which stated that in ten yeàrs' time
only about 7% of people would be
using DAB. The response from the
Digital Radio office was to deny this
— which is strange, as their own
business plan optimistically predicts
that 40% of households will use
DAB by 2008. Forty per cent of 20
million households equals 8 million
receivers,
and
there
are
approximately 120 million receivers
in use. So by the Corporation's own
figures this is only about 6.6666%.'
The BBC is still being exceedingly
bullish about DAB, with press
releases from the digital department
arriving virtually on aweekly basis.
The fact that no receivers are
commercially available, and that
every setmaker I've spoken to about
the likelihood of volume sales in
what remains of this century sounds
rather like Neil in The Young Ones
at his gloomiest (' Oh, wow, man,
don't bring me down'), doesn't seem
to bother the Corporation one iota.
And having recently been listening
carefully to two more DAB receiver
prototypes, both of which sounded
and performed depressingly badly,
I'm still some way from being
convinced
that
widespread
commercial acceptance for the new
medium is imminent. It seems to me
that good old Band II will still be
dominating the scene... [
Oh dear,
sorry. Mr Bill Giles has just been
reading the weather forecast on Radio
4as Iwas writing this and he's trotted
out the famous phrase twice in about
twenty seconds] for agood many years
yet, especially as...
[And again! It's no good — he's got to
go. Details of a 'Post Giles to Pitcairn'
campaign, with a national rally in
Hyde Park and a march past the
Meteorological Office, will appear in
the national press shortly.]
I'm so sorry. Please accept my
apologies. As Iwas saying, Band II
looks likely to be with us for agood
while yet, perhaps even long enough
for Rattlin' Richard Edgar to stop
regaling us with onomatopoeic
showers and longer spells of rain.
John Nelson
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egular readers of ' Sidelines'
will know my views on the
minimalist attitude to tone
controls, which has fostered awhole
generation of amplifiers lacking any
means of modifying poorly balanced
signals. If one only ever plays
demonstration-quality recordings on
a system blessed with impeccable
neutrality, then tonal tampering
is indeed superfluous. But
music- lovers seeking decent
replication of a wide range of
material from diverse and
frequently imperfect sources
shouldn't be made to feel like
pariahs if they desire some
means of steering the sound
towards greater credibility.
The need for such steering is
generally most obvious in the
treble, to offset dimness or overbrilliance. But ' treble' has
various meanings, while the
rationale of its manipulation is
sometimes obscure, so it should
be useful to explore the
background before considering a
practical means of control.
Music
crosses
a notional
bass/treble divide at middle- C
(261Hz), whereas audio interposes a
midrange whose upper boundary
tends to be fluid. Thus the 2-3kHz
region commonly defines treble's
practical take-off point, yet is
sometimes referred to as the uppermiddle band. But whatever the
terminology, this band commences
at around 11/2 octaves above the
treble stave and is beyond the active
pitch range of most musical
instruments. Thus traditional treble
controls are mostly concerned with
overtones, suffering only an
occasional intrusion of actual notes
from piccolo, harp, piano or violin
playing above C=2093Hz.
But this overlapping territory can
be controversial, for while there's
little doubt that instrumental
harmonics start adding brilliance to
musical texture from around 2kHz,
and should therefore be controllable,
there's a tendency to regard such a
low frequency as part of an
untouchable midrange. So it
transpires
that
even
those
audiophiles who accept tone controls
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Missing your old tone controls? A DIY
passive version of Quad's famous 'tilt'
system provides the musical answer

by

JOHN

CRABBE

are often wary of anything more than
a very mild departure from flat at
this point, preferring to concentrate
on higher frequencies.
To my knowledge ( graphic
equalisers and midrange controls
apart) Quad's famous ' tilt' facility is
the only available means of
addressing the lower-treble problem,
which it does by pivoting the
response at a frequency low enough
to enable the whole 2-4kHz octave
to play its proper underpinning role
vis-à-vis tonal brightness. And that
role is vital, involving as it does the
hearing system's sensitive 2-5kHz
'presence' band, which governs the
assertive, up- front aspects of
brilliance even when the upper treble
is filtered off.
This is not to say that the
remaining two octaves don't also
play an important part. Of course
they do, as every hi-fi buff knows,
although their role changes in
character as one moves up the
spectrum, accompanied by a
gradually declining contribution to
overall brilliance. Thus with the
exception of metallic percussion and
fortissimo brass, extending the
response beyond 10kHz mostly

Fig I. Frequency

serves relatively subtle aspects of
timbre. This is certainly what friends
and Iconcluded when we could hear
up to 18kHz or more, but like
everyone else we're subject to
creeping presbycusis. So despite the
oddity whereby music seems to have
much the same sort of brilliant
impact at 68 as it had at 20, tone
controls which only affect the higher
frequencies become steadily less
useful, thereby increasing the
importance of having command over
the lower treble, where deficiencies
or exaggerations remain as obvious
as ever. And if that seems like aplea
for a change of tack partly with
oldies in mind, Iwouldn't deny it.
However,
serious
response
anomalies hardly match our
expectations of modern recording
technology; yet problems with tonal
brightness are by no means confined
to material from the distant
past. The latter may sometimes
sound dim, but the temptations
and pitfalls of multi-miking,
graphic equalisers, artificial
reverb, etc (plus the odd urge to
create an impressive sound)
have been known to produce an
occasional bias in the opposite
direction! And if one includes
poorly-remastered
early
recordings, the effects of
wayward acoustics, and outside
broadcast material of erratic
quality badly in need of sonic
first-aid, one arrives at sounds
which
can
range
from
frustratingly
muffled
to
uncomfortably shrill.

responses of treble
shelving circuit and
effect of speech-cut
option

Music- lovers
seeking decent
replication of a
wide range of
material from
diverse and
frequently
imperfect
sources
shouldn't be
made to feel
like pariahs if
they desire
some means of
steering the
sound towards
greater
credibility

BALANCE AND DYNAMICS
A skewed treble response can also
upset perceptions of instrumental
balance and dynamics, the former by
shifting the relative impact of, say,
flute and violin due to their
respective
weak
and
strong
harmonics, the latter by responding
likewise to considerable changes in
the overtone content of orchestral
music as it moves between ppp and
fff. Probably related to this is an
instinctive tendency to reproduce
overbright or dim recordings more
quietly or loudly than one would
otherwise choose, or to fiddle with
the volume control as the music
proceeds, which amounts to tonal
deficiencies being allowed to
interfere with dynamics via the back
door.
For all these reasons, and even if
such
problems
arise
only
occasionally or in very mild form, I
regard some measure of treble
control as next in ranking order to
volume itself when it comes to
amplifier facilities. But what form
should that control take? In view of
the diverse factors generating tonal
MY MN
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power amp. Such a device could
provide tonal adjustment where none
exists, or augment it where a more
conventional tone control provides
only the above limited sort of uppertreble facility.

THE PASSIVE OPTION
In opting for passive circuitry I've
marginalised John Bingham's two
1982 HFNIRR articles, one
describing a tilt circuit using FET
op- amps, the other offering an
elaboration of this, providing bass,
middle and treble controls.
Although the Bingham curves don't
imperfections, it must be admitted another that has barely moved at Fig 2. Extreme
quite tally with mine, he provides a
that single-knob correction is bound 2kHz but then rides up in amanner boost and cut curves
wider amplitude range and gives
to be a compromise. Indeed, at an which makes the upper treble sound of Fig 1re-drawn
the reader sufficient design data to
to represent their
adjust the turnover frequencies as
elementary level it might be thought impossibly glassy, and a third
function in 'tilt' terms
that the user should at least have featuring the sort of modest
desired, so anyone intrigued by the
separate control of lower and upper amplitude deviation which suits
following proposals but wishing I'd
treble, permitting for instance a broad-band shelving, but applies it
been more adventurous might find
reduction of stridency in the only in the higher treble, which
it useful to look out those articles'.
'presence' band, without loss of amounts to mere tinkering at the
Also, US readers may care to
extreme HF glitter, or the removal problem's edges.
consult a pre- amp design by Reg
Pondering all this, and reflecting
Williamson which appeared in The
of a spiky ` edge' in the top octave
without a blanketing effect lower on the needs of those who have spent
Audio Amateur in 1991 and covers
down. But this points in the good money on otherwise excellent
similar ground'.
direction of filters and steep amplifiers but now wish they had
One advantage of having a few
op- amps to play with is that it's
response slopes, and in practice all some means of tone control, it
but the most recalcitrant of tonally occurred to me to try designing a
possible to contrive unity overall
unbalanced program-material can be suitable add-on device. To make
gain, whereas there's no avoiding a
improved to aworthwhile extent by matters simple, and perhaps even Fig 3. Complete tonenet loss in any passive device which
treating the whole treble region as tempt afew minimalists into trying a control circuit (one
provides a lift above some notional
an entity.
touch of heresy, this would employ channel only),
reference level. However, a
However, as argued above, that passive circuitry ( no transistors or combining treble
practical shelving circuit can
shelving, speech
entity should extend down to 2kHz, ICs) and never interpose more than
function with only 6dB of such lift,
attenuator and bass
where the amplitude level can only one functioning capacitor at a time
which can be accommodated within
control. Note that if
be manipulated to auseful degree by per channel. It would also have the latter is omitted,
an overall loss of 7dB. So, on the
tilting the response àla Quad, which undemanding impedance require- with the circuit
assumption that most systems have
requires an initial departure from flat ments and minimal insertion- loss,
ie, the
terminating at X or Y, at least this much in hand (
at well below IkHz. This takes tonal suiting it to connection between CD the necessary load on
volume control is never set at less
adjustment across that contentious player and pre-amp or pre-amp and the output becomes 10k than 7dB below maximum), the
no-man's-land between treble and
midrange, but as there's no reason to
suppose that the tangle of forces
which produce tonal anomalies all
contrive to achieve a sudden flat
response on arriving at the domain of
flute or clarinet, it seems only good
30k
sense to allow the corrective curve to
• +
follow its course down into would-be
sacred territory.
€8n
The upshot is some modest
•
mediation of general tonal balance
•
On
across the treble stave in addition to
X
Y
•
off
120k I
e"----1 12k I regulation of harmonic brilliance,
Treble
From
Speech
Bass
To
but as the two tend to shift in the
600(1
100k
Cut
same sense, this is no bad thing. In
Source
Load
fact, the whole tilt- cum- shelving
approach is to my ear manifestly
•
better than what we are offered on
11k
most
amplifiers
featuring
conventional tone controls, although
mercifully it is now rare to find a
totally unrestrained 6dB/octave slope
shooting up or down by 15dB or
180n
more.
(0.1811)
Variations I've recently come
across include one which makes a
gesture towards shelving the low
Mee
treble but fails to go far enough,
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insertion-loss problem evaporates.
My other assumptions are that
the source impedance of whatever
precedes the device is 600 ohms or
less, and that the succeeding unit
has an input impedance of 10kohms or more. On this last point,
examination of HFNIRR reviews of
amps and pre- amps spanning a
three-year period revealed that of
77 items whose line input
impedance was tested, only seven
measured under 10k.

The response of an optional
speech- cut facility plotted in Fig 1
gives 5dB of overall reduction
(dashed line) plus some modest LF
shelving, which Ifind useful when
listening to Radio 3 programmes
featuring music interspersed with
studio-based commentary. Ican now
set the musical episodes to arealistic
level and simply press a button to
avoid over- loud and frequently
bottom- heavy voices when speech
intervenes.
The complete circuit for one
SWITCHED STEPS
channel is set out in Fig 3, with the
Meeting the response requirements above functions accommodated to
in a passive regime rules out a the left of points 'X' and ' Y'. But to
the right is abass-control network,
continuously variable control, so
switched steps were unavoidable. I providing a useful if undramatic
degree of LF contouring within the
tried 11
2 dB intervals, but that would
/
same ± 6dB regime. The snag with
require four steps for a 6dB limit,
and in the event 2dB seemed this, though, is that the subsequent
perfectly satisfactory. Thus the device's input impedance now needs
circuit would provide a series of to be at least 100k, which on the
shelves levelling at 2dB, 4dB and basis of the above analysis is less
6dB above and below a central flat promising, as only 14 of the 77 units
position. but prolonged experiments would have qualified. But like the
led me to depart from Quad in not speech-cut option, this facility is a
providing quite as much deviation dispensable refinement, not an
below lkHz while rising amite more integral part of the project. Its
sharply above it. My aim was to
responses are shown in Fig 4,
encompass the ' presence' band by together with the limits when bass
bringing the curves to within ldB of and treble controls are set to mutual
their full excursions by 2kHz and full tilt. This reveals that by inverting
the boost/cut functions, the device
have them fully shelved by 5kHz.
be
used
for
midrange
Also, the points at which all six plots can
register half their full deflection manipulation centred on c.400Hz.
should occur at a common hinging
Readers interested to fathom the
circuit's modus operandi should refer
frequency.
Working within the constraint of to Fig 5, where the items shown as
preferred- value components, the adjustable represent the groups of
responses actually achieved are switched components in Fig 3. Here,
shown in Fig 1 and come close to
the ' flat response' sketch contains
meeting the above spec. Also, taking the circuit's core in the form of a
lkHz as the hinging point, all the potential-divider comprising 12k and
plots
flatten
more
or
less
10k limbs giving astep-down of 7dB.
symmetrically at low and high
The speech- cut cluster in Fig 3
frequencies and could be represented provides its 5dB attenuation via the
in ' tilt' format, crossing the OdB line
18k, which appears in series with the
together at that frequency. Fig 2 main circuit's 12k limb, while the
gives this alternative presentation for 68n capacitor introduces some bass
the `+ 3' and `- 3' plots, where the cut in combination with the circuit's
6dB shelves become ± 3dB tilts.
total series resistance, with its effect
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Fig 4. Bass control
responses (solid lines)
and overall envelopes
when LF and HF
are switched to their
mutual extremes
(dashed lines),
revealing mirrorimage midrange
curves

Graphic
equalisers
and midrange
controls apart,
Quad's famous
'tilt' facility
is the only
available
means of
addressing the
lower- treble
problem, which
it does by
pivoting the
response at a
frequency low
enough to
enable the
whole 2-4kHz
octave to play
its proper
underpinning
role vis-a-vis
tonal
brightness

shelved by the parallel 30k.
Capacitors and resistors are
specified in nanofarads ( n) and kohms ( k), and it would be wise to
opt for high-grade 1% components
wherever available. Half-watt types
suffice for the resistors ( more for
handling and visibility than heat
dissipation!), and as the capacitors
are unlikely to be subject to more
than 10V or so of signal there's no
problem with their rating. But if you
believe (or fear) that there might be
an audible difference, it would be
sensible to opt for polypropylene or
other audiophile-approved types. But
Cs are generally less inclined than Rs
to come in aclose-tolerance format,
so selection and matching of values
can be a problem. In any event, I
suggest accurate left/right pairing
throughout, although within that
constraint one could feel free to
allow 5% tolerance of the absolute
value of capacitors.
On a practical point, it can
sometimes be difficult in these days
of push- buttons and electronic
switching to locate a source of
multiway rotary switches such as the
2-pole/7-way types shown in Fig 3.
Indeed, although Ieventually found
some suitable ex- government
Yaxleys, my own working version of
the tilt circuit employs avertically
disposed row of interlocked selfcancelling push-button latchswitches, and for those wishing to
pursue this approach I've given the
connections in Fig 6. But do
remember that switching must echo
everything else in these circuits by
being doubled-up for stereo.
A 10k load is needed if the bass
option is omitted and the output
taken at point 'X' or ' Y', and as most
amps have a line- input impedance
above this, the task is to reduce it by
means of a parallel resistor on each
channel. This should be connected
from the circuit's output point to
chassis/earth, and its value can be
calculated by using standard
formulae.
As aguide for those who can't face
calculations, the Table
gives
practical resistance values needed to
shunt a wide range of input
impedances for the desired net
figures of both 10k and 100k. But be
wary of taking manufacturer's
published impedance on trust, as in
my experience this could well have
been changed without the revised
figure appearing in the user's
manual. To be safe, Inow connect a
variable resistor in series with an
amp's input, adjust it to halve the
sensitivity (- 6dB), and treat the
resulting resistance as the active
impedance, whatever the spec may
say.
Turning now to my device's input,
JULY MI
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the assumed source impedance of
600 ohms can actually vary from
zero to 1.3k without shifting the
reference level by more than 0.25dB,
or at worst changing the output at
20kHz by 0.5dB on the 43' setting.
But
anyone
with
a source
significantly below 600 ohms could
compensate by inserting a series
resistance equal to the difference.
Also on input matters, having
mentioned other people's misleading
specs it behoves me to point out that
while the circuit has anominal input
impedance of 22k, this becomes
lower at HF and higher at LF when
boost or cut are applied. The worst
case is 10k at very high frequencies
when switched to 4-3', hence the
above shift of level if the feeding
impedance is too far adrift. Finally
on matching, if the stated output
load conditions are met, the unit's
effective HF source impedance is
never greater than 5.5k, which would
permit the feeder cable and
subsequent unit's input capacitance
to total 750pF before imposing aloss
of ldB at 20kHz.
On the assumption that only
readers familiar with DIY electronics
would be likely to tackle such a

Fig 5: Circuit broken down to clarify responseshaping functions, where adjustable elements
represent groups of switched components
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project, Iwon't bother with the
detailed practicalities. Suffice to say
that my working version is housed in
a small wooden box which clips
vertically onto the equipment
cabinet's side, with its row of pushbuttons descending from 43' to `-3'
to 'speech cut'. It doesn't go beyond
point ' Y', because despite extensive
testing to validate the bass control on
several prototypes, this would
duplicate an already adequate LF
facility on my regular pre-amp.
Regarding connections, Iopted to
solder the input and output cables
straight into the circuit, with phonoplugs at their far ends for engaging
the pre-amp and power amp in place
of the normal interconnect. Ialso
contrived some screening within my
little box by sliding a slit cardboard
tube equipped with an outer wrap of
earthed aluminium foil along and
around the whole assembly of latchswitch and components.
But Imake no claim for originality
of function or design. The former
speaks for itself and the latter was
simply a matter of applying an AC
version of Ohm's Law and making a
few measurements. The only
uniqueness is in having bothered to
make up aself-contained passive unit
for this one purpose. I'm aware of
Musical Fidelity's X-TONE, which
shows commendable awareness that
there's aproblem worth tackling, but
it's an active device and costs rather
more than the £ 30 or so of my
components and materials!
As for subjective performance, the
unit behaves very much as I'd hoped
in the light of listening tests during
development. There's a smooth
change of tonal balance as one
switches through, with the steps
distinct but never too large. Yet the
leap to 4-3' or `- 3' can be very
striking in enabling one to cope with
those annoyingly dim or shrill
sources, while material which is only
very slightly veiled or over-perky can
be made to sound subtly better with
just one degree of shelving.
Especially notable is the integrity of
control, whereby the higher treble is
neither left behind nor overemphasised on boost, nor is it
disproportionately suppressed on
cut. This even-handness isn't always
an advantage, but Ihad to search
hard to find material that might have
benefited more from differential
treatment of upper and lower treble
than it did from broad- band
shelving.
Even the unadorned spoken word
can often be made more realistic
with a touch of tilt, while for those
needing the bonus of some bass
control Iwas pleased to discover that
steady easing up of the turnover
frequency as in Fig 4 ( which is

Fig 6: Treble portion
of circuit using
push-button-operated
self-cancelling
latch-switch
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actually the only option with such a
modest amplitude ceiling) can
provide avery respectable command
of perceived fullness — albeit as
much via upper-bass warmth as by
lower-bass depth. Note, though, that
while the circuit might prove to be
useful in coping with minor
speaker/room problems on its ± 1or
±2 settings, it can't compensate for
the
roll- off
of
very
small
loudspeakers, or add worthwhile
body to recordings whose bass falls
away steeply rather than being just
shelved down by afew decibels.
But treble shelving is the central
purpose of this whole project, and
anyone with a tonal brilliance
problem — perhaps not previously
articulated as such — could find my
solution helpful. It can certainly
enhance musical pleasure, and if the
penalty is adismissive jeer from folk
who are more tolerant of unbalanced
sound than of a few resistors and
capacitors, so be it.

Input Impedance ( Rz)
of Subsequent Device
(k- ohms)

Parallel Resistance ( Rp)
Needed to Produce 10k
Net Load ( k- ohms)

11
12
15
20
22
33
47
100
250 or higher

110
62
30
20
18
15
13
11
10

Input Impedance
(Rz) as above

Parallel Resistance (
Rp)
to Produce 100k Net Load

120
150
200
220
250
330
470

620
300
200
180
160
150
130
V
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W

ith line level inputs the
post- CD norm, a quick
survey would certainly
reveal that on-board phono stages
have become a rarity. Indeed, I'm
.
pleasantly) shocked when Ifind a
component — be it a budget
integrated or ahigh-end pre-amp —
which provides a phono stage as
standard. What's curious is that
there hasn't been a flood of
affordable add-on phono amps to fill
the gap. Few in regular employment
and with agrasp of reality would, or
could, claim that Musical Fidelity's
X- LP at £ 129 is expensive, or
that
the
stupendous EAR
834P at £ 399 is
anything other than
abargain. But some
people
are
so
damned tight-fisted
and not all are
mean
out
of
necessity) that aphono
stage costing even less
is needed.
Enter NAD, the doyen of budget
hi-fi. Before Ireveal the price, try to
imagine what would comprise an
absolutely minimalist outboard
phone stage. If asked to conceive of
one, you would probably specify
moving-magnet-onIy, because you
wouldn't expect bargain hunters to
plump for moving-coils; 47k ohm
impedance would, however, still
allow for the use of high- output
m-cs. You would remove all frills,
like variable loading of any form, so
all values would be fixed at
something ' universal', say 47k ohm
with 220pf capacitance. An on-off
switch? Forget it. Use aplug-in-thesocket power supply which can be
switched on at the mains; but be a
little generous and give it 15V.
Conversely, you don't want to rub
people's noses in it. so you choose
not to employ the circa- 1979 QED
aesthetic of bare, folded aluminium
which looks like something made as
aschool project. Instead, you opt for
a nicely finished, heavy-gauge steel
box with all the requisite lagos. You
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even fit a green LED to indicate
power on. The outboard power
supply would have the added bonus
of being distanced from the main
unit to avoid hum and RF. while the
steel case gave further shielding.
Around the back, you still manage
to fit gold-plated phono sockets. But
no earthing post — let ' em connect
the earth lead from the tonearm to
the earthing post, or even a screw
on the back of the integrated amp
or pre-amp.
Inside, you install a subtle
subsonic filter to deal with the sort
of rumble you'd expect from the
calibre of turntable owned by a
tightwad. But that 15V instead of
12V or even 9V means reasonable
dynamics. You seek and find costeffective low-noise regulators to
exorcise any further hum. You
incorporate low- noise op- amps:
cheap and cheerful and just right for
the job. You might even fit acaptive
lead, which — though costlier than
terminating the phono stage in apair
of output sockets — means one less
break in the chain.
All of which is what NAD has
done in its Model PP- 1phono stage,
the
housing
is
a

NAD'I PP- IPhono Prearnp
135x35x7Omm (whd) box finished
in NAD grey. To the above details
you can add 2.5mV input sensitivity,
a 78dB signal-to-noise ratio, THD
of only 0.04 percent and RIAA
accuracy of ± 0.5dB.
And thus NAD performed a
miracle, and made the PP- 1a gill
to all who would use their LPs into
the 21 st century, but who must do
so while counting the pennies.
Take adeep breath. Now get out
your wallet. Retrieve two of those
notes printed with purple ink and —
rather appropriately — a picture of
Michael Faraday on the back. Yup:
two twenties. For that is all you will
need to purchase aPP- 1. And youll
get back a 5p coin for change.
However absurdly low the price
tag, the piece still oozes NAD-ness.
And, despite my near-psychorc
detestation of that cod-` classic', the
reprehensible 3020, NAD still means
street cred for the impoverished
audiophile. It looks like alittle NAD
jewel It's ' fondle- able' and bijoux
and everything else that you miss

about nifty analogue toys of yore —
like
Ortofon's
in-line
m- c
transformers
and
AudioQuest
cartridge
demagnetisers
and
Technics' stylus gauges. Best of all,
it works fabulously.
Far more than the 3020, this
treasure deserves to become afuture
classic. Here we are, with vinyl about
to issue its death rattle, and up pops
the sweetest gift in LP playback since
the launch of the Rega tonearm. It
could mean the difference between
LPs or no LPs for many, especially
for that curious but heart-warming
cult of under-thirtysomethings who
are re-discovering LPs through the
likes of Pearl Jam, the hiphop/house/dance genres and other
pro-LP factions. Because when those
audio-first-timers go shopping, the
odds are that they won't be offered,
within their price category, achoice
of integrated amps with phono
stages.
Instead, what they could get for
the price of three CDs is aphono
stage that is ghostly quiet, punchy
and detailed. It needs little tweaking,
and such practices are discouraged
anyway by the captive leads; Ican't
imagine why NAD didn't save even
more ( and provide greater
flexibility) by fitting
phono sockets for the
output rather than a
cable of indeterminate
origin. But
that's
being
churlish beyond
all reason. The PP- 1,
quite simply, rode.
This little beauty is so good that
those who can't muster the extra
£90 for the X- LP won't mind
sacrificing m-ccapability and atouch
of slam, while those who covet the
834P must forgo its warmth and
richness. But let's put this into
context: your £ 39.95 gets you a
phono stage which is so good that I
nominate it for apet project of mine:
the most cost-effective but genuinely
high-end LP playback system Ican
muster, made-up of currently
available components.
You already know that there's only
one choice for tonearm: a Rega
RB300. Turntable? Beg, borrow or
steal until you can afford aWilsonBenesch Circle. Cartridge? It's gotta
be the Grado Platinum. And now,
here's the phono section. Sure, we're
not talking an awful lot of change
from £ 1400, but Iknow bottles of
wine which cost more than that.
So is the PP- 1the Bargain of the
Year? Nope. With only 17 months
to go, this is in the running for
Bargain of the Centtuy.
_ken Kessler
61
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A recent
review stirs
refl Ections
on :fie 40th
anniversary
of the
stereo LP
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eafing through some old files
recently, I came across my
article ' Design for a Folded
Corner Horn' which appeared in
Wireless World in February 1958.
That year was also notable in one
rather more important respect: launch
of the stereo LP, which makes 1998
its 40th anniversary. Then, as if to
stir up old memories with even
greater force, I noticed in Ken
Kessler's April review of the Simon
Yorke turntable that ' anti-skating is
set through an adjustable threaded
weight assembly'. The link with
1958 now became very tangible,
as Iwas experimenting at that
time with the very first of such
devices, using a length of nylon
fishing line running out from my
pickup arm to atiny oil-smeared
nózzle at the top of aglass tube,
whence it descended to a brass
weight which the tube prevented
from swinging about.
Arising from some correspondence with Percy Wilson, Technical
Editor of the Gramophone, this
device received its first public
mention as the brainchild of an
unnamed reader of that hallowed
journal. But a full discussion of
the side-thrust problem and my
suggested solution soon followed,
when WW published ' Dynamic
Side Thrust in Pickups' [May
1960]. Since then, countless arms
around the world have used
variations of the thread-and-weight
idea, although no-one else seems to
have confined the weight to atube,
as others didn't share my pessimism
regarding what might happen if the
weight were set in motion. On the
other hand, tube or no tube, it
would
have
seemed
absurdly
optimistic if I'd declared that such a
crude device would hold its own
against sophisticated magnetic or
spring systems for the next 40 years!
With hindsight, I should have
patented it, but that would have
been an act of gross conceit from a
mere hi-fi hobbyist.
Another memory evoked by all this
concerns the massive speaker
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described in that 1958 horn article.
It involved huge amounts of work,
with concrete keyed onto an elaborate
multi-part metal shell. I'd submitted
the text to WW with detailed
drawings and a photograph of the
finished speaker, but the Editor FL
Devereux suspected that the project
was ahoax and that my photo must
be of papier-mciché mock-up, as he
felt that no amateur would really go
to such lengths. So he sent his
assistant Michael Lazenby to inspect,
and when Michael reported that the
speaker was real and that he'd heard
it in action, FDL conceded defeat
and put publication in hand.
But the timing was dreadful.
Open- spool stereo tapes had been
available for three years and everyone
knew that stereo LPs were just
around the corner. Yet Iwas offering
aspeaker design so vast and difficult
that very few people could be
expected to make even one, let alone
a pair. To underline the point the
first of the new discs arrived only six
months later, with a sprinkling of
reviews appearing in September and
the beginnings of aflood in October.

performance by using a ' mono compatible' 0.7tnil tip to avoid badly
shaped groove bottoms. Ideally one
needed several stylus options and a
willingness to accept that certain discs
would simply remain unplayable by
any self-respecting hi-fi buff. In
particular, knowing from their tape
versions how splendid some stereo
recordings could be, it was extremely
frustrating to be disappointed by the
LP equivalents.
But disc production steadily
improved, and 1962-64 turned out
to be an exciting time on the stereo
front regardless of record label.
Having at last moved house and
fabricated a self-effacing stereo
speaker system [
HFNIRR April-June
1962], it was now possible to
luxuriate
in
music
and
its
reproduction as never before.
Thinking back, certain recordings
stand out from that time: those to
which Ireturned constantly both for
pleasure and ( in time-honoured
hi-fi fashion) to impress friends.
Perhaps they would still impress, and
while none of them were issued
during those first three years, they
nevertheless represent for me asort
of golden age of discovery of what
the new medium could do.
All the originals have long since
been replaced by CD versions in
my collection, but Istill savour
the memory of aspecial handful.
So for old time's sake, and with
ahearty vote of thanks to all those
who helped give birth to the
stereo LP just 40 years ago, here's
my sacred shortlist — complete
with numbers in case anyone has
access to a mid- 1960s collection
in mint condition.
The
best
of
EMI
was
represented by Berlioz's Harold in
Classic
Italy [
Menuhin/Davis, ASD 537],
Decca SXL
the
Bloch
Violin
Concerto
sleeves from
[Menuhin/Kletzki, ASD 584],
the early
Mahler's First Symphony [Kletzki,
stereo period
ASD 483], Coleridge-Taylor's
Hiawatha's Wedding Feast [
Sargent,
ITIMed:251de ForM9211
ASD 467], music by Britten/
Yet despite the pickup project Iwas
Walton/Holst on English Ballet Music
deeply involved in other matters at
[Sargent, ASD 443], and Schubert's
that time, and in any case had no
G-major Quartet [Juilliard, SAX
intention of ' going stereo' until we
2535]. Decca led with Bach
could move from our tiny horn- Harpsichord Concertos [Malcolm/
dominated attic flat into ahouse with
Münchinger, SXL 6101] , Haydn
aproper listening room.
String Quartets from Opp.3/33/76
Thus 1958-61 proved to be
[Janacek, SXL 6093], Dvorak's
something of an audio hiatus. But
Symphony 8 [Kertesz, SXL 6044],
this was partly ablessing in disguise,
Debussy/Ravel works [Monteux, SXL
for although the Decca group had
2312], and (for Sheer fun) the
achieved complete mastery of stereo
Hérold/ Lanchberry La fille mal gardée
disc-cutting and pressing, giving
[SXL 2313]. And there were two
whistle-clean sound from such epic
notables from CBS: the first
recordings as Das Rheingold and Peter
recording
of
Shostakovich's
Grimes using the prescribed 0.5mil
Symphony 4 [Ormandy, SBRG
stylus, other people's two-channel
72129], and an impressive Prokofiev
LPs were sometimes very poor,
Alexander Nevsky [
Schippers, SBRG
forcing one to jeopardize HF
72018].
John Crabbe
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'I transcribed
Die schiline
Magelone
because it's
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recocity and musical talent are
not without cost. How often
we read about musically gifted
children sent to study and then give
concerts across the world. So it was
with Idil Biret. Her outstanding gifts
earned her a scholarship from the
Turkish government to study in
Paris, where she was duly
accompanied by her parents. But for
her father this meant aperiod of no
work. ` My father resigned from his
work, which was very courageous.
He didn't want me to be without a
father in Paris. But it was also arisk
because you never know with a child
prodigy if the development will be
harmonious.'
With three first prizes, Biret
graduated from the Conservatoire at
the age of 15, later studying with
Alfred Cortot and Wilhelm Kempff.
'At the time Istudied with Cortot
he was quite an elderly gentleman,
but he never lost his sense of touch
which was magical: a real singing
tone. He used to like a perfect
legato — the pedal was only there to
give aplus. As Liszt used to say,
"the pedal is the soul of the piano",
and it is so important because it
gives all the colours. But too much
pedal obscures the structures and
harmonies of the music.
`If you listen to great pianists of
the past, the pedal is always used
sparsely. Kempff taught me how to
use one quarter, three-quarters and
whole pedal — or sometimes almost
a tremolo effect. You have to be
almost like apainter with the pedal.'
Biret's discography is impressive
and extensive, and whilst
concentrated firmly in the romantic
repertoire also encompasses works
such as the three immensly complex
Boulez sonatas, and the piano sonata
and transcriptions by her mentor,
Wilhelm Kempff. [We first heard her
in Liszt 'stranscriptions of Berlioz 's
Symphonie fantastique and the nine
Beethoven symphonies. Mus Ed]
Earlier this year Naxos released a
12CD boxed set of Brahms's
complete piano works, which
includes not only the well-known
pieces, but also his Exercises
Wo0.6, cadenzas to various
concertos and some transcriptions.
Brahms passed on the exercises to
Clara Schumann with awarning not
to play them too often, possibly
because the demands they make
could induce tension problems. Biret
claims to have recorded all 51 one
after another and doesn't find them
pianistically dangerous.
'Brahms's Exercises demonstrate
where his priorities were: what he
wanted from pianists in places such
as the Paganini Variations. There are
also moments within the exercises
which remind me of the Fourth
HU.'NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

JAY 19811

one of the most
beautiful song cycles, and has
one of the most
challenging
accompaniments'

1 •
I
LI
Biret
The Turkish pianist's complete Brahms
recordings even include transcriptions,
exercises and cadenzas for Bach,
Mozart and Beethoven concertos
interview by Joanne Talbot
Symphony — so Ithink they are
musically very good and also
historically interesting.
`In Brahms's cadenzas, certain
harmonies are surprising — such as
those in the the G-major Mozart
Piano Concerto K453, the
manuscripts of which are in the
Library of Congress. You have to
play these harmonies in such away
as to almost make them logical.'
Besides these peripheral yet
interesting opuses, Biret has also
included her own transcription of
songs from the cycle Die scene
Magelone — following very much in
the virtuoso tradition of Liszt and
Rachmaninov.
'When Icompose a transcription I
hear orchestrai colours — sometimes
you want, for instance, to emulate
the sound of ahorn. But you also
have to modify your approach,
because it's the structure of the
work and the sense of the words
which should be the first
considerations. The reflection of

orchestral timbre is there to enhance
the transcription — like dabs of
colour in apainting. I've also
transcribed all of Brahms's
Symphonies, the Third, Ithink,
being the most successful. In
Brahms's orchestration there is a lot
of doubling, and you have to be
careful not to make too much of
that in the piano transcription, but
take the main line and play in away
which gives the feeling of orchestral
sound.'
Iwondered whether this
compositional skill was acquired
under the legendarily rigorous
supervision of Nadia Boulanger,
with whom she had studied at the
Conservatoire. 'No — she didn't set
transcriptions much, but although
she disliked Rachmaninov's music —
she considered him too Hollywood
— she thought his Mendelssohn and
Bach transcriptions were the best
one could do. Itranscribed Die
schâne Magelone because Ilove it:
it's one of the most beautiful songcycles, and has one of the most
challenging piano-accompaniments.
Imade aparaphrase first in which I
tried to reflect the emotion, texture,
and also the strophic form. It's
particularly important with a song to
articulate the phrase and imagine the
words.
'I don't know whether I'm
following avirtuoso tradition so
much as continuing what Idid when

I
ldil Biret's
12CD

Brahms set

is on Naxos
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interview
Iwas extremely young, when I
played everything Iheard — like the
Nutcracker Suite — by ear. There
was atime when people became
very purist about transcriptions, but
why not make them? Idon't see
what's wrong with them if they're
done well. Iplay Godowsky's
Paraphrases which are very rich: like
chocolate and cream cake with jam
on top; but if they are played with
elegance it works.'
Another departure for Biret comes
with her booklet note for the Naxos
set concerning parallels between the
themes of Schumann's Introduction
and Allegro Op.134 (awork
dedicated to Brahms) and Brahms's
First Piano Concerto. Apart from
that, recording naturally assumes a
high priority in future plans. ' I'm
busy recording all of Rachmaninov's
Piano Concertos with the Polish
National Radio Symphony Orchestra
and Antoni Wit; and Ihope to
record some more Scriabin. His
music is a kind of quest for the
impossible — he's someone who
tried to completely destroy the
established order with harmonies,
and provoke a cataclysm. It's on the
edge of aworld that's extremely
dangerous.'
From the dangerous to the
complex: Iwondered how, in works
as difficult as Boulez's piano
sonatas, she managed to make the
music intelligible to the audience.
'First you have to envisage the
whole piece and make sense of it —
not just play note by note and bar
by bar. Once you have a total vision
and conception — and this applies
for every work from the classical
through to contemporary — you
then add the high points.'
Inoted with interest Biret's
relatively small hands and asked how
she could master certain works, such
as Rachmaninov's Third Piano
Concerto: 'There are no limitations
to repertoire, because if you want to
do something, you do it. There are
always more possibilities than you
think — it's just a question of
imagination.'
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'rf you want to do
something, you do it. There
cre always more possibilities
flan you think - it's just a
cuestion of imagination'
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Emmanuel Pahud, the gifted young
Swiss flautist, graduated from the
Paris Conservatoire in 1990 with the
highest honours. A mere two years
later, after brief spells with the Basel
RSO and Munich PO, Pahud ( still

o

only 22) was invited by Claudio

E
E

Abbado and senior members of the
Berlin Philharmonic to join them as
their new First Flute. He now has
an exclusive contract with EMI
Classics, and happily divides his
time between solo engagements and
orchestral work with the BPO.

O

n the face of it, Emmanuel
Pahud's career has been of
truly meteoric character. ' But
there's been no feeling of hurry.
Everything has been happening step
by step — my life is still under
construction! It was the same with
my studies. Istarted playing the
flute in earnest in 1976 at the age of
six, and the process was a very
methodical one: one level every year,
not particularly quick.
'It takes a long time to forge your
own sound. Remember, the flute is
the only wind instrument you don't
actually blow into. Like a singer,
you have to control the emission of
the sound and at the same time let
it go. Another challenge: there are
over 150 muscles on your face and
you have to learn how to control
them minutely. Articulation, too, is
an extremely subtle skill: one has to
master many different types of
staccato, as well as the many
different ways of " starting" anote.
As you can imagine, all this takes a
lot of time — ten, fifteen years at
least, not five or six.'
After winning the 1990 Premier
Prix at the Paris Conservatoire,
Pahud assumed his first orchestral
post as Principal Flute with the
Basel RSO, where he shared a roster
with the wife of the great Aurèle
Nicolet. ' He lived across the road
from me in Basel. The Nicolet
experience was, and still is,
marvellous for me. Ihad plenty of
opportunities to speak with him: he
really helped me " grow up"
musically and emotionally — the
transition from boyhood to
adulthood is not an easy one, after
all. It's so important to learn from
people like Nicolet, Jimmy Galway,
Jean-Pierre Rampal — they've all
been so supportive and given me
extremely helpful advice. But I
repeat, I'm still learning every week,
every day... new compositions, new

colleagues, new conductors, new
venues. Iplayed in the Wigmore
Hall last night: what awonderful
space and fantastic atmosphere.'
Imention such legends of the
flute as James Galway and Karlheinz
Zoeller, playing in the Berlin
Philharmonic, and ask just how
aware Pahud is of the daunting
lineage behind him.
'Before Zoeller, don't forget, there
was Nicolet, who was there at the
end of Furtwângler's reign. It's a
great feeling to have such
distinguished predecessors and to
know how enormously successful
they have been in their careers, and
now Ifind myself starting out from
the same chair, so to speak.
'That said, Icertainly don't want
to do what others have done before
me. If Iwant to go in aparticular
direction, then it will be of my own
choosing. Even though I've only
been with the Berlin Phil for four or
five years now, I've already achieved
a satisfying balance between solo
and orchestral work.
'I'm fortunate in that Ican share
my duties as aprincipal with a
colleague, Andreas Blau, who joined
the orchestra as an 18-year-old at
about the same time as Galway. The
orchestra has changed a lot since the
days of Karajan. There's less of a
competitive streak amongst the wind
principals, for example. The
atmosphere is much more relaxed
than it used to be — even though
we're all strong personalities there's
a really strong sense of team-work,
and we can discuss things openly in
rehearsal. When it comes to the
concert, it's not about promoting
your own virtuosity, rather achieving
ablend of different musical
temperaments.
'Continuity of phrasing is another
Berlin hallmark: you can see the
waves of sound surging through the
orchestra as it sways in time with
the music. It's not done on purpose:
we are all just so physically involved
in the music at the same time. It's a
dream playing under, say, Abbado:
such a strong, yet fluid stick, and
wonderfully natural phrasing too.'
Pahud follows his acclaimed EMI
début as soloist, in Mozart's two
80>
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VANHAL:
Symphonies in D J in g J in e
LIVIPIBamert
Chandos CHAN 9607

(60m 35s)

Haydn Symphonies? Been there, done that! Got the bcxed sets... Then try
Vanhal. With this issue in their series ' Contemporaries of Mozart', Chandos
reaches a high spot. Jan Vanhal ( 1739-1813), more a contemporary of
Haydn than of Mozart, and much closer to the former s style, took the
Sturm und Drang ethos even more intensely to heart than did Haydr - but
more of that in a moment.
For the Symphony in D (c.1775, D4
in Paul Bryan's numbering), Vanhal
had obviously been studying Haydn's
Symphony 41 (c.1769); there are
several similarities apart from scoring
(oboes, high brass, timpani, strings)
but one has to know both works well
to spot them, so successfully does
Vanhal integrate them into his own
style. It is astrong work with a
formal surprise — mischievously
accentuated by Bamert — that not
even Haydn risked.
High horn tone dominates the
outer-movt textures of the G-minor
(g2 c.1775), acommanding,
threatening sound that adds bite and
vehemence to the truculent music.
Bamert drives the tempo
impulsively, with decisive dynamic
contrasts and good instrumental
differentiation in a satisfyingly wellspread recording. In (ii), as
elsewhere, Celia Nicklin is the
sensitive oboe soloist; and after a
stormy minuet the finale really
drives home the depressive nature of
the music, at one point threatening
to descend into the deepest abyss.
There is furious power in this music.
Bamert correctly observes the length
of an important melodic gracenote
(a hobby-horse of mine, Ifear) to
the immense benefit of the music.
Both these symphonies have been
recorded before (but not so well),

CPE BACH:
Harpsichord Concertos W15, W25,
W32
Miklós Spànyi (tangent pno)I
Concerto ArmonicolStüts
BIS CD-786

(72m 55s)

This is the sixth volume of the
series. With Vol.5, Spànyi and his
colleagues surprised and enthralled
us by including rare brass and
timpani parts in some concertos.
Surprises continue here: this time it
is the solo instrument which springs
them. It is a tangent piano modelled
upon a 1799 original, and is socalled because the strings are struck
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JULY INS

on Supraphon 11 0756-2. Not so
the C-minor (c2), a first-ever
recording. This score adds the
striking power of trumpets and
drums to the dark C-minor
language: a dour, deeply-disturbed
(i) that ends unexpectedly aloft,
leaving anger hanging in the air.
Often in such works acomposer
would alleviate the gloom with
major-key interludes, but Vanhal will
not placate his listeners. The
Andante is in F-minor, as is the trio
of the C-minor minuet, and the
finale, of course, maintains C-minor
to the bitter, almost desperate end.
There is barely a my of light in this
beautifully unified and incisive work
— one of the two most unrelentingly
furious 18th-century symphonies I
know. (The other is by Ordonez, to
whom Ihope Bamert with soon turn
his attention.)
The recording is big concert-hall
but generally lucid, only some
congestion in g2(iv) giving slight
concern. Modern instrument
performances then, very precisely
played, with strings showing amazing
dexterity time and again. (Five other
Vanhal symphonies, four in minor
keys, are played brilliantly cm period
instruments by Concerto Köln on
Teldec 0630 13141-2.)
Robert Dearling

Jan
Vanhal
took the
Sturm und
Drang
ethos
even more
intensely
to heart
than did
Haydn
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not by hammers but by naked
wooden tangents. Something of a
hybrid of piano and clavichord then,
but with asharp, bright, edgy tone
similar to, but distinct from, a
harpsichord. As Spànyi plays along
in the tuttis his instrument etches
the rhythm and provides added
rhythmic impetus.
CPE Bach never disappoints. Two
of these works are first recordings
(not three as claimed: W32 was
recorded by Malcolm Hamilton on a
Nonesuch LP in 1983), though why
W15 in E-minor has not been heard
for two centuries is a mystery. It has
adisturbing (i), interrupted by

This BIS
series is
helping us
to place
CPE Bach
where he

nervous silences, a tranquil and rich
(ii) in G, and afinale which seems
to control itself only with difficulty,
the soloist acting as restraint to the
orchestra's rising ire. Again, as in
W11 in Vo1.5 [BIS CD-785], we
encounter strange swirling effects as
if the composer had consigned his
own music to the melting pot in an
effort to resolve some inner conflict.
W25 finds a manic composer,
impetuous, urgent and excessively
cheerful in (i) and (iii), while (ii) is
deeply depressive, with extraordinary
effects between piano and strings.
W32 is solemn, earnest and more
reliant upon conventional melody
than its disc-mates. The Andante
introduces a flute against muted
strings to produce an engagingly
velvety sound. Spànyi is equal to all
Bach's wide mood-swings and the
recording is less resonant than on
some earlier volumes. This series is
helping us to place CPE Bach where
he belongs: amongst the truly great
composers.
Robert Dearling
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IS BACH:
Mass in b
ZomerlGensISchollIPrégardienIKooyl
Müller-BrachmannICollegium Vocale
Ch & Orch Werrezvegh
Harmonía Mundi HMC 901614/5
(2CDs, 109m 22s)
This is a rather tantalizing and
frustrating issue, in that the
performance is very fine indeed, but
the recording extremely uneven.
Trumpets and timpani come
through to thrilling effect at the start
of the ' Gloria', and many of the
quiet, reflective passages make the
expected profound impact; the
disappointment comes mainly from
the dense, compacted sound picture
that affects some of the richly-scored
choral and orchestral passages.
Indeed, at moments like the opening
of the ' Credo' Iwas reminded of the
overloading that used to mar many
LPs of large-scale works. The
unnamed recording location has a
very resonant acoustic, which ought
not to have been aproblem but is.
This is in most respects asplendid
performance, with due weight and
dignity, yet with abundant spirit too.
All six of the soloists are assured
and eloquent, and the chorus and
orchestra, both numbering in the
mid-20s, are excellent.
Peter Branscombe

B-C:1

amongst

JS BACH:
The Six Cello Suites
Yo-Yo Ma (vIc)

the truly

Sony Classical S2K 63203 (
2CDs, 143m 06s)

belongs:

great
composers

This re-recording of the Bach Suites
is a result of Yo-Yo Ma's inventive
film project Inspired by Bach, in
which collaborators including Atom
Egoyan, Mark Morris, Patricia
69

succeeds
admirably in
creating a
sense of an
artistic
journey

John Kersey
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throughout
the six Bach

BARTOK:
Violin Concerto 2/STRAVINSKY:
Violin Concerto
Viktoria Mullova (v1n)1LAPOI
Salonen

Cello Suites

Philips 456 542-2

Rozema and Torvill & Dean lent
their visual conceptions to Ma's
musical interpretations. The endproducts are fascinatingly disparate,
from customary partnerships with
dance and ice dance — Mark
Morris's Falling Down Stairs (
Suite
3) and Torvill & Dean's Six Gestures
(Suite 6) — to more esoteric
collaborations with garden design
and the 18th-century architecture of
Piranesi.
For the prospective purchaser of
the CD version (rather than Sony's
companion set of home videos) all
this is of interest only in so far as it
has abearing on Ma's interpretative
decisions. There are certainly some
changes from his previous version of
14 years ago, but they are the
developments that might be
expected to result from an artist's
mature reflection on the scores
rather than from Ma's claimed
`imaginary conversations' with
Piranesi.
In his earlier set, Ma's impressive
technical and musical control
brought forth readings that were
notable for their textual objectivity
and seriousness of intent. The
intervening years have clearly
mellowed his approach, with some
of the slower movements now
decidedly romanticized. Tempi are
generally more reflective, giving the
music awelcome sense of space, and
Ma succeeds admirably in creating a
sense of an artistic journey
throughout the six works.
Each Prelude sets the mood for
what is to follow, with anotable
atmosphere of impending tragedy in
the C-minor (Fifth) Suite.
Occasionally Ma seems overemphatic in his point-making,
perhaps rather more reluctant than
hitherto to allow the music to speak
for itself. Certainly the Sarabandes
could benefit from greater rhythmic
propulsion in order not altogether to
abandon their dance origins,
although their atmosphere of
70

(
56m 42s)

From the minimalist cover design
you might think Bartok's First Violin
Concerto was included too (at
around 21m this would be possible).
The Op. posth. even gets a
paragraph in Lothar Rómer's essay,
which draws some sour parallels
between Stravinsky and Bartok and
says not aword about the form of
either concerto on the disc.
The longer work was recorded at
the Todd-AO Studios, Hollywood,
but the sound engineers don't show
the same finesse as Salonen's Sony
team responsible for his earlier
Viktoria
Mullova:
Bartok and
Stravinsky
concertos with
Salonen and
the Los
Angeles
Philharmonic
Bartok there. And the solo balance
tends to underline the impression
that Mullova is to some degree
isolated: her playing is faultlessly
clean and her tone-production never
becomes raw; but other violinists —
eg, Menuhin with Dorati and the
Minneapolis Orchestra [Mercury];
Takezawa with the LSO under
Tilson Thomas [RCA] — engage
more with the orchestra. And both
of those conductors provide more
interesting accompaniments than
Salonen.
Mullova's conception is very
strong, and like Tetzlaff (but unlike
Menuhin or Takezawa) she opts for
the sparer original conclusion [from
10m 50s], rather than the revision
requested by Székeley to make it
end ` like aconcerto, not a
symphony'. (Arguably, this
concession weakened the drama.)
No matter at what speed, Viktoria
Mullova always seems to have time
to articulate perfectly each note, to
mould every phrase and dynamic

Christopher Breunig
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DAM
Octet J String Quintet ',_.IConcerto
for flute, oboe, harp and string
quartet J Threnody & Scherzo J In
Memoriam
Margaret Fingerhut (pno)IASM
Chamber Ens
Chandos CHAN 9602

(
71m 43s)

By chance, Irecently found a 1953
Music & Musicians with a photo of a
serious, slightly disconsolate Sir
Arnold Bax come to London to take
up his composing responsibilities as
Master of the Queen's Musick for
the Coronation.
At that late period in his life he
wasn't composing so much music as
when, between the two world wars,
he reigned supreme as agreat
symphonist, writer of orchestral tone
poems and various instrumental
works — including four on this disc
composed between 1928 and 1936,
together with In Memoriam written
in 1916. In more recent years, only
Sir Malcolm Arnold among British
composers expresses so much
versatility when writing for
combinations of players.
Bax's octet [horn/piano/string
sextet], Threnody & Scherzo and
Concerto were all performed in a
programme marking a quite different
Royal Occasion: the abdication of
King Edward VIII. The poignancy
of the 'Meditation' (followed by a
scherzo) in the former, the
melancholy combination of bassoon
and harp [with string sextet] of the
second, and the Concerto [septet]
with its cavatina central section,
must have made anostalgic
combination. The elegaic In
Memoriam reaches right to the heart
of World War Iwith its scoring for
cor anglais, harp and muted strings.
[At the end `comes apurple sunset',
promises the booklet note! Mus Ed]
There is so much diversity of
ideas and tone colours throughout
all five works that Ilistened in rapt
concentration throughout. The
general neglect of such marvellous
music is nonsensical.
Bill Newman

JULY U.S
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Yo-Yo Ma

nuance. In the Stravinsky her
playing is quite wonderful —
Mullova is at her most ravishingly
confiding in Aria II, but no better
than (if very different from) AnneSophie Mutter with the
Philharmonia conducted by Paul
Sacher [DG]. This is abetter
integrated recording; and there's
more subtle detail and rythmic lift in
the Capriccio. Both Mutter and
Kyoto Takezawa (who allows herself
an element of ' show' in Bartok 2)
somehow speak directly and
immediately to the heart; even if
they are masterly, it's difficult to
avoid the word ' cool' in connection
with these Philips performances.
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spontaneous creation is wellsustained.
Ma's new version holds its own in
a remarkably crowded field, and the
listener will undoubtedly derive
pleasure from his sensitive playing:
rather more pleasure, perhaps, than
is occasioned by Sony's booklet,
which contains neither timings nor
notes on the music. The recording
has acommendable depth and
presence, and responds vividly to
Ma's varied sound-world.

IcJr JIM
BEETHOVEN:
String Quartet in f, Op.95 J in
E-flat, Op.127
Philharmonia Quartett Berlin
Thorofon CTII 2239
(59m 32s) dist Kingdom
In April, BN described the lateBeethoven disc by the Juilliard
Quartet on Sony as the finest he had
heard since the days of the Busch: I
could say something similar (though
the Busch recordings are not my
touchstone) of the very different
playing by this younger generation
group, string principals from the
Berlin Philharmonic. They are highly
rewarding in the ` Serioso', Op.95 —
which Ialways cite as agood place
to start with the Beethoven string
quartets. That's what Idid, with an
early RCA recording by the
Juilliards; perhaps the Emerson's
[DG] is the nearest modem
equivalent. But the Berlin
Philharmonia offer a more equable
reading, balancing the ferocious and
abrupt with a thoughtful, songful

approach which makes more of the
less obviously dramatic writing, and
ensures that the listener appreciates
the overall form of the work.
Although Iwould have preferred a
wider-ranging and more analytical
recording, the performance of
Op.127 is exemplary, too. The
balance (voicing) problems of this
work are immense; there are
questions of tempo markings within
movements; and of course the right
kind of expressive playing. These
players favour a blended sound; they
avoid dubious extremes, eg, in the
Allegro or Presto sections of the
scherzo, where the Emersons are
surely absurdly fast (and where the
much-praised Hollywood Qt ignored
the important big repeat); they play
the slow movt with an inner,
exploratory feel; and they bring out
the wit of Beethoven's changes of
stress in the songful quaver figures
of the finale.
You might look for something
quirkier in character here, and I
would recommend the historic

The balance
problems of
Beethoven's
Op. 127 are
immense;
there are
questions of
tempo
markings
within
movements;
and of course
the right kind
of expressive
playing

BRITTEN:
Billy Budd
(original 1950
version)
HampsonlRolfe
johnsonlHalfvarsonl
Smythe/Saks/
Manchester Boys' Chi
Hallé Ch & Orchl
Nagano

Christopher Breunig

Set down last May in
conjunction with a
series of Bridgewater
Hall concert performances, this
impressive Erato release gives us
Billy Budd in its original four-act
guise. The most notable excision
following the composer's 1960 twoact revision occurs at the end of
Act 1here — a rousing, almost
Verdian set-piece where the crew
hails Captain Vere as aheroic man
of action: not only does it more
powerfully establish the intriguing
duality of Vere's character (we next
see him reading Plutarch in his
cabin), it forms an elegant and —
especially in view of the hapless
Billy's loyal cries of ' I'll die for you,
Starry Vere!' — devastatingly ironic
counterbalance to the scene in Act 4
where the crew menacingly turn on
Vere after the hanging. There are a
few other additions, most notably in
Claggart's (now-extended) initial
false accusation of Billy before the
battle-stations episode in Act 3; any
minor changes in orchestration that
Britten made in 1960 have, however,
been retained.
In the title-role, Thomas
Hampson sings with intelligence and
style, reserving his headiest tone for
the ballad ` Billy in the darbies', at
JULY UM

the start of the final act. Anthony
Rolfe Johnson's Vere is another
consummate assumption, even if not
quite as sympathetically rounded as
Pears's with Britten [Decca]. Eric
Halfvarson makes aformidable
Claggart, though Michael Langdon,
also on the 1967 Decca set, gives
perhaps the more malevolent
portrayal.
Smaller roles are cast from
strength: both Russell Smythe and
Gidon Saks are admirable as Mr
Redburn and Mr Flint, and there
are winning contributions from
Richard Van Allan (Dansker),
Andrew Burden (Novice),
Christopher Maltman (Donald) and
Martyn Hill (Red Whiskers).
Drawing a committed and
disciplined response from his
.
combined Hallé forces, Nagano
conducts with his customary lucidity
and (when required) dramatic flair.
Erato's expertly balanced sound
boasts some fabulous deep-bass
sonorities and is always excitingly
transparent. Notable in every
respect.
Andrew Achenbach
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BEETHOVEN:
Horn Sonata/HINDEMITH: Horn
Sonata/KOECHLIN: Horn Sonata/
DAMASE: Pavane Variée
Berceuse/F STRAUSS: Nocturno/
SCHUMANN: Adagio & Allegro/
ABBOTT: Alla Caccia
David Pyatt (hrn)IMartin Jones
(pno)
Erato 3984 21632 2

Erato 3984 21631 2
(2CDs, 148m 45s)
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Budapest Qt version ( 1941) on
Bridge. The Emersons are excellent
in (iv), but Ifind them schmaltzy in
(i) and (ii), with their heavy applied
vibrato. Their DG recording
certainly lets you hear into the
textures. But, one wonders, is so
pretty and carefree away with the
Andante con moto in (
ii) what
Beethoven intended. The Berlin
Philharmonia Quartett makes this
darker, more pained, adeeply
pathetic episode.
Once past some hamfisted
translation (' in the printed version
[of Op. 95] which appeared,
unusually late, only six years
later...'), the booklet analyses offer
food for thought.

(66m 05s)

If you haven't yet listened to
Koechlin's sonata, here's your
chance. Not only a composer, but
also a musicologist and teacher (one
of his pupils was Cole Porter),
Koechlin spent seven years on the
work; and this seductive
interpretation may impel you to
savour its delights over a similar
period. Most of the piece is in
compound time and the constant
changes of metre suggest variations
in ebb and flow that Pyatt and Jones
understand only too well.
Pyatt's breath control, from
muted pianissimo to clarion fortissimo,
is superbly accomplished; yet in
Beethoven's sonata he prefers a
narrower range of dynamics and a
more 'covered' quality of tone which
damps the assertiveness of the
writing. But there is no want of
lyricism, rhetoric or virtuosity in the
playing of Franz Strauss's Nocturno
and Abbotts's Alla Caccia (
both
included in another fine recital, by
Michael Thompson on EMI) which
makes Pyatt's cautiousness in
Schumann's Allegro inexplicable.
Jones is none too comfortable either
— he is realistically balanced but his
instrument loses body from time to
time throughout this disc — but
then neither is Ashkenazy, stretched
to his limits as partner to Radovan
Vlatkovic [Decca] who obeys the
marking ' fast and fiery' as
magnificiently as Pyatt does not.
Strange, but there are many
compensations, not least excellent
performances of Hindemith's sonata
and Damase's miniatures; and of
course the superlative Koechlin.
Naten Anthoni
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passages to illustrate the smiting or
the physical affliction, no Elihu, no
happy-family gathering with
instruments hanging on the tree at
the end. The focus is very much on
the inwardness of Job's poetic
Naxos 8.554006
(71m 22s)
speeches, and the result could have
This is the third release in Georg
been merely monotonous. As it is,
Of interest
Tintner's Naxos cycle of the
the composer finds aremarkable
to all
Bruckner symphonies, each one so
textural variety both within the selfBrucknerians
far with adifferent orchestra. The
imposed rigidity of these confines,
is Tintner's
series began impressively with the
and in brief bouts of more graphic
Fifth played by the RSNO, but the
music to represent the Comforters
choice of the
follow-up (the Sixth with the New
original 1872 — smarmy violin solos and
Zealand SO) was much less good:
galumphing brass — and the shrill,
text, edited
some interesting and imaginative
Stravinskyan God who becomes
by scholar
ideas from the conductor let down
more personable after appearing to
by mediocre orchestral playing.
Job through the whirlwind in the
William
Tintner's new recording of
climactic part three, relaxing to cue
Carragan
Symphony 2 is more securely
instrumental solos for his tableaux of
played; and of interest to all
creation.
Brucknerians is his choice of the
Job's music is by no means
original 1872 text, edited by scholar
confined to the baritone; the tenor
William Carragan — afirst
(Paul Moore, very accomplished)
recording? Carragan, you may recall,
steps in for more high-lying anguish,
prepared acompletion for the Ninth
and the chorus universalize many of
which was recorded by the Oslo
his pleas in chorale-fashion.
PO/Talmi [Chandos].
Nevertheless, the part is ataxing one
With this score, most conductors
for abaritone, high-lying and
play Nowak's considerably revised
angular even though the words are
and shortened version of 1877
infallibly well set, and since this is a
(about 55m); others (Haitink/VPO,
live recording of the Vancouver
Chailly) choose Haas's 1938 edition
premiere, it would be unfair to
which restores the cuts of 1877 and
expect Kevin McMillan to be pitch
reinstates repeats in the scherzo and
perfect. He also takes some of the
trio — though Haitink's earlier
Concertgebouw recording omits
these. The differences between Haas
and Carragan are not vast, but one
obvious change is the placing of the
scherzo second — Tintner suggests
Bruckner feared people would think
he had copied Beethoven's Ninth, so
he later reversed the middle movts.
It works very well to my ears,
although the thunderous end of the
scherzo as (iii) does dovetail nicely
with the quiet opening of the finale.
Tintner's performance is caring
and detailed, with spacious tempi.
Sometimes his direction could be
firmer, more purposeful; and
Matthias
perhaps inevitably the orchestra
Bamert
lacks the sheer weight of tone
commanded by the Concertgebouw.
GERHARD:
(Violins are divided IJR.) The clear,
Symphony 1 _IViolin Concerto
open sound is pleasant, even if a
Olivier Charlier (vIn)IBBC SOI
more burnished acoustic would have
Bamert
suited the music better.
Chandos CHAN 9599
(75m 40s)
James M Hughes
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MAXWELL DAVIES:
Job
Anderson/Maguire/Moore/McMillan/
Vancouver Bach ChoirICBC
Vancouver OrchlDavies
Collins Classics 15162

(
69m ¡Ss)

This is abold response to the most
fascinating of the Old Testament
poems. Maxwell Davies claims, like
Vaughan Williams in his 'Masque
for Dancing', to have been inspired
by William Blake's series of 21
engravings; but pictorial effects are
few and far between. There is only
the least graphic of orchestral
72

The second volume of Chandos's
'Gerhard Symphonies' edition
maintains the high standards of the
first, and brings awelcome first CD
recording for one of the Catalan
master's most attractive works, the
Violin Concerto of 1942-5. This
should have been arepertoire piece
ages ago: it's brilliantly written for
the instrument, and its musical
language — spanning the gamut,
shall we say, from Bartok to Sarasate
— ought to recommend it to
audiences the world over. Like most
of the pieces composed in the early
years of Gerhard's Cambridge exile,
memories of the Spanish Civil War
haunt its dreams, especially in the

lower notes up the octave —
including, crucially, his last word,
'dust' — presumably with the
composer's approval; his burnished
baritone makes it all worthwhile.
Soprano, mezzo and chorus are
exemplary in projecting the text and
the departments of the CBC
Vancouver Orchestra step into the
limelight when necessary with the
right sort of brilliance. The musical
language isn't always easy, but
there's areal shapeliness to the
three-part structure. Igrasped its
integrity when Ifirst heard the tape
to write the notes — not always the
case, let me add, with every new
Maxwell Davies work — and a
second hearing has certainly been
enriching.
David Nice
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ELGAR:
Cello Concerto/WALTON: Cello
Concerto/DELIUS: Caprice & Elegy
Janos Starker (vIc)1Philharmontal
Slatkin
RCA 09026 61695 2

(63m 06s)

Starker's admirers may have
wondered why he has left it so long
before recording Elgar's Concerto. I
remember during the 1950s when
the young cellist admitted to being

sombre, chaconnelike slow
movement. But the yearning
opening movt metamorphoses, after
acentral cadenza, into acapricious
scherzo; and the bravura finale is
defiant, its quotation of the
Marseillaise surely celebrating the
defeat of at least one set of Fascists.
The only previous recording
(Yfrah Neaman under Colin Davis
on afine Argo LP) was disfigured
by a36-bar cut in the scherzosection. This new version opens up
the cut to reveal, among other
things, averbatim quote from
Bartok's Music for strings, percussion
& celesta. Since the slow movement
is a70th-birthday homage to
Gerhard's teacher Schoenberg (and
based, though tonally, on the 12note row of the latter's Fourth
Quartet) there is clearly anetwork of
compliments being paid, but the
work itself is characteristic, assured,
moving and superbly inventive.
Though less picturesque, the
Spanish flavour is ever inherent in
the intense, Goya-esque drama of
light and shade that is the First
Symphony, which marked Gerhard's
belated breakthrough to an
international reputation, and the
emergence of his radical postSchoenbergian late style. Both
gripping and ultimately enigmatic, it
has been termed his '
llelclenleben'. In
Chandos's notes Bernard Benoliel
sees it as ' aspiritual self-inquisition
of almost uncontainable force'
triggered by Gerhard's first, nearJULY 111911
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Keith Saunders/Chandos

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 2 ( 1872 version, ed.
Carragan)
National Symphony ol Irelandl
Tintner

photo: Archly Produktion
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terrified when he learnt that John
Barbirolli had played in the LSO's
cello section under Elgar's direction,
and knew every note and phrase of
the Concerto. They went on to give
amagnificent account together at
the Hallé concert opening the
Edinburgh Festival, and possibly this
may have delayed any subsequent
recording. At the age of 68 (the
work was recorded in 1992 at Abbey
Road) he has an equally worthy
Elgarian in Leonard Slaticin. This is
as much his performance as
Starker's, and at no time did Ihear
the merest discrepancy in ensemble
between orchestra and soloist: no
mean feat in awork which changes
tempi and direction throughout. The
deep sonorities of the Philharmonia's
lowest strings echo the cellist's
golden tones; and Iam sure that
Elgar would have agreed to Starker's
literal treatment of Allegro moho,
crotchet = 160, after the start of (ii):
aslightly slower speed than usual,
but played with such variety of tonal
nuance as to convey total
enjoyment. Ihave never heard the
Adagio movt played so beautifully as
here — not even by Rostropovich,
Tortelier or du Pré — with that arc
of sublime intensity that illustrates
Elgar's grief following Alice's final
illness. Listen to the different

fatal, heart-attack of 1952. Most
recently Julian White (March
Musical Times) has advanced an
elaborate programmatic
correspondence with André
Malraux's Civil War novel, L'Espoir
— abook Gerhard certainly knew
and admired, though White's
ingenious thesis seems too
circumstantial to wholly convince.
Most relevant, perhaps, is Gerhard's
description of the work to his friend
and compatriot Casals: ' clodecaphonic, but human and even alittle
bit divine'.
Challenging the very conception
of symphonic form, the music is
virtually athematic, in the sense that
the only real theme is the 12-note
row itself. Yet it's thrilling in its
sense of argument, full of pregnant
motivic work, polarized between
long rhythmic spans of compulsive
vitality and still, hallucinatory
passages where motion, and even
time itself, seems suspended.
Neither Dorati in the early 1960s
[Argo] or more recently Perez
[Auvidis] brought to it quite the
architectural sweep and grandeur
that Matthias Bamert unveils here,
though Dorati still seems unrivalled
in rhythmic pointing. The BBC SO
play both these works as to the
manner born; Olivier Charlier, a
violinist Ihad not encountered
before, expounds the Concerto with
sympathy and flair.
Ca/urn MacDonald
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Anne Sophie
von Otter in
the role of
Anodonte

treatment of
pizzicati, bars
18-20, and
you realize
why
commentators
suggested that
Starker could
transform his
cello into a
guitar one
moment, a
zimbalom the
next! These
artists rise to
supreme
heights for the
finale's
workout. The
Allegro moho
coda is, for
once, not a
scramble to
the finish, but
finally
controlled by
Starker for
the final
ritardando and
a tempo.
Walton's Cello Concerto has had
several distinguished advocates in
recent years. Here again is a ` dream'
performance that finds soloist and
conductor in complete accord, with
Slatkin perceptively moulding the
phrasing from gentle, pointed wind
staccati in the (i) through fleeting
undercurrents and darting figures in
(ii) to daring adventures during the
Finale. Here, the two cello cadenzas
are most imaginitively played.
As the perfect complement,
Delius' Caprice and Elegy weaves its
magic spell.
Bill Newman

Aetle

HANDEL:
Ariodante
Von OtterlDawson1SedovICroftl
PodksICangemilCoadoulOrch &
Ch of Les Musiciens du Louvrel
Minkowski

o

Archly 457 271-2

(3CDs, 178m 26s)

Minkowski's Handel productions are
nothing if not dramatic. This
Ariodante comes up against strong
musical competition from Raymond
Leppard's Philips version (with Janet
Baker in the title role) and Nicholas
McGegan's Gottingen production
with Lorraine Hunt (Harmonia
Mundi). But for sheer theatricality it
leaves them standing. Everything is
sung, acted, played at the highest
pressure, and the work emerges not
as an entertaining fantasymelodrama but atragicomedy of
flamboyant passion.
This is alive recording from the
Théâtre de Poissy, and the aural
ambience of the stage is apparent
from the second before the overture
strikes up. There's no extraneous
noise, though — only the electric
tension of an actual public

performance. No Handel opera is
short, yet this one seems it - and
only partly because of the giddy clip
at which Minkowski takes some
numbers. He asks alot of singers
and musicians, but they rise to his
beat magnificently. Witness the vocal
pyrotechnics of Dalinda's ' Il primo
ardor' or Polinesso's 'Dove,
giustizia, amor'; hear the biting
attack, the splendid rodomontade
which the strings of the Musiciens
du Louvre impart to the battling
dreams of the Act 2ballet, the hellfor-leather tremolo and continuo
improvisation as Ariodante drives off
Dalinda's would-be murderers. The
result is tremendously exciting — an
opera seria really performed as if
everyone's lives depended on it:
which is how it should sound, not
like amuseum piece.
Anne Sofie von Otter, portrayed
in armour on the CD cover,
certainly looks the part, and carries
it off superbly. Her ` Scherza infida',
one of Handel's greatest despair
arias, is worth the price of the set
alone, and incidentally shows how
sensitively Minkowski can shape
slow music when he needs to. But it
is Act 3's ` Dopo none' that's really
revelatory. This was afavourite
recital number of Janet Baker's long
before she came to record the
complete opera, and her scintillating
bravura has long seemed the
definitive performance. Yet hers is a
very straight, statuesque, 'concert'
interpretation. Otter, by contrast,
unleashes an astonishing range of
colour, varying almost every phrase
in tone and rhythm, acting every
line. And her ornamentation in the
da capo is awhole generation on
from Baker's, interweaving the most
complex decoration with
extraordinary suppleness and
naturalness.
Icommented of McGegan's
version that it was more an
ensemble piece, less dominated by
the title character, than Leppard's;
and that's equally so here. DG have
assembled avery strong supporting
cast, with Denis Sedov an impressive
King and Ewa Podles afiery,
villainous Polinesso; Lynne
Dawson's Ginevra is slower to make
adistinct impression, but rises above
pathos towards tragedy before her
troubles are resolved. Veronica
Cangemi as Dalinda (the ' soubrette'
role, so to speak) is delightful,
vibrantly surmounting every
difficulty placed in her way by
Minkowski's headlong tempi.
Altogether this must be reckoned the
best Ariodante so far put on disc.
Since Igrew up in Edinburgh, it
never fails to amuse me that the
action is supposed to be laid in that
city. It's true the place has seen
some awfully weird goings-on in its
time - but nothing like this
clanjamfrie!
Ca/urn MacDonald
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HAYDN:
Symphonies 93, 94, 97
(arr. Salomon)
Camerata of the 18th
Centuryl Hünteler
MDG MDG 311 0716 2

(71m 36s)

Through the wrong end of a
telescope stuff this may be, but I
wouldn't have missed it for
anything. Salomon's skill at reducing
his protégé Haydn's big symphonies
to sextet for private performance —
flute, two violins, viola, cello and
fortepiano — shows boundless
imagination. He changes only tiny
melodic details and manages with
these thin resources to capture the
essence of virtually every one of
Haydn's ideas. And areduction
makes possible subtle rhythmic shifts
which, if attempted by afull
orchestra led from a keyboard,
would probably end in disaster.
Modestly, in the trio of 97 (iii), he
replaces his high-octave solo, which
Haydn had written specially for him
for concert performance, with a
similar display for flute.
The playing of these period
instruments is gorgeous. There is
attractively gutty string tone, the
flute of Konrad Hünteler never
dominates unless it needs to, but
adds often unexpectedly to chords,
and the ping of pizzicato cello, as at
the tick-tock figure in the second
subject of 93(i), and in 94(iv), is
almost tangible. That finale, 94(iv),
is taken at full tilt with relish and
brio. Really, this goes for all the
movements, and the breezy
performances are complemented in
excellence by a forward recording
which Isuggest will sound its best in
a fairly large room. But in my small
room, or on headphones, it still
gives undiluted pleasure.
Robert Deeding

ed .' 0

KORNGOLD:
Piano Concerto for the left hand/
MARX: Romantic Piano Concerto
in E
MarcAndré Hamelin (przo)IBBC
Scottish SOIVanskéi
Hyperion CDA 66990

(64m 39s)

Certain composers return to a status
of fame after their deaths, other
near-contemporaries remain in
obscurity — there is a perfect
instance of that here. Joseph Marx
wrote praisingly about his younger
colleague's Erich Korngold's
compositions and even, for a time,
taught Korngold's younger son,
Georg. He, Komgold and Zemlinsky
also formed their own modern music
festival in an attempt to reduce
interest in the serial compositions of
Schoenberg and his followers.
Where Korngold's daring LeftHand Concerto (composed by him
in his mid-twenties for Paul
Wittgenstein — the hardest of
pianists to please — to perform with
74

immense success) immediately grabs
the attention, Marx's extremely wellwritten, post-Great War Romantic
Concerto is rooted firmly in the past.
Although he attempted, with some
success, to make his concerto more
symphonic than most by giving
equal prominence to the orchestra's
role in all three movements (despite
the enormously difficult solo part),
his melodic content is derivative of
other better-known composers.
Perhaps the
central
movement is
the most
memorable —
the soloist is
mostly left to
conjure up
poignant ideas
alone — but
the work is
certainly not
wanting in excitement in climaxes.
Korngold actually persuades his
'one-hand' pianist to compete with
the orchestra: a fight in the open,
with themes and mood-contrasts
paralleling key and direction changes
at every point of the compass. One
hears this as ' the new 20th-century
concerto' of its day, given that
Debussy's two-hand Fantasie was
mostly acontemplative piece, and
other left-hand concertos by
Prokofiev, Ravel, Britten, etc had yet
to appear. Despite its neglect after
1930, Gary Graffinan, Leon Fleisher
and a stream of younger pianists
have brought it back to its rightful
place; and it still startles with its
overall novelty and sheer genius.
Hamelin, Vánská and the BBC
Scottish SO give both concertos the
full treatment, and receive the
supporting expertise of Martin
Compton and Tony Faulkner.
Bill Newman

LIEBERMANN:
Furioso for orchestra ( 1945)' 1
Enigma for large orchestra ( 1994) 2
Piano Concerto ( 1995)'
Concerto for jazz band and
symphony orchestra (1954) 4
Massinnhano Damerini (
pno)I
Hamburg State PO/'Ruzicka/
2Albrechtl4NDR Big BandINDR
SOPGualdal4Glawischnig
Thorofon CRI 2331

Rolf
Lieber mann:
a ' homage'
on Thorofon

A*:1*

Korngold
actually
persuades
his ' one hand' pianist
to compete
with the
orchestra:
a fight in
the open,
with themes
and mood contrasts
paralleling
key and
direction
changes at
every point
of the
compass

(
65m 27s)

When Rolf Liebertnann's Concerto
for jazz band & orchestra first
appeared on LP there was the
expected critical huffing and puffing:
oil and water, etc. But Liebermann
was aware of the extreme divergence
of these musical worlds, and in his
22m piece (commissioned by the
SWF Baden-Baden) set out to
'incorporate into art music some...
dances practised today', alternating
movts for Big Band in 4/4, Jump,
Blues, Boogie-Woogie, with
orchestral introduction, two
scherzos, interlude, in complex time
signatures, combining forces in the
concluding Mambo.
Trained in law, Liebermann went
on a conducting course under
Scherchen in 1936 (and was later
his assistant), studied composition
with a German Russian, Vladimir
Vogel (a Busoni pupil), became a
sound engineer at Zurich in 1945,
and is still writing today, in his
eighties, a lifelong serialist. Thus his
Concerto, which may sound stiff in
the jazz sections and (perhaps)
inconsequential in the orchestral
movts, is throughout based upon a
12-note series.
Liebermann met and championed
the postwar German composers at
Darmstadt; Furioso was premiered
there in 1947 under Scherchen: it is
Liebermann's most well-known
piece, and in form follows the Italian
overture with an Andantino middle
section framed by the vigorous
Allegro. It receives a conscientious
performance under Peter Ruzicka,
but makes nothing like the
impression of Fricsay and the RIAS
Orchestra, going pell mell in their
mono DG recording from 1956,
reissued in 1994 in a 10CD
'Portrait' set. Incidentally, Ruzicka
led that very orchestra (renamed the
Berlin RSO) in the 1980s. Like the
Concerto, Furioso is apiece very
much of its time; Liebermann used
serialism in a manner which
suggested tonality and so his music
remained accessible to audiences.
Enigma is ahomage to Paul
Sacher, using the surname as a motif
(like Shostakovich's DSCH),
cheating abit with R= re = D. (S = Eflat, H = B.) Gerd Albrecht directs a
most impressive account of what is
the most absorbing work on this
Thorofon ' tribute' disc.
The world premiere of the Piano
Concerto here is given by a
specialist in new music. (His
conductor, Sylvio Gualda, was once
1ULY ISIS
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principal timpanist with the Paris
Opera Orchestra; Constant, Jolivet,
Xenakis have all written for him.) It
reverts to the ` furioso' manner —
strong rhythmic currents, abattery
of percussion, bursts of forte writing
for brass, punctured stillness. It's
entertaining, but somehow these two
late pieces rob one of any sense of
50 years of compositional
development.
Christopher Breunig

photo: AIAn Wood/EMI

Neunecker
and Aimard
explore the
shadows of
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MAHLER:
Symphony 4
Amanda Roocroft (sop)ICBSOI
Rattle

than any

EMI CDC 554 5632

Horn Trio
more

of their rivals

(
71m Ois)

These four works cover what seems
a circular (or rather spiral)
development across 40 years, from
the folk-influenced, post-Bartokian
Bagatelles for wind quintet to the
'invented' folk-music stylization and
'post-modern' Bach/Bartok ambience
of the recent Solo Viola Sonata. In
between come the famous 10 Pieces
for wind quintet — still amazing in
the way they combine sonorities
suggested by electronics with
allusions to Rumanian folksong —
and the seriously subffisc Horn Trio.
This 'homage to Brahms' was the
work with which Ligeti, in 1984,
ended a seven-year gap in his
output; and it signalled a radical
reorientation of his compositional
priorities. Apparently classical forms,
ambiguously expressive melody and
harmony, endless reference to and
reminiscence of models forever just
out of reach, and deliberate conflicts
of tuning in the three instruments,
haloes everything with a penumbra
of weird evocation. Irony piles on
irony, and despite several recordings
— Iwould vote this one the best so
far — it's still among the most
enigmatic of modern scores.
The Viola Sonata, on the other
hand, though it shares many of these
features, is much more immediately
communicative. Impressive, too.
Ligeti mentions Bach's solo sonatas
as a model, only to apologize that
'to speak here of Bach strikes me as
blasphemy'. But he protests too
much. Bach is the foundation of the
tradition to which this Sonata very
definitely belongs — it even ends
with a chromatic chaconne — and
the chief mediating influence is the
solo sonata of Bartok, especially in
the recreated folk inflections of the
faster movements. For all its irony
and occasional teasing
understatement, and its queerlytuned harmonics (imagined as
belonging to a non-existent Fstring), this is avery pure piece of
J,ILY

Calum MacDonald

Ligeti's

LIGETI:
Trio for violin, horn & piano J 10
Pieces _I6 Bagatelles J Sonata for
solo viola
Saschko Gawriloff (v1n)1Matie-Luise
Neunecker (hrn)IPierre-Laurent
Aimard (pno)ITabea Zimmermann
(v1a)1London Winds
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Gawriloff,

velvety

A-B:2-3/1*/1

Soay Classical SK 62309

The trio of

bravura invention, and a major
addition to the viola repertoire.
Tabea Zimmerman's performance
is a tour-de-force; the trio of
Gawriloff, Neunecker and Aimard
explore the velvety shadows of the
Horn Trio more effectively than any
of their rivals, and the London
Winds deliver the diverting
woodwind pieces with superb
pungency. The recording is of the
very highest standard.

USS

(
59m 24s)

Sir Simon Rattle is aware of the
importance of giving live
performances before venturing into
the studio. For Mahler 7 he rejected

performance [HAL13/14] easily beat
other international lineups, so how
does Rattle fare? Ultimately, Iam
afraid his studio performance is a
frustrating experience. Rattle's
superb attention to dynamics is
sometimes offset by tempo changes
that exaggerate and interrupt
continuity: at (i) 4, Plâtlich langsam
und bediichtig — molto meno mosso,
the music surges ahead at triple
speed, and returns poco rit. with a
jolt to Tempo Iat 6. This occurs
again later on.
In the absence of subtle
instrumental colourings, Iwas
concentrating on successions of
carefully-graded phrases and
passagework, as always in plentiful
supply from this orchestra; but does
the First Horn need to be so
restrained when playing descant to
the asinine violin solo during (ii)?
The conductor falls into the obvious
trap at the start of the (iii): Mahler's
marking is Ruhevoll (Poco adagio). It
starts too slowly, while the expressivo
markings are used as a means to
pull back even further. This is
devotion carried to extremes; the big
climax at 7 then finds our forces
waking up to reality, rather than
leading from what went before. At
the close, the successive tempo
indications are over-interpreted, to
my mind, whilst Amanda Roocroft
sounds slightly uncomfortable during
the idyllic finale. Either her German
enunciation is not clear enough in
the faster music, or her vibrad make
her sound too mature. Bonney
would have been perfect, but why
not a boy, heard to great effect in
Anton Nanut's budget-line
recording? [
The ruination of the
Bernstein/DG! - Mus Ed.] David
Murray and Mike Clements catch
the best qualities of Symphony Hall,
but Iam otherwise disappointed.
Bill Newman
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MAHLER:
Symphony 9
Chicago SOIBoulez
DC 457 581-2

Gustav Mahler
in 1900 the year the
Fourth
Symphony was
completed
Sir Simon
Rattle ( below)

a studio recording; and listening to
the Third at Symphony Hall
recently, Iwondered whether that
will be similarly committed to disc
'live'. The popular Fourth finds
many recordings in contention for
the ideal performance over the years,
but ultimately Walter (78s and some
broadcast acetates), Tennstedt and
Szell still top the list. Gielen's more
recent Berlin Classics release and a
Boulez/BBC Symphony live

(
79m 46s)

For Klemperer, the finale of the
Ninth signified the ' majesty of death
— death as a friend' [ 1967 NPO
concert programme note]. For
Bernstein, lecturing at Harvard in
1973, the symphony was prophetic
of death, not just 'aprotracted
farewell to tonality', but prophetic of
the death of our very culture. We
know how Boulez came to Mahler,
if not how he sees this specific work.
(The excellent notes for what is
clearly seen as a prestigious release
— the CD is sleeved and comes
with asecondary booklet trailing
other major issues in DG's
centenary year — are by HenryLouis de la Grange.)
It's not what a conductor says but
rather what he does that counts.
And although the second episode in
75

the Landier movt, poco più mosso, is
calculated and unspontaneous [2m
31s]— remember how the CBS
producer couldn't stop Bruno
Walter from stamping out the
rhythm? — and the Rondo Burleske
hasn't the febrile drive described in
the analysis (a 'grimacing violence'),
these, arguably, are passages to
which you wouldn't expect Boulez
to respond. In the first movt,
though, he finds an unusual pastoral
sweetness, and consistently clarifies
even the densest textures in away
one might not have thought likely
with this orchestra.
Overall, Boulez's Ninth put me in
mind most of Klemperer's (except
that the NPO hasn't the 'slickness'
of the American orchestra) especially
in the flowing Adagio finale: 7m
shorter than in Bemstein's last,
Concertgebouw/DG, recording!
Although meticulous and secure, for
me this tends to run aground in its
sheer objectivity and lacks the depth
of expression of DG's 1976
Chicago/Giulini Ninth, also
Medinah Temple. Alas, that
recording is seriously affected by a
technical problem in (iv) where
passages of some kind of oscillating
modulation begin as early as bar 13,
after the bassoon solo. In the
Boulez, vehicular noise intrudes on
the ppp at 18m 02s, a crucial bar
leading to the final Adagissimo.
'Respectful' was the conclusion of
a Radio 3 panel review; and that
seems to sum it all up.
Christopher Breunig
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MARTIN:
Mass for Double Choir _.I
Passacaille for organ/PIZZETTI:
Messa di Requiem _IDe profundis
Westminster Cath Ch/O'Donnell
(orgldir)
Hyperion CDA 67017

Andrew Achenbach
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MOMPOU:
Piano works
Stephen Hough (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66963

Aetle

(
76m 48s)

Artur Pizarro (
pno)
Collins Classics 15152

composer (he died at 94 in 1987)
rediscovered 'the ecstatic liberty of
childhood'. It seems an
inappropriate word, but his playing
is masterful, and he is wonderfully
helped by Tony Faulkner's
recording, which has acomplexity
and richness not quite matched by
John Timperley's (done 15 months
later); good though the sound is on
Collins — the balance is closer — at
forte it is somehow 'plaine?, less
suggestive of further resources
untapped.
Paradoxically, given the fragility of
spirit of this music, Hough is more
successful in seizing it with complete
boldness. In the six overlapping
pieces, Pizarro is consistently more
measured (Hough is overall 3m 51s
shorter than the 25m 27s Collins
timing), but his readings are not less
attractive because of that. It may
seem unhelpful to suggest having
both CDs, but they are somewhat
complementary and the
unduplicated repertoire is just as
desirable.
Christopher Breunig

(
75m 58s)

Both of these recitals were produced
by Andrew Keener at the same
venue, St George's Brandon Hill,
Bristol (but with different
engineers). Artur Pizarro's is the first
volume in a series, and gives us the
13 Cancions y Danzas written for
piano, plus the nine Impresiones

(7/m 26s)

Frank Martin's 1922 Mass for Double
Choir (
whose concluding 'Agnus
Dei' was added four years later) is a
life-enhancing creation of enormous
invention and fervour. Amazingly,
the composer kept the manuscript in
a drawer for over 40 years — he
considered the work ' something
between God and me, that
concerned nobody else' — and it
was only in 1963 that it was finally
published and premièred.
Recent years have seen fine
versions from Vasari directed by
Jeremy Backhouse [United] as well
as The Sixteen under Harry
Christophers [Collins], but both are
outflanked by this newcomer. The
Westminster Cathedral Choir
respond in inspirational fashion for
James O'Donnell: here is choral
singing of great security and
immaculate tonal blend, ardent and
full-throated in tutus yet wonderfully
serene too.
The same year, 1922, also saw the
appearance of the Requiem by
76

Ildebrando Pizzetti. Both it and the
1937 setting of De profundis reveal
Pizzetti to be a master of the a
cappella medium. There is much in
the former that is simply ravishing
— try the ' Sanctus', with its radiant
flood of antiphony, where Pizzetti
divides his forces into three four-part
choirs. It was apupil, Mario
CastelnuovoTedesco, who once
hailed Pizetti as 'without doubt the
greatest vocal polyphonist Italy has
had since the glorious 1500s' — a
verdict triumphantly vindicated by
these new performances.
O'Donnell also lends splendid
advocacy to Martin's organ
Passacaille (1944, later arranged for
strings, then full orchestra). The
recordings are superb, though on my
copy Idetected just a hint of strain
during those ecstatic ' Hosannas' at
the close of the ' Sanctus' in the
Martin Mass. Exceptional
nonetheless.

Intimas; Stephen Hough has devised
an alternation of six of the Cancions
y Danzas followed by aPrelude with
five other works. One hopes this will
be by no means his `last word' on
the music he so sympathetically and
poetically describes in the Hyperion
booklet. For Hough, the Barcelona
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MOZART:
Piano Concerto in C, K467/
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Concerto 1
J Capriccio brilliant Op.22
Helen Huang (
pno)/NYPO/Masur
Teldec 0630 15869 2

(
59m 15s)

In K467(i), between bars 110 and
120 [3m 22s to 3m 46s here], there
is a striking solo passage, its Gminor beginnings reminiscent of the
opening of Symphony 40. Huang
shows a distinct appreciation of its
particular qualities which in itself is
prophetic of her future. She is a
dextrous pianist and her playing of
this movement has good shape and
coherence. But (ii) is bland — a
strong left hand is not used
graphically — and the tongue-inOne hopes
cheek buffo elements of (iii)
this will be
disappear among evenly articulated
by no
notes and tensionless phrases.
Indeed, the stresses that lend point
means his
and colour to rhythmic groupings
'last word'
are frequently missing, not least in
on the
Mendelssohn's concerto where the
music
demonic intensity of (i) and (iii) is
tamed by insufficient contrasts of
Stephen
accentuation and nuance. It is aflaw
Hough
in a major talent but one that only
describes
suggests a lack of experience.
so poetically
Masur is right to support Huang
but his support of her is, on this
in the
occasion, not inspiring. Nevertheless,
Hyperion
if the playing of the NYPO is
booklet
representative of its current
standards, he must be given credit
for reversing the decline of this once
great institution and turning it into a
brilliant yet refined ensemble. Fine
balance, and good to very good
sound.
Nalen Anthoni
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MUSSORGSKY:
Pictures at an Exhibition/SCRIABIN:
Etudes Op.42:1-5/RACHMANINOV:
Preludes Op.23:3-5, 7, 8/
STRAVINSKY: Piano Rag-Music J
Tango J Circus Polka/PROKOFIEV:
Piano Sonata 3
Nikita Magaloff, piano
Auvidis Valois V4742

(73m 32s)

Pictures from an Exhibition
excerpts - Boris Godunov,
Khovanshchina, Sorochintsy Fair
Nonko Ogawa (pno)
HIS CD-905

(
74m)

Pictures from an Exhibition/
PROKOFIEV: 10 Pieces from Romeo
& Juliet J Toccata
Nikolai Detnidenko (pno)
Hyperion OA 67018

(
75m 05s)

Magaloff's recording dates from
1988, when he was 76, and was
made in the Salle de Chatonneyre
de Corseawc by Radio Suisse
Romande. As with other recordings
from that source, the sound is
excellent. More importantly, it is yet
another invaluable document of this
wonderful pianist's consummate
artistry to add to the 'live' Arkadia
CD imports Ihave been collecting
for the past few years. Apart from
his complete Chopin on Philips,
Magaloff has largely been ignored by
the companies.
His Pictures, in the original 1874
version, is a series of pin-sharp
recreations that bring to life
Hartmann's various canvases in one
endless parade. The bloodless
surrealism of ' Catacombes' and its
aftermath, ' Con mortuis in lingua
mortua', are almost mocked by
Magaloff's gruesome ' Hut on Fowl's
Legs', whilst the majesty of 'The
Great Gate of Kiev' sets the seal on
this most remarkable interpretations,
one which shows that Horowitz was
not the last great Russian pianist of
the older generation. The Scriabin

PROKOFIEV:
Piano Concertos 1-5
Alexander Toradze (pno)IKirov
OrchlGergiev
Mips 462 048-2

(2CDs, 133m 46s)

These performances do for the
reassessment of Prokofiev's five
piano concertos what Frederic
Chiu's remarkable Harmonia Mundi
continues to achieve for the solo
piano works. In other words, every
bar is lived and felt; as Gergiev and
Toradze perceive it, there are no
passages which tread water, no loose
connections in works which rely less
on rigorous sonata form than on
chameleonic changes of mood. If
that occasionally entails a few
creative touches the composer
doesn't specifically ask for, then it is
in addition to careful observation of
Prokofiev's detailed dynamics and
H141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and Rachmaninov pieces — the one
for its delicate traceries, the other
for the iridescent spun phrases —
are an object lesson to all young
pianists, while Stravinsky's jazzderived 'portraits' take on
heightened symbolism to match
Prokofiev's audacious outburst in his
one-movement Sonata. Quite
magnificent.
BIS's annotator makes the point
that most of Mussorgsky's scores
were written out first for piano and
later orchestrated. In the case of the
first two operas represented on this
disc, Rirnsky-Korsakov further
arranged the scores, imbuing
Mussorgsky's music with his own
personality — and, many feel,
distorting the composer's intentions.
We have heard Mussorgsky's
orchestration of Boris; now we are
given the opportunity to listen to the
`Coronation Scene' and Polonaise in
Ogawa's persuasive keyboard
renderings, and can appreciate the
more dry-sounding timbres of the
composer's original writing. But in
further stating that ' the melodies of
the songs must also be played on the
piano... to present awhole picture of
the work', Mr Hitotsuyanagi is
stretching the point! Let's just say
that Ogawa also makes a persuasive
case for the Prelude, Dance of the
Persian Slave Girls, and Act 4
Prelude and Banishment of Prince
Golitsyn (
Khovantshchina) and Fair
Scene and Gopak (
Sorochintsy Fair)
by highlighting Mussorgsky's
counterpoint colourings to subtle
effect. She also performs a stronglined Pictures following the
manuscript, with dynamic markings
at variance with some in subsequent
versions.
As yet, she lacks the finer insights
to bring Hartmann's and
Mussorgsky's visions to life. For
that, we must turn to Demindenko,
who employs an astonishing range of
controlled dynamics and a variety of

keyboard
touches for
these
illustrations.
Listen to
the children
quarreling
after play,
or the
spirited
gossip of
the women
shoppers in
Limoges
market
place, and
you start to smile at the sudden,
funny touches introduced at specific
points. The two Jews, 'Goldenberg
and Schumuyle', come straight out
of their canvas to confront the
listener, while the frightening piano
trills suggesting the rattling bones in
the ' Catacombes' send horror shocks
through the system, fully realized
when Baba Yaga springs onto the
scene. Demidenko starts the 'Great
Gate of Kiev' quietly, then builds
steadily to amonumental climax.
Conversely, he treats Prokofiev's ten
pieces from Romeo & Juliet quite
seriously (ablessed relief from
Gavrilov's overtly virtuoso
performance), while the quite awful
Toccata, performed at aslow, steady
spead with increasing accents, for
once sounds quite respectable. Erik
Smith and Ken Blair create a
wonderful sound to match the
quality of these fine interpretations.
To sum up, Magaloff and
Demidenko are firm
recommendations over Horowitz and
Richter from the older catalogue.
Ogawa has her own pianistic
imagination to offer in the three
opera excerpts but her Pictures isn't
quite in the same class

accents rather than to their
detriment. The rapid, toccata-like
flying runs of the Third Concerto's
first movement, for instance, appear
for the third time (in the coda)
marked piu mosso in the score —
faster, one presumes, than the
original allegro. Toradze is one up
on Argerich and distinguished
company by having presented them
second time around faster, a missing
link to allow this final excursion
vivacissimo: very exciting, very
logical. As indeed is the
characterisation throughout; I
hadn't, for instance, perceived the
second-movement theme here as a
20th-century courtly dance, but
Gergiev has his excellent Kirov
players project it as one simply by
careful observation of what's written.
Toradze is supreme in strut and
swagger, the densest piano writing

never sounds congested, and there
are countless passages where he
brings out a detail in the left-hand
figurations which other interpreters
fail to illuminate. The mood-swings
of the Fifth are more clearly brought
out than ever before, making sense
of what can seem abewilderingly
fragmented argument; though the
third movement of the Fourth
(another neglected result of that
generous commissioning, but then
ungrateful, left-hander Paul
Wittgenstein) still baffles me. It
does, however, follow the most
lyrically extended of Prokofiev's
concerto slow movements — reason
enough for the piece to appear more
often in the repertoire.
The greatest of the five, though, is
the Second, and Toradze makes the
strongest case for its lacerating
personal grief — mourning for the
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idiomatic Italian flavour (sweeping
strings, massed mandolins),
elsewhere these Rota scores
reminded me at times of
Shostakovich in film score mode —
the same tuneful accessibility and
cheeky humour, coupled with
impeccable craftsmanship and
orchestration. Sony's recording
sounds clean and well-balanced,
with clearly-defined perspectives that
allow detail to tell without becoming
overly clinical. If not quite a natural
concert hall sound, it's always
appropriate to the music. Nice
artwork too.

suicide of a Conservatoire friend,
Maximilian Schmitgoff — in a
written interpretation that seems
more than merely fanciful. By his
own highest standards, not least an
electrifying Proms performance with
Gergiev and the Rotterdam
Philharmonic, his performance of it
here sometimes hangs fire. Iwonder
whether the absence of weightiness
in the piano's bass is something to
do with the recording: it's splendidly
resonant in other concertos,
recorded at different times, Still, the
expressive fingerwork is never less
than impressive, and once again it's
the clarity in expressive high-points
that impresses — one of several
qualifications Toradze shares with
Chiu. Ishould certainly welcome
Chiu's thoughts on the concertos,
but in the meantime no other cycle
on record matches this one for
combining the excitement of a live
performance with a discriminating
musical intelligence — shared, in
this case, by apianist and conductor
very much on equal terms.
David Nice

James M Hughes

SIBELIUS:
Kullervo
StenelMatteilNational Male Ch of
Estonia/Royal Stockholm POljárvi
Virgin Classics VC 545 2922

(
78m 34s)

You can tell the publicity machine
has been working when you mention
the name of Jârvi and the response
is ` Paavo', not `Neeme'. As Ihope
he'd be the first to admit, Paavo still
has along way to go to reach the
heights often scaled by his father,
though this disc does confirm a
major conducting talent. His
approach to Kullervo is theatrical, as
the sharp-focused opening
announces, rather than abstractly
symphonic (Sir Colin Davis takes
that opposite view to sluggish
extremes; admittedly the first
movement owes agreat deal to
Bruckner, but then it depends
whether or not you feel that
Bruckner should be theatrical, too).
The problems begin when epic
repetition demands agreater depth,
if not breadth; the mounting misery
of Kullervo's youth needs agreater
plunge into icy waters than this,
though perhaps the rather
lightweight Stockholm sound,
punchily recorded, cannot as yet
oblige.
The depths remain unplumbed,
too, in the central and most
immmediately impressive movement,
the operatic scena of Kullervo's

A-11:1*- 1

ROTA:
Music for films - including The
Godfather, La Dolce Vita, Orchestral
Rehearsal, 81/
2,Rocco and his
Brothers, The Leopard
La Scala PO/Mun
Sony Classical SI( 63359

A:1 0

(
70m 35s)

Although it's not unknown for
classical conductors to perform light
music, this compilation of Nino
Rota's film scores by Riccardo Muti
is certainly a departure from the
norm. Not that the music recorded
here is in any way ' light' in the
pejorative sense. Muti treats each
selection with the utmost respect,
giving the music breadth and weight
without inflating it. The orchestral
playing — clean, precise, dignified
or passionate, as appropriate — is
distinguished. In The Godfather,
perhaps the best-known of Rota's
film scores, Muti captures the
nostalgic mood with great success.
Although the music here has an
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sister seduction. Jârvi has a mezzo,
Randi Stene, rather than the usual
soprano for the unlucky girl, which
is fine — even more dark colour in
the lower register would not go
amiss — but intelligent baritone
Peter Mattei is no match for the
likes of Jorma Hynninen (on Jârvi
père's more gripping narrative: BIS)
in the final lament, which needs to
be punctuated by much more
explosive chords than this. The stars
of the show are the National Male
Choir of Estonia, who help to make
the astonishing threnody of
Kullervo's suicide darkly hypnotic.
The annotator points out how the
conductor wanted an entirely nonFinnish line-up to point up the
international quality of the piece,
but these voices from the other side
of the Gulf of Finland are as close
as you can get to the cavernous,
bass-rich sound of a Finnish choir.
Perhaps it would be worth waiting
for Vânskâ to record the work; if he
uses the Helsinki University Men's
Choir, as he did at last year's Prom
performance, then great conducting
and great choral singing combined
should make for the best Kullervo.
David Nice

A-B:1-2 0

TORKE:
Overnight Mail J Telephone Book J
July J Flint Li Change of Address
Orkest de Volharding1Present Music
Apollo Saxophone Qt/Michael Torke
Band
Argo 455 684-2

(
67m 10s)

This is Michael Torke's fifth disc for
Argo, and admirers of his previous
offerings will need no second
bidding to investigate what is
essentially a retrospective of his
chamber music over the past two
years. In Torke's compositions we
find adeliberately accessible musical
language that has close links both
with the idioms of popular music
and with the neominimalism of
John Adams and Michael Nyman.
His music is unified not only by
strength of melodic and rhythmic
content, but by the construction of
extended structures from small
generative motifs — thus providing a
self-conscious link with the creative
processes of Beethoven and Brahms.
Torke's fascinating miniature The
Yellow Pages has appeared before on
disc, but here it is joined by two
new movements to form the suite
Telephone Book. All of them use the
same compositional technique, in
which a phrase is repeated many
times with the pitches sharpened
one by one. The effect has been
compared by Torke to that of
scanning the names in a telephone
book: the gradual change in the
letters means that the first and last
names differ widely, and yet they are
inevitably procedurally connected.
The opera King of Hearts was
premiered on British television in

In Torke's
compositions
we find a
deliberately
accessible
musical
language
that has
close links
both with the
idioms of
popular
music and
neo minimalism
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Emmanuel

PARIS
WORKS FOR FLUTE AND PIANO POULENC: Sonata/DUTILLEUX:
Sonatine/SANCAN: Sonatine/IBERT:
Jeux ( Sonatine) J Aria/MILHAUD:
Sonatine/MESSIAEN: Le merle noir/
JOLIVET: Chant de Linos
Emmanuel Pahud Olt)1Eric Le Sage
(pno)
EMI CDC 556 4882

(66m 04s)

A delicious anthology. Not only
does Emmanuel Pahud display the
deftest touch and formidable
technical control, his playing
possesses a cool purity just right for
<ie

concertos and the Concerto for
flute and harp, with acollection of
French flute sonatas. He confesses
he has aparticularly soft spot for
the Sonatina by the little-known
figure, Pierre Sancan (born 1916).
`He taught piano at the Paris
Conservatoire, and everyone who
has studied under him tells me he
is a lovely, very gentle individual.
His Sonatina is asuper piece, as is
the Jolivet Chant de Linos, don't
you think? I'm also very fond of
Ibert's jeux and Aria: there's
something of Debussy in both of
those — so beautifully written, too.
'The Milhaud Sonatina is not an
easy work but the more you play,
practice and listen to it, the more
you get out of it. The Poulenc
Sonata is, of course, universally
popular these days and it makes
such acharming opener. As for the
Dutilleux Sonatina, the composer
has long since disowned it. Strange,
it's such awonderful piece — as is
his Oboe Sonatina — but, mercifully,
at least he hasn't withdrawn it or
banned performances of it
altogether.
'I want to praise my accompanist,
Eric Le Sage. We first played
together eight years ago as part of a
summer festival organised by Radio
France, since when we've developed
areally close rapport.
'My next release will be of Flute
Concertos by Joseph and Michael
Haydn — agenuinely underrated,
forward-looking composer. We will
also try and squeeze onto the CD as
many of Joseph's six Scherzandi as
space will allow: they're very
interesting pieces, containing much
highly decorative writing for solo
flute in the trio sections of the
minuets. Iteamed up with the
Haydn Ensemble Berlin for that
album. I've also just finished
recording Mozart Flute Quartets
with the Alban Berg Quartet.
They're an amazing group: such
intellectual strength, drive and
focus.'
At the time of our meeting, Pahud
was about to embark on an
extensive US tour. 'Seventeen
concerts during March in all the
major East-Coast cities. Ihave a
solo Proms date in August — the
80

this repertoire, while his tremendous
range of dynamic has to be heard to
be believed. Stand-out items include
Pierre Sancan's charming 1946
Sonatina (
commissioned, like
Dutilleux's 1943 Sonatina and
Messiaen's Le merle noir, by the
Paris Conservatoire for use in their
final examinations), Ibert's warmhearted jeux (1923) and wonderfully
serene Aria (1930), and — perhaps
above all — Chant de Linos (1944),
a compositional tour de force
described by André Jolivet as a ' type
of ancient Greek threnody: a funeral
lament, a plaint interrupted by cries
and dances' and given bravura
treatment here. Eric Le Sage
accompanies with genuine
distinction throughout. Impeccable
sound and balance, too. Altogether
outstanding.
Andrew Achenbach

A*-A:1*- 1

Mozart Flute and harp with Abbado
and the BPO. The atmosphere there
is so special.
'Were you at the Mahler Ninth a
couple of years back? That was an
exceptional, very special evening,
wasn't it? We must have played the
symphony about 20 times on that
tour, but such is Abbado's magic, he
made it feel like we were discovering
it for the first time. He has a special
touch when it comes to Mahler;
Brahms too. He's such an
inspiration. Other conductors I
especially enjoy playing under?
Carlos Kleiber, definitely. Also
Rattle and Jansons. Maazel has
patched up relations with the
orchestra: he assumed he would be
appointed successor to Karajan, but
now he has swallowed his pride and
will be working with us at the end of
this season.
`I'm also looking forward to
commissioning new works
eventually. Many "serious"
composers these days don't think
about communication. Music should
appeal a little more to the natural
senses of the listener, Ifeel. That
bridge between the composer,
performer and audience is absolutely
vital: without this spirit of life
coursing through the music, we
achieve nothing.'
Andrew Achenbach

1993, and Torke has now reworked
its material to produce the six-movt
Change of Address for 14 players.
This provides some of the most
interesting music on the disc,
showing considerable resource in
construction and exploring awide
range of instrumental colours. At
times here and in Overnight Mail
Iwas reminded of the Penguin Café
Orchestra's brand of serene
modernism.
Torke's music is not by nature
profound, but it is always sonically
arresting and often possessed of a
genuine charm. This is ahighly
enjoyable disc: the performances
(either by the commissioning
ensembles or directed by Torke
himself) are excellent, and the
recording delivers asuitably natural
sound.
John Kersey

A:1 0

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Five Tudor Portraits LI Five Variants
of Dives and Lazarus
Jean Rigby (mez-sop)Ijohn ShirleyQuirk (bar)ILSO & ChlHickox
Chandos CHAN 9593

(
55m 32s)

Distance cannot lend enchantment
to the Tudor Portraits. It isn't that
kind of music and Chandos's
presentation softens its impact.
Perspectives are plausible but a
mildly recessed and disembodied
sound picture places this bawdy,
sorrowful, humorous score at a
disadvantage. Willcocks's 30 year
old recording [EMI] has more
clarity and immediacy. His
performance stands out in relief.
VW would probably have admired
its straightforward objectivity. He'd
probably admire this new
interpretation too, but for different
reasons. It is difficult to say if
Hickox underplays the marking
pesante in section 1of the first
Portrait (Elinor Rumming) or if the
recording blunts attack. But the
waltz-like theme representing the
lady herself [ 1m 35s] emerges as
gracefully as it should, and section
2, depicting the customers in the
ale-house, has adisciplined aplomb,
though the combination of
trombone, tuba, contrabassoon,
cellos and basses three bars before
the end lacks the expected pungency
of timbre. Still ' Drunken Alice'
(section 3) has bassoonist Roger
Bourton cleverly phrasing his solo to
suggest inebriety and the hiccups are
nicely timed. If Rigby is a touch
straitlaced here, she comes into her
own in the fourth and longest
portrait, Jane Scroop. This lament of
aconvent girl for her pet sparrow
killed by a cat also has different
sections, starting with a cello solo —
affectingly played by Tim Hugh —
that characterizes the procession to
the grave. Hickox is in his element
too, pertinently portraying the
summoning of the birds to the
JULY 1998
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funeral [8m 49s], balancing to a
nicety the Dies Irae [10m 06s] on
horn and tuba against the rest of the
winds, and always responding with
fine sensibility to VW's expert
orchestration throughout this
movement. Unusual though it is to
find awork ending with a scherzo,
Jolly Rutterkin proves to be the right
vehicle for Shirley-Quirk, his voice
still in good estate, his musicianship
as potent as ever.
What's to be said of Dives and
Lazarus after all this? Even if the
disc is played straight through, these
variations do not suggest an
anticlimax —which probably says a
lot about Hickox's understanding of
an evocative piece that carries its
message without any mawkish
sentiment.
Nalen Anthoni

B-C:1

with good balance, clarity and
atmosphere.
Peter Branscombe

VIVALDI:
Recorder Concertos RV92, 108,
428, 435, 443, 444, 445
Dan Laurin (recs)IBach Collegium
Japan
BB CD-865

Paul
Goodwin's
woody and
seductive
tone suits
these
classical
works, and
his stylish

VIVALDI:
Oftone in Villa
GrittonlArgentalDanemanIGroopl
PadmorelCollegium Musicum 901
Hickox
Chandos CHAN 0614(2)

(
2CDs, 144m 41s)

Although Ortone was the first of
Vivaldi's 60-odd operas, there is
nothing immature about it: he was
already 35 when it was staged at
Vicenza in 1713. With a cast of only
five, an orchestra restricted to
strings, pairs of treble recorders and
oboes (played by the same
musicians), and modest demands in
staging, the emphasis falls firmly on
Vivaldi's powers of musical
invention. He does not let us down
in his setting of a rather absurd tale
of love and disguises at the Emperor
Otho's country villa. Though there
is little interruption to the sequence
of recitatives and da capo arias, the
musical variety is remarkable: there
are numbers of many kinds, slow
and tender, stormy, pastoral and
philosophical. Lovely effects include
an echo
number
with onstage
violins
and
recorders,
a violin
solo and
other
imaginative
touches.
The
performance is first-class, with a uniformly
fine cast of soloists, alert and
eloquent playing from the excellent
little Collegium Musicum 90, and
perceptive direction from Richard
Hickox. There is a four-language
libretto booklet with auseful essay
and detailed synopsis by Eric Cross,
whose performing edition is used for
this extremely successful venture.
The recorded quality is also high,
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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playing,
full of
vivacity,
poise and
delicacy,
is matched
by that of
his partners

(
68m 19s)

This disc, my Lord, provides firm
evidence of aVivaldian plot to
exterminate recorder players by
suffocation. Most of us can hold our
breath for half a minute, but those
who would play Vivaldi's recorder
concertos would have to conserve
their air for that long whilst
articulating a stream of lightningquick semiquavers. Dan Laurin
accomplishes the trick so well that
one suspects him of circular
breathing — air in through the nose
while out through the mouth. I
counted a succession of over 200
staccato notes in one 24-second
sequence and another of 302 notes
in 33s.
Such virtuosic brilliance in quick
movements is handsomely matched
by Laurin's sustained cantabile in
slower ones. His pure tone in the
middle movement of RV428 is
sweetly supported by a mild-toned
organ while the strings are silent.
Laurin finds time to embellish
repeats, which, after all, is what
Vivaldian repeats are for.
Three of these concertos are for
flautino (or sopranino), a recorder of
piccolo range, and they have been
sensibly interspersed with others for
alto recorder (normal flute range)
for a varied programme. It is further
varied by two chamber concertos in
which the string group is reduced to
two or one violin and bass.
The Bach Collegium Japan play
period instruments in good style.
Some may find the harpsichord a
fraction too prominent, but for me it
is well balanced for this music. One
can hear the organ 'breathing'
occasionally, even if Laurin never
seems to need to! An extremely
attractive disc. For perfection of
articulation, intonation, rhythm, and
breath control Dan Laurin is hard to
beat — Vivaldi's wicked plot is
foiled. Laurin's other Vivaldi disc on
BIS CD-635 is also awinner.
Robert Deeding

A:1* 0

LUCREZIA VIZZANA:
Componimenti musicali ( 1623)
Musica secreta/Catherine King
(mez-sop)
Lin CKD 071

(60m 40s)

This programme of 20 short motets
introduces to the record-buying
public a nun who had the rare
distinction of being able to get her
music published (though this seems
to be her sole work). She spent most

of her long life in the convent of
Santa Christina at Bologna, had
these motets printed when she was
32, and thereafter fades into
anonymity for her remaining years.
Musica secreta have done agood
job to rescue her from obscurity (no
entry in Grove), and though there is
limited variety in these ' Songs of
ecstasy and devotion', they are well
worth hearing. Musica secreta
consists of two sopranos, alto, organ
and chitarrone, with the addition of
the mezzo Catherine King; it would
have helped if the insert material (of
which Ihave seen only aproof) had
identified the scoring and the
singer(s) of each number. The
performances are committed and
expressive, with a plangent quality
that reminded me of some north
Italian church choirs (not
inappropriate, perhaps). The
recording is of good quality too.
Peter Branscombe

A:1-2 0

OBOE QUARTETS
Works by Mozart, Krommer,
K Stamitz, Massonneau
Paul Goodwin (ob)1Terzetro
Kannada Mud) NMU 907220

(
68m 47s)

One of the most appealing discs I've
heard for some time. Paul
Goodwin's 2-key oboe, modelled
upon an instrument of c.1785,
comes engagingly from the right and
is faced by violin on the left in a
perfectly balanced recording that
also clearly elucidates viola and cello
in the centre. Goodwin's woody and
seductive tone suits these classical
works excellently, and his stylish
playing, full of vivacity, poise and
delicacy, is matched by that of his
partners.
The programme also is well
balanced and attractive. Mozart's
famous K370 and the haunting
Adagio K580a (replacing oboe with
cor anglais) form the outer columns.
Within, much rarer fare. Karl
Stamirz's D-major Quartet Op.8 has
had some exposure on disc but the
Quartet in F by Louis Massoneau
(1766-1848) is avaluable discovery.
It dates from 1798, and, like the
Stamitz, opens with abold unison
which reappears unexpectedly later
in syncopation, and opens the
recapitulation on oboe alone, the
strings skittering about like moths
round a lantern. The Adagio (
ii) is
too short for its intense beauty, and
the variations (iii) make a neat
finale. Krommer's Quartet 1in C is
equally attractive, with an emotional
Adagio set between two cheerful
movements. The boisterous Rondo
(iii) is delightful fun.
Some of Goodwin's key rattle is
audible, as one would expect in so
limpid a recording, but there is
nothing to prevent total enjoyment
of this superb artistic feast.
Robert Dearling
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"The time has come", the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes - and ships - and sealing wax Of cabbages - and kings And why the sea is boiling hot And whether pigs have wings."
Lewis Carroll, from
Through the Looking-Glass
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ew conductors engender as much
affection as did Sir John Barbirolli.
Michael Kennedy's excellent biography
[MacGibbon & Kee] records that in 1944
the Stretford audience even clambered
onto their seats to applaud at the end of
a performance of Berlioz's Fantastic
Symphony. The work was in his repertoire
since Barbirolli was in his early thirties;
his first Halle recording ( 1947) has just
been transferred to CD by Mike Dutton
[CDEA 5504, 69m, mono].
Since we automatically think of
Barbirolli's later performances as much
slower, it is interesting to find that on a
dismally recorded Festival Hall concert
version from 1969 [Arkadia] the timings
are consistently shorter! The principal
features of Sir John's interpretation were
already in place 22 years earlier — except
that in the old Manchester recording the
thunder-claps in (iii) weren't so roofraising (perhaps in deference to 78rpm
disc-cutting equipment). Although the
climax of the Waltz is a mess (Sir John
liked to pull the rhythms around here)
this is an exciting, fluid and colourful
g account: Iespecially like the doleful first
a pronouncement of the ' Dies Irae' motif
à by the Halle brass in (v).
The couplings are the rarely heard
Fauré piece Shylock (
Barbirolli played the
cello part in the premiere of that
composer's string quartet) and an
orchestral synthesis from Act 3 of The
Mastersingers. As it happens, this piece
was not only one of the first recorded by
EMI after the reconstitution of the Hallé
(Winter 1943-4) but also one of last
made for Pye, in September 1960. That
stereo version shows how much more
refined the orchestra had by then
become, but it's nothing like so moving
as the wartime original, where Barbirolli's
new recruits play his arrangement from
the heart. H:1 / 1 / 1
Both Dutton and APR have
enormously widened our appreciation of
Barbirolli's musicianship by going back to
the New York Philharmonic sources. And
now, on Dutton, the first Barbirolli
Sibelius Second is remastered [CDEA
5016, 71m 20s, mono] which does show a
marked timing difference in the other
direction. This urgent 1940 reading is
almost 5m shorter than the much
admired RPO recording of the symphony

for Reader's Digest [
now on Chesky].
What is has in common with another
historic Sibelius recording, Ormandy's
Philadelphia First from 1941 [
Biddulph
WHL 062, 76m 58s, mono], is an
uninhibited revelling in the composer's
big tunes, nowadays, it seems, treated
much more soberly.
Mike Dutton gives us an unfamiliar
cover photo of Barbirolli with Ginette
Neveu (reproduced here): abit naughty,
since the coupled Sibelius Violin
Concerto is the famous one with
Philharmonia/Susskind: vividly
refurbished and sounding more like a
Decca 'ffrr' than an HMV. An excellent
note by Lyndon Jenkins reminds us of

Barbirolli with Ginette Neveu when on tour
in the Netherlands in 1949
the stress under which Neveu made this
1946 Abbey Road recording, but if the
strain shows in (iii), those 78s preserved
an account of extraordinary intensity.
H: 1 / 1
The Biddulph CD, too, has an
excellent programme note [Edward
Johnson]. It tells how Ormandy, hearing
of Beecham's success in `Lemminkainen's
Return' was determined to outpace him
in Sibelius's fourth Legend — and how!
These two Victor transfers are rather
dim, but not so the Stokowski couplings:
the familiar 1932 Fourth Symphony
(made with reduced numbers to minimise
costs during the Depression, but with
closer mic positions to achieve brilliance)
and the 'Berceuse' from the Tempest.
Johnson writes about the vexed question
of the ` glocken' marking in 4(iv) and how
Stokowski used large orchestral bells as
well as glockenspiel: the former sound
not unlike a modern door chime! For my

It's not often concert-goers could
attend a programme of entirely
new works, primed by the
availability of a CD by the same
performers. But thanks to
sponsorship by Audio Note, the
1998 Masterprize finalists' six
orchestral scores were prerecorded at Abbey Road by the
LSO under the phenomenally gifted
Daniel Harding [
left], and issued
as a cover- mount CD with the March BBC Music Magazine. The
live performances were even better [ Barbican, April 7), and
Cherie Blair then presented third trophy to the young Italian
Danile Gasparini, a well- merited second to the Russian, Victoria
Borisova-011as for her powerful and disturbing Wings of the
Wind, and to the Warwickshire composer Andrew March not
only first prize (£25,000) but that of the Worshipful Company
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taste Stokowski over-romanticized this
most austere of works, rather as
Aschenbach was beautified by the barber
in Death in Venice. Ward Marston's 1992
dell'Arte transfer (with Shostakovich's
Sixth Symphony) was a little more open
than this Biddulph alternative. H:1/2
Given Wilhelm Furtwâng,ler's
cataclysmic way with musical transitions,
it is surprising that there are not as many
recordings by him of Schuniann's
Fourth Symphony' as Beethoven 5 or
Schubert 9. His BP0 programmes from
1922 to ' 54 show he conducted the work
17 times: one fewer than Schumann's
Piano Concerto. In fact, when the
Schumann symphony was recorded (May
1953) ayear had passed since they had
last played it together. Even so, this DG
recording remains a classic, one where the
great linking passage into the finale brings
no let-down over the course of that movt.
It is freshly remastered for the ' Originals'
series and coupled with Furtwüngler's
own Second Symphony 2,new to CD [457
722-2, 2CDs, 113m 31s, mono]. The
Schumann transfer is slightly wider in
range and ' depth' than on the deleted
`Dokumente' CD with Haydn 88 etc.
Furtwângler's own symphony was
completed during the conductor's deNazification trials and first heard in 1948.
A passionate and tragic outpouring on a
Brucknerian scale, and woven with a
Regerlike complexity of textures, it has
something unique to impart — and a
haunting first-movt theme which you will
always remember!
Furtwâng,ler's VP0 concert
performance from 1953 [Orfeo] is held
by some to have agreater intensity (and,
2m 44s shorter, it fits a single CD), but
the Berlin studio recording made at the
end of 1951 is surely no less
impassioned, and what differences there
are, Isuggest, merely reflect the
conductor's different relationships with
the two orchestras: with his BP0 the
expressive commitment was absolute, the
ability to follow him through extremes of
pacing remarkable. H:1 •
Christopher Breunig
1. A 1953 Lucerne Festival Schumann Fourth has just
been issued by Music & Arts: CD 1018, 4CDs.
2. A Stuttgart RSO broadcast performance (1954) is
newly available on Mediaphon JA 75.100, 2CDs.

of Musicians: a £ 10,000 commission for a work which EMI
will record. Regrettably, the international public vote wasn't
declared, but the first choice of the final jury - Vladimir
Ashkenazy, Michael Berkeley, Thomas Hampson, Hollywood
composer Michael Kamen and Sir George Martin - was not
shared by those Ispoke to, who preferred instead the Australian
Carl Vine's score Descent (
to accompany his own 11m edit of
Fritz Lang's Metropolis, '
The Worker's View'). To me, March's
Marine à travers les arbres leaves but a slushy impression,
whereas Gasparini's sensuous variations on a simple carillon,
Through the Looking Glass, surely deserves wider attention: it
doesn't make huge orchestral demands; it is immediately
accessible to audiences and is enormously witty - not just in the
sly suggestion of Mussorgsky's ' Schmuyle and Goldenberg' in
'Looking-Glass Insects', hints of Shostakovich
(I think!) in 'The Lion and the Unicorn', but for condensing the
Rite of Spring to a hilarious one- minute essence in 'Queen
Alice'. Try to get the disc.
Christopher Breurp
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jazz. Tom Bruno uses brushes on
his busker's pareddown kit: a
glorious, intricate waterfall of beats.
Tenorist Sabir Mateen leaps in like
a salmon, flashy and wise. A 45m
improvisation requires pace and
intellect; Mateen's meditative, Lowelike intimacy is just what is required.
When the sax lays out for nine
minutes, Brtmo's fluid ebullience
comes to the fore. Mateen's
concluding flourish lets in some
subway ambience — traindoor
slams and commuter chatter — and
the results are haunting. DAT
recorder and hand-held mic provide
better sound than many routine
studio dates. Byron Coley's
sleevenote is, as usual, a gas.
THE AMAZING BAND
ROAR
FUTURE MUSIC RECORDS FMRCD 40-L0797
(38m 57s)

The late Mal Dean spiked early1970s Melody Maker with his
Too few have surreal mix of Sir JTenniel and R.
Crumb. His Rotring pen also
heard the
provided covers for Pete Brown &
tenor
His Battered Ornaments; that 1960s
saxophonist's artschool ethos surfaces here. On
Teddy's
this Pathways Studios session from
1970, Dean played trumpet. Big
Ready! or
names Robert Wyatt (drums) and
witnessed
Jim Mullen (here playing bass) are
him in
joined by Mick Brannan (alto,
person.
piano), Maia Spa11 (voice), Veleroy
Spa11 (violin) and Chris Francis
Edwards is
(alto). Sadly, what results suggest
the real thing
three don'ts: don't let art students
play Free Jazz; don't trust dopeclouded recollections of groovy
times; don't buy this record! These
are sprawling ' improvisations' where
the players rest happy with any and
every folksy evocation or mild
groove they stumble on. I've always
wanted to hear The Amazing Band:
unfortunately, the harsh light of
reissue crumbles the legend to dust.

TOM BRUNO/SABIR MATEEN
GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER
EREMITE RITE07

Mateen and Bruno

(
45m 49s)

Two musicians recorded down New
York's subway — and, surprise,
surprise, they're playing excellent

TEDDY EDWARDS
MIDNIGHT CREEPER
HIGH NOTE HC07011

(57m 46s)

This is the recording Teddy
Edwards's fans have been waiting
for. If that's asmall community,
that's because too few have heard
the tenor saxophonist's Teddy's
Ready! (
recorded in 1960 for
Contemporary, with Leroy Vinegar
and Billy Higgins) or witnessed him
in person: he toured Europe ten
years ago. Edwards is the real thing,
a Mississippiborn bopper who
learned to play in Detroit. Perhaps
settling in Los Angeles explains his
lack of exposure. It is a brave soul
who attempts adiscreet, insinuating
opener reminiscent of Kind Of Blue,
but with Buster Williams's eloquent,
bluesy bass and Van Gelder at the
recording console (what abass
sound, man!), the results are
arresting.
Edwards has his own oblique way
with the horn. Cracked, vocalised
grunts kick off zigzag dances
through the harmonies. The
musicians are so conversant with
bop they bump into each other,
break into each other's solos, make
gruff asides. Yet retain a deep-indigo
sophistication. Richard Wyands'
piano features lush swing, bluesy
runs, jagged clusters and chunky
Monkisms. Edwards's bossa
`Sensitive' is just that, Gelder's upfront bass mix allowing one to
appreciate how Edwards improvises
on the entire depth of the music,
not just the official chords. Far out!

UMW

ellitiffliat

BRANDON EVANS
RECURRING MOONS: QUARTET 1997
PARALLACTIC RECORDINGS PARACTO1
(56m 45s)
Saxophonist Brandon Evans
continues his search for a new jazz,
his Braxtonesque title buttressed by
intimidating words about 'timestructures with flexible momentum
states' and 'curve platforms that
81

transform according to the reality of
their own becoming' (
ie, improvised
horn lines?). Catherine Bent bows
sturdy cello; Kevin Norton beats a
firm-yet-listening drum. There is a
danger that the quartet's rigour will
omit Braxton's zest, but this is still
impressive: blocky, serious,
decisively gelled.

111111111111111111111111111•11131
CHARLIE HADEN & CHRIS
ANDERSON
NONE BUT THE LONELY HEART
NAM CD022

(
72m 42s)

Charlie Haden made his name
playing bass in the original Ornate
Coleman quartet, but he has always
had a penchant for more romantic,
chordal music. In 1976, for
example, he recorded a light-weight,
pretty record with pianist Hampton
Hawes. His Quartet West plays
nostalgic Soft Bop. Pianist Chris
Anderson is the Chicago-based
eminence grise who taught Herbie
Hancock. Annotator David Freeman
claims Anderson transports the
listener back to the 1940s, but more
striking are Anderson's lingering
touch and impressionist harmonies
(so this is where Hancock's
Debussyism started!). Haden is
recorded sonorously. His unerring
thump provides some much-needed
muscle. Over the long haul, the
duo's slow-tempo, chordal
meditations become soporific, as if
designed to tinker in the background
rather than grab the attention. For
lullaby piano, better stick to Walter
Gieseking's Debussy.

DANIEL HUMAIR
QUATRE TROIS FOIS
LABEL BLEU LBLC6619/20 HM53X2
(66m ¡Ss)
Encouraging when France's preeminent bop drummer declares he
wants to shrug off the restrictions of
Swing, but unfortunately Humair
hasn't the commitment to Free
required to make the music burn. So
these various trios — with musicians
including pianist Joachim Kühn,
bassist Jean-François Jenny-Clark,
bass-clarinettist Michel Portal,
guitarist Marc Ducret — are never
less than well-played, but suffer
from an air of dilettanteism. Humair
and Jenny-Clark are agreat rhythm
section, and if they stuck to their
bop guns and found gutsy
irnprovisors they could raise a storm.
As it is, we're stuck with banalities
as Ducret does his 'can Iplay like
Bill Frisell?' routine. There's also a
CD-ROM of Humair's paintings,
abstracts reminiscent of Arp and
Mire', where the artist's finger pulls
white lines through tachiste patches.

11111111111111111111, A:21:1
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1ST
CONSEQUENCES ( OF TIME AND
PLACE)
CONFRONT RECORDINGS FRONTO4 (
58m 22s)
Hard to imagine that a chrome
analogue cassette could deliver stateof-the-art sonics to test any sound
system, but ¡ST operate at such a
pitch of invention they transcend the
divide between art and science.
Recorded live at the Priory Arms in
Stockwell, harp (Rhodri Davies),
upright bass (Simon Fell) and cello
(Mark WasteII) are played at the
horizon of known technique.
Simultaneously lush and abrasive,
the trio push string sounds into new
zones of strange beauty. Barbed
bouquets explode before the ear,
aural events that leave the
imagination ransacked. The only
comparisons are Zorn, Fun or

Dumitrescu. Because of their
ensemble panache, ¡ST — uniquely
in today's `jazz' world — also exhibit
the joyous zing of Bebop. Brilliantly
recorded in consciously overlapped
ambiences, the musicians' electric
sensitivity to timbre causes sparks to
crackle across the room.
Inspirational. Psychic, even.

Mr

A.:113

JIMMY McGRIFF
THE DREAM TEAM
MILESTONE/ACE 8109288

(
6Im 57s)

When Hammond XB-3 organist
McGriff brings on the ' dream team',
he knows what he is talking about:
David ' Fathead' Newman and Red
Holloway on sax, Mel Brown on
guitar and Bernard ' Pretty' Purdie
on drums. The secret ingredient is

When
McGriff starts
to milk the
organ stops
for blues
juice, we're
talking
heaven

engineer Rudy Van Gelder and his
deft, robust mix. ' McGriffin', with
Purdie's rudimental intro, sweeps all
before it: its infectious, freaky funk
ought to be a club hit. When
McGriff starts to milk the organ
stops for blues juice, we're talking
heaven. On the standards, Newman
is a little ordinary, but Holloway
sparkles. The more down with the
blues and the church, the better
everything sounds. Though not quite
The Starting Five (
the classic from
1987 featuring this lineup, except
that the late Rusty Bryant took
Holloway's role), McGriffs earthy
swing vanquishes every vapid trend.
Yeah!
A':1
MUSIC REVELATION
ENSEMBLE
CROSS FIRE
DIW 927

The

difficulty of mapping today's
Japanese scene is compounded by
the mystique built up around its
'noise' artists. However, ' Godfather
of Noise' Masayuki Takayanagi
stands out. His guitar technique is
based on the nimblest of jazz chops.
In 1970, his band New Direction
(or `New Dilection', as it reads on
the spine) recorded aclassic with
Live Independence [
PSFD 57, 42m
35s], a trio with bassist Yoshizawa
Motoharu and drummer Toyortuni
Yoshisburo. ' Herdsman's Pipe Of
Spain' is an acoustic work-out, Wes
and Flamenco still evident in
Takayanages fingers; 'Mass
Projection' takes off into explosive
amplification, evincing a
monumental concept of musical
space. A:1'
Cult guitarist Keiji Haino, on the
other hand, proves all smoke and no
fire on Fushitsusha's The Caution
Appears [
Les Disques Du Soleil Et
De L'Acier CDSA 54039, 64m
59s]: distortion and feedback fail to
disguise an incompetent, petulant
soloist (seems like some critics
cannot see beyond Keiji's dark
glasses). A:3 0
Indigo have employed Joop Visser
to put together some useful
compilations of 1940s jazz. Visser
knows his stuff, and brings together
sessions in a logical way, providing
full personnel, places and dates. Off78 sound is thin but acceptable.
Dinah Washington's A Slick Chick
(On the Mellow Side) [
Indigo
1GOCD2073, 76m 14s] is sides
recorded between 1943 and '46. Her
pert, rhythmic vocals never won her
the status granted Billie Holiday, but
sizzle to this day. H:1* 0
Oscar Peterson's The First
Recordings [
1GOCD2070, 48m 52s]
are trio dates from 1945/46; devoid
of the rippling romanticism he's now
famous for, this is brassy, hectic
pianism with not much pacing and
quite a few clinkers, not at all in the
CDR NEWS & ECM MEW
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Nat Cole class Peterson was aspiring
to. H:2 Dizzy Gillespie's Groovin'
High [
IGOCD2073, 70m 42s] is
NYC studio work from 1945-46,
slightly showy and dated, but fun.
H:1
The Bebop Boys [
1GOCD
2071, 66m 50s] is classic sides from
1946, Fats Navarrow, Sonny Stitt
and Lockjaw Davis sending out
proud and complex messages. H:1*
The Bebop Masters [
IGOCD2072,
65m 45s] are Dexter Gordon and
Wardell Gray in 1945/46, the
former's tenor streaming forth like a
premonition of Coltrane, the latter's
fresh and witty. H:1
Singer Billy Eckstine was famous
for leading a band comprising
nothing but junkies and bebop
bolsheviks, but be warned that
Boppin' With '13' [
IGOCD2069,
64m 47s] is rarely free of his
insincere, warbling baritone. By the
time he's adding strings, this jazzer
was scoffing. Some sides wow badly,
which compounds the dated, palmcourt atmosphere. H:2
These Indigo collections benefit
from being drawn from studio
sessions intended for commercial
release (uniquely, the Eckstine
includes three air-shot tracks), none
more so than the three R&B
anthologies: 1942-45 The R&B Hits
[1GOCD100, 2CDs, 134m 34s],
1946 The R&B Hits [
IGOCD2060,
64m 09s] and 1947 The R613 Hits
[IGOCD2081, 67m I8s]. These are
ripping good value, bringing together
classics and rare gems (1942-45
includes Tampa Red's 'Let Me Play
With Your Poodle') by the war-time
hitmakers of black America: Lil
Green, Lucky Millinder, Cecil Gant,
Joe Liggins, Wynonie Harris, Nellie
Lutcher, Charles Brown and more.
Truly a congregation of superheroes, though Louis Jordan's
amazingly deft arrangements and
verbals reign supreme. ' Mop Mop'!
Folks, you just goua hear this jive!
H:1*

O
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(53m 08s)

Blood Ulmer's guitar fans may feel
they've heard all this before.
However, when tenor-saxist Pharoah
Sanders joins in on ' Suspect', you're
pitched into a new universe, so
visceral and jagged and moving you
want to scream and shout. Calvin
Jones's bowed-bass response to
Pharoah's romanticism is awonder.
MRE play Free Jazz that has
devoured James Brown and lived to
maraud abroad. In-focus recording
heightens the sense of historic
occasion. The rest of the disc is
good — altoist John Zorn
contributes feverish highs and
Cornell Rochester's drums sound
huge — but nothing quite lives up
to the ensemble methodology
proposed on ' Suspect'. Can't wait
for the next one.

111111111110
WEATHER REPORT
LIVE IN TOKYO
SONY/COLUMBIA 489208

(
2CDs, 88m 29s)

A contrast to the cushy fuzak of the
band's later years, this was recorded
on 13 January 1972. Wayne Shorter
(sax), Joe Zawinul (keyboards) and
Miroslav Vitous (bass) engage in
squawking, fragmented, funky
improvisations over the busy
percussion of Eric Gravan and Don
Um Romao. ' Orange Lady'
translates Miles's icy electronics into
bubbling impressionism; throughout, the
musicians are more
interested in
interaction than in
laying out exotic earcarpets. Sometimes
Zawinul sounds like
he might do a
Hendrix and put his
equipment on a
creative bonfire.
Dinah Washington
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ALI tmurra
in
PULP
THIS IS HARDCORE
Island CID8066

(69n1 51s)

They're a sexy lot up in Sheffield. First The Full Monty and
now this! It's all a bit like one of those Hammer Horror
movies where the action spreads from throat- ripping to
merely ripping the clothes from buxom beauties, with Jarvis
Cocker setting the scene on 'The Fear', the album's very
first track But things are not always as simple as they
appear. 'Glory Days', for instance, may sound a
celebratory romp but, in many ways, it's a litany of failures
— ' Idid experiments with substances but all it did was
make me ill' etc, concluding ' perfection is over, Sheffield is
over' Nobody will cry ' easy, easy' when listening to This Is
Hardcore It's a record to live with rather than' love That
difficult umpteenth album in fact And one of value
A:1 • •

Fred De/lar

Funny business, this music lark. Women in the London
Underground, taking exception to the vacant Barbie on the
album advertising posters, have been scrawling out the
word ' Hardcore' and replacing it with ' Sexist'. A national

because it uses a woman's sexuality to sell product. Why
is it singled out when countless similar covers aren't'? And
why is it singled out when those nudge- nudge bra ads
smirk ' Ido two push ups every morning' aren't? Maybe it's
because the album title begs a graffiti response. If it was
called, say, ' Lipstick Babe', a witty defacement would be
harder come up with For those who are still interested in
the music, This Is Hardcore got four stars in G? magazine,
ditto in the Daily Mail who called it ' an impressive coming
of age'. Mojo agrees, calling it ' the fascinating sound of
Pulp getting into their stride.' In The Times it is hailed as 'a
challenging and theatrical masterpiece' The Independent
On Sunday reckons it will end up among ' the 10 Best

daily quality paper says that the woman ' looks as if' she's

Albums of 1998'. The Sunday Times declares it ' an
impressive album, mingling refinements of their established

being raped. ' Looks as if'? According to who? Might she

sound with more expansive numbers' Only The Observer

not equally be contemplating one of the unfathomable
dilemmas of quantum mechanics? Or regretting last night's

seems disappointed, noting that it ' lacks the crisp wit and

curry? Or wondering if her nail varnish matches her

by track five but soldiered on to the end on your behalf. I

lipstick? But, OK, let's concede that the cover is sexist, not
because of what it ' looks as if' might be happening but

doubt I'll be playing it too often

bounce that made Pulp famous'. Me, Iwas intensely bored

.rohnny Black

KATE CAMPBELL

Mathison on guitar, and members of
Reef, Davies comes across as the
most dignified of all the founding
fathers of British rock, achieving it
with grace and ease. An absolute
delight, even for those who never
appreciated the Kinks.

ISIONS OF PLENTY
Demon FIEND CD 943

(44m)

Campbell's third album will sit
comfortably with both country music
fans and devotees of folkie singersongwriters — the presence of
Enunylou Harris and Spooner
Oldham also adds extra appeal to
liner-note readers. Despite its high
rootsy/rural content, this is avery
modern, very American set with
plenty of earthy, post-feminist
appeal. Alternately rocking,
humorous, sly, touching and tough,
it's part of the new tradition which
Ims yielded ballsy-yet-feminine
personae as disparate as Ellen
DeGeneres, Shawn Colvin and even
Agent Scully,

RAY DAVIES
STORYTELLER
BMW& 494 1682

(73m 48s)

Iwas lucky enough to attend one of
Davies's book-signing sessions
HI-Ft NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

PAY ILION

A: 1

DUFFY
Ray Davies:

ILOVE MY FRIENDS

intriguing,

Cooking Vinyl COOK CD 144

original and
entertaining
promoting X-Ray, which provided
me with a foretaste of Storyteller.
This set of (mainly) live music
interspersed with chat is one of the
most intriguing, original and
entertaining discs I've heard in
years. You don't even have to know
about the book which inspired it:
the purely autobiographical
monologues are lucid and witty,
punctuated with plugged and
unplugged songs from Davies's past
— both Kinks material and songs
which inspired him. Aided by Pete

(
49m 41s)

Stephen Duffy was the one who had
the sense to quit Duran Duran
before they made all those godawful
records. He has never achieved
significant success, despite
consistently making great music,
first as Tin Tin, then as The Lilac
Time and now under his own name.
This, his self-avowed pop album,
opens with a couple of painfully
autobiographical tunes before setting
out on a sequence of beautifully
constructed gossamer delights,
always tinged with regret and
insight. It is pop, but as with
Bacharach or McCartney that's only
87

because the music slips beneath
your skin so easily that it takes a
couple of plays before the lyrical
depth-charges
(eg, '
Ilie and Icheat, Italk with my
feet') start to go off. With his own
guitars, keyboards, harmonica and
percussion augmented by the likes
of XTC's Andy Partridge, Aimee
Mann, The Duke Quartet, Velvet
Crush drummer Ric Menck, and
Fairport drummer Dave Mattacks,
this is an album you could live with
forever.

upcoming bio-pic and has arranged
strings for Oasis, George Michael
and others. Percussionist/producer
John Reynolds has distinguished
himself in work with Sinead
O'Connor, Jab Wobble and The
Chieftains. Guitarist Justin Adams is
another Wobble veteran who blends
rock with African and Celtic
influences. The resulting album,
mostly instrumental but featuring
vocal contributions from Sinead
O'Connor, Natacha Atlas and Liam
O'Monlai, is tuneful, varied and
remarkably enjoyable.

GARBAGE
VERSION 2.0
Mushroom IMUSH29CD

GOMEZ
BRING IT ON

(
advance [ape)

Hut CONUTX49

Garbage return to form with a more
considered, less immediate album
than their debut. Initially sounding
deceptively lightweight, it takes a
couple of listens before the power of
the poppy hooks starts to make its
impact, although, reassuringly,
vocalist Shirley Manson still sports
that schizophrenic bitch-goddess
persona, purring 'You Look So
Fine' one minute and sneering
'Hammering In My Head' the next.
Elsewhere, the sunny-sounding
choruses of 'When IGrow Up' and
'Push It' should boost the band's
crossover appeal and will sound
entirely appropriate when they play
at festivals this summer.

You know something's happening
when real people, the ones not in
the music industry, start telling you

Gomez:
most significant

GHOSTLAND
GHOSTLAND
East West 3984200502

rock band
(46m 26s)

Ghostland is acollaboration between
a trio of remarkable talents, in an
area that would once have been filed
under New Age, but now gets
labelled ' trance', or 'world groove'
or maybe 'ethnic ambient'. Caroline
Dale, the band's crack cellist, was
featured on Gorecki's Third
Symphony, will appear as the hands
of Jacqueline Du Pré in the

(54m16s)

debut of
the year?

to check out anew band. Igot to
Gomez when sundry friends told me
they'd seen them on support gigs
where they blew away the headline
act. Besides, any band that coalesced
around arejection of Manchester's
baggy scene and a desire to outgrow
their own teenage metalhead
fixations has to be worth hearing.
With the advantage of two very
distinctively different vocalists (Ben
Ottewell employs a raw roar not
unlike Gary Stringer in Reef, while
Tom Gray has a more traditionally
appealing tone) they can attack a
range of styles without sounding
contrived, harnessing the traditional
values of quality rock with the
energy, emotion and unbridled
imagination of youth. This could
well be looked back on as the most
significant rock band debut of 1998.

111111112=1
PAUL LAMB A THE
DUNG SNAKES
JOHN HENRY JUMPS IN
Indigo Delos Records IGIMCD 512 (
66m Ois)
JOHNNY WHITEHILL
GUITAR SLINGER
Indigo Delos Records IGOXCD 509 (
56m 45s)

Ghostland:
talented trio
SS

These two might have been released
as adouble-CD, as Whitehill is the
King Snakes' axemeister and Lamb
blows harp on both sets. But

whereas Lamb & Co favour boogie
and jump, partying like a British
Roomful of Blues, Whitehill opts for
adarker, tougher sound more akin
the Fabulous Thunderbirds. And
given the names on the spines, the
former is a showcase for the Art of
Hohner, while the latter is a sixstringed feast. Blues purists will
despise Lamb's set, as there are no
attempts to hide UK origins, while
Whitehill does agrand job of
suggesting abirthplace just outside
of Austin. If you can forget about
national borders, either will satisfy
the inveterate juke-joint habitué.

MK MATTHEWS
THE LATENESS OF THE HOUR
Sub Pop SPCD404

(
45m 28s)

The second solo album from one
half of US pop duo Cardinal, is
distinctly non-Sub Pop stylistically.
Romantic as a Cartland novel but
hardly as gooey, it comes filled with
shapely songs swathed in orchestral
settings. Though comparisons have
been made that range from
Bacharach through to Nick Drake,
the overall sound is more in keeping
with, say, the Prefab Sprout of
'From Langley Park' mode — never
more so than on ' Everything Say
Real', which gets so close that a
label check is called for. Jason
Falkner, once of Jellyfish, is also
involved here. Worth an additional
point, surely ?

' 1711231:1
RAIN MATTHEWS
EXCERPTS FROM SWINE LAKE
Demon FIEND CD 942

(
49m 39s)

No, it's not the pun you'd hoped it
would be: Swine lake is a real place
in Texas, near to Matthews's home.
But the title is indicative of the
cross-pollination: 'Anglo-folkie goes
US-country'. This CD — his first
on aUK-based label for many a
year — follows logically from the
imports we've received over the past
decade, but a slight twist or two
makes this one sound like midperiod Nils Lofgren. Matthews
performs afine juggling act, mixing
lingering traces of his Fairports/
Southern Comfort/Plainsong past
with some punchy rock touches,
reminding us that he was the first
British musician to have a countryrock hit, nearly 30 years ago. Very
classy indeed.
Ken Kessler

A:1-2 •

PAGE AND PLANT
WALKING INTO CLARKSDALE
Mercury 558025/2

(
60m 50s)

This, the first Jimmy Page and
Robert Plant studio outing since
they got back together again, is a
JULY 1995
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patchy affair. Kicking off with the
beautiful melodies of ` Shining In
My Light' and ' When The World
Was Young', things run out of
steam midway ( apart from the
glorious ` Most High') before picking
up again with the plaintive ' When I
Was A Child', ` House Of Love',
with its fluid twists and turns, and
'Sons Of Freedom': all dislocated
rhythms and the heady feeling that
it could all fall apart at any
moment. Page's playing is superb,
but Plant sounds distinctly worldweary, and why does awesome
drummer Michael Lee sound so
distant? It's still great to have them
back, though...

One of last year's surpr.se smashes
was the horror spoof Scream, which
inspired a sequel with ai terrific
soundtrack

Scream 2 EMI 821 911 2

has already sold a half- million
copies Stateside, and here's why
Collective Soul, Nick Cawe & the Bad
Seeds, Foc. Fighters and numerous
other hip acts, including two of my
faves. Dave Matthews Sand and the
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion

A:1

But

the yummiest film- related activity this
month comes ( yet agai 1. from Ryko

It's

not enough that these ' Svvingin' Sixties'
soundtracks are hicleous,y rare; some
of these have serious overlap with
collecting in other genres

BONNIE RAITT
FADAMENTAL
Capitol 856 3972

REBEKAH
REMEMBER TO BREATHE

employs a Michel LeGrand score and the so- tad- it's- good 'Windmills Of
Your Mind' sung by Noel Harrison. But BritRock fans

MT INS

get out your credit

cards. After The Fr» [
RCD 10716] contains a Burt Bacharach soundtrack
and a rare Hollies Line. while Here We Go ' Pound The Mulberry Bush
[RCD 10717] features Traffic and Spencer Dawis Group material written
specifically for the

ilm. Even if you have the rare vinyl offerings, these all

boast extras, including CD- ROM- compatible ydeo footage and stupendous
poster/booklets.

A.:•1

Ken Kessler

Rebekah:
a major and
distinctive
talent - and
not to be
pigeon- holed

— ` Heaven's Gate' is apainfully
accurate evocation of depressioninduced paralysis, ' Lonely, Crying
Only' is, ironically, aperfect
summer anthem, while the closing
'mind how you go' track 'The Boy's
Asleep' sounds more like a threat
than a valediction. A triumphant
return to form.

VARIOUS
TWENTIETH CENTURY BLUES
EMI 494 6312

the state of the world, and as the
album proceeds it's clear that
Rebekah is amajor and distinctive
talent who is not prepared to be
pigeon-holed by race, sex or genre.
A stunning debut.

(48m 21s)

Rebekah's the latest contender in the
feisty young female singer-songwriter
genre; she's chummy with Prince;
and she's very good indeed. The
key, though, is that she's ablack
singer who sounds white. There's a
lot more Alanis, Joni and Sheryl
about this debut than there is Janet,
Whitney or even Aretha. The
opening ' Hey Genius' is a storming
rock'n'roll put-down of male
arrogance, followed by ' Sin So
Well', a powerful hymn to the
delights of orgasm. Then comes the
title track, abeautifully sung and
smartly arranged cry of anguish for
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

while the Steve McQueen caper, The Thomas Crown Affai-j[RCD 10719]

(44m 07s)

She's got nothing left to prove: her
live album of 1995 confirmed that
her abilities on stage match her
prowess in the
studio; and she's
becoming — dare I
say it — an
éminence grise for
young blueswomen.
So she's enjoying
the luxury of
having Fundamental
live up to its title:
we find her steering
away from the
polish of her trio of
chart-entry albums
(Nick Of Time,
Luck Of The Draw and Longing In
Their Hearts) for something rootsier,
grittier and altogether more rocking.
Hell, ' Blue For No Reason' could
have come off the Stones' Sticky
Fingers. And just look at her backing
group! NRBQ's Joey Spampinato,
Pete Thomas, Mitchell Froom, Los
Lobos' David Hidalgo — no wonder
she's back in ass- kicking mode. Raitt
[picture inset] is the sassiest, classiest
act around, full stop.

BeMra 7599-62115-2

Bond junkies will note that The evhisperers [
RCD

10720 *] and The Knack [
RCD10718] offer prime John Barry scores,

THERAPY?
SEMI-DETATCHED
UM 540 891

(
44m 36s)

Therapy? follow up 1995's Infernal
Love with an album which perversely
marries discordant aggression with
some of the catchiest anthems they
have written to date. The opening
track ( and first single) ` Church Of
Noise' sets the agenda, with Andy
Cairns yowling the chorus, and from
then on it's a typical Therapy?
journey through paranoia and
alienation with an unexpected twist

(
56m 53s)

Brit-pop from that other Noel —
true blue Englishman and Italian
Job-planner Noel Coward. Taking
his wares to the disco could be
construed as the work of someone
who has taken a long and ill-advised
walk in the mid-day sun.
Surprisingly, much of this starstudded, charity affair, pieced
together by Neil Tennant and coconspirator Tris Penna, works
extremely well. The Pet Shop Boys'
version of ' Sail Away' retains great
charm yet provides the opportunity
to rave awhile. The Divine
Comedy's ' I've Been To A
Marvellous Party' emerges as a
prime single. However, there are
those — Paul McCartney and,
predictably, Bryan Ferry — who
stick too closely to the stiff upper lip
originals and seek merely to pass the
time away. Spoil sports, eh Mrs
Won hington?
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WHAT'S THE MOST VALUABLE COMPONENT

96gie

IN YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM?

'YOUR EARS'

KRELL KPS-25s
Look, I've told you before - if you can't afford it it's no good
stamping your foot and throwing Teddy on the floor: you'll
just have to save your pennies or talk to me about some of
the more accessible excellence in the Krell range. It's all here!
But if excellence at the galactic edge is your ambition, then
please telephone me and I'll tell you more about the Krell
KPS-25s compact disc player. Its looks and performance
have reduced men Irespect to an embarrassing excess of
emotional overload. That's how it gets you, and terms such
as ' new reference' don't begin to do it justice. This is
definitely in the ' hock-the-Merc' league, and Iwant you to
hear it.

Strangely enough, this does not always seem to be obvious to
some of our customers to start with. We are often asked, ' Does
it sound better than what 1have already,?' - ' Will it sound OK in
my room,?' - ' Is it worth spending twice as much on the
Signature version?' How can we answer? Invariably we can not
as all things are different to all men and all systems can sound
totally different in all sorts of different environments.
At SOUNDS OF MUSIC we believe that the only place for you
to answer these questions is in your own environment so we
offer aspecial one months trial system so you can be sure that
your final choice will be the right one. Our service is second to
none and we have one of the most varied and exciting ranges of
products available in the UK illustrated by our lists below. The
items shown below represent some of our favourite products
delivering the finest sounds in their respective price ranges.
Come and audition these superb items alongside our other world
class products. Call for an appointment today. If music is your

KRELL FPB-650M
Oh no! Just when Ithought nothing could better the Krell
FPB-600, along comes the mono version in the sensual
shape of the FPB-650M. A zero feedback design of
immense power and unimaginable musical realism, this is
alovely smack in the eye for those who talk smugly about
the law of diminishing returns. Krell has shattered that law
into little pieces.
And then there's the MASTER REFERENCE AMPLIFIER.
Uh-oh, Brian Rivas is going into overload, Dan...

priority then SOUNDS OF MUSIC is the right place to come.

AUDIO

syeartssis •

•MAGNUM DYNALAB •
MICROMEGA • MYRYAD •

AUDIO PHYSICS •
APOLLO • AUDION •

MARANTZ • MORDAUNT

AUDIO NOTE* AUDIO

SHORT • MAGNA PLANAR
•MARTIN LOGAN •

RESEARCH • AUDIO
ANALOGUE • ALTIS

PASS ALEPH 3

ALON • ACOUSTIC

ANALOGUE • OPERA •

ENERGY • ATACAPAA •

OPTIMUM • ORTOFON •

ARTEMIS • BCD • BASE •

ORELLE • OSBORN •

BALANCED AUDIO

PROMENADE • PURIST

TECHNOLOGY • UAW •

ANTHEM INTEGRATED I "um •

PASS • PRO-AC •
PINK TRIANGLE • QED •

BOW • CONVERGENT

COMING SOON:
KRELL KAV-250cd compact disc player
KRELL KAV-500i integrated amplifier (350 Wpc)
•KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • WILSON AUDIO •
•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND •

QUAD • RUARK

CHORD • COPLAND •

•REL • ROKSAN •

CADENCE •

ROLAND • SME •

COGAN/HALL •

SEQUERRA • SHURE •

CABLE TALK •

SENNHIESER •

DUNLAVY • DAC •

SOUNDSTYLE • SONIC

EGGLESTON WORKS •

FRONTIERS • SUNFIRE •

EXPOSURE •

SPENDOR • SONUS-

ELECTROCOMPANIEP •

FABER • STANDS UNIQUE

GENESIS • GRAHAM •

•HARMONIX STRINGS •

íe

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •

m

,
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Knights • Broadway Road Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only

PINK TRIANGLE LITAURAL

TANNOY • TOTEM • TALK

GRAPE • GOERTZ •

•TRANSPARENT •

GOLDRING • GERSHMAN

TRANSFIGURATION •

ACOUSTICS • HARBETH •

THETA • TOWNSHEND •

HEUOS • INFINITY •

TRICHORD • THORENS •

JAMO • J M LABS •

TEAC • TRIANGLE •

KOETSU • KRELL • KEF •

UNISON RESEARCH • VAC
•VON SCHWEIKERT •

KUPSCH • KIMBER •
LUMLEY • LYRA • L.A.T.
LAVARDIN • MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY • MIT •
MAGNUM

Telephone: 01460 54322
Please telephone

•TARGET • TRILOGY •

EIKOS • F M ACOUSTICS •

•AUDIOGRAM • TRANSPARENT CABLE •

MICHELL • NEAT •
NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM

ANTHEM • AVI • ATC •

:111:

LUMLEY
LM IMK II

SONUS FABER
ELECTA AMATOR

WOODSIDE • WILSON
BENESCH • WADIA •
WILSON AUDIO • XTC •
XLC

STOP PRESS

LUMLEY SILVER 10/4
NEW SPEAKER CABLE.

1months trial
exchange
s stem

ABSOLUTELY STUNNING NO

http://www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Free Deliv)er/
anywhere
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reissue of the month
DEL SHANNON
1 COMPLETE CAREER
ANTHOLOGY 1961-.1990
Raven RVCD-51
(2CDs, I56m 2(e) dist Direct

41though remembered mainly
ior ' Runaway', 1960s rocker
Shannon was the first Yank to
:over a Beatles tune.
ecognition is overdue, but
'Gins of his brand of broken-leaded rock include Dave
..dmunds, Jeff Lynre and Tom Petty - the latter pcir lending
:redence to rumou-s tha- he was short-listed as apossible
Wilbury. In 1990, just as his career was due for a revival,
ne committed suicide Cobain-style. This 20- bit rermastered,
57- track, slip- cased set contains the hits, rare stereo mixes,
-he re-recorded ' Runawcy' for TV's Crime Story and
Dreviously unreleased material, annotated in a mognificent
24- page booklet. File urder ' Utterly Essential'. A-B-C: 1 " •
THE BONZO DOG BAND
4
1ISTORY

OF THE BONZOS

BG0 BGOCD 376

(
2CDs, 103m 09s)

The best of numerous
anthologies from the outfit
which invented satirock. This
is the 2CD version of the
double-LP set, 35 tracks with
extra liner notes to bring it up
to date. But did ' Hello Mabel'
really end so abruptly?
A-A:1 - 1* •
BRINSLEY SCHWARZ
HEN'S TEETH
Edsel EDCD 546

(
64m 14s)

From the best of the pub
rockers, and in celebration of
Nick Lowe's best new album
in ages, afascinating 22-track
clutch of rarities. All the
Kippington Lodge A- and Bsides, various pseudonymous
Brinsley appearances, cool
Beatle covers and st aggeringly
good liner notes — a must for
Basher fans! A-8:1-2 •

And just when you've had
enough whiny fiddlin', he hits
you with ' Telstar'. Go figure.
A- B:1-2 •

TOM JONES
THE BEST OF
Derain 844 823-2

(68m 49s)

Buzzing from career revivalism
via the Brits and The Full
Monty, what better than a
timely 22-track retrospective?
From ' It's Not Unusual' to
'Kiss': throaty, rich, sexy
vocals of which Wales can be
proud. A*:1-1
•
THE KINKS
KINKS
Castle Essential ESM CD 482
(61m 35s)
KINDA KINKS
Castle ESM CD 483

(53m 59s)

THE KINKS KONTIOVERSY
Castle ESM CD 507

(
41m 27s)

FACE TO FACE
JOSE FELICIANO
!ND THE SUN WILL SHINE...

Castle ESM CD 479

Raven IWCD-70

SOMETHING ELSE

(77m 50s)

Castle ESM CD 480

Subtitled ' Hits, Rarities,
Classic Tracks 1965-197 5',
this 24-song history reveals
Feliciano's impeccable taste
and uncanny knack for
personalising latter-day
standards. Exquisite material,
with breathtaking revamps of
songs by the Burritos, Cat
Stevens and the Bee Gees.
A-A*:1-1* •

THE COLLECTION
(
bm

is)

Sixteen-track intro to the
legendary British folkie, with
material from The Ashley
Hutchings Dance Band,
variants of the Albion Band,
The Sawdust Band and others.
NI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(57m 53s)

Finally, the first five Ray
Davies-approved editions of
the Kinks' Pye albums. In
mono as per the Beatles' first
four, all feature amazing liner
notes, rare pics, original sleeve
art and 44 bonus tracks (two
in stereo) between ' em.
Redress at last for the most
abused catalogue — and some
of the greatest British rock —
ever. B-C:1-2 8:1
B:2
A- B:1-1* A:1*

ASHLEY HUTCHINGS
Mooncrest CREST CD030

(59m 33s)

TAPDANCIN' BATS
(43m 43s)

Extra tracks denote this as the
'Anniversary Edition', though
it's hard to believe NRBQ

AMY 19911

POCO
THE VERY BEST OF
BOO 1180CD370

(77m)

For purists who prefer
'contemporary' best-ofs, this
was the first chronicle of the
under-rated country-rockers
who link the Buffalo
Springfield to the Eagles.
Glorious harmonies, peerless
plucking and pedal steel —
their finest from 1969-1975.
A- B:1 •
THE EARL SCRUGGS
REVUE
ARTISTS CHOICE: THE BEST
TRACKS 1970-1980
Edsel EDCD 552

(
71m 20s)

From the banjo-playing half of
the team which gave us the
theme to The Beverly Hillbillies,
23 bluegrass stunners
including 'You Ain't Goin'
Nowhere', ' Foggy Mountain
Breakdown' and ' Country
Comfort'. For Byrds fans
everywhere. A-B:1 •
SARAH VAUGHAN
THE MANY MOODS OF SARAH
VAUGHAN

Riders of the Purple Sage.
Mandatory for collectors who
read ZigZag. H:1-2 •
VARIOUS
WHITE BOY BLUES VOLS 1
&2
Castle CCSCD 816 & 817
(54m 34s/62m 20s)
What our editor despises:
middle-class Britboys doing
that Delta thang. But these 39
tracks by Mayall, Beck,
Clapton, Page and other early
practitioners (originally
released on LP as Immediate
Blues Anytime) saved the genre
from obscurity or dying out
entirely. Not as bad as purists
would suggest. A-8:1-2

VARIOUS
THIS IS NORTHERN SOUL!
Debutante 530 818-2

(
66m I5s)

THIS IS NORTHERN SOUL!
VOL 2
Debutante 530 814-2

(
65m 52s)

Tired of the same old Motown
recycling? These each contain
24 rare or unreleased gems.
The line-up includes Marvin
Gaye, the Four Tops, Martha
Reeves, the Supremes and
others, so we are not talking
barrel-bottom scrapings.
A- B:1-2 II

TKO Magnum EMBCD 3333 (
28m I6s)

THE MOVE
THE MOVE

A circuitous route, but this
CD reissue of a 1961 UK
vinyl compilation of classic
mid- 1940s performances finds
Ms Vaughan backed by Dizzy
Gillespie, Charlie Parker and
others who brought out her
best. For ' September Song' or
'Lover Man' alone, worth the
investment. H:1-1* •

Repertoire REP 4690-WY

VARIOUS
4TH & BEALE AND FURTHER
SOUTH: THE BLUES MASTERS
VOL 2
West-Side WW1 554

(
58m 22s)

Another 23 boogie rarities, six
previously unreleased, from the
Ace vaults c.1952-7, by Joe
Hill Louis, Big Boy Crudup,
Frankie Lee Sims and Mercy
Baby. Not first-rank stuff by
any means, but as raw and
rootsy as it gets. H:1-2 •
VARIOUS
SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS
Thunderbolt CDTB 167

NRBO
Rounder CD 3066

issued it 20 years ago. Sloppy,
glorious fun from the secondmost under-appreciated (after
the Flamin' Groovies)
American rock band. A:1 •

(
39m 47s)

Thirteen ultra-rare 1960s West
Coast studio tracks from
seminal San Francisco bands
including Clover (with ayoung
Huey Lewis), the Mojo Men,
the Charlatans and New

(
78m 04s)

SHAZAM
Repertoire REP 4691-WY

(
73m 31s)

LOOKING ON
Repertoire REP 4692-WY

(
75m 52s)

A sharp lesson in why
completists are always poor:
within months of WestSide's
sublime 3CD box set, here it
is again with an extra seven
mixes (the first album in mono
and stereo), original artwork
and new liner notes. Only a
sad bastard such as me needs
'em both... A- B:1-2 A:1-2
A:1 •
THE WILBURN
BROTHERS
TROUBLE'S BACK IN TOWN
Edsel EDCD 540

(
41m 27s)

This hits package is aimed at
those who wonder about C&W
before Garth destroyed it. This
stuff is so corny and politically
incorrect that you'll gag —
titles include ' Hurt Her Once
For Me' — but, hey, it's why
rednecks are red.
8-C:2 •
Ken Kessler
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tel/fax + 44 0 1777 708673
web http://www.hne.co.uk

E

e-mail: info@hne.co.uk

422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TVV1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR
ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS

UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST
FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE

•synite enclosure loudspeakers
•granite equipment racks
•modular amplifier racks
•Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•Isolation Plinths® for components
Cd's turntables and loudspeakers

timeless beauty
with sound
improvements
designed and manufactured
in the UK by HNE Systems

DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
MAIL ORDER FACILITY
AGENCIES INCLUDE
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab,
Audio Research, B&W, Bose, Copland,
Castle, Denon, Dwin, Krell, KEF, Meridian,
Marantz, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan,
Nakamichi, NHT, Pioneer, RCF, REL,
Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, Theta,
Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pm Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 970 I . +-14 I159 229701
Demonstrated at: The Right Note. Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio,
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio. Kent. Tel: 01634 389004
•Armchair Audio. Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.
I
el: 01257 473

175 • Sounds of Music. Tunbridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003

• Mique Audio, London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals, Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866
NUTHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio, Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Provence. Tel: 33 49056 7682.

BOOKS
THE VIRGIN ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF THE BLUES
Edited by Colin Larkin.
Soft covers, 415pp; £16.99.
Published by Virgin Books,
332 Ladbroke Grove, London W10
5AH.

look upon it as a
bargain. If you
want only one
fDi
blues reference
work, this will
do nicely.

posthumously, this slim, glossy hardback
is the best introduction I've seen yet to
Sinatra's body of work. Immensely
readable and assuredly authoritative
(despite being selective by necessity), it
should be sub-titled something like ' A
Basic Repertoire'. It walks you through
the catalogue from his big band debut
in the late 1930s to Duets in 1993,
explaining clearly what each album

THE Bum

SINATRA NIGHT
AND DAY: THE
MAN AND HIS
MUSIC
by Fred Dellar and
Mal Peachey.
Hard covers, 142pp,
colour and b/w
illustrations; £ 14.99.
Published by Chameleon

Like its predecessors, the latest
off-shoot of the sublime sixvolume Encyclopedia of Popular
Music focuses on aspecific
genre by collecting the
relevant entries from the
£200-plus masterwork.
Depending on whether you own the
motherlode set or wish you could but
can't afford it, you'll have different
expectations. What Ican tell you is that
the entries Ichecked are textually
identical but updated where relevant
(eg, the passing of Luther Allison), as
are the discographies. As aresult,
owners of the original set might want to
regard this as an interim update until
the next edition, while the rest of us can

represented in Sinatra's career. My only
criticism is that the authors' respect for
the subject prevented them from
cautioning newbies about his worst
moments, like the excruciating,
embarrassing cover of Simon &
Garfunkel's ' Mrs. Robinson', an entire
album of McKuen songs and other
admittedly rare lapses of taste. But what
the hell: the man's agenius.
Completists might find gaps in this
study — this book won't help you wade
through the myriad anthologies — but
they're inconsequential. A delight, even
for veteran fans.
Ken Kessler

Books,
106 Great Russell Street, London WC113 3U.
Peachey and long-serving HFNIRR
contributor Dellar have produced atruly
worthy, album-by-album study of 01'
Blue Eyes in coffee-table book form.
Although there are dense, academic
biographies and more will follow

Prize Competition Prize Competition Milo Competition

JIM!

QUESTIONS
1. What weight can be
supported by the lOrnm
thick toughened glass

DSA equipment supports worth £ 000

shelves of the DSA
Force 10 support?

'Stacks of inno‘ation"

i

SUPPORT your hi-fi in
style! Stunning equipment
stands from DSA Concepts
do just that, so don't miss
this great chance to win one.
Toughened glass shelves,
optionally 6mm or lOmm thick,
black powder finished steel
corner supports and hefty zincplated spiked feet ensure that a
superb standard of finish is
complemented by a robust
build quality. Although each
tier is decoupled from the
adjacent one, the overall
structure of the DSA stands is
astoundingly rigid.
For our First Prize, we're giving away the six-tier
Force 10. Worth £480, this stand is fitted with
lOmm thick 600 x 400mm shelves and will support
most hi-fi separates — capacity is up to 100kg for the
6mm shelves, and 300kg for the 10mm shelves.
Second Prize is the five-tier Force 6, which retails
for £350, with 6mm thick 600 x400mm shelves. Our

Third Prize, a Force 10 Mentor worth
£250, is a stand with adifference. The
idea is to keep source components as far
away from possible causes of vibration and
interference, such as power amps, with
one low shelf and two table-high shelves.
Apart from these three attractive stands,
DSA Concepts has developed a wide
range of other hi-fi and video equipment
supports. These include the Monobloc
Support, particularly suitable for placing
amplifiers close to active loudspeakers. A
DSA Isolation Support can be placed
under particularly sensitive equipment to
supplement the toughened glass shelf.
Twin Supports can be used to double the
shelf area. DSA Concepts also produces the Impact
range of stands for more compact separates. For
home cinema enthusiasts, the Vigour is an audiovisual support system designed to house up to six
units, including TV and centre loudspeaker.
For further information and details of stockists for
this innovative new equipment stand range, contact
EISA Concepts on 01706 712472.

a) 10kg
b) 100kg
c) 300kg
2. The Force 10
Mentor is designed to:
a) isolate source
components from
vibration and
interference?
b) stack amplifiers
next to active
loudspeakers?
c) stack amultiple
tier of hi-fi
components?
3. What is the retail
price of the Force 10
six-tier support?
a) £250
b) £ 50
c) £480

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form by answering the three questions, and send it to: Italian Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review
Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, to arrive before the closing date of Friday, 10 July, 1998
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry form are acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed (multiple entrants will be disqualified). No
other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form. 2)
There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes offered.
Winner(s) will be the first correct entries opened. 3) Employees
of Link House Magazines or of DSA or their agents will not be
eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on
Friday, 10 July 1998. The Editor's decision will be final and
binding. No correspondence will be entered into regarding the
competition. 5) Prizewinner(s) will be notified by post; the
results will be published in the HFNIRR, September 1998. 6)
Entry forms received become the property of Link House
Magazin. Ltd.
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DSA Competition

Name
Address

THE ANSWERS
I

[
11

2 El

3

I[you would prefer NOT to train further
direct mail, please tick dris bax

a»

« II

ffl

Postcode

•

Daytime tel no:
MfflMM

II»

MI

MI

J
93

H
:fle jE1s1,3U.1,1
21
1
1;
52

EXCWSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
£23.00 III
for valve amps, in black ash
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £70.0011
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber CI /steel CI mounting
£ 0.50
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs £. 00 El
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 El
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d)
£99.00
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 0
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£ 3.00
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 DOM El
per 100 £19.00 El per 500 £ 0.00 0
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00 0
HFNIRR 024 ToolBox: essential tools for
self-build, in flightcase
DOOM 0
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
=citing tests
£15.00

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
(as used by BBC, EMI, Nat Archive etc)
Kit £199.00 0 Ready built £370.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' version,
ultimate LP support
£47.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.000 per 100 £38.00 0
per 500 £180.00 0
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 CI
per 100 £.00 III per 500 £40.00 E
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£ 3.00 CI
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£ 9.00 CI
Gryphon Black Exorcist: movingcoil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 El
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multiinput phono pre-amp kit £299.00
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 III

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.000 EL34WXT £8.00
5881/KT66 £7.00 El 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
El ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £. 50
EL84M £7.00 0 EF86 £8.000
GZ34 (China) £ 2.50 D PCC88
EL509/519 £18.50 El
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes OM El
pre-amp tubes £.00
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 E
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 El
slim double (same width as std) pack of 5
94

£6.50 El

Sin, clear protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 CI
RATA ` Reveer: CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00
BIB CD Cleaner: automatic, batterypowered unit
£15.00 0
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 El
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 0
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.00 El
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£18.000
Musical Fidelity X-series: X-/ OD CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 0
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £129.00
X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00
XCAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£130.00

VARIOUS

Michell Tenderfeet: the original isolation
cones,
small (three) £7.00
large(three) £10.00 El
Isopod ceramic isolation cones: for
larger items
(three) £33.00 0
Insert Audio 4nun plugs: good quality,
set of four
OM
Michell 4nun plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 III
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 El
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 0
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 III
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00 CI
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 E

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 CI
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 D
GEC Amp lifter Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 0
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set 0 each £17.00 0
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 rl
Valve Amplifiers by Morgan Jones (s-bk)
£5.00 D
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00 E
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 El

Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00 III
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander (s-bk)
£25.00
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 D (
h-bk) £50.00 0
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill (s-bk)
£12.50 CI
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 El
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 III
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
£99.00 0
design (Windows 3.1+)
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 III
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £15.00 III
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 El
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 CI
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 El

CATALOGUES

HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue D Book, technical CD and
software catalogue D Audiophile LP and
CD collection III

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
original 5m single length £20.00 CI
double core 10m length £45.00
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48m total
£45.00 CI
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£88.00
Batteries and charger unit
£70.00111
Case and chassis
£60.00 D
Assembled unit, complete
£295.00 D
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £ 0.00 0 per two-pair £110.00 0
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics
£250.00 D
Casework and chassis
£80.00 El
Assembled unit, complete
£399.00 D
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
£TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Assembled unit £399.00

***

THIS MONTH'S ***
FEATURED ITEM
Shure SFG-2 stylus bakince:
check your cartridge down
force to within onetenth of agramme
£20.00 D
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BALANCING ACT
TO get the best from astereo cartridge,

Thus the range can be extended From

whether amodest moving- magnet type or
costly moving-coil, the down force has to be
¡ust right — how often does one read in a
review of the stereo image ' just snapping
into focus' with the optimum combination of
stylus rake and tracking weight? The
experts usually suggest this should be done
principally by ear. But when investing in
and setting up anew cartridge, the
manufacturer's recommended down force
is at least astarting point, and the
calibration on the tonearm may not be all
that precise. It's useful to be able to set the
downforce to ± 1
Aogm, and desirable to
keep arecord of this if some
experimentation is later prompted by this or
that LP.
The Shure SFG-2 tracking force gauge
works on the simple see- saw principle; it
comprises anon-magnetic pivoting beam
with asliding weight running along a
measurement scale to balance the
downforce of the stylus, set in one of two
cross grooves in the overhang bar. Using
the outer position, the adjustment may be
set in 0.05gm increments, or
double that with the
inner groove
placement.

0.5-1.5gms to 1-3gms.

The balance itself should be positioned
(according to Shure) on an old record, with
the turntable spindle engaging aslot in the
back of the base of the gauge. A simple
angled viewing mirror reflects afixed raised
profile against asimilar profile on the end
of the moving beam: when these are level,
so is the ' see- saw'. ( I'll just enter aproviso
here based on my experience of the Well
Tempered Arm, which has no
manufacturer's downforce indicator, but
where it's critical that down force is set at
the playing surface level of the record: it
may be preferable to remove the turntable
mat to achieve this with the SFG-2.)
Working within the cartridge
manufacturer's recommended range, and
having quantified amedian downforce, one
can then begin to listen out for that ' magic
spot', first with ahorizontal tonearm setting,
using well known LPs with agood dynamic
range and vivid soundstage characteristics,
experimenting with small downforce
adjustments. Then the VTA may be tested:
some will suggest a ' negative' rake, ie, the
arm down at the counterweight end; Ifind
van den Hul profiles work best with 2-3mm
lift at the back. Make anote of the winning
combination, and whether this is true for a
wide range of recorded material.
Shure's tried and tested Model
SFG-2 is now available
through the Accessories Club
at £ 20.00.
Christopher Breunig

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.75 each
• MID PRICE: £8.50 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.95 each
• SPECIAL PRICE
(See below for this month's listings)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz — Tom Bruno/Sabir Mateen, Brandon
Evans, Charlie Haden & Chris Anderson,
Music Revelation Ensemble £ 14.95;
Teddy Edwards, Jimmy McGriff, Weather
Report £ 12.45; 1ST ( Cassette) £4.95
Jazz roundup — 1GOCD £6.95, 2CD set
£9.25; Live Independence £ 14.95
Rock/pop — Gomez £ 10.45; Kate
Campbell, Duffy, Garbage, lain Matthews
£12.45; Bonnie Raitt £ 13.25.
Soundtracks — all RCD prefix £ 12.45
Rock reissues — Del Shannon £20.95;
Bonzo Dog Band, Brinsley Schwarz, Ashley
Hutchins, NRBO, Earl Scruggs Revue,
Wilburn Brothers £ 12.45; Sarah Vaughan,
The Move £9.25

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

The CD Service can normally supply
all titles reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at
the foot of the review. List the CDs/LPs you
require, with the format and price as indicated,
then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs.
Unless listed here at aspecial price, sets are
priced at the appropriate multiple of the single
CD figure. Musicassettes can also be supplied
for titles where this format is available.
Telephone +44 ( 011234 741152 for details
and prices. The CD Service will supply any
record generally available in the UK.

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number '
delete as appropriate

1.
Expiry Dote

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order Form (tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; Fax: +44 (011234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 (0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

+postage and packing (see text): £
Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: (tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

AUDIOPHILE 180G VINYL NEW RELEASES
ELLA FITZGERALD& LOUIS ARMSTRONG:
ELLA & LOU:S.RECORDED IN 1956 AT
CAPITOL STJOIOS IN LA, THIS
LEGENDARY-ALBUM ON THE VERVE
LABEL BRINGS US TWO ALL-TIME JAZZ
GREATS ATTIE PEAK OF THEIR POWERS
AND ACCOMPANIED B
YTOP-CLASS .
SUPPORT INCLUDING OSCAR PETERSON,
HERB ELLIS, .RAY BROWN AND BUDDY RICH.
VERVE MGV 40C.3. PRICE: £ 19.95
OTHER AUDIOPHILE 180GVINYL TITLES:
MILES DAVIS: THE COMPLETE QUINTET STUDIO RECORDINGS MOSAIC 1OLP BOX SET - £ 119.95
MILES DAVIS: LIFT TO THE SCAFFOLD (COMPLETE SOUNDTRACK)
FONTANA 660213 - £ 19.95
LOUIS ARMSTRONG: LOUIS UNDER THE STARS - MGVS 4012: £21.95*
LOUIS ARMSTRONG. IiVE GOT THE WORLD ON ASTRING MGVS 4035: £2* .
95* THE DCK)BIE.13ROT.-IERS: BES WOF - DCCLPZ 2050 - £21.95*
JIM CROCE: HIS GREATEST RECORDINGS - DCC LPZ 2054 - f21.95
LESTER YOUNG.HARRY EDISON: GOT TO LAUGH TO KEEP FROM
CRYENI MOVS 6054 £21.95
BUDDY GUY: I
WAS WALKING THROUGH THE WOODS - MCA 11165: £ 17.95
(LIMITED EDITION)
THE WHO: WHO'S NEXT - MCA 11164: £25.95 (LIMITED EDITION)
BALALAIKA FAVOURITES SR 90310 (MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE): £21,95
CHABRIER: ESPANA - SR 90212 (MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE): £2L95
ROB WASSERMANN: DUETS - AMU: £ 19.95
TITLES WfTli AN * ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ON 24i CARAT GOLD CD

IN STOCK NOW: TI-E FIRST FOUR 24/96 DAD (DIGITAL AUDIO DISC) TITLES.
WE ALSO CARRY ASELECTION OF HDCD TITLES
TO PLACE AN ORDER OR TO RECEIVE AFREE AUDIOPHILE
VINYL OR CDCATALOGUE, CONTACT:

For full details please
contact Path Prem:er
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel:

01494 44 173 6

Fax: 01494

UNIT 4,69

VIVANTE LONDON
HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, SURREY KT1 4DE
TEL: 0181 977 6600 FAX: 0181 977 4445

440360
EUROPES PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

Stunning summer sale._
Our normal stock includes unusual equipment of
outstanding performance. Now we want to expand
that range and need to sell the following ex-dem or s/h
bargain items, all in excellent condition.
Krell CD-DSP
Linn Karik/Nunerik
Wadia 8CD
Lumley ST70
Lumley M120
Conrad-Johnson PVIO AL
Meridian 566
Lumley ST40
Mirage 890i
Snell A3
.Audio Research SPI4
Audio Research D240 Mk 11 ( x2)
Lumley PV 1.5
Spender SPI/2
AudioNote DAC4
Linn LK1/Dirak/280/Spark
Lumley PS2

s/h
s/h
s/h
ex-dem
ex-dem
s/h
s/h
s/h
ex-dem
s/h
s/h
s/h
ex-dem
new
s/h
s/h
ex-dem

£1995
£1500
£1200
£1475
£2340
£ 999
£ 850
£ 550
£ 560
£3200
£1250
£1500 each
£ 895
£ 995
£2500
£ 750
£2075

y

AE
Ataeama
Auctoiab
BEW
Cable Talk
Copland
:
Cyrus
Hannan-Kardon
.Widest choice in the area
JBL
• Independent advice
KEF
•Qualified staff
Kerfflood
•Comfortable dem rooms
Krell
Superb showrooms
Marantz
Martin-Logan
.Main road location
Meridian
Stator car parks nearby
Michell
•Insurance estinrates
Misior
•Over 30yrs experience.
Monitor Aucbo
•Service Dept.
Musical- Fidelity
•Delivery & installation
Pickering
•Part Exchange
Pink Triangle
•Open 10:30-5:30 6days
Pioneer
Quac
REL
Rogers
Up to 3yrs.
Ruark
Interest Free
SME
Sorus-Fabei
Credit
Spendor
deposit only 21e, of
Systemdek
£500. for 12 months
Tannoy
ET500. for 24 months
TDL
>.3000o for 36 months
Thdrerrs
st.b,sts1 tt status
Yamaha
more
PS ejœie nkrkiv eea; :t/ /hp..
esber/40boatmoreedaye

aS; tat place for...

Audio/ab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

/Naafi,Logan
nioniccn
•ill

CD: Accuphase, Acurus, Audio Synthesis, Classé, dCS Elgar.
Enlightened Audio Design, Meracus, OreIle, Wadia, XTC
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel, DNM, Graham. Michell,
Stratosphere, Sumiko Blue Point Special, Transfiguration

Kre//

mplitlers: Accuphase, Audio Sculpture, CAT, Classé, DNM,
I . ionley. Michell, Orelle, Siemel, SiriuS, Sonneteer, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, BKS, Ethos,
Haybeth, Lumley, Magneplanar, NEAT, Totem

The Right Note - Bath
0800 3281425

We now
take most
cards

MongerAC/41/0

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

SUBSCRIBE

and choose between 14 issues
for the price of 12. That's a
scving of £6.00 on the UK
subscription rate OR 20% OFF
when paying by DIRECT DEBIT.
That's a saving of over £8.00
on the UK subscription rate
Credit Card Hotline:
01454 620070
Fax Hotline: 01454 620080
E- Mail: cihotline@aol.com
Hi Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION FORM
twant to discover what sounds and looks great
HUI
with HiFi News & Record Review...
_,
NEWS
la Iwould

like 20% OFF and have completed the Direct Debit mandate

Iwould like 14 issues for the price of 12 and have enclosed my
credit/debit card details/cheque

Your choice of payment: 0 Direct Debit El Cheque or
o
Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay Direct Debits

Credit/Debit Caid
DIRECT
la Debit

Please fill in the whole torro and send nto
Link House Magazines Ltd. Subscriptions,
Bradley Paythons, Pear Tree Road. Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS1.! 08 ,1

3

1 Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society branch

Your details

2 Namels) of account hoidens ,

Address:

0

4,5

Postcode

Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

0

Bank or Build.ng Socety

To The Manager

,n. HJus, Magsz.nes Ltd
off.,e
o-oy

reference number

3 Branch sort code

"roe, me too ogr,r "and come of you , cnec.,e ,

Postcode

Country

4 Bank or

Budding Socety account

Signature.

nurnbe

Date

f
-.
Jir
subscription
_II Direct Debit payment
i3
ID
:3
13

UK
Overseas Surface
Europe Airmail
Overseas Airmail

Ban ,sand Et.:

_I Cheque or credit/debit card payment
1.: for 12
20% Discount
£36.00
£28.00
£34.50
£44.30
£36.50
£45.70
£49.00
£61.80
(111803a)

(H18036)

Tick here if you are an existing subscriber
If you would prefer not to recesve direct mail please tick here Ji
Return the coupon to: Hi Fi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions,
Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol B532 OPP.
Tel: 01454 620070 Fax: 01454 620080. E-Mail: cihotline@aol.com.

ocebes n
-a. not .: ceot

1Deb t

, r•

' o, so ne

types of account

•—
_ll I
enclose acheque/postal order/international
bank draft payable to Link House Magazine: Ltd.

O or charge my credit/debit card,
Visa

J Access

J Diners

1:11 Mastercard

JIDebit/Switch Card Issue No:
Credit/Debit' Card No:
Expiry Date:

Signature.

Daytime Tel No. ( inc STD code)
delete as appropriate

The Direct Debit Guarantee: Thu Guorantee offered by at Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit iherne The efficiency and security of the Scheme nmonit,ed and protected be your own Ban.‘ or Building Society If the
chnounts to be pad or the payment dates change you wit be -old of this in advance by at I.st Id days os agreed If an error smade by Link House Magazines Limited or by your Ban. or Building Society you ore guaranteed ofull ond immediate
refund iron, your branch of the amount paid. `tl.0 can cancel aDirect Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Building Sciety. Please also send acopy of your letter ro us Direct Deoin con ONLY be p.:id througr aUK bank or building society
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Hi Fi Choice " The ECI-1
is one of the more
important integrated
amplifiers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom
England .
5.9r 95

JM1 ab

..--•-•••••fflo."01•••"«—

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's
cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

by FOCAL

Hi Fi News and Record
Review "AW100DMB
combined with the
EC- 4preamplifier is
recommended for
amplifier combinations
over £2000"Alvin Gold

The long awaited
UTOPIA
now available on
demonstration

Pnces from 1500 ECO IMono steoe through
EC32 Meyers, et £ 995 t he AW 250 OMB
0 £3995

Sound Image UK Ltd

Sound Image UK Ltd

52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR

52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR

Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

gaives.,6,411 The "Classics"
Your 301 or 401 turntable can now be reman u t u
red by
Loricraft Audio, the official Garrard licensees.
"The music was always vibrant and passionate full of raw energy
The sense of scale, power,
sheer oomph is simply unmistakeable"
Johnathan Kettle, Audiophile, Loricraft 301 .
review
me "It offered massive stability and precision
71'
4
'ignored,

the sound locked into place and aquired the not to-b
almost hypnotic quality of real music
Andrew Cartmel, Hi Fi News, Loricraft 301 revie

We have test and calibration equipment from the original Garrard factory and can rebuild your turntable to " as new"
or latest specification.

We can mount your unit in our world-renowned plinth,

We can also source and supply 401

and 301 motor units. All our own remanufactured units come with a full 2 year guarantee.
To find out more send the coupon

to :-

Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane, Lambourn
Berkshire, RG17 8X9.
411W

IM-**

um
—......
me am mom me MIMI MIMI BIM MI on
rES! IWANT TO KNOW MORE. PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF YOUR :- I

II 301/401

Re- manufactured units

New G

sories
or call 01488 72267.
PRC2 Record Cleaner

e-mail garrard@audio.ndirect.co.uk

I Name

or check our website:http://i.vww.audio.ndirect/garrard/

74-e .4e9eetet

• "
.

Address

L

• \ te

Postcode

I

6
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PASSLABS

ALEPH 3

X 1000
Your Search Is Over!
Single Ended Class 'A' from 30-1000 WPC.
Where Passlabs Lead - Others Follow.
Call for further information to your nearest dealer:
The Audio Note Salon Glasgow
Lintone Audio Gateshead Tyne 8c Wear
Zouch Audio Ashby De La Zouch Leics
Midlands Audio Exchange Kidderminster Worcs
The Right Note Saltford Avon
Sounds of Music Tunbridge Wells Kent

0141 357 5700
0191 477 4167
01530 414128
01562 822236
01225 874728
01892 547003

or call

01892 539595
ZENITH MUSIC LTD

specialist guide
CHESHIRE

DEVON & CORNWALL

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

Sounds.
Perfection

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA I3NU

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Tel: ( 01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

GREATER LONDON
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ALCHEMIST

NORTH WOOD
II)

AUDIONOTE ARION AUDIO MECCA

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG W5
or 0181-567 8703

CHORD DENON OPA EXPOSURE HEART

I 0

MARANTZ MICROMEGA MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAD NEAT PROAC REGA ROSE ROTEL

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

STAX TALK ELECTRONICS TEAC

AUDICKAB, MO, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON ICARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, RE., ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,

THORENS WOODSIDE
B &

W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS, HARBETH,

KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL, RUARK,

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery á
installation. Repairs 8. service.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

Closed Wednesday.

PHONE: 01296 428790

TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

EIRE

studio

Hearing is Believing

Arcane
DAL VI
A udisil ato
cast le

CLON

MM
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Morse:lean
CI losst•
stiega
84airnint a
Epos

30 years of Excellence
55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Opera Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur

Fri 10am to 9pm

LONDON

BADA BONDED DEALER

Sassy
mom

81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW(, LOY
•TEL,01T1 624 8855
FAX, OM 1,24 ' 114

GREATER MANCHESTER
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

n
t

i
//
e

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our fourth phenomenal year

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- Fl

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
f
i l
éi • , /
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
;
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
yuir .
0Y 1.
TDL • Mission • Copland •
y.ut
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
MUSA

AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM
0161 633 2602

,

10

AUDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE
I

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 (
8.00 Thursdays)

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Research, Meridian, Audio°, Hi 0,
CR Developments, Wilson Audio, Martin logon, Sueur Fdler, Jam, Epos, Rork, dpo,
Myryod, Alchemist, Creek, Michell, SM E, 01 Products, N.YA, REL, Rae& Delon,
Celestion, Rose, Micromega, Orbitan is muds more

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts,
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr. Newaric, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Foc ,iellh• ' 017771 870437

Vottingham's newest and larg,
hifi 8r home theatre store.
Authorised Dealers for: Mouslk Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio Analogue
•Audiomeca • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
•Cabosse • Conrad-Johnson • Croft • CPA • EA.If •Electrocompaniet • ¡orteil
•fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Groat • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Meracus • OCM • Oracle • Orelle • Ortofon
•Papworth • Pass Labs • Purist • Project • Pentochord • Pink Triangle • OED
•Sequence • Star • Tear • Triangle • Trichord Research • Totem • Unison Research
•Yemenite Churchill • YEA and others

0171-924 2040

cell for km tlf part tee-turner bargain,

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

01257 473175

100

1
, 315

Chantry Audio

5min, front 127 of the MO
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

•Three demonstration rooms
•Home trials
•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION
JULY 1998

Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NG16GF
Tel: 0115 958 4404
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

specialist guide
NORTH LONDON

HEREFORDSHIRE

studio

ENGLISH

82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olutsen Centre
ARCAM. ATACAMA. ATC. AUDIOLAB. AVI,
BANG 8OLUFSEN. BAO, BOSE. CHORD CO., DENON.
HARBETH, KEF. JAMO. MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY. MYRYAD. NAIM, PANASONIC,
OED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC. TDL, TLD ETC

•.•••••C 1 It Is I IN [' RE.***
Aream. A I

HI-FI & TV

82

audio

NORTHERN IRELAND

ilah. B&W. Castle.

Denon. Expic.iiie. IJarman Kardon. Kef.
Maranta. Mieromega, Mission. Naim.
Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Prom ..Quad. Rel.
Rotel. Ruark. John Sheame. Stan. Teae. Yamaha
Free installation; Credit facilities; ServiLe Dept.

e

Mon-Sat 9.30 - 5.30

Analog Audto

\1 Weems , Road. Ilerelord ( 01432 j.355081

N

(Hi-fi Specialists)
849 fligh Road, London N12
rel: 0181 445 3267

TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, Rockport,
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES • Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch.
Nott Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado. Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord.
Roksan, Audiomeca. M.F., Copeland. Krell, BOW Technology. YBA.
Meracus. DAC.
AMPLIFICATION • Rotel. Marantz, Harman Kardon. Audio Analogue.
Musical Fidelity. LFD. Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell. BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion. Unison Research. Graaf.
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics. Apogee, OLN, Triangle. Jamo.
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch. Some Faber. Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice. Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel. Harman Kardon. Proceed, Krell,
Sunf ire (Bob Carver). JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSOR1ES - Insert Audio, Flatline. Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Pariington. Base, Understands,
KRONOS HI- F1, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON 6170 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Credit (Including Interest Free)Available

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANT 7
`Mx kisl mil lull range ut speakers and
electronics for all major manufac turers.
PI(`Jle phone for details.

Avidi oVw-e
‹g.,s mok, At1410 ViS1dj c

KENT

J
UNILET

Once is not enough

Sound & Vision

SURREY

We at Audio Venue are riot inter-

town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit

ested in making the quick,one time

* Good parking facilities

sale.Rather,we want yo .ias a long

•iot.kists or: ARCANI • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • IOU WE
•NI ICROMH; • NAIM AUDIO* NEAT • REGS • ROTEL
•Rol» • so tiONIAN • TEAC • YAN1AHA & MORE

term repeat customer.5o whetheyou are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking fa- unbiased advice

Best place in

I

UNILET SOUND & VISION

24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 lED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 676723

on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

SOUTH COAST

Componente from
£120.00 -£72.000
Tel / Fax 01b1 707 4849
mobile 0973 471 426
email ; aucliovenue@vosenet.co.uk

9High

'
c
'
ce

Open Tues

Choose from
the finest

15\

UNMET

Sound & Vision

LINCOLNSHIRE

UNILET SOUND & VISION

Digital Analogue Company
Nottingham Analogue
Audion - Arion - Kllpsch - Triangle - Silver Sounds _
N• *1N' -

Video - Ni' Satellite
Jost Pure Musk
Talk to Shaun on Me afane numlx-r
Eychisity
Erchisiir ErnN

NORFOLK

•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

Tel:

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

èffete s

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431 _
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities

SOUTH EAST LONDON

Closed Mondays • Free Parking

SUFFOLK

Front End Problems?

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
ti Near Norwich, Nor4blk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam. Audio Alchemy, Nairn, Denon.
Creek. Epos. AudioLab, U.K.D.. Heybrook, Rotel.
Soundstyle, Micromega. Rnyd, Chord Co, Cable Talk.
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac.
Unison Research and others
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REKIE1V

Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

E-Nlail 1135i r.263..eCcHnpuserve.(;iiin

o•-•••

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and

*

ZeroFeedBack
Audio
Conspliants
Lincolnshire
01.1 - 2 883 - 22

•••••

'
TV: C.4M=

Fri 10.30am • 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

JULY 1998

nun) contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

11111""W

4

.
75

î

Zee» ve.'""•&
¡Wee >
4'2,

teetatt-

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock. E.A.R. and others,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

41

--

eext,
hlfl for grown-ups
tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
17 6 3 1 9
101
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SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE

WEST SUSSEX

g,
eiree‹,
(*.te,

Music Mill
Hi- ti advice that's always worth listening to.

e
poptiweicee

( ),,
luny chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled peffonnance.
For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the Worlds finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, AVI, BRIS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

ëepeitie

orlimiestams
.0:mete Ree.....es

n
.
/ VI
Systems matched to specific requirement

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan. Micromega. Audionote, Audiolab, Raga,
Arcam, Exposure. Aura, Epos, Thiel, Auer, Rotai, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

IlluAsuuLl

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850

Nationwide delivery and installation

TO ADVERTISE

Sympathetically designed audio furniture
Friendly professional advice and after-sales support
r

NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

IN THIS

rir•
i

MARANTZ • AVI

ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL

W ould

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

SECTION

.41
you like to hear more.,

c•091.4.4zeecr

0131 • 555 3%3
45

PLEASE

PROJ ECTS

NEAOIN.LEY

0 1 1 3

LANE

2

3

LEE..

0

L.45

I.E.

4 5 6 5

CONTACT

YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

STUDIOS

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

DAVE WALSH
TEL:

THE EAST COAST!

Audiolab, Electrocompaniet Pro-Ac. Ruark. Castle. TEAC, Unison Research. T&A. Impulse
Horns. Monitor Audio. Harbeth. Alchemist Michell Turntables, Nottingham Analogue
Studios. Blueprint. Audio Analogue . Exposure. Living Voice. Denser). Celestion IA series
only). Opera. EtaIon, Audio Physic. Tnchord Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema.
Pro-Logic demonstrations. Nordost Stands Unique. Stax Electrostatics. Ortofm . Ringmat
Developments, Audio Technica, Goldhng. Listening room. Demonstrations. Home Trial.
Free delivery and
Installation 2 Years Guarantee.
A

0181 686 2599

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER, DN5 8SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387

EXT 318

TEL: 01482 587397

10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

WEST MIDLANDS
an,

audio lale...glonl...nak am irhi...oriofon...p run,.

I

trrhnol.,4y...s•n den bol

for the midlands
s.

3Hi - Fi Studios

01922 493499
re .. rg.1,

rd/Z
H

1-FI

Department

Home Trials

Home Cinema Theatre

Mail order available

cl

pun,

MILISMIC

.
1110,

ii

Ill TI...

, ..

0121 321 2445

Interest Free Credit available •

Alp..

6.

luau

In House Service

(On Se4eded Items. APR 20% wrnten detods on œque:u
audio alchriti,

AID

... men..., Eel" rrfrrenve.ken

.tintrantz

inn le. II

tonrolaig lit

moth

MATTERS

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS F--1
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0°. Written details on request
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS •

102

SwiTCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL
TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL.
WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

9MARKET STREET.
STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB
TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968
JULY

1998

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN
10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD,
WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD
TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933
HI-FI NEWS E. RECORD REVIEW
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Accuphase T109 tuner, mint, boxed with remote
balanced and unbalanced outputs, one of the world's
best £ 1,995 tel: 01224 707622 after 6pm (H1176)
Air Tangent arm on VPi HW19 III dark oak fitted
with Koetsu black, £ 1,800 with boxes, Siltech plus
other quality interconnects and speaker cables, tel:
01923 826830 (H1263)
Apogee stage speakers, boxed (£4,000) £ 1,200
Nairn pre-amp with hi-cap £ 550; Thorens TD160
deck £80; Meridian 602 with Audio Synthesis AT&T
mod £950 tel: 01274 422845 (H1179)
Apogee Stages, excellent condition £ 1,300; Mirage
595is excellent condition, £350 tel: 01604 766124
(H1150)
Arcam Alpha 7Im. amp new, boxed £ 195ono; Two
Pairs Audioquest ruby 1/2 metre cables £45ono;
Each pair, Michell Argo HR, Michell I.S.O. HR both
with Hera P.S.0 £975ono tel: 0181 852 8993
(H1134)
ARC Classic 30 amp £950; Audio Synthesis Passion
all-Vishay passive preamp £300, the following in US
120 voltage, but stepdown transformer available:
ARC LS2 preamp £950; Theta Data CD Transport
£800; Sonic Frontiers Ultrajitterbug £ 300;
California Audio Lab Sigma II (tube) DAC £400,
all mint condition, boxes and manuals, tel: 01865
558075 or email: cyri1888@aol.com (H1291)
Arcam Delta 250 CD Transport player and Arcam
black box 50 DAC buying price £ 1,300 selling price
£730 tel: 0141 883 8217 (Glasgow) (H1225)
ATC SCM100 Active speakers, black ash, recently
re-voiled by ATC, quick sale, £ 1,750 tel: 0181 969
3739 (H1273)
Audio Note P25E £750; CD2 £700 or £ 1,400 for
both only 3months old, cost new £2,500; tel: 01948

Audioplan Kontrast II loudspeakers, piano black,
lacquer finish, cost £2,300 for quick sale £895; Sony
TA-E1000ESD Digital Processing control amplifier
plus 2Sony TA-N55ES Stereo (or bridged mono)
power amps £695 tel: Chris Harris 01494 881171
work, 0411 251756 mobile (H1247)
AVI Pre Amp with phono stage, plus matching
150W mono blocks, mint condition, boxed £ 1,000
tel: 01355 264586 (H1234)
AVI S2000 MI Intergrated amplifier, used for one
month only, purchased 1st March 1998, £ 1,000
(new) accept £750; Dali 104ms special edit boxed
£650 (new) accept £275 tel: 01443 685191
(H1236)
AVI S2000M1 amp, excellent sound £750 tel: 01353
741497 (111239)
ti&O Complete A/V system, beosound 9000, CD
Tuner, Beolab 6000, 4000, 2000, speakers, Beovision
Avant with extras, 2Beo4 remotes, passive remote
link, cost £ 10,000 new, £6,000ono for the lot, tel:
01252 614812 (H1281)
B&W DM603's floorstanding spiked speakers
(£500) £395ono mint boxed, best buy less than 1
year old, virtually unused, tel: 0181 460 2737 eves
(Bromley, Kent) (H1276)
B&W P5 speakers, mint, boxed, £520 tel: 01494
716909 (Bucks) (111284)
B&W P6 elegant floorstanders, rosewood, current
retail £ 1,095, boxed, as new, £ 625ono; Logic
DM101 Turntable Helius arm, AT32 cartridge
£220ono tel: 01773 826170 (111248)
Beard P35.2 valve amp, excellent £ 475 bargain
price tel: 01474 872863 (N Kent) (111151)
Bose Acostimas S5 speaker system, separate bass
unit, discrete directional cube array for shelf or wall
mounting, cost £800 little used, £395ono tel: 01256

666484 ( Shropshire) REL Q100E £ 300 only 5
months old tel: 01948 666484 (H1251)

704801 (Basingstoke, Hants) (111222)
Burmester 838 phono stage £ 300; Celestion
Ribbon speakers model 7000 £ 350; Koetsu red

Audio Research D115MKII 100 watt valve £900;
SP14 preamp £ 1,200; Octet new, matched GEC
6550A valves £ 100; Audio Note KO-ON silver

signature £500; Tannoy 625ALF Subwoofer £ 150;
Tanoy Genexxa Pro LX5 - great match for 625 ALF
£50; Gem= Pro LX7 - bigger and better than Pro

passive pre-amp £500; all excellent, offers tel: 01604

LX5 £90 tel: 0181 672 4319 (111242)
Celestion 300 speakers, mint condition £375 tel:
01604 766124 (111255)

720122 (H1190)
Audio Research LS15 preamp remote, £2,250;
Audio Research Classic 60 power amps £ 1,350;
Theta Data Basic IIA CD Transport £ 1,450; all
boxed with manuals, tel: 0171 237 5475 (H1128)
Audio Research SP14 black preamp, hybrid with
superb phono stage and many facilities, sounds
wonderful, mint, owned from new, happy to
emonstrate, £ 1,395ovno, tel: 01264 790675
eves/ansaphone (H1135)
Audio Synthesis DAX2 and Passion 8S, reference
grade DAC and remote "silver" attenuater, £ 1,099
and £650 respectfully, both in immaculate condition,
upgrading to DAX " Decade" tel: Rober, 01604
415412 (Northampton) (H1167)
Audio Synthesis Equipment to clear 2off 150 watt
Desire Class A Amplifiers £ 500 each; Passion 8S
with Direct coupled silver blue interconnects £850;
1pair Transparent Audio Ultra cable 25 foot (2x25)
new £2,650 best offer tel: 01189 611918 (H1243)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8M, remote controlled
Passive preamp, top multiple input model, boxed,
mint, 7months old, cost £ 1,695 sell £ 1,100 tel:
01322 282512 days, 01622 820716 eves ( Kent)
(H1254)
Audiolab 8000P power amp, latest spec (2years
old), boxed, including manual, vgc, £400; Cyrus 2
amp and PSX power supply, boxed, manuals inc.
vgc, £ 300 tel: 01480 436321 ( Huntingdon)
(H1184)
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Celestion 7001 special editions, aerolam
construction, matching filled stands, totally as new,
spec sheets and certificate, less than ayear old, £900
tel: Lisa, 01202 253366 evenings (111166)
Celestion 7000 ribbons £400; Wharfdale Harewood
£200; Burmester 838 phono stage £400; Tannoy
S25 ALF subwoofer £200; Meridian 203 Dac £220
tel: 0181 672 4319 (H1107)
Conrad-Johnson Premier six pre- preamp, all valve
gain stage for use with low-output moving coil
cartridges, vgc, £395ono; Sennheiser HD580 jubilee
limited edition headphones, superb £ 125 tel: 01264
790675 (H1136)
Counterpoint SA20 ' Power' amplifier, mint, boxed
£1,150; Well tempered classic turntable, latest black
platter/bearing, classic arm, Dynavector Karat, all
boxes, manuals, superb, £ 1,375; Roksan Darius
loudspeakers, latest, rosewood, mint, boxed, manuals,
£625; Mission Mechanic £495; Ortofon SPU £295
tel/fax: 01747 853372 (Dorset) (111186)
DNM 3A twin preamp, C/W leads, £550; Cyrus 2
+PSX £250; 1xPSX £ 100; Tangent RS3 speakers
£145 tel: Mike, 01246 209578 day, 01246 280755
eves (111194)
DNM 3A/6 power supply with latest network T
capacitors with 2band limited gems, all recently
serviced by DNM, sensible offers only, tel: Peter,
0181 743 8880 (111253)

EAR 861 Triode Valve amplifier ( 1997 Japan Gold
Award), EAR839 rrp £4,000 new, boxed,
£2,500ono; Supreme Pioneer CT95 DolbyS Cassette
recorder, unused, rrp £ 1,000, £450ono; Courier
COD, insured tel: 00 353 27 61040 (tel/fax)
(111218)
Emigration Sale: MF X-Cans headphone amp
£60 with free VdH cables, Quad 606 MK1£100;
Sony CDP 557 ESD CD player £ 100; Sony STS
361 RDS Tuner £75 tel: 015242 72887 (H1172)
Enlightened Audio Design (EAD) T8000
Laserdisc/CD Transport, black, superb qulaity
transport £ 2,495 (£4,500); Resolution Audio
Quantum DAC £ 1,950 (£3,300), both items in as
new condition and sounding great, together or apart!
tel: 0181 291 1744 (H1164)
Ensemble PA1 Audiophile loudspeakers, piano
black, £950; Quad 66 preamp £450; Quad 34
preamp £ 200; Quad 606 power amp, £ 300, all
boxed, mint condition tel: 01784 432629 (Surrey)
(111269)
Exposure 21 pre-amplifier and twin 18 mono super
amplifiers, all mint and boxed, rrp £2,600 sell for
£1,780 tel: 01689 813884 evenings (111188)
Gamma ERA pre-amp, silver wired phono stage,
£1,000 (£2,500) Gamma space reference power
amp, silver wired, titanium 300Bs, £2,000 (£4,000)
impulse H2 speakers £ 1,000 (£2,250) tel: 01962
774218 (Winchester) (H1283)
Garrard 301 MK1 with grease point, superb
condition, £240 tel: 01252 545579 (eves) (H1268)
Garrard 401 Transcription deck with Colton arm,
excellent condition £250 tel: 01527 835715
(111245)
Garrard 401 turntable plus SME model 3016 arm,
both mounted on original SME Perspex and wood
plinth, excellent condition, little used, offers please,
tel: 01753 866216 (Windsor) (111274)
High End Cable Clearout, Transparent Musicwave
Reference Speaker 4 feet £ 1,950 (£ 3,500);
Transparent Digital link 1.5metre phono-BNC £ 150
(£300); Transparent Digital link lmetre BNC-BNC
£130 (£250); Transparent Phono Cable (Specialvery rare!!) 1.5metre £500 (£830); Cardas Golden
Cross interconnects - 8metre £ 1,950 (£3,500) 1.5
metre £500 (£900), 1metre £400 (£700); Madrigal
HP interconnect 7metre £ 500 (£995); Madrigal
Digital coax 1metre £ 150 (£ 300) tel: 0181 291
1744 (111163)
IncaTech Claymore amplifier, upgraded by
Manticore, sounds stunning, boxed with all history
£175 tel: 01932 352325 (H1231)
Interconnects & Accesories: 0.5M Pr Siltech +
WBTs £95; 0.5M Pr Siltech +AQs, £80; 0.5M Pr
Anacreon + AQs, £ 50; Set of 4WBTs £25 tel:
Gerry Hassell on 0181 751 3771 or 0181 890 3302
(bus.) (111279)
Jamo Concert 8loudspeakers, light cherry finish,
5months old, as new, boxed, can demonstrate, £950
tel: 01342 832847 (Surrey) (111270)
John Holders Activel loudspeakers walnut £480;
Yamaha AVX100 surround amp pro-logic 5channel
r/c £275 tel: 01296 696251 (Bucks) (H1227)
KEF 107/2 black ash, upgraded from series 1by
KEF, good condition £ 1,295; Albarry M408 50w
monoblocks £275; Rappaport pre-amp, passive line,
active phono, sfernice pot, £60 tel: 0121 472 8746
(Birmingham) (111275)
KEF Reference Four loudspeakers, immaculate,
unmarked condition, original packaging and manuals,
one owner from new, rosetta finish £2,350 (£3,500)
tel: 01204 433698 (111112)
Kelly KT3 Speakers, mint £800; Sugden SF100
amplifier £450; Denon 4400A mono block power
amplifiers, £ 550; Musical Fidelity X-Pre £ 120 all
items new or as new and boxed tel: 01572 723198
(111256)
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Kenwood KA5050-R amplifier and Kenwood DP-

Lumley M250, 125w/c Class A mono blocks, ex

Naim Audio CDS CD Player, unused, boxed,

7050 CD player, selection of first class reviews

demo, £4,995 (new £7,500); REL Studio II black,

genuine reason for sale £2,500 tel: 0131 336 2956

available, cost £700, accept £450; B&W DM-620i

£2,750 (£3,995 new) full warranty; REL Stentor II

(H1144)

floor standing speakers, cost £ 369, accept £250 all

ex demo £ 1,395, full warrant; Magnum Class A SE

Naim NAC 82 £ 1,200; Hicap £ 380 excellent

mint, tel: 0161 437 5372 (H1262)

black phono, ex demo, 3year warranty £599 (new

condition, new type boxed, Audiolab

Koetsu black cartridge recently retipped at cost of

£840); Magnum IA 170 SE silver phono £ 330

Transport and DAC converter as above £ 1,100ono

£225 by The Cartridge Man £ 350; Mission 752

(£440) tel: 01992 442425 (H1145)

price includes delivery, tel: 01598 760247 (eves)

speakers, black all original packaging £295; Royd

Mark Levinson 380 pre 2,695 331 power 2995,

(H1287)

Merlin speakers £ 160 (£ 300) (walnut) Cabletalk

39 CD 3,695, all only 2months old, fully balanced

Nakamichi Dragon and Nakamichi ZX-7 cassette

reference interconnects £85 (£ 150) Teac CD3 £ 150

and remote control, cost new £ 1,3500 tel: 01992

recorders, offered only as apair, one owner from

(£250) tel: 0171 613 0136 (H1238)

621908 or 01707 888688 C2 Gel XLR balanced

new, full service history with B&W, original packing,

Krell CD-DSP custom perspex L,D £ 1,995

leads available (H1117)

manuals, mint condition, full demo £2,000 tel: 0161

(£4,000); Krell KSA 100S £2,995 (£5,800); Audio

Mark Levinson No. 28 pre-amp (high-gain phono)

437 5372 (H1261)

Research

all

£1,150; Audiomeca Mephisto and Audio Synthesis

Oracle Delphi Sumiko premier, FT3 tonearm

immaculate WANTED: Audio Synthesis Passion Pro

DAX (balanced Ultra-Analogue and other options)

ATOC7 onix, power supply, Kimber lead, excellent

Balanced around £ 375 tel: Cardiff, 01222 759604

£2,300ono; Mirage M3Si's £2,000ono tel: John,

(H1138)

condition, £900; EAR 509 mono power amps, vgc,

0171 548 3678 ( office), 01279 653800 7-9pm

Krell KAV3000i integrated amplifier, mint condition,

£1,200ono tel: 0121 459 9616 (H1204)

(H1264)

boxed, reason for sale - upgrading £ 1,850 tel: 01823

Mentor Reference Turntable Mentor arm, 18 months

444044 (Taunton) ( H1288)

old, cream, last one made, £2,100 any trial; Classic

Krell KBL line stage pre amplifier, fully balanced

Pye HF12 pair restored by GT Audio finest classic

plus separate power supply unit, immaculate

sound available, £ 1,100, upgrading to better looking

condition with original packaging and manuals

stuffl no time wasters, tel: 0181 657 8946 (H1252)

£1,650 (£4,900) tel: 01204 433698 (H1113)

Meridian

LS 1 pre-amp £650 (£ 1,800);

200/203 Trichord

clocked £ 695;

Krell KPS 30i CD player, 14 months old, mint

M/Fidelity B3 pre/MA50 monoblocks £595; Snell

condition, remote control, never used, cost £ 5,500

Type E, all boxed, Manticore Mantra, KEF 105,

upgrading hence priced for quick sale £2,500 tel:

Celestion SL6; Quad 50E monoblocks, EL557

01639 882292 (H1103)

speakers,

Krell KPS 30i CD player, 14 months old, mint

monoblocks/22/FM1 etc. tel: 01992 718265 (Enfield)

condition, remote control, never used, cost £5,500

(H1142)

upgrading hence priced for quick sale, £2,900 tel:

Meridian 605 Monoblock power amps, excellent

01639 882292 (H1267)

condition, boxed, highly recommended (MC) ( 33

Krell KPS20i Krell KRC3 HR, both nearly new,

Marks) £ 1,095ono; EAR Phono 834P £275ono;

little use, mint, DNM3/6 power supply with Network

Orelle DA Converter £320ono (MC 34-37 marks)

T capacitors £ 1,000 any demonstration tel: 0181

tel: 01903 261931 eves after 6pm (Worthing)

33

pre

303

power/valve

743 8880 daytime (H1169)

(H1122)

Krell KRC2 remote control pre-amplifier, balanced

Meridian DSP 5000 digital loudspeakers, Meridian

and single ended, immaculate unmarked condition,

500 compact disc transport, Meridian 652V

boxed owners manual under guarantee £ 1,950

multimedia controller, prefer to sell together £3,500

(£4,200) tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex) (H1277)

tel: Mark, 01604 590069 ( H1211)

Krell MD1 Trans £ 1,750; SBP64X DAC £ 3,150

Michell ISO HR phono stage and Hera PS suited

(£1,500); Theta Progen III DAC £2,500 (£5,600);

to low output cartridges and Ortofon MC2000

Audio Research LS5 MKII £ 2,600 (£ 5,600);

Cartridge and Zetas Tonearm with VDH wiring,

Cardasic's 1m £200, all items mint and boxed tel:

total buying price £2,100 selling price, £ 1,100 tel:

0181 882 4287 (H1160)

0141 883 8217 (H1224)

Latest Audio Synthesis DAX Decade, SE, mint,

Musical Fidelity A1000 Class A £925; Micromega

£1,950; Mark Levinson 37, mint £2,400; both items

Drive 2 £550; both boxed, guaranteed, Proac Studio

as new, 5months old, tel: 01189 611615 after 7pm

100, walnut, british craftsmanship, boxed, £440;

(H 1260)

Meridian 263DS DAC, perfect £295; VDH Second

Linn Isobariks black, plus LK1 and LK2-75, all

interconnect £ 100; Cord Myth 7m £60; Linn Basik

mint, prefer to sell as package £ 1,000, can

AKITO K9 £210 tel: 0117 924 6297 (HI220)

demonstrate tel: 01252 714081 (H1209)

Musical Fidelity E600 CD £425; Thorens TD160

Linn LK 100 power amps, boxed and in top

Turntable £40; Goldring ELAV, unused, £20; SHure

condition, four for £ 1,750ono or will split, tel: Nick,

ED75 with Musonic Stylus unused £25; tel:

CDM

Original Rock Turntable FR64FX tonearm, Koetsu
gold onyx cartridge, Audiophile silver T/Former,
£949; Two

Hafler XL600

500 WPC

amps,

bridgeable £699 each; Pioneer D-07 high speed
DAT recorder £750 tel: 01983 854304 (H1181)
Pair Audio Research Litz link interconnects, 2m
set, £200ono; Linn Sondik LP12 circus lingo EKOS,
receipts and boxes, £ 1,800 tel: 01242 236981
(Cheltenham) (H1201)
Papworth PPA-6 preamp, 4 months old, as new
£975 (£ 1,750) Teac Tl Transport with Trichord
research digital output board and two power supplies,
mint, boxed £ 395 tel: 01780 764149 (H1290)
Pink Triangle Cardinal CD Transport, reclocked
£300 DACAPO DAC convertor 20 bit filter £750
tel: 01256 359407 ( H1215)
Proac Response Three speakers mahogany mint,
boxed, new £3,000 accept £ 1,650; Musical Fidelity
P180 + C.R.P.S new £ 1,500 accept £650; Alphason
HR100 MCS arm £ 300; WANTED: MF MVx2
preamp, tel: 01634 387686 (H1250)
Proac Studio 150 Natural oak, 12 weeks old, as
new, £900; Miller & Kreisel V75 subwoofer (new
£650) accept £375; VDH Snowtrack 12 metres £60
tel: Michael, 0467 333663 (London) (H1210)
QED Digit wanted, tel: John Graham, 01763
272707 ( H1155)
Quad 22 x2 amps and control unit, superb
condition, Garrard 401 ( 1st series) recond. and fitted
to ash plinth by Loricraft with SME Series II (Imp)
arm, what offers? tel: 0171 352 6144 before 9pm
(H1226)
Quad 66 pre amp with remote control panel, vgc,
£400 also Denon DCD 1520 20 bit CD player
£150 tel: 01442 874030 or 0976 205797 ( Herts)
(H1235)

0161 429 0963 (Stockport) (H1203)

Malcolm Lee, 01274 582266 ext. 2570 (office)

Quad ELS speakers approximately 1963 used with

Linn LP12 rosewood finish, Valhalla power supply,

(H1124)

Quad 22 modified for 30/303 still work with original

Akito arm, Dynavector cartridge, recently purchased

Musical Fidelity F15 £ 1,100; AVI S2000MP,

leads, £400ono pair tel: 01256 415343 eves

from genuine dealer, brand new, boxed, never used

£450; Marantz 63 £80; All boxed and in excellent

(Basingstoke) (H1282)

ever £ 1,200 tel: 0958 950070 (London) (H1229)

working order and excellent condition tel: 01705

Quad ELS57 loudspeakers, Quad FM3 tuner, Quad

Loricraft Garrard 401 SMEIV Ortofon Rohmann

352987 (Gosport) (H1241)

33 radio Quad 303 amplifier £550; Thorens TD125

(30h use) PSUll power supply, stunning performance

Naim 82 preamp £ 1,300, pair 135's just serviced

turntable £40; Dual tape deck £20 all in working

and looks, mint condition £ 1,695 (£ 3,090);

by Naim, latest spec £ 1,380; Hi-cap power supplies

order tel: 01480 219787 (Huntingdon) ( H1244)

EAR83YP phono preamp, as new, £ 295 (£499)

£425; NAC A5 speaker cable 16 mtrs, all boxed and

Quad ELS63 speakers £ 1,400; Nakamichi L4 3

WANTED:

as new, Tandberg 3014 tape deck £850 tel: 01825

head cassette deck £ 140; HiFi EQP cabinet 4.5

762960 (H1249)

feet £70; tel: 01424 751715 (H1197)

(H1240)
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Quad ESL 57's perfect working order, new leads,

Speaker Cable Audioquest indigo 2 2x9m; Linn

£300ono tel: Tony, day 0171 729 0246 eves 0171

LIC20 2x30m all bi-wired with gold plated banana

609 5200 (H1246)

plugs £ 80 per set tel: 01487 711169 anytime

Goldmund ST4 turntable, Technics EPC 205

Quad ESL 63s in Arcici stands, black and rosewood

(H1228)

cartridge, Cobra indoor FM Antenna tel: 0181 672

£1,500; Pair EAR 509 Midi £ 1,000; Audio Research

Spendor S100 monitor speakers with specially made

4319 (H1200)

SP12 preamp £500; All with original boxes, tel: 0161

Target stands, black, ' exceptional sound quality -

Nakamichi RX505E (or better) private buyer will

928 1954 (answerphone) (H1237)

strongly recommended' (M Colloms - HFN)

collect tel: 0121 449 7973 after 6pm or write to Box

excellent condition, £ 1,000 tel: 01844 208751

No. 0791, HiFi News Classifieds, Link House

(H1258)

Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,

Target 3Shelf floor stand £ 15; Target and Apollo

CR9 2TA (H1259)

Quad ESL63 speakers, brown with Quadrapod
stands, £ 1,000 tel: 01623 652576 (Mansfield)
(H1257)

double wall mounted shelves, £ 10 each tel: 01932

Radford STA25 III, Radford SC22, Radford

352325 (H1233)

FMT1, Radford FMT2, private enthusiast, mint,

Teac PIO transport, rare, their best £650; 4x 9metre

unmodified condition please, write to: HiFi News

Kimber 4TC £250; Audio Note Passive silver KO-

Classifieds, Box No: 0790, Link House Magazines,

ON preamp £ 500; Audio Research D115 MKII

Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey,

£900; SP14 £ 1,200; Interconnects £250 (£600)

CR9 2TA (H1195)
Model 7power amplifiers each rated 400W into 80,

Old Hi-Fi's and Classical LPs wanted! Valve amplifiers:
Quad, Leak,

Radford,

Rogers,

Pye, Lowther.

Loudspeakers: Tammy, Westrex, Vitavox, Goodmans,
JBL, Altec, Turntables: EMT 927, Garrard 301,
Thorens TD- 124, SME 3012, Ortofon 309 tel/fax:
0171 625 8966 (H1280)

offers, tel: 01604 720122 (H1191)

Rowland Research Jeff Rowland Design Group

WANTED

Two Audio Synthesis ultra analogue Dacs: Dax,

Rogers folded Corner Horns Rogers folded corner

balanced output, six input, Coax, Toslink, AT&T,

horns, Rogers folded corner horns, Rogers folded

1350W into 2S2, and peak 2.1kW into 1O, together

£1,549; DSM £ 549; Teak X- 1000R Audio reverse

corner horns, Rogers folded corner horns, Rogers

with Coherence pre-amp (line and phono), probably

RJR tapedeck, DBX £750; SME 3012R tonearm

folded corner horns, in any condition tel: 01483

the best, most neutral amplifiers ever available in

£235 tel: 01983 854302 (H1180)

268804 (H1289)

the world £ 10,000 obo, tel: 01202 875192 or E-

Yamaha DSPE390 surround sound processor with

STAX SRM-T2 headphones Energiser tel: Alan,

mail d.benjamingbtinternet.com (H1265)

rear speakers, 1year old with box, £ 150 tel: 01932

01273 423604 (daytime) or 01273 857032 (eves)

SD.I. Acoustic speakers MKII, upgrade one careful

352325 (H1232)

or write to: Box No. 0789, HiFi News & Record

owner, very good condition, boxed, can demonstrate,
£600

tel: 01483

FORSALE/TRADE

456940 ring after 6.30pm

Audio Note Ongaku MIT770 ref. terminator,

(H1230)
Sennheiser

HD580

limited

edition

Mirage Bipolar loudspeakers, tel: .Audio Visual

Jubilee

Review Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA
(H1162)
Records: Classical record collection wanted by

headphones, £ 175 boxed and unused, Musical

Concepts, 01628 440873 (H1271)

Fidélity X Cans headphone amp, £75 boxed and

Audio Research SPI 511 Rev. A, mint, as new,

unused, tel; Paul, 01524 400642 or 07771 576359

(£6,000) with spare valves, manual and shipping

SW14 tel: Peter Fisher, day, 0181 785 6633 eves,

(Lancashire) (H1285)

cartons £2,750, tel: Audio Visual Concepts, 01628

0181 876 8747 fax: 0181 785 6926 (H1196)

440873 (H1272)

SME 309 Tonearm £445; Marantz 44SEK1 £300;

Pink Triangle anniversary with

Eikos Interconnect £65; Sony 715E CD Player 160

RB300, new unused, £ 1,599;

Monouth 20/20 speaker cable £ 180; DNM Reson
4x5m £ 120; Acoustic Precision CDP £ 1,390;
Seismic stand £790; tel: 01582 724414 (H1286)

sale of the above tel: 0161 288 2995 (H1266)
electrostatic

loudspeakers latest panel version 6/97, 3 years

ix

Iill
I

g
ugt

0973 452368 (H1278)

I0

MIT Reference CV Terminator

I

12' single ended speaker cable,

IZ

available, rrp £6,300 sell for

included tel: 00 33 235 46 35 57 after 7pm (France,
Normandy, Le Havre) (H1207)

THE ULTIMATE

£ 1,050;

boxed, ex-dem, one of the finest

warranty £6,500 accepted (cost £ 12,000) delivery

1

In

LKOU7

tel: 01279 426647 or mobile,

'expert' - £295ovno, baby necessitates very reluctant
recommended

IE

Linn

Stage Two £329; Objective Audio

- £2,300ono; Linn Archiv Cartridge, retipped by

Lab A35

Naim Natol with PST £895;
Micromega Stage One £ 229;

SME Model 20A turntable with SME V Tonearm

Sound

private enthusiast, music lover not collector, Landon

£3,800ovno tel: 01628 440873

Ir

(HI175)

IIX

II
ÉI

im2roam,

NEW PRODUCTION LINE = REDUCED PRICES
DEFLEX PANELS FROM AS LITTLE AS £4 EACH
ASK FOR BROCHURE & NEW " SPECIAL OFFERS"
PRICE LIST

PZ7

Ilde

'
1I

A

THE ONLY PURPOSE DESIGNED
PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PAD
FOR LINING LOUDSPEAKERS
SPECTRA DYNAMICS, UNIT Al, FFORDD DERWEN IND EST, RHYL U18 2YR
T .: 01745 360070 - FAX: 01745 360086

?.•

li

email: smason@enterprise.net
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WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

You get the Best Price
without all the hassle!

Al! items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed

W

D

THE FNEST S ECM»
IN THE MINIM
TURNTABLES / ARMS
AR Legend witth Linn LVX
£295
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990 £7998
Grado tonearm
£498
JVC QL-70 Direct Drive/Rega RB300
£150
Linn Axis/Basik ( Black) £425
£278
Linn LP12 ( At r) Zeta
£795
Linn Akito ( Boxed - as new) £ 350 £ 195
Linn K18 Cartridge ( New)
£150
Linn LP12 Basik/LVX/A&R £ 1400
£595
Linn LP12 Basik Plus
£ 1400
£595
Linn LP12 + Lingo/Ekos/ Dynavector
Karat 1700Mk2
£3699 £ 1978
Mana Reference TfT support system
£188
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / Ort MC3000
£998
Mantra + Magician, AT 005 & PSU748
£
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes/RB250/Rega Cart £1000
£495
Systemdek 2/Rega/RB250 £350
£195
Technics SL150 + SME Series II
£195
Technics SL1210/Stanton AL500
£265
Thorens TD160 Super/SME 3009
£175
Thorens TD124 + SME Series Il
£245
VPI HW 17 Record Cleaning machine
Highest quality. An investment. £799
£548

CARTRIDGES

Koetsu Urushi
£ 1990
£998
Lyra Parnasus
£ P0A

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE Ma

A&R A60 Integrated
£75
Arcam Alpha 7 Amp
£250
£175
Arcam Delta 110/120 ( Pre/Pow)
£550
Audiolab 8000A
£500
£365
Audiolab 80000
£ 1100
£625
Audio Research D200
200 wpc ( Ex Bern)
£3250 £ 1997
Aura Evolution195
£
Aura SE- X ( Integrated) £250
£178
AVI S2000 M1 Integrated £999
£648
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£ 799
£498
Bryston 2B Power amp
£630
£358
Chameleon 900S 2 x300w pwr £ 1000
£495
Chord SPM1000B
Balanced Power ( Ex Dem) £2785 £ 1797
Classe Audio Thirty Pre
£ 1320 £695
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr £ 1495 £845
Cyrus 1
£ 165
Cyrus 2 + PSX
415
£
Deva 250 Pre + PA Pwr
£495
DPA 50S Power
£ 1500
£695
DPA Renaissance Int ( Ex Dem) £595 £477
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Bern) £499 £397
DNM Pre Series 2
£900
£528
DNM PA1 Power
£ 1800
£1168
Dynaco ST120 ( Classic circa ' 76)328
£
EAR 834P Head Amp
£500
£350
ElectroCompan iet Anniversary Pwr£4000 £ 1198
Exposure VIII Power
£250
Finestra EC (
Inc mains filter)
£795

FOR NEW HI-FI
Call into our main store -

The HiFi Company

on the other side of the road!
or phone (01733) 341755

Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr £ 1425
Heybrook Integra ( Integrated!) £ 555
Jeff Rowland Consumate Pre £5500
Harmon Kardon HK1400 Line amp
Harmon Kardon AVP1a
Sound Processor £2000
Kenwood THX-ICMX1000 Amp £375
Krel KSA100S ( Ex Bern) £ 5843
Krel KBL Line Stage
£4998
Krel KSA150 Power
£4998
Krel Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre)
Krel KPE Phono stage
Krel MDA300 Monoblocks ( Pair) £ 11,982
Krel KAS2 Monoblocks ( Pair) £20,000
Lecson AC1/AP1 (Circa 1975)
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800
LFD LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr) £2600
Linn LK100 Power Amp
£650
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr £6500
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750
Meridian 551 ( Integrated) £ 795
Michell Argo + Hera ( Pre/PSU) £900
Naim NAC42

£795
£250
£1498
£175
£695
£228
£3497
£1798
£2798
£3995
£698
£5998
£10998
£295
£1798
£1198
£418
£4098
£794
£525
£595
£195

FOCUS ON MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hugely and deservedly popular, especially
for their exceptional value, these items of
Musical Fidelity hi-fi equipment are now a
'sonic steal' - be quick!
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica

Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

P270/1 Power £ 1395
P270/2 Power £ 1500
P173/P270 £2200
MA50Monoblocks £875
3a Pre
£379
2a Pre
£299
Synthesis ( Int)
E200 Pre/E300 pwr £ 1400
X-Cans
£ 130
X- 10D
£130
Digilog DAC
MC2 Speakers

Naim NAP 90
Naim NAP250 ( Old Sty
£ 1655
Naim NAP250 ( Late)
HAIM £1655
Naim SNAXO
ALWAYS
WANTED
£750
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
NVA A60 Power amps ( Choice of 2) £430
Obelisk 2 Integrated
OCM 500 Power amp
£2750
Pioneer A30OR
£400
PS Audio TwoC power amps
PS Audio Elite Integrated
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex 0)£3000
Roksan L1 Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Sonographe SC1 Pre
£ 1250
Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre ( Ex Bern) £499
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £599
YBA 2Pre-amp
£ 1700

£648
£878
£1098
£498
£248
£178
£198
£645
£85
£90
£140
£150
£245
£795
£1148
£558
£290
£280
£95
£1098
£278
£325
£398
£1897
£758
£450
£397
£477
£878

QUAD
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Phone
Quad 66 Pre-amp
£ 498
Quad 44 Pre-amps. A choice from
£ 265
Quad 405 Power- amps. A choice from
£ 195
Quad items constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000
£878
Audio Alchemy
Vac- In-The- Box Phono/Pre £249 £ 197
Audion Silver Knight
Anniversary Monoblocks £3400
£2697
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£ 1125 £897
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power) £ 1298
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr
(Ex Dem)
£888
£587
Audio Research V70 Pwr
(Ex Dem)
£4480
£2487
Audio Research LS5/1 Line Pre
(Ex Bern)
£5295
£2997
Audion Sterling Integrated £595
£428
Avantic SPA It Vintage valves
£188
Beard P100/P505 Pre/Pwr £2200
£838
Concordant Exquisite ( Pre) £2000
£995
Counterpoint SA20 Pwr
£ 3000
£998
Croft Series 5 ( Power)
POA
Golden Tube Audio 5150 £ 1000
£695
Gordon Welford (
Pre-amp)
Hand made, Hard Wired
£448
Graaf 5050 Power ( Ex Dem) £2150
£1657
Graaf WFB 2 Pre ( Ex Dem) £ 1195
£897
Grant G100 MC / Pre / Pwr £2200
£998
Papworth Audio M100 Monos £3600
£2600
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2 xMp211 Power amps ( Ex Dem) £5000
£2507
Unison Mystery One
£P0A
Unison 845 Monoblocks
£P0A

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SALE
Destined for the realms of classic British
collectables these beautiful sounding
products now offer exceptional value
Series 1000 Mk1 Monoblocks
£ 598
Series 1000 Mk11 Monoblocks
Plus Border Patrol PSU
£2600 £ 1498
First Audio 7.5w lntg Triode
£495
Series 500 Integrated 25w
£495
Series 300 Integrated Amp
£278
Series 200 Power Amp
£250
L1 Pre- amp
£ 369
£269
P2 Phonoamp
£ 800
£448
£369
£247
Model 4 Pre

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!
Next Day Delivery for all
Credit Card Purchases

BUY BACK
PROMISE

FULL 2Fa ALLOWANCE
on '60 Day' up-grades!

FULL
WARRANTY
With all purchases

Immediate Refund if Faulty

OF PREltpUSILY OWNED
THAT'S QUARANTEED!
QUAD CELEBRAT1014 MONOBLOCKS
A very rare opportunity to enjoy these
fabulous recreations of one of high fidelity's
sonic landmarks. Today they are still a
favourite amongst leading reviewers and
discerning audiphiles. The outstanding gold
plated appearance of these limited edition
models adds pride of ownership to true
investment potential.
Normally £6.000 One pair only at £4,298

CD PLAYERS / DACS

Arcam Alpha 5 CD Player £420
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
4 Box CD Player
£ 1950
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMANTx Dem)£149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN-BOX(Ex 0)£229
Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr(Ex D) £490
Audiolab 8000CDM Tms (Ex Dem)£1399
Audiolab 8000D Rev ( Ex Dem) £899
Audiolab 8000DAC
£ 1000
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
DPA Renaissance DAC
£ 569
DPA Renaissance CD Plyr(Ex Dem)£950
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900
Krell MD10 ( Transport) £ 7990

£240
£898
£498
£117
£177
£397
£1097
£697
£528
£P0A
£395
£647
£195
£1798
£2498

MERIDIAN
Meridian 602/606Trans/DAC £3350
Meridian 602
£ 1750
Meridian 207 CD/Pre £ 1400

£1498
£618
£ 548

We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full
range of hi-fi and audio-visual components.
Micromega Duo ( 2 box ) £2299
Micromega Stage 6
£950
Micromega Stage 4 CD ( Ex Dem) £600
Micromega Stage 5 CD ( Ex Dem) £ 750
Micromega Stage 6 CD ( Ex Dem) £ 950
Mission PCMii
£250
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster(Ex Dem)£245
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Music Wave Trans/DAC £4200
Parasound DAC-1000 £795
Pink Triangle DeCapo DAC
+ DC PSU
£3000
Pink Triangle Ord.nal DAC £900
Pioneer PDM900 ( Multi) £600
Pioneer PDS-505 Precision CD £450
Proceed PT2/PD2 TransiDAC £4500
QED Digit Reference £450
Teac P700 Trans - Opt Remote £900
Theta TLC Jitter Buster ( Ex Dem) £229
Trichord Pulsar 1 ( Ex Dent) £ 1195
Wadia 2000 (Trans/DAC) £ 15,000

£998
£545
£397
£597
£747
£110
£197
£140
£1998
£528
£1998
£568
£228
£298
£2498
£284
£645
£177
£847
£5598

TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
Avantic BM611 ValvE Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
£250
£400
Marantz SD55 3 hd / 2 mtr
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
Nakamichi CR4E
£795
Nakamichi BX-1
£350
Nakamichi RX202 ('flip' reverse)
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp
£500
£230
Rega Tuner
£2200
Revox B77 MK2
Revox A77 1/
2 track
Revox B226 ' BBC' CD Player £ 1300
Sequerra Reference £ 5973
Sony TCK 611S
£330
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500

A CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC
£148
£148
£195
£1698
£438
£158
£395
£295
£160
£798
£P0A
£650
£3498
£218
£324

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands £ 1800

£898

£5000
Alon 5 Mk2
Apogee Caliper Signature £4000
Apogee Diva Grigio/Perla £ 12,980
Castle Harlech ( Ex-demNew) £995
B&W THX System ( ExDem) £4975
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Es Dem) £ 1200

£2898
£748
£6998
£879
£2977
£947

£ 395
DCIW Time Windows
One time state-of-the-art speakers which simply
weren't publicised enough. Compatible with a
wide range of amps ... and they look nice too!
£900
Epos ES14 Black
Equation Zero ( Blk)
Harbeth HL3 Teak
£ 1000
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000
Harbeth HL Compact 7 ( Ex Dem) £ 1499
Harbeth HL K6 ( Ex [lem(
£ 1049
Harbeth HL5 Teak
Heybrook Quartets £650
Homing Agathon Sig Bronze £3500
KEF Ref Model 1BR ( Ex Dem) £ 1199
KEF Ref Model 1
1199
£
Klipsch Heresy 11 ( Black)
Linn Isobarik Passive ( Black Or Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Marked) £2000
Linn Sara + Stands
Linn Nexus
£450
Martin Logan Aerius ( Oak) £2200
Meridian M2500 Active Sub(Ex D)£1595
Mission 754F ( Ex Dew)
£ 1498
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395
Musical Fidelity MC2
Musical Technology

£500

£575
£298
£298
£398
£1197
£847
£798
£358
£1795
£997
£785
£754
£750
£898
£295
£265
£1498
£1297
£997
£248
£150
£325

Tannoy GRF Memory

£4000

£2200

Fantastic recreation (c1991) of an original
G.R.Fountain design which produces music
an a grand scale for a large room and with
both the subtlety and dynamic impact you
would expect from the doyen of high
efficiency, studio quality loudspeakers.
Fabulously impressive and desirable!
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem) £2450
Opera Duetto ( Mint)
£399
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dem) £896
Polk Audio FDA-SRS 1.2TL Signtre £3400
PeoAc Tablette 50 (Teak) £599
ProAc Tablette 50 Sig ( Ebony)
on Target Stands
£900
Quad ESL63
Rega Kites

£3500
£200
040
££ 4

Rega ELA
Rega EL8 ( Rosewood)50
Rogers Studio 3
£600
Rogers LS3/5a ( Black) £799
Rogers AB1 Sub
£549
Royd Minstrel (Teak)
£240
Sonus Faber
Electa Amator Mk1 ( Ex Dem)

£3293

Spendor BC1
Spendor BCIII (Teak)
Spendor SP2/3
Tangent RS2 + Stands
Tannoy Devon ( 12" drivers)

£1195
£400
£795

Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
TDL Studio 1 (Teak or Black)
Yamaha YSTSW60 Sub

£800
£200

£1497
£1297
£329
£597
£1498
£498
£565
£1595
£128
£758
£198
£388
£398
£348
£168
£2497
£238
£395
£775
£225
£298
£195
£395
£128

SADLY THE ISOBARIK IS NO MORE
-LONG LIVE THE WILSON WITT
Wilson Witt Mk1

£8888

£6887

Several fans of the ' Isobarik sound have
upgraded to these effortless transducers.
So nice - we play them for ourselves!
This is our Ex-Dem pair, well run in and, at
nearly £4,000 less than a new pair of Mark 2's,
we think the law of diminishing returns works
in your favour for a pleasant change.
And remember, INTEREST FREE CREDIT
and PART EXCHANGE makes it so easy!

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am - 5.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

TRADING STATION
35 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141
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Sun £ 22

and Spark £ 22

machine £39191e HW16.5 has been
the benchmark record cleaner
since its introduction.
Stereophile's Analogue accessory
of the year for more years than
ican remember, the 16.5 is
much more than a luxury - it is
essential to protect your
valuable investment in vinyl.
It also opens huge vistas of
gloriously cheap second
hand records !
Nobody with a serious interest
in vinyl record replay can afford
to be without one.
We stock a full compliment
of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17F,
intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.
Audiophile labels stocked include

Absolute Analogue, Alto High Fidelity, Analogue Productions,

Classic Records, DCC, EMI Testament, King Super Analogue, Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs,
Reference Recordings, Speakers Corner, Steeplechase, Telefunken, Water Lily Acoustics.
2P-..=

PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B

Tel 01425 654545

Fax 01425 654
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OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate,
Ditton, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 (7 Lines)

Fax: 01732 848289

SUMMER SALE!

QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMEMT AT GIVE AWAY PRICES
PRODUCT

PRICE NOW!!

Audio Analogue Puccini SE amp

£429.00!!

£595.00

Audio Analogue Bellini Pre- Amp

£339.00!!

£475.00

Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp

£429.00 !!

£575.00

Audio Gem Opal speakers

£99.99!!

£240.00

Audio Gem Emerald speakers

£299.99 !!

£595.00

Audio Gem Sapphire speakers

£599.99 !!

£1250.00

Graaf Venticinque int amp

£1199.99 !!

£1995.00

JBL Simply Cinema ESC 300 Home Cinema system

£399.99 !!

£599.99

Kelly KT2 Loudspeakers

£469.99!!

£699.99

Kelly KT3 Loudspeakers

£779.99 !!

£1199.99

Monrio ASTY int amp

£279.99 !!

£440.00

Musical Fidelity E61 CD player

£199.99 !!

£299.99

MUSICAL FIDELITY X- SERIES ** SPECIAL**
PRECIOUS METALS CABLES ' SPECIAL'

CALL FOR SALE PRICES!!
CALL FOR SALE PRICES!!

Opera Duetto speakers

£279.99 !!

£399.99

Opera Platea speakers

£529.99 !!

£795.00

Opera Terza speakers

£679.99 !!

£999.00

Sequence 400 panel speakers, inc stands

£189.99 !!

£329.90

Sequence 300 panel speakers

£124.99 !!

£249.90

Sequence 200 panel speakers

£99.99 !!

£199.90

Sequence 200C centre speaker

£64.99!!

£129.90

Sequence SW12 sub- woofer

£124.99 !!

£249.90

Sonneteer Campion int amp

£439.99 !!

£599.99

Sonneteer Alabaster int amp

£649_99 !!

£899.99

SONICLINK CABLES ** SPECIAL**

CALL FOR SALE PRICES!!

Unison Research Simply 2 amp

£599.99 !!

-Tr- O1 732

ORIGINAL PRICE

- 848268 ma%

£995.00

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

44

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, HiFi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, HI-FI Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, HI-FI News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. ' Ti., finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking. Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: Manna Malcolm Steward HiFi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS "
The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be. its in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, HI Fi Choice. '
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, HiFi World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat. Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close lo miraculous." K.K.
News RM. "
I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, Iii-Fl World.

PP

OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!"G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12. Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art ' Mr Teilinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301. dsounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 3011
must admit to having quite ashock Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

leet4úte 4":«94 &
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THE GLASSMAT ®
The finest platter mat in the world.

41

The Glassmat
was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFIRENCEDGARRARD 301/401 7D124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE S17TABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED ADJUSTMLNT
STORMFORCE iiPIASTA77NG SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCEN7RICS. BE

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR'

HUMDINGER /; LEVA 7E YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH ,
s1 PERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN IPGRA1)E ) 0f RV15111 W7771 OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS@ ALSO FOR EMT I\DTHORENS 7D124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA R8300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

COMPETITION IS HEALTHY IT INSURES WE STAY AHEAD
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
el TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601 e in

for sale trade
LOUDSPE
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KER

BUILDERS HEAVEN
INTRODUCING
VISATON asustaining member of the AES
offer avast range of high quality loudspeaker kit designs that are
suitable for beginners and those with previous experienced.
From the traditional all round speaker to true high-end systems
VISATON give unrivalled quality and performance
*

DRIVER UNITS aselection of the highest

quality driver units available from: VISATON VOLT
SEAS LRD MOREL PD SCAN-SPEAK

*
;or

DESIGN SERVICES
LOUDSPEAKER TEST SERVICES

*
•

REPAIRS & UPGRADES (free estimates)
HIGH END LOUDSPEAKERS beautiful

hand made complete systems finished with real wood veneers
Relax in comfortable surroundings while you audition some of
the finest loudspeakers in the world at:

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LIMITED
326, PORTSWOOD ROAD SOUTHAMPTON HANTS. S017 21)T
Telephone / Fax : 01703 - 559312
Please telephone to receive our information pack / price list.

THE EMPORIUM

28 ST NICHOLAS

ST. HISS, NORFOLK 1122 31.11

TEL/FAX 01379 650744
NEW STOCK

CLEARANCE SALE

VElA (
DI ( DPEAR

LAN KELTIC LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ACTIVE

( 650

NAIM NAC 82 PRE
WITH TUNE BOX AND CARDS

LISIO

( 2S00
MAIM MAP 90 POWER SLIM WILE

LINN BABERO BLACK ACTIVE WITH TUNE BOB AND (AEDO

ONO

MINOT RECTANGULAR GU ORIGINALS, HORN LOADED

AUDIONOTE ( DO (DPLAYER (MALEE)

( 600

AUDIONOTE PO POWER AMP WITH VOLUME CONTROL

WITH IS MONITOR GOLD S
TANNOY CORNER GRF ORIGINALS WITH Ir SILVERS

( 300

0500
( 4000 PAIR

( 600

AUDIONOTE 100MO INTERNAL CABLING
HAS BEEN UPGRADED

5100

SONSO FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE BOXED
HAIM NAT 01 TWO BOX TUNER BOXED

1900

[INN ISOBARIKS

(400

LOWTHER IPI TYPE AWITH ORIGINAL PASA DTIVE UNIT

(
1000 PAIR

VOIGT DOMESTIC CORNER HORN WITH RUA

( 2000 PAIR

WHARFEDALE AIRDALES
BEARD RBA 100 NC LIME LEVEL INTEGRATED
ART AUDIO TEMPO MONOBTOCKS
NASA 62/140 PRE/POWER
YAMAHA WM 100 WATT PRE/POWER

IMO PAIR
(650
( I000
(
BOO
(425

WITH STANDS

( 3500 PAIR

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI MK1

(400 PAIR

ROGERS STUDIO I
ROGERS STUDIO IA

BOO PAIR
( ISO PAIR

ROKSAN DARIUS MEO WITH CONVERSIONS IN STANDS
ARISTON ROI IS/SYRINX PUI

( 650
( 250

LIRA LPI2 YALFIALIA/AKIION

( 400

MICHEL FOCOS NO ARM EXCELLENT

( 100

PAWL 1AMP

( 150

MUSICAL FIDEUTT A1000

QUAD 11117CD INTEGRATED AMP AND CO PLAYER (
BUS VERSION)

VOL CONTROL UNE LEVEL PRE AMP MT ( 2000

WITH FULL SYSTEMS REMOTE BOXED

CAL TEMPEST SPECIAL EDITION OBOX CD NUR ( 6000
LINN LR280/SPARK TWO BOX STEREO POWER AMP
5SETS AVAILABLE
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI4 PRE SILVER FRONT BOYED

( 950

MELOS SHE GOLD. LATEST Willi LIGHT SENSITIVE

ORACLE DELPHI RI WITH KOETSU ARM
0400
( 1250

COMILAD JOHNSON PVIOAL PRE WITH PHONO
NEW FIVE PAGE VINTAGE LIST WWII ON REQUEST

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR
WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

MOO
( 1150
( 800
000

INCREDIBLE SPECIAL CLEARANCE
PRODUCT
Alchemist-Forseti power amp
Alchemist-Forsti pre amp
AT(-SCA2 pre amp inc phono & remote
B&W-CDM7 cherry speaker
B&W-Mwrix 801 walnut speaker
Cored lonnson-Premier 14 pre amp
Definitive Technology-BP2002
Definitive Technology-CLR2000
Exposure- 18 brush mono power amp
Expsoure-21 brush pre amp
Linn-Keltk Activ speaker
Linn-Majik/Phono amp ( mint)
Linn-Wakonda line pre amp ( mint)
Meridian- 500 cd transport ( mint)
Meridiar-541 processor ( mint)
Meridian- 551 amp
Meridiar 562V multi controller ( mint)
Meridian-565 7.1 processor ( mint)
Michell-Alecto Stereo power amp
Michell-Argo+Hera pre amp
Mic-Gyredec turntable
MichellOrbe turntable
Muse-Model 300 power amp pair ( mint)
Naim-CD2 cd player
Naim-CDS power supply 2boxes
Naim-NAC72 pre amp
Naim-NAC82 pre amp
Naim-NAP140 power amp
Naim-NAP180 power amp
Naim-NAP250 power amp
Naim-S131. speaker
Pro-Ac-Besponce3.5 mahogany speaker
Pro-Ac-Studio150 walnut speaker
Roksan 051.5 silver power supply
Roksan 12.5 grey pre amp
Roksan 01AN3S rosewood subwoofer
Roksan 0.IAN3X rosewood speaker
Roksan. Radius turntable ( mint)
Roksan-S1.5 silver power amp
Soundlob-Prinstine electrostatics speaker
SMESeries 309 tonearm
SME-SeriesV tonearm
Sumo-PolarisIll power amp
Sumo-len/M mono power amp pair
Tube Teihnology-llnisis power amp

LIST
ex/demo £ 1,310
S/H £920
ex/demo £3,000
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £4,000
S/H £4,500
ex/demo £2,400
ex/demo £845
ex/demo £ 1,600
ex/demo £ 1,050
ex/demo £6,000
S/H £800
S/H £750
S/H £ 1,245
S/H £ 1,000
ex/demo £795
S/H £ 1,000
S/H £2,850
Sill £ 1,150
Sill £885
ex/demo £960
ex/demo £ 1,995
S/H £4,000
ex/demo £2,000
ex/demo £3,750
ex/demo £745
ex/demo £ 2,225
ex/demo
£
710
ex/demo £ 1,090
ex/demo £ 1,705
ex/demo £ 1,885
ex/demo £4,250
ex/demo £ 1,400
ex/demo £695
ex/demo £ 1,250
ex/demo £995
ex/demo £ 1,395
S/H £620
ex/demo £ 1,495
S/H £8,000
S/1 £650
ex/demo £ 1,460
ex/demo £950
ex/demo £4,200
ex/demo £ 1,900

NOW
£800
£550
£ 1,500
£600
£3,000
£2,500
£ 1,800
£ 590
£ 1,300
£850
£3,000
£600
£400
£850
£ 500
£600
£650
£ 1,850
£ 500
£400
£725
£ 1,250
£2,000
£ 1,400
£2,500
£650
£ 1,895
£650
£925
£ 1,350
£ 1,600
£3,000
£ 1,000
£525
£500
£500
£700
£500
£ 1,500
£2,000
£500
£ 1,095
£ 700
£3,400
£ 1,500

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR CALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER
FOR DETAILS. HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346
E-MAIL: sales©musical images.co.uk
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WU HB.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS. E80E

classified
Want to hear a £ 150 interconnect
working in your system for 10 days
and keep it for only £45?
Jack Lawson. who founded the Music Room and the Audio Note
Salon, has offered unequalled expertise on Hi Fi products since
1979. Now specialising in mail order interconnects Ican offer you
music quality cables at cheap- and- cheerful- cable prices. Simply.
Ihave no fancy packages, no marketing costs.
Istill haven't found any remarkable but cheap speaker cables, but my
big success is the Petros Blue range of interconnects. No one has
returned acable during two years of the approval scheme, except last
month when Isent out an early experimental lead in error to agentleman
in Cirencester. Sorry!
"Simply the best..." "A big improvement upon..."
"It has rhythm, clarity, immense soundstage..."
It beat..." ... from the mail bag!
The Petros Blue Plus really does approach my reference cables
(Audio Note. Audio Research, Gryphon and Mandrake) and audibly
beats all competition up to £ 159 - and now it's even better. Why?
Iuse a better solder and new way of forming aquick weld to avoid heat
distress. The price has risen slightly to £45 per metre interconnect plus
£16 per additional metre stereo pair (
ahalf-metre interconnect costs £40).
It is triple shielded for maximum rejection of magnetic and RF fields.
Although the packaging is plain, the Petros Blue cables are in a handsome metallic blue finish, plugs and cables. The RCA plugs are
machined from solid, not formed metal (
bending causes metal distress).
The cable itself is very compliant (
soft to the feel) 91 x0.08mm OFC rubber insulation with teflon outer - and is adesign still evolving from subjective testing.

Petros Blue Plus now outsells the above. It is asemi-balanced configuration, two mono cables using the braiding only as an earth
drain and connected to source only. The red and white inners carry signal/return i.e. +/-. One metre PB+ interconnect costs £58 and
£22 per further metre per stereo pair: half- metre PB+ costs £52.
This month we introduce Petros Blue Plus Silver
because we have found a relatively low temperature
silver solder enabling our philosophy of reducing
metal heat distress while making agood interface, avoiding semi-dry joints!
The cost is £65 for a metre stereo pair
(again add f22 per additional metre length)
or £58 for half-metre.
All cables will be dispatched post-free this
month to cushion the price increase; after
31 July, plus £2for UK post and pack.
Our plugs are now cleaned using KONTAK,
distributed by PATH Premier. This formula
cleans, protects against further deposits
and corrosion without asticky deposit, and
enhances conductivity by molecular pit infill.
We strongly recommend you buy one for
£14.95 - it is the cheapest and most amazing
upgrade! Petros Blue cables are the next
cheapest; after that it gets costly!

Phone Jack Lawson for further details on 0141 357 5700

SELECT AUDIO
****************** ( LOnD0r1) ******************
ACCUPHASE

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3 AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

é

DISCOVER MA\Y THINGS YOU NEVER THOUGHT
POSSIBLE AT SCOTLAND'S TRUE HIGH- END STORE
Located in a leafy Edwardian Terrace ten minutes from Glasgow

Under our roof, you can not only hear the best of all worlds,

Airport is a tasteful suite of rooms redolent of California or the

European and American, valve and solid-state, budget and

Continent. It is the ultimate in relaxed comfort but purposeful

bespoke ... but you can hear it to the best. We know how to fine

in pursuit. (
Our motto might be, You only live once: or, Enjoy it

tune and optimise a music system to elicit that elusive magic

because you can!). We are here to dispel the two defeatist

which makes music into an emotional experience, Forget the -

myths: it can't be done: and you can't afford it!

hype, it's there to mislead you; believe only what you hear!

Why do our rivals carry the hyped products? (
Answer: because it

ProAc: For an invitation to The UK Launch evening of the

sells) By choice, we carry less than six agencies ... but in depth ...

Response 3.8, please telephone for an invitation (
only 24 tickets!)

and what agencies!! Either at a budget Audio Note system or

Costing under £4,000 this breakthrough product advances the

an expensive Mark Levinson system, the consistent impression

art by a leap. It is both conventional and outstanding: horn-type

customers have relayed to us is: we've heard the same

midrange but uncoloured, a seamless bass and airy treble;

equipment elsewhere but it has never sounded so good.

it fits between the astonishing Response 2.5 (£2,700) and

Sadly there are also disinterested professionals in all fields.

the sensational Response 5(£9,000) - all on permanent
demonstration at our showroom.

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 Silver Edition
monoblocks, 50 wpc

£1,750

AUDIO NOTE 102 MC cartridge s/n 2090 (unopened box;
list £ 1,895) - the ultimate
AUDIO NOTE AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem; was £ 2,250

£795
£1,499
£850

AUDIO NOTE CD- 2, 2/h, 2months old,
Customer buying CD-3

£750

AUDIO NOTE AN-V, One metre interconnect, ex-dem, two
only priced at £ 110, (
list £219) and one only AN-Vx silver
(£575) for £ 399: Icannot adequately stress the superiority
of these in the right systems, but I'll send them on appro.
Match with AN- D bi-wire loudspeaker cable for consistency,
for example a pair of four metres bi-wire set, factory
terminated banana plugs costs only
£160
AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU, very recent sample,
phone for details

£19,995

AUDIO NOTE KEGON-C, 1992 progenitor, hand- built
and unique

£39,995

BOW TECNOLOGIES ZZ-EIGHT CD PLAYER, ex-dem, boxed,
full waranty
£3,650

AUDIO NOTE 11- ONE, Includes Rego RB300 and AN-IQ1 (was
£725, now £595); VOYD REference (now Audio Note 1T-THREE
£9,990) piano black £4,995; QUASAR-SE turntable with Triplanar
Tonearm - phone for details
LFD Line Pre-amp LS- 2(£ 1,649), PA- 2 Power Amp (£ 1,649) on
sale for £849 each; LFD/Mistral Integrated Amp (£499) and CD
Player (£999) for £999; finished in silver/gold livery. The LFD/Mistral
equipment was supplied new in February 1998 and is fully
guaranteed as new product. We have amicably agreed
with the manufactrer to relinquish the agency. THe disposal
is a one-off commercial opportunity and no reflection on the
product's value or excellence. Reviews and brochures available.
Millionaire's Music System: Accuphase CD TRansport and
DAC, Audio Research and Levinson amplifiers, Apogee DIVA
speakers in taupe (beige), all mint, cost £40k; installed
anywhere in UK for
£13,000
Mark Levinson 29 Power amp 2x50/100 watts
mint, beautiful, literature available, was £2,700
Mark Levinson 10A slimline Pre- amp with MM/MC,
mint, gem, classic pre-emp; was £2,800

UK clemonstrolbh dehyery rind cstallatur, by a- aryl ,-• •

E

K•

CaY,1 scr ,,,y•

We represent: Audio Note. Amplifiers by Kondo-san. Bow Technologies. Mark Levinson.
Living Voice. Pass Laboratories. Pink Triangle. ProAc. psb. Audio Note & MIT Cables. Kontakt enhancer; etc.

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

£850

A selection of turntables:

AUDIO NOTE DAC-3, s/h, latest spec; was £ 1,750

All products fully guaranteed or su months

PSB Stratos loudspeakers, outclasses the Italians!
We have an ex-dem pair in stunning piano black finish,
unmarked, was £ 1,199

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

£ 1,500
£ 1,500

Choice hi-fi the original
and the
e
New in

This Month

Choice
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Price
Jadis JA500
£ 7995
EAR 509 mk II ( 2pairs available) £ 1395
Audio Research VT 60
£ 1295
Audio Research Classic 60 (2available) £ 1495
Musical Fidelity F16
£ 2095
Boulder 102 AE
£ 2650
Linn Kairn pro ( Brilliant psu)' £ 900
Conrad Johnson Prem 11a £ 2395
Pioneer A400
£ 195
Krell KSA 150
£ 2295
Naim NAP 250
£ 1295
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research Reference 1mk II £6500
Musical Fidelity F25
£1095
Musical Fidelity X- Tone + X-psu
£225
Conrad Johnson PV12 ( mm/mc)
£1995
Krell KRC
£3795
AVI 2000 pre/remote
£575
CAT SL1 mk11 Black/Silver
£4500
Exposure 11/12 mm/mc
£695
Naim NAC 72
£550
Naim HiCAP
£495
SPEAKERS
B & W 802 mk Ill ( Black/Walnut)
£1895
Martin Logan Aerius i
£1595
Acoustic Energy AE1
£595
Acoustic Energy AE120
£365
Acoustic Energy AE109
£260
Ensemble PA1
£995
Klipsch La Scala
£1695
Sonus Faber Electa Amators +
Adj St/Wood Stands
£ 1795
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Linn Arkiv
£ 695
Stax Lambda Sig + SRMT
£895
Clear Audio Sigma
£ 450
LFD MC1 phono stage
£ 550
Naim NAT 01 Tuner
£ 1295
Linn LP12/Circus/ARO/
Armageddon Klyde
£2200
VP1 TNT/ET2
£2000
C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Theta Data basic
£1695
Linn Karik 3 ( Brilliant)
£1250
Linn Numieric ( Brilliant)
£995
C.A.L Tercet mk Ill
£895
Teac D10 dac
£495
DPA Renaissance + the power
£795
Teac P10 transport
£850
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
£195

Retail Price
£21000
£2500
£2400
£3600
£2500
£3400
£1400
£3500
£300
£4000
£1700
£9000
£1500
£320
£2590
£6700
£900
£6500
£1300
£750
£700
£2800
£2299
£795
£500
£350
£2000
£2400
£3700
£1000
£1400
£600
£950
£1700
£3200
£5000
£2397
£1895
£1500
£1700
£800
£1100
£1600
£300

bes t'
1E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
1E) Generous part exchange
10 Show room/dem room
161 Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

Cetioi

e

£2990
£10000
£16000
£5000
£1998
£1600
£1590
£3500
£3000
£950
£10000
£900
£17000
£4000
£3000
£2250

Q)CD

119 All credit cards inc. Amex

)
T

1ED Mail order
ip Export service
1E) Finance arranged subject to status
1E) Widest range available
1E) In-depth experience on high end
used equipment
10 Unbiased advice
1E) Unique 'Hi Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Musical Fidelity P140
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Mark Levinson 20.5

£250
£450
£3750
£4790
£5995 £12000

Amplifiers
Audio Research SP14
MC Cormack TLC- 1
Tesserac Tala
Conrad Johnson Prem 7B
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Jadis JP 80 mm
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research SP15 Rev A
Audio Research LS5 mk 11
Audio Research SP11 mk II
Magnum P200
Meridian 208 incl. Phono
(C.D/ pre amp)

£1395 £ 3000
£595 £995
£795 £ 1495
£5995 £ 11000
£395 £595
£4995 £8000
£1195 £ 1900
£2495 £6000
£3000 £5700
£1795 £3500
£995 £ 1895
£495 £ 1500

Quality

Amplifiers
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
£1895
Audio Research M300 monoblocks £4995
Conrad Johnson Prem 8a
£7995
Boulder 500 AE
£3795
LFD PA1/LS1
£895
Musical Fidelity P180 & CRPS x2 £795
Meridian 505 Monoblocks
£1195
Audio Research 0240 mk II
£1795
Unison Research Smart 845
£2300
Audio Note P1 SE
£595
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
£4995
Meridian 551 Integrated
£650
Quad II's 2x2monoblocks ( special) £ 600
Audio Research VT 150 se
£ 7995
Audion Golden Knights £ 2495
LFD PA2/ LS1/ MC1
£ 1495
Audion Silver Knights ( Gold) £ 1495

Alon IV mk II
Martin Logan CLS IIZ 8i
Kinergetic Subwoofer
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Proac Response 4
Royd Priors
Alon V mk II Blk
Wilson System 5.1
Wilson 3/2
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Linn Kan
Linn Keilihds
Alon Circe
ATC SCM 50 A Rosewood
Rel Stentor I
Sonus Faber Sub woofer + X- over
+power amp

Speakers
ATC SCM 10 Black

£795 £ 1150

Choice Hi -Fi
make it easy for you to
fulfil your sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not
just about expensive brandnames, it's
about aspiring to the very best sound,
about choosing your ideal system from
the widest selction in the country, in a
unique no- pressure environment. Its
about taking advantage of our unrivalled
knowledge and being given the freedom
to choose and
upgrade the
audio
equipment you want, when you want.
Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice Hi Fi will
sell you solutions.

el 0181

£4500
£450
£7995
£495
£2500
£10995
£5995
£3000
£4250
£250
£395
£6500
£3995
£750

£10000
£600
£12500
£950
£5000
£17000
£15000
££7000
£500
£700
£11000
£5500
£1800

£1495 £3200

Players
& DACS

P.S. Audio Ultralink £795
£2390
EAD 9000 Series Ill HDCD £ 3250
£6000
Wadia 16
£4750
£7395
Mission Cyrus Discmaster (Transport) £ 595
£1000
Krell SBP 64X
£3500
£9900
M C Cormack DAC-1
£695 £995
Wadia 22/26
P.O.A.
Acuphase DP70
£2250 £4500
Acuphase DP90/91
£9950 £ 20000
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
£8995 £13800
Audio Alchemy Transport DDS 2
£495
£900
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
£11500 £24000
Teac Ti
£395
£600
Meracus Transport
£1995 £3995
Meridian 208 Pre/amp
£495
£1500
Marantz CD94
£395
£1000
Pink Triangle Ordinal
£595
£900

Turntables
& Analogue
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Linn LP12 Lingo/Cirkus/Akito
Ortofon MC 7500
Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire
Systemdek 11 XE 900/RB 250
Sequera Tuner ( Original)
LP12/Ittok
Quad FM3 Tuner

£1750 £4500
£3495 £4950
£1800 £4500
£1995 £5000
£11995 £25000
£250 £395
£1200 £2000
£1295 £2250
£495 £ 1200
£395 £650
£4500 £ £695 £ 1500
£225 £ -

Clearance

Bargains
Audio Research 0125 balanced power £ 1595
Beard P35
£495
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp ( 200W) £495
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp £ 695
NVA A80 Monoblocks & P50 Pre-amp £ 895
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated £450
Exposure IX professional power supply £495
Exposure V Active xover £295
EAD 7000 Transport £995

392 1959 & 0181

fax 0181 392 1994 e-mail choice_hifiemsn.com

£2000 £ 3500

£3500
£1395
£1200
£1400
£1760
£999
£1595
£995
£2495

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All equipment is in mint, second hand or as new condition — guaranteed
Agents for: Acoustic Energy Alon, ATC, Boulder, Brystorr. -C.A T. Chord, Elemental Audio, Forsell. Gamma, Graham, Helios, Impulse, Lumley,
Rockport, SME, Soundstyle, Straight Wire, Target, Totem, Trichord, Trilogy, van den Hut, VPI, XL0 and many more.

for sale trade
TEL/FAX

lay
dlo

TANNOY

CHESTER
(01244) 401290

consult ant s

email replay*dial,pipex.com

PANTON ROAD CHESTER CH2 3HX

New Prodios
CD PLAYERS: Audio Analogue Pagannu, AVI S200( /MC Reference, LFD DAC 3, Meracus
Tanto, Mistral, Pink Triangle, and Trichord Genesis.
AMPLIFIERS: Audio Analogue Puccini SE, Bellini and Donizetti, AVI S2000MP and MM,
LFD Integrated and pre/power amps, Meracus Intrare, Sonneteer Alabaster, UKD.
LOUDSPEAKERS: Audio Physic, AVI Positron, BluePrint, Heybrook, Neat Critique,
Mystique and Petite, Opera, Origin Live, Roksan RokOne.
ANALOGUE: LFD phono stages, Moth, Origin Live, Ortofon cartridges, Pink Triangle
Tarantella turntable. Roksan. Stuniko etc.
We are agents for Alchemist, Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, AVE,
BluePrint, Heybrook, LFD, Neat, Origin Live, Ortofon, Papworth,
Pink Triangle, Roksan, Sonneteer, Trichord, UKD etc.

Clearance Items
Alchemist Nemesis integrated ri upu ici
AVI S2000MC Reference CD player
Keswick Audio BluePrint Point One loudspeakers
LFD MMO MM/MC phono stage
LFD LSO preamp with MM/MC phono stage
LFD Mistral CD player
LFD Mistral integrated amplifier
Naim 72/HiCap/140
Pink Triangle Export GTi turntable
Roksan RokOne loudspeakers (elderwood)
Royd Sorcerer loudspeakers
Sonneteer Alabaster integrated amplifier
Trichord Genesis CD player

£299
£1000
£699
£250
£399
£)99
£399
£850
£499
£499
£279
£749
£375

CASTLE

Monday - Saturday 10am - 6pm
Visa/Mastercard/Switch/Delta welcome.

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
AUDIONOTE M2 Line Pre-Amp
£599
BEARD P100 Monoblocks £995
CR. DEVELOPMENTS Remus Valve Amp £995
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks £3395
BOULDER 250 AE Power Ampldier MINT £1995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 Mk11 Pre-amplifier £1295
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400 Amplifier £2995
CAMBRIDGE CD1 CD Player £395
AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge & PSU
£
2750
MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC EX OEM £5795
KRELL ORS Reference six box Pre-amp £3250
MARK LEVINSON 332 Power Amp EX OEM £4995
B&W Matrix 801 Series Ils
£
1850
MARK LEVINSON 380S Pre-Amplifier EX OEM £5495
ORACLE Premier Mk III Turntable with Psu £1495
MARK LEVINSON ML1 Pre-Amp with Phono
£
895
LUXMAN 5110 Tuner
£450
MARK LEVINSON 38 Pre-Amp MINT/BOXED £2795
NAKAMICHI 682ZX Cassette Deck £595
LUXMAN 5150 Tuner
£495
LUXMAN M2000 Amplifier
£495
REVOX 8215S Cassette Deck
£995
VOYD T/tbVSME V & Clearaudio Delta Cart £2495
LUXMAN T-14 Tuner ( Lab Standard) £550
MILLER & KREISEL MX100 Subwoofer Ex/condibon..£1195
NAIM NAC62 Pre-amp with Snaps PSU
£
295
REVOX 06 Tuner
£495
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-Amp
£1995
MARANTZ 85 CD Player
£750
MARK LEVINSON 38S Pre-amp Ex-Demo £4850
GRADIENT OUAD XOVER
£295
MERIDIAN 606 Dac
£
695
LYRA Parnassus OCT Cart. Ex Dem Guaranteed.£1200
VOYD Standard Turntable MINT £1495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm £995
YAMAHA CDX880 CD Player £195

VISA

MICROMEGA Stage 6CD Player £595
AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000
MERIDIAN 263 DAC
£249
SPICA SERVO Subwoofer £295
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands £250
KEF 104 Loudspeakers £450
ARCAM Delta Black Box 11 DAC Boxed £175
STUDER A807 Pro, Tape Recorder MINT £3750
HEYBROOK Quartets & stands Ex Dem (£840) ....£595
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with Stands £495
KEF 107 MK 11 Speakers (Rosewood) Mint/Boxed..£2495
LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier ...£1295
Q.E.D. Digit Dac & Positron PSU
£
125
LUMLEY Promenade SP1 Loudspeakers ( NEW) £250
TECHNICS S1030 Turntable £125
LUXMAN C1000 Pre-Amp & M4000 Power £1495
AUDIO NOTE Ongaku
£34995
RE VOX PR99 MkIll
£1995
AUDIONOTE P2 SE Amp
£895
MARK LEVINSON 39 CD Player £3995
THIEL 1.5 Speakers Ex Dem
£1995
QUAD 34 Pre-amp
£195
QUAD 306 Power-amp
£195
QUAD 66 CD player
£295
QUAD 33/303/FM3 £250
THOREN TO 160/SME/Orttophon £150
KOETSU Black special £995
O% FINANCE SUBJECT TO STATUS
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

EX-DEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST
FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

httP://www.hifi-stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BNI4 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 6613001. FAX: 01903 872234
e-mari:heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail. Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

for sale trade
Lintone Audio
SRP£
16e0.00
2CC0.00
1200.00
1300 00
18C0 CO
2650.0D
75000

••• ,st.or Muriel 11 . e/ste:
••• _slat Model 1103..e/sto ,.
-• • x-oern
,,,rinem Amp 1 _ Valve pwr arni, ' ,Jam
Anthem Integrated 1 Volve ntg. idem
Aren hecha Into (mm). ex-dem
AudioMeca Kreafura/Ekr. Irons 8( DAC idem
Cnono Riper 2..2-way spkr. new dock
Chard Heer 33-way spkr utter!,
Chore Academy 1...2-way spkr new
Chore Academy 1 ... 2-way spkr. ir-dem
Chore Academy 2.2-way spkr. new
Chore Acadomy 2.. 2-way spkr x-dern
Chore Acodcrn_y 3 4-way F/S gala x-show
Counterpoint NC808..Dolby pre. x-srew
Counterpoint DAI0/11 Tronsport/DACex-dern
DS/D 20 lort DAC
EAR 8341/845 Vane Pre/Power
Genera 5201 2-way spiv',dam
Qyerture...InIg, )(den'

1349
95° M
1349.00
1699.00
1699.00
8500.03
1990.CO
6500.00
530.CO
2M0.00
1CO3.00
550.00
20:0.00
500300
9000.00
303 OD
60303

=•

spie rtier

NEAR 20M..2-way. 3drNer spkr. x-show
NE ARSound Most. 3way Oar x-rev
NEW P-3/ a-201...Pre/pwr. x-dern
Neoldh Neol Conan spkr, x-snow
Neolith Neo2 with stomas Conon Srakr
health Neo3 Conan saki x-show
Sone Frontiers SFS-40 Valve pwr amp. x-dern
Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1 Valve CD player x-rev
Sonic Frontiers SF M-100 Voive m/blots. rider
lhule PR203/R ['temp. x-dent
Thule CD100 CD player. irdem
Rimy Pre/948 Pre/pwr amp. xdern
Unseen SsmØy 2 halve inta u-de,
Nakornichi 6ffl Cassette Diec.i '.•
Mch,IyslrMCl/bsohdstate25 .Tandberg Recever
,riberg Cosse -,

Sole £
130D.CO
1CO3.00
90000
ICC0.03
EC0.00
1500.03

4com

4C0.03
100100
(0100
140000
1100.00
5000.00
1000.00
2000.00
2fA.00
100000
41:0.1:0
250.00
150003
3= 1
:0
5000. 1
:0
3C0.00
30000

12fACO
150000
2503.03
30:003
503003
WO 00
200300
MOO
6003 00
700 CC
800 CO
17001:0
103003
OFFERS
OFFERS

50300
C0000
15C0 CO
150000
25301:0
25C0 CO
' MOO
280003
3CCO CO
30300
4C0 CO
10:0 CO
80303

OFFERS
50.03
We ore he distributors tor Sonic Frontiers, Anlhem. Precious Metals Coble,
AudeCarpet. Mcintosh arid ALP/JORDON loudspeakers.
We also purchase all be Audio products.

CALL NOW:

L

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RRP
conrad-johnson PF R line remote preamplifier
£2500
conrad-johnson Premier 14 valve line remote preamplifier
£4500
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve d/a converter
£2000
conrad-johnson CAV50 ( 2x5Ow valve integrated amplifier)
£2500
Golden Tube SEP-1valve line preamplifier
£900
Golden Tube SE- 40 (2x4OW single- ended Class A) amplifier
£ 1100
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11(2x8W stereo) - new
£ 1400
Melos 202 Gold 20200W valve stereo power amplifier
£4500
Melos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock ( pair)
£8950
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
£900
Clearaudio Accurate MC cartridge ( new)
£2900
Clearaudio Evolution turntable/arm/MM cartridge
£ 1500
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
£4700
Muse Model 2 d/a converter ( silver/black)
£2000
Muse Model 5 CD transport ( silver/black)
£ 1800
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair ( silver)
£4000
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee/JEM loudspeakers ( new)
£5500
Linn Sondek/Epos/Troika ( black in latest specification)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
please
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
please
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
please
Shun Mook platforms and tuning devices ( selection)
please

ask
ask
ask
ask

Special
£2000
£3600
£1500
£1990
£500
£800
£850
£2250
£4000
£490
£1400
£750
£2250
£1350
£1200
£2500
£2450
£1700
for prices
for prices
for prices
for prices

AUDICOFREAKS
11)istributnrs () I" Fine
01141-9-a8 - a I S3.

Audit>

Fax:

etc

0181-9-a8

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
mmlifr or re -align any high- end equipment. We can
undertake rebuild> with selected dliditiphrk g it

valve
Eyed only the best

components and can also ( der a

matching

service.

Il

e

Theatre

. a2S0

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

one!!

coil and save up to 45% off a new

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY. TURNTABLES. TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS. DAT, MINIDISC. CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE. AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS. ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES 8
DISCS. TEST CD'S. TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES,
AERIALS. TRACKING FORCE GUAGES. ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.

IAN HARRISON HI FI ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)

From: 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

Falcon Acoustics Ltd

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead. Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

•Service & Repairs
-Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

MADISOUND

PROVIDES

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas
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Solen Inductors
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Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

I‘
I. OFFERS

11 1511 \ I \\ I)

Alchemist Forseul \,,,' , I,,,
les deml £599110
Alchemist Maxim Amplifier .. ,,,,,,,.
ex dem) .....£ 199.101
Arearn Alpha 1Cl) Player
( new) £ 199.95
Arcano Alpha 5Amplifier
( new) £ 159.95
Arcam Alpha 6Amplifier
( new) £ 199.95
Arcani Wm III) Pre Amplifier ( SSP 749) ( new.) £ 299.95
Arcain Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
tex demi
£699.00
Areani Alpha 5CD Player
mused) £ 250.00
Audio Alchemy DDEV1 DAC
( ex demi .....£ 269.95
Audio Alchemy DTI V/2 PS.4 DAC
lox dem) £399.95
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
Ion dew £599.00
Audiolab 8000S Amplifier
len dem) £560.00
B & W DM601 Loudspeakers
iuredl
0140.00
Infinity Modulas Speakers/Stands ( white)
lusodl
0450.00
Linn lsoharik Loudspeakers
lusedl
0950.00
Linn LP12/ARO/Troika/Arniageddon. TIF
tined) £ 1700.110
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier ( ex dem) £ 200.110
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
lo xdemi
0595.1X)
Meridian 513 Acti‘e Loudspeakers ( used) £ 295.00
Meridian M20 Active Loudspeakers
lured) £495.00
Mieromega Stage One CD player
lox dom)
020000
Mieromega Stage Three CD player
used)
0450.00
Mao Fid B200 Amplifier
(
oued)
£195.00
Mus Fid A11X1 Amplifier
used/ £ 250.00
Mu> Fid 8Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 200.00
Naiin CDI CD Player
( used) £ 1300.00
Naim NAP 250 Power Amplifier ( used) £ 1000.00
Naini NAC 62 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 220.00
Naim NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 195.00
Naim NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 32013)
Swim NAC 72 Pre Amplifier
teed)
0495.00
Nairn SBL loudspeakers
used) 0120001
Pioneer PDS705 CD Player
used) £ 180.00
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
lun dom)
0599.(8
Roi on B77 lime Recorder
( used)
0495.00
Rotel RCD965BX CD Player
( used) £ 180.00
Ruark Talisman Loudspeakers ( used) £450.00
SUUN 500 Pre- Power Amplifier
( used) £400.00
Sony CDP502ES CD Player
( used) £ 240.00
Technics SLP2001) CD Player
( used) £550.110
Trichord Polvo One DAC Consenor
lox dem) £899.00
VP1 TNT T/Tahle C/W Exaci Arm Grado Sig
lured) . 05950.185

atv

Equipment

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey imports. Delivery is tree.
Sorry, no general catalogue. Please phone or write for specific details.

Tel
Absolute
0181/947Sounds
5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

SELECTED I.SED 1.0l

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

MAUDIO ®
TECHNOLOGY 1...111.

DEE511.1XY;

New, Big Air ( on- Inductors • 1.25mm mire

ACOUSTIC PANELS

DRIVE UNITS: h) FOCAL & seas.
aea apick in the hen 1...ioilier manufacturers,
1110k CROSSOVER NETWORKS,I I::: & Passoe. Components. Accessories.
CONIPONF:NTS
Silt EN % odic, Polypropylene capaeitors. Il Indld. to 1110mFd.
Poise,. and 1511s carbonate Film Capacitor,. 0lied. lo lOniEd
ALCAP Rineruhle EliNtrolyiie Capacitor, INon Polar>:
511,, 1101, & Lou Ions. 2inl.d ro 600mFd.
PI( s XI.I. THE OTHER BITS YOU NEED EXCEPT THE WOOD !
FALCON Custom- wound Induetrirs.
FERRITE:- Standard. lligh Pouer. Super Kuser. Super Super Pouer
AIRCORED 115m • 125min One
A ( 1)10 ASIATEUR PUBLICATIONS
NESS- Anises for Audio Frequency Amplifiers. plus lots In P/I.
Rack sear 'et, nl Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur & Clio, Audio.
Flor the Audio Anthologs Set
Altogether MI* books and Pilo Audio Amateur\ magazine year seis.
C05119.1 ER PROI)RASIS
large , cleciiiin ot Program, .1,111,11,1e front
ers eiiinprelienn,e 1
Andio,Suite tesi program cra.AIRR. LoodSpeaker Sena. Hawaii's 5.1.
10 the hon. liulliukiWInie Itioaesminw.
The ISIPEFT lest Kit. the Mite) Stir KO and Slie/Preamp kit for % IRK
Also acomprehensive range of Focal Kits from an even wider
range of High-Tech Loudypeaker unity.
SUPPLIERS To THE TRADE SINCE 1972
5cnit tor our

RICAL
Bored by the sound of your
current Loudspeakers?
The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it - upgrade

it)

By improving the quality of crucial components and
will astound you
a hi

P1.2 , Jug .
alhl alate

I, 13hp .hompl

1,S52.

Europc USSI hill re lIntanahonal Rd> («oupgm.IIRCI to:- ' Dept
NorhIch Croci 515i.iiAtililS. Norukh. Norlolk NRI4 /Ur

116

Id

thel,ts.

'Lithe Hou,

1015101 57/1272

morer
)»

LERIP

wiring in your loudspeaker you can achieve results that

furless

and for a fraction of the cost of buying

model

Our

Component

Price List contains the definit iv ,•

•
Our

« imponents

Loudspeaker

Upgrade

SEND

Handbook provi. iv
i

le Of

upgra,fi

Give them anew lease of life!
I, receive our latest information - just mail, phone or I,
the foll,,mnq . 0410 ,4,4
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,

FREE priie

vifá

SLEDGEHAMMER

Cumbria, LA8 9AS England
Tel: 01539 823297

Fax: 01539 823317

$5 FOR

SPECIFICATIONS AND

PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

MAD1SOUNO SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madiaoundeills.com
Web Page: http:/vnweitis.comimadisound
JULY 1998

HI-FI NEWS 8) RECORD REVIEW

classified
(I 500
I.
£695
£140
£450
f349
£1.500 £2
£1.500
£850
£850
£595
£79
£99
£349

£3.800
£1 Okk

TEAC Reference 500 System. mint

£699

£800

Nardos' Blue Heaven 25m BAShre
Nordost Blue Heaven 1m Voonnect ( NEW)

£280
£120

£380
£ 150

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries
Telephone:- 01644 420710

1998
SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe
North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

Tel/Fax.

AUDIO

MATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

LIST
A.E.1"s

piano

veNtyy

£650

£2228

Alchemist Broken Anniversa-y (Mk II)
Anthem int. 1valve (ex/d)

£579

PO.A.

£ 1295

£ 1036

Anthem CD 1player (5 star What Hl-Fi) . £ 1595
Audio Physics spark spks

£ 1700 ...£ 1095

Audio Research D250 MKII lervo

THE

AUTHORISED

SALE

block + stand.

Alchemist Forseti pre + power

'Lockwood Aue

£2250

Audio Research D115 MKII
SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS

£ 1050

Audio Research SP14 pre

£3298 .. £ 1350

Audiolab C+P

£500

Audion Black Shadows 845 valve (new) £4000

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
ron Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks .. £2250 . PO.A
Chario hyper 4's (ex/d)

£2000

Clements RT7 piano lacquer, black

£4250 .. £2250

Jadis JA80's monoblocks

£9912 .. £4450

Jadis JA30's monoblocks K188
Krell Kay 300 int/ amp

£5980

£2750

£2503

Mocintnsh 712 pre (ex/d) (tic)

PO A

Macintosh MC7100 power (ex/d)

PO A

Misson 753's

£400

Musical Fidelity MVT pre
Nakamichi 682 L< COSS

£399
.

PMC LB1 spks + stands

£450

.

£500

Restek Sixtant pwr. amp

£595

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON OEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CA DENC E
ES MK II'S - USTEN 8 BE PERSUADED
On Den:- Alchemist. Anthem, Audiomeco. Audion Valve Amps.
Cadence Speakers. DPA. Monarchy, Ortolon. Pink Triangle,
Project 11, Sonic Fronhers,Triangle Speakers, trilogy Volve Amps, Van del Hui

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

lkl'ARANT1.11 , lk kl' \ III) 10 .1
11/t› \,
ALI, VAL\ 1
- Si , ii ,
ii 1101151
R1 , 1
,kR

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our websito ut:
hnp://wwwietwyra.com
email: fatwyre@fotwyro.corn

JULY 1998
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IC`i721

Music Mill
111-11 ads so: Ihato alrr as. sr onh listening to.

0131 -555 3963
STRAIGHT WIRE CABLES

£PHONE

TANNOY 609 inc STANDS + CABLE

£ 140

MERIDIAN D5000 BLACK

£ 1900

ROYD ABBOT BLACK

£250

AUDIOLAB P

mcomPRny

I SOI'

G T AUDIO

AUDIOLAB O + P

PO. Boa 579, Polla Pleasont, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI- F1 NEWS S. RECORD REVIEW

\ 1111 II, I

SONY R 1TRANSPORT/OAC

THE
le CABLE

I,\ I, IS,. I \ I,/1,1 \

Tel/fax: 01895 833099

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

I COMPONENTS
L_ACCESSORIES
IPIT
USES

,1

\ 551 , 11 \ Ilk 011.

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH

OUT NOW - £2.00

£149
£350
£550
Si,
£800 £ 104
£1.500 £2.030
£2,100 £2,700
£279 £350
£399 £500
£499 £600
£250 £380
£499 £800
£150 £200
f250 £359
£499 £545
£115 £ 140

4
iarruc.s

£900
£975
£300

DPA BLACK SIXTEEN 4.5 MPR
DPA BLACK SIXTEEN 5M PR

£250
£275

SONUS FABER MINUETIC

£425

AUDIOLAB 8000A

£150

lOom-óprn • MON SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 50G

Microseki Air Bearing Vacuum Platter Bronze FVG1500
Capable of runnegg 4arms vanous armboardS
Graham Model Iann Ospare wand. mint
Koetsu Gold Signature Canndge. mol
TEAC PI DI Transport & DAC balanced, mint
Tascare CD 701 Pro TEAC CO PLayer balancee m'II
Revox B261 Tuner. met!
Renos Hl Cassette 3Head Machine. mint
Nakamehi Dragon Cassette Deck, mint
Nakarnehi CR7E Cassette Deck. mint
Mark Levinson 0026 Phono MC balancea. mint
Vedeur Bloc Source Preamp & 2Class AAmpli A35
Power Amps, mint or spht superb
Equation 2Speakers Black. mint
JBL 150 Speakers Limed Oak mint

SALE
£2995
£995
£995
£2295
£795
£750
£695
£1495
£1195
£2795

£7000
£2900
£2800
£4800
£1900
£1145
£1150
f2350
£1995
£5350

£3995
£1295
£695

£10000
£3500
£1650

Proceed CO Player Balanced Output. mint
£995
Oracle Alexandria Tumtable & Prelude Arm
£495
Audio Synthesis Modded Sony CEO( 303ES wat, AT&T etc
voth135M 20 Ultra Analogue 20800 APS-02 Suppki the is
anee combo or split mint
£ 1150
Ton Lo IT Tuner AClassic Superb. mint
£895
Spectral Preamp DMCIO vgc
£995
Rowland Coherence 1Senes 2Preamp. mint
£1795
Rowland Model 7Senes 3Mono Amps. mint
£3995
Jadis Defy 7Mk 3Valve Power Amp. mint
£2995
Krell ( SA 50 Power Amp. mint
£1195
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495
Cello Auchosune with Premium CD, Phono MC
Premium Outputs 9months old staggenng
£9995
Cello duro Palene 9months old staggenng
£9995
Cello Petorinance 24 Chassis Mono Amps again only
9months old and also staggenng
£12995
Words cannot express how good the cello equipment
nothing else we've heard comes close
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers and Stands Oak
£995
Aude Physics Virgo Speakers Cherrywood
£2500
Mirage MI Speakers Mk 2Manno Black
£2495
Reyes 66 ROS Tuner. mint
£550
Krell ( SA 250 power amp choice of 2
Mint £2995
Krell Studio DAC balanced AT&T etc
£1895
Audio Research SP14 pre amp silver
£1395
Threshold PET 10E pre amp phonoTine
£1995
Threshold PET 10 pre amp ' E' sedes
£1695
Oracle Delphi Mk3 tumtable Sumiko the ano
£1495
Ensemble Pnma Donna speakers
£2995
Alan 4speakers black ash
£1495
Apogee Stage speakers • stands
£1395
Tannoy 638 Profile speakers black
£395
Wilson Audio Win speaker piano black
£4995
SME 345 Tonearrn black/gold rare
£595
Krell PAM 1dual mono preamp ( superb abono/
£998
Burmeister 850 mono power amps ( tare
£1995
Bumeeter 838/846 phono/line gold platal
£1495
Burmeister 838/846 phono/irte chrome
£1295
Sonus Faber Guannan speakers limned editen
£4500
Nakame 700 ZXE 3head cassette deck
£895
Martin Logan CLS 22 speakers • stands
from
£1995
Apogee Mini Grand speakers • subs piano black
£2995
Audio Research 070 power amp balanced
£1995
Audio Research 0160 power amp
£1495
Audio Research LS3B preamp remete black
£1795
Audio Research LS7 preamp
• Latest
£1295
Gryphon Lerdera Edition preamp
£3500
Gryphon XT preamp
£2295
Levrnson 12A preamp • p/supply rnm/mc
£995
Arcarn 170 3CD transpon
£350
Arcam black box SDAC
£250
Arcam Delta 1100 preampDAC black box 50 chipset
f395
Atoan Delta 120 power amp
£250
PS Audio 46 preamp memo
£395
Golcknund Minirrus 3power amp
£1995
Cary 2A3 Mode stereo power amp chrome
£895
Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp
£595
Menden 200/203 CD DAC tchord
£795
Menean 208 CD/preamp phono board MRS
f795
CAL tempest 2CD player valve
value £ 1295
Cambodge Col CD player
£500
Cranfield Rock The Original
Rare £500
Sota Cosmos turntable vacuum hold
Stunning £ 1595
Snell Type A3 loudspeakers
£3295
Spendor SP2.2 loudspeakers •istands
£350
Wharldale Option 1active loudspeakers
Rare £ 1500
Accoustat II Electrostatic speakers black
£495
Saverado speaker 8. stand
Stunneg £ 1495
Counterpoint SA9 phono stage
The best £ 1895
Beard BB100 Mk2 integrated amp vaNe
£795
Proac Studio 200 speakers mahogany
Iront £995
Linn (amok Memela 2CD transport/DAC
rom £ 1295
Rowland Model 2power amp
Latest £2995
Krell ( SA 2008 power amp
Last version
£2500
Krell ( ST 100 Mk11 power amp balanced
£1495
Krell (AV Aude Visual preamp prosessor AC3 etc
£8995
Audio Research reterence one preamp
£4995
Krell BPS 30m CD Player 3months old, mint
£2995
Counterpoint 0310E & 0311 Eco Transport & DAC Ultra
Analogue 20 Bit. Silver. mInt
£1995
Krell (AV 300i Integrated Amp RC 3months old. mint
£1995
Musical Fidelity A1001 Integrated Amp RC. mint
£1995
Mark Levinson ML) Power Amp. VGC
£2995
Quad ESL 63 speakers 0stands black, latest mint
£1695
Magneplanar 1.5 OR Speakers. mint
f995
Micromega 2.1 CD Transport. mint
£1495
Miche Argo Hera line Preamp dsupply mint
£495
Cary CAD805 Single ended 211 valve mono amp
f4995
Jadis JA80 valve mono amps Mk2. mint
£3995
Menean Argent 3speakers Rosewood. mint
f795
Cabasse Colonne 135 speakers VDH wired walnut with
Cabasse Active Equaliser silver wired, mint
£1995
New DAC OIT valve DAC balanced superb. mint
£2995
KrellAC
( HR Preamp RC balanced etc mint
£4500
Audio Research SPA MK2 Preamp Solver mint
£1995
Meridian 508 24 be CO Player latest. mint
£1695
Octave ORI Class APower Amp superb ope
£1295
Michel 150 Phonostage mint
£295
Lumley 120 Reference Valve Mono Amps
£1495
Ensemble PA IReference speakers Mere 8, stands
Plateo black superb. mint
£1995
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybrid speakers mahogany
unusual Indian design 90DB superb vgc
£1995

eh £ 1900
en £ 1390
f2515
£££
£3495
£4000
£10500
£4790
£2800
£995
£20000
£20000

Sm

e?,-., .

£25000
£3000
£3800
£5000
£1000
£6600
£4450
£3298
£4920
f4250
£3400
£10000
£3850
£3450
£600
f8888
£1000.
£1998
£5350
£3500
£3250
£6200
£1600
£4550
f£8595
£4400
£2645
£3025
£1698
£8000
£5500
£2400
£700
£450
£750
£520
£900
£5150
£1495
£1200
£1660
£1665
£3900
£1500
£T ,
£4400
f8995
Sm

Al Ikkkli
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EX- OEM EOUIPMEN1 SAI
Digital Products
502
• , an Caspian CO player
RCD930 AX CD Player
,
Jord Genesis CD player
' intz C063Mk3 KI SIgnature CD player
,.1 Data Basic Mk2 CO Transport
rra 15 DAC / digital preamp. bal / unbal:
remote control. digital volume etc • connect
DAC directly to power amp - the unimate
Amplifiers
Narre 102 remote preamp
Naim 180 poweramp
Roksan Casaran fa/C amplifier
Rotel 921 New Model
Rotel R0970 Mc/Mm phono stage ( excellent)
Marantz PM66 KI Signature
Speakers
J,Jja Byte: (BlaCk)
ik ELA; ( Cherry)
,J,, Intro spkrs. latest
Irrei Credo solas. latest. ((Mesh)
Naim SRL era. latest
ProAc Response 2.5's ( Cherry. mint cond.)
Bet 035
Bet 055
ProAc Tablette 50 ( bah! Oak. mint)
Triangle Titus spkrs
I
Zephyr speakers
.NOubic 111 ( Lig ht Cheryl
kkk Icon ( Cherry
,ssan Rok 1speakers ( Light Elder)
lannoy M2

Hi- Fi

meco.
Sm

Zeuet

Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
c/d
Sm
Sm
Sm
st,
Sm
Sm

£1095
£2350
£4800
£1495
£1850
£2572
£5000
£5550
£2897
£14390
£8950
£5490

£4600
£13000
£6949
£5350
£1995
£4000
£412
£3300
£5000
£4500

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
1I7
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F
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&How CINEMA

RECORD STORAGE
Shoanne's front elevation is here compared with
one of IAN EDWARDS' larger units, the
40" 5-tier LP unit which is drawn to the some
scale & which holds 1250 LPs.

28 GUEENSWAY, HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX. TEL/FAX 01403 251587
E-MAIL: hi-fiepaynter.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE: vvww.payntendemor,Lg9.uk
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS

•

•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS

•MICHELL PRODUCTS

•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC

•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS

•BASIS/AIR TANGENT

•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS

•SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS

•TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS

• ACCUPHASE

•VAN DEN HUL

• AUDIO ANALOGUE

CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS

This is our way of letting readers know that
IAN STILL MAKES LP RECORD HOUSING in
ALL SORTS of wood finishes from pine to
rosewood, as well of course as racks & drawer.
chests for CDs, video tapes or cassettes, Hi-fi
units & bookshelves, etc, etc, etc & Specials.

•NACRA PL- P PREAMPLIFIER

MICHELL ARGO HR PRE-AMP 113391 SH £695
VTL 30/30 STEREO VALVE AMP 19951
£495
MARK LEVINSON 27 POWER AMP (4995) SH £ 1995
PEAUX E220 213:IW PONER AMP 114951 )001 £895
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT ( 16001 SH £695
SME MODEL 20/SME MK VARM (49001 SH £2495
MANLEY 300B SE/PP MONOBLCCS 14180) XD £ 1995
MANLEY PURIST PRE-AMP ( 1640) X0
£995
VTL SUPER DELUXE PREAMP 129951 XE) £ 1495
VAC 80/80 STEREO VALVE POWER AMP (27901 XL) £ 1795
CHORD SPM 1200B POWR AMP ( 3500) SH £ 1995
AUDIOLAB 80000 PRE-AMP ( 1250) XD £ 725
MAGNEPLANAR MG 06 OR SE 11575] XD £ 1095

VIMAK TRANSPORT & DAC ( 6000) SH
£2495
RELIES CHAMELEON SPEAKERS (995) SH £275
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE-AMP ( 1303) X0 £695
BEARD P35 POWER AMP (995) SH
£495
QUAD ESL 57 ELECTROSTATICS PI SH
£250
KRELL KPS 201/L CD PLAYER 02.0001 £7995
CELESTION 5000 RIBBON SPEAKERS SH £395
TOL REFERENCE MONITORS SH
£995
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DSM DAC ( 12031 £595
£995
VAC 201 VALVE PREAMP XO 09951
£995
PERREAUX SM 5PREAMP XD (25001
£1595
PERREAUX 2400 200W POWER ( 2995)

For the BEES KNEES in this type of furniture, in
Modem
Georgian styles, ask for the Brochure
from
IAN EDWARDS

The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogote,
North Yorkshire, HG1 3HB.
Telephone: 01423 500442

WANTED: Quality Staff for Hi End Audio/Visual Dealer. Scotland's fastest growing HiFi

OkI>HEVS AVD10
,icedeett«.

Company requires technically aware/friendly/conscientious sales person. Must be Hi- end Audio
proficient. Marketing expertise/computer literate helpful ( not essential). Please write in confidence
with current C.V. to:

AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSCEND CD TRANSPORT

E.A.R. 861 POWER MAP
KEF REFERENCE 4E/SPEAKERS
in rosena burr

eAIIII

MAIM NAT 02 TUNER
REYOX 817 MKII REEL TO REEL

° CLASSICS

The complete sound end wisu•I solution

."1., 12 rrwr.th, .11

The Townhouse, No IPark Gate, GLASGOW G3 6DL.

LIST ( I)
1395

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DUX 2
EAR. 834 DELUXE ( PRE-AMP)

Elaine Morell

G111111

total

SALE ( E)
695
1)00
395
1800

2200
795
3600
3900

1950

1000
1800
ienr•unt, • ore nun,

500
900
udo.,

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

REFERENCE CABLE
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

For further details contact John SCarrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

1(1

IMMORTAL

HORN

1

LOUDSPEAKERS

SOUND FORESIGHT

3SCli

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Bucks - Northwood Audio 01296 28790. Cheshire - Philip Dooley 01625 264666. Cornwall - R.J.F. Audio Visual
01209 710777. Sounds Perfection 01326 221372. Eire & N. Ireland - Kronos Hi Fi 01868 748632. Hants - The Audio Gallery 01730 895194. Herts
-Radlett Audio 01727 855577. Humberside - ZFB Audio 01472 883722. Hunts - The HiFi Company 01733 341755. Kent - Sounds of Music 01892
547003. Lanes - Orpheus Audio 01257 473175. Leics - Audio World 01162 571414. Notts - John Kirk 0115 9252986. Chantry Audio 01777 870372.
Suffolk - Audio Images 01502 582853. Sussex - Heatherdale Audio 01903 872288. W. Mids - Five Ways Hi Fi 0121 455 0667. Worcs - Music Matters
01384 444184. Yorks - The HiFi Studios 01302 781387. London - KJ West One 0171 486 8262. Musical Images 0181 952 5535. Purist Audio 0171
431 7423. The Audio Consultant 0171 380 0866. UK Distributor - Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE.
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for sale trade
SOMETHING FOR THE WEEKEND SIR ?
Then why not build your self apair of high quality loudspeakers in only two days.
Why buy ordinary mass produced speakers from
your local high street hi-fi dealer, when you could
build your own loudspeakers for 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality.
You will also have the satisfaction of knowing
that these speakers were uniquely hand built by
yourself.
All our kits utilise the highest quality components
and have factory machined flat pack cabinets. This
means that anyone can build an excellent sounding
pair of loudspeakers to be proud of.
For the faint hearted we can supply all our kits as
fully finished items hand built by Neil, Shaun and
Terry - NOT BY ROBOTS !

Phone today for your free catalogue giving details

WilMS1OW

of our full range of DIY kits and accessories.

Audio

50 Main Street Broughton Astley Leicester LE9 6RD Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com

theVirtuosos
acclaimed
high-end loudspeakers
with outstanding ability
to breathe real life into
loved recordings
"...breathtaking speed and transparency ... a
superb sense of timing and ... delightful
agility... ".. fine dynamics ..."the finesse of
an electrostatic and the timing of aRehdeko..."
[HiFi Choice]
"Piano could sound very good indeed, tactile
and convincing, and vocals could be just
exquisite. Offers those two things that are
noticeably lacking in most hi-fi today,
excitement and enjoyment."
[Hi Fi News]

17
3

u-listening
CD PLAYER',
RRP
£54e90
£699.99
£699.99

\ n. Inega Stage 1
Micromega Stage 2
Micromega DAC 1
Meridian 200/263 Serviced, VGC
Meridian 563 DAC
Theta Gen 5A DAC
Trichord Revelation
Trichord Genisis
Arcam Delta 270 CD, VGC
Revox 225 CD

SALE
£359.00
£449.99
£449.00
£399.00
£499.00
£3895.00
£559.00
£389.00
£399.00
£299.00

D
D
D
S/H
D
D
D
D
D
S/H

£1993.00
£2495.00

£1395.00
£1695.00

D
S/H

£6 95.00

£449.00
£395.00
£695.00
f295.00
£579.00
£1099.00
£429.00
£699.00
£1999.00

D
S/H
S/H
S/H
D
D
D
D
D

£1499.00
£595.00
£599.00
£1000.00
£839.00
£1199.00
£1499.00

S/H
S/H
D
D
D
D
D

£119.00
£495.00

S/H
S/H

aee.00
£6523.00
£749.00
£549.00
£79
3.90

\\III II II 1:s

the new

VirtuosoReference
For single ended triode amplifier loyers, there are
no comparable loudspeakers. They are so easy to
drive. When the music starts, the speakers disappear.
Ask for ademonstration. Prices from £2995.

... abravura performance
the Virtuosos are designed and manufactured by
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, FourteerrAcre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, East Sussex , T1V354NB, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1424 813888 Fax: +44 (0)1424 812755
website: httelfrnembers.aol.corn/ThomTransi
eMait ThomTrans@aolcom

b

Audio Research VT60
Audio Research VT60 SE
(Few months old, serviced)
Meridian 501 Pre Amp
Naim NAC42/NAP140 Amp
Classe DR 10 Power Amp, VGC
Linn LK1/LIQ Pre/Power
Audiolab PPA Phono Stage
Audiolab 8COOM X2 Power Amp
Micromega Tempo 1Amp
Meridian 541 Processor/Pre
Angstrom Processor/Pre

£899.00
£1698.00
£699.00
£1095.00
£3495.00
l01.

\ 1•,

Quad ESL 63/Stands, Brown, VGC
Acoustic Energy AE2/Dedacated Stands
B&W 805 Speakers, Black
Linn Kabers Black
KEF Reference 1Rosetta
KEF Reference 2Rosetta
KEF Reference 3Rosewood, VGC
IL \ I

£995.00
£1399.00
£1999.00
£2tH9.00
(

\ SS1 IIl

Rotel RT870L Tuner
Revox 13215 Cassette Deck
D=EX DEMONSTRATION

1)1( KS

S/H=SECOND HAND

161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
MondaySaturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66
G

olden

Dragon

/Lac 111,1;

R
liL11110101;l' IMO IIIC

21.q

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
6.3V
Heater current
1.3A
Anode voltage (DC)
450V
425V
Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
-15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
22W
Screen dissipation
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and Hj
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

CONNECTIONS
TE_ I. FAX : 0151 348 1988
.11

und

cormectionsdilai pipex corr

rVAIL ORDER SUPPLIES OF QUALITY HI-FI 'ACCESSORIES
•

The importance of
cables ani accessories
is often oveilcoked when
purchasing z hi-fi system.

It is very easy to be scep:ical about caolas because of
their apparent high cost or
insubstartial appearance,
but they
can play a major part in
achievinc the full potential
from your sys:em.
We offer a popular 10rVIE TRIAL SERVICE wilch
enab.ee you ta evaluate cables in your OVUM system,
therefore ens_ming you purchase the right cable.
PLEASE TEL

FAX / E-MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUC7 AND PRICE LIST

VAN DEN HUL • DN
XLO • AUDIO

PESON

ouEsrr •

• SONICLINK • NORDOST • CHORD CO

KIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON

LAT • SUMIKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET
SOUNDSTYLE • TOWP.SHEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, - lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. .. the RIGHT cables
. . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

52 Greg n Lane'. 5re-Wt 5JtILon • Sou:h Wirral • Ch?.shioe • L66 4LE

£2000 OF HI-FI TO BE WON
Leading our ediuipment tests next month is afull test on Musical
Fidelity's innovative Nu-Vista pre-amplifier (which, as the name
suggests makes use of the advanced miniaturised metal- cased triode
valves, originally developed for US military use), Linn's affordable
'music centre' the Classik; Talk Electronics' brand-new CD
player; and Pioneer's spectacularly successful DVD/Laserdisc
combi player. Loudspeaker tests include the latest ' hot rodded' B&W
CDMSE, Mordaunt Short's MS25i Pearl and JBL's
'domesticated' studio monitor, the 4312, plus AVi's potent new baby
'LS35/A beater', the NuNeutron. Further tests cover Classé CAP100
and NVA AP70 amplifiers, and anew, 'affordable' Kuzma
turntable There'll be apacked music section as usual, plus all the
HFN/RR regulars. Finally, look out or next month's free- entry
competition, with more than £2000 of
prizes to be won! The August
issue goes on sale
Friday,
3 July
Don't miss ; t!
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finale
told you who was really voting in this
survey. ' You, the people' were
actually British males in their mid20s, who had sex to, took drugs to
and possibly even danced to the
sound of that album, which never
went above No 19 on the, er, charts.
How else could Stone Roses,
however good it might be, come to
be voted the second best piece of
MOTM? If anything resembling a
reasonable cross-section of the
record buying public had been
voting, shouldn't Michael Jackson,
the all time best-selling rock artist,
have been in with abetter chance?
Even if a representative sample of
contemporary teens and sub- teens
ere's one you can try for
With so
had been voting, shouldn't The
yourself. Walk out into the
many Pop
street and stop the very first
Spice Girls have been up there?
person you meet. Ask that person
MOTM might have got away with
Charts
this question: 'What's the greatest
it had this been called ` Top 100
around, we
rock album of all time?'
Rock Albums of All Time Chosen
have no true
Mostly by British Males In Their
Whether you've stopped amiddleaged Jamaican granny, a98 year old
Mid-20s', which would help account
indicator of
for the poor showings not only of
Tibetan monk on abrief sabbatical,
what's really or a ten year old Bognor Regis Jacko and The Spice Girls but also
Elvis Presley and Chuck Berry, not
schoolboy, the answer most likely to
popular.
snap right back at you is '
Sgt Pepper's
to mention black acts in general.
If we knew,
Lonely Hearts Club Band by The
To be fair, the problem at the
heart of all this doesn't even lie so
Beatles'.
though,
People who've never even heard it
much with MOTM as it does with
it could be
will give you the same reply. Hell,
the current British obsession with
frogspawn would probably croak the
charts. No respectable magazine
ashock
same answer. It's an almost
seems complete these days without
Pavlovian response, like saying that
its own Top 100 albums, guitar
Citizen Kane is the greatest movie of
breaks, sexiest people, most
all time and Ulysses is the crowning
influential people or pasta shapes.
achievement of English literature.
Magazine charts have only two
functions. One is to boost sales and
Before long, it may well be
enshrined in the human genetic
two is to spark heated debate among
the populace, thus further boosting
code.
sales. They're certainly not about
That's why the recent Music of the
providing adefinitive guide to what's
Millennium chart, organised jointly
by Channel Four and the HMV
best- loved in any chosen genre,
because the voting potential is
Shop was doomed from the start.
The presenters continually reminded
limited to readers of those specific
us that the albums in the chart were
magazines.
The other kind of chart which the
voted for by 'you, the people' and,
music industry in particular suffers
sure enough, there was Sgt Pepper at
No 1. Now, I'm not knocking Sgt
too much from these days is the
consumer chart. Once upon a time
Pepper. It has a valid claim to
greatness, but the unthinking
there was really only the official
chart as used by Top Of The Pops,
acceptance of that greatness by the
and you could be reasonably sure
world at large is scary.
that anything on that chart was being
At No 2 in the MOTM chart was
an
even
bought by fair numbers of youngish
folks. Now there's aNetwork Chart
spookier
and a Pepsi Chart as well, not to
prospect —
mention countless sub-genre charts
The Stone
purporting to measure sales of
Roses
by
anything from heavy metal to
The Stone
Roses, their
country,
dance,
indie
or
1989 debut.
compilations. In a market where, in
If
Pepper
a slow week, 50,000 sales can get
made the
you aNo 1on the CIN singles chart
No
1 (as used by Top Of The Pops), exactly
position
what does it mean to be at No 20 in
irrelevant,
the indie chart? If the band, the
roadies, the manager and a few
this
one
relatives buy copies, you could be at
voided the
entire chart,
No 10 with abullet.
If Sgt Pepper was the greatest rock album of all
because it
Trevor Dann, Head of BBC
time, how did The Stone Roses make it to No 2?

H
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Music Entertainment, is one of
many in the industry who feel
concern about the state of the charts.
`We want to make programmes
which reflect what's popular, and it's
no longer certain that what is selling
is necessarily what people actually
like. Sales is obviously one indicator,
but if you take account of, for
example, what people are playing on
juke-boxes and requesting from their
radio stations you get avery different
figure.'
The notorious unreliability of
British charts has even more serious
implications. ' If you're trying to sell
a British act overseas,' notes
independent marketing consultant
John Webster, ' it no longer means
anything to tell a foreign record
company that the act has asingle in
the UK Top Five. They shrug and
say " So what?" because they no
longer have faith in our charts as an
indicator of what is genuinely
popular.'
There's probably no simple
answer to our current charts malaise,
but fewer of them would be no bad
thing. And, if we really must have
programmes called Music of the
Millennium, then the least we can
strive for is to make certain the name
means something.
Why, for example, is the standard
unit of music assumed in so many
charts to be an album? Until the
1960s, no popular musician thought
of albums as anything other than a
collection of singles. Looking in
detail at almost any album, even a
supposedly classic one, soon reveals
weak spots, throwaway tracks and
fillers. Why aren't we asking for the
greatest single of all time, or the
greatest song, or even the definitive
version of the greatest song?
Probably the only organisation
which could do the job properly
would be the BBC, via an all- day
marathon charity phone-in poll,
carried across TV, radio and the
Radio Times.
How else would it be possible to
ensure that all age, class and ethnic
groups had the opportunity to vote
for their favourite pieces of music?
How else could we come close to a
meaningful chart of which music the
British public really holds dear?
The answer, of course, might be
terrifying. We might well discover
that, as far as the great British public
is concerned, 'My Way' is mankind's
all-time pinnacle of musical
achievement. Or the Eastenders'
Theme. Or The Sound Of Music.
Unpalatable as that might be for all
those torn between ' Stairway To
Heaven', ' Bohemian Rhapsody' and
'A Whiter Shade Of Pale', at least
we'd be alittle nearer to some kind
of reality.
Johnny Black
JULY 1914
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Introducing the

wios
Because people like music.:
Mission Group. Huntingdon. PE18 6ED England. Tel + 44 ( 0)1480 451777

Fax + 44 ( 0)1480 432777 email:infoemission.co.uk http://www.mission.co.uk

